


Honda can give you all the 
power you need for good times 
in the great outdoors. With a 
complete line of lightweight, 
portable generators from 500 
to 800 watts. Each is really easy 
to operate. Just turn it on, pull 
the cord and you're off and . runnmg. 

Honda generators are ideal 
for lighting up a campsite, charg
ing the boat battery, powering 
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small appliances, or providing 
standby power. 

Each one features a quiet, 
reliable Honda four-stroke 
engine. An advanced Oil Alert · 
system that warns when the oil 
level gets too low~ 
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An Automatic Decompression 
system and CD Ignition for 
quick, easy starts. And a USDA 
approved spark arrestor muffler 
so it can even be used in 
National Parks. 

So if you're looking for the 
best generator to fit your outdoor 
power needs, size up a Honda . 

Check your Yellow Pages 
for the Honda Generator dealer 
nearest you today. 
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Detroit's big switch 
to turbo power 
The bugs have been worked out, and gas-saving, 
powerful turbos are here to stay. Or are they? 
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Faster than light? 
There's a mystery going on with quasars tliat 
might have us rewriting the laws of physics. 

The house that 
computers built 
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Robots, computers, and near-term technology 
form the basis of this unique building concept. 
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Now: food that lasts 
(almost) forever 
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Readers Talk Back 
Address letters for this column to: Readers Talk Back, PoPuLAR SCIENCE, 
380 Madison Ave. , New York, N.Y. 10017. Because of the large 
volume of mai l, we are unable to acknowledge unpublished letters . 

Another slant 

I'm a 16-year-old high-school student 
and have chosen the controversy on 
slanted or vertical solar glazing [Aug. 
'83] as my topic for a science-fair 
project. I constructed two boxes of 
equal volume, each with a two-by
three-foot window. One window was 
set at a 60-degree angle; the other box 
had a vertical window. Both boxes 
were insulated with one inch of foam 
insulation. Data came from electronic 
thermometers and thermocouples se
cured behind aluminum plates (to 
keep the thermocouples out of direct 
sunlight). I measured temperatures 
during the months of November, De
cember, and January. Solar heating 
was the only source of heat in these 
boxes, and the data cannot be directly 
compared with that from homes using 
supplementary heat sources. 

I've found that a vertical window is 
more advantageous than a 60-degree 
window during the winter months. 
The 60-degree box accumulates snow 
(when such conditions are present), 
while the 90-degree box remains snow
free. Due to this, the 90-degree box 
obtained temperatures two to 100 de
grees F higher than the 60-degree box. 

Temperature readings (disregard
ing data when the 60-degree box was 
covered with snow) show that 57 per
cent of the time there was no dif
ference in temperature between the 
60-degree box and the 90-degTee box. 
Twenty-eight percent of the time the 
90-degree box's temperature was five 
to 34 degrees F higher than the 60-
degree box's, and 14 percent of the 
time the temperature in the 60-degree 
box was three to 10 degrees F hotter 
than that in the 90-degree box. If the 
sun was bright enough to create a dif
ference between the two boxes , the 
90-degree box was more effective in 
collecting heat. 

Nancy M. Fenn, Huron, Ohio 

Left in space 

One might expect a better answer 
than you gave Joseph Hyde [RTB, 
Jan.] when he correctly pointed out 
your reversal of the astronaut picture 
in "Workhorse Shuttle" [Sept. '83]. Al
though vertical and horizontal have 
no meaning without a frame of refer-

ence, left and right certainly do. Un
less the NASA shoulder-patch flag is 
unconventional, your picture was re
versed as well as rotated. 

Phil Eastman, Waterloo, Ont. 

Reader Eastman is correct. The pic
ture was both rotated and reversed. 

Geothermal tax 

Please advise any of your readers who 
may be considering using geothermal 
heat to stop considering it. I have been 
notified by the Internal Revenue Ser
vice that my 1980 tax credit has been 
disallowed and assessed interest near
ly equal to the amount of tax credit .. 
The reason is that my ground-water 
temperature is not 122 degrees F. 
When drawing up the regulations for 
geothermal heat, the IRS stuck that 
little requirement in, and no one 
noticed. As a result, they are disallow
ing geothermal tax credits through
out the United States on that basis. 

Ralph G. Rohner Jr. 
[no address given] 

Bronze mettle 

In "Sticking Metal to Metal" [Nov. '83], 
there is the phrase: "a bronze (copper
zinc) rod." 

It seems to me that if the material is 
copper-zinc alloy it must be brass, not 
bronze. Brass is also more in keeping 
with the origin of the word brazing. 

George Williams, Naples, Fla. 

E. F. Lindsley replies: "Reader Wil
liams revives an ancient conflict of ter
minology in the metal-joining trades 
so classic that it warranted a special 
footnote in Union Carbide's masterly 
book The Oxy-Acetylene Handbook. It 
says, 'Years ago, the process we now 
term "braze welding" was commonly 
known as ((bronze welding." Tradi 
tionally, bronze was considered an 
alloy of copper and tin; brass, an alloy 
of copper and zinc. Today, while all al
loys designated as brass contain a lot 
of zinc, several alloys commercially la
beled bronze also contain zinc, and 
some contain no tin.' If you want to 
stick metal together, ask your supplier 
for either bronze or brass brazing rod, 
and you'll almost certainly get, accord
ing to the same reference, 'The filler 
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Warning : The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 
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WE ARE DODGE. 
WITH THE LOWEST-PRICED 
FULL-SIZED TRUCK IN 
AMERICA. $6,393.* 
Pay more and get less. Or 
pay less and get more. 

Because you can buy a 
full-sized Dodge DlOO 
at a list price that's 
hundreds of dollars less 
than a compact ford 
Ranger or Chevy S-10. 
when comparably 
equipped with six 
cylinder engines. 

BACKED BY AMERICA'S 
LONGEST RUST-THRU 
PROTECTION TRUCK 
WARRANTY. 
AT NO EXTRA COSl 
There's more rust-fighting 
galvanized steel in a 
Dodge DlOO than any Ford 
or Chevy pickup. compact 
or lull-sized. 

One J'8(D()I1 why we 
can give you the 
longeat ,...,_throu~h 

totectfoa wanaoty. 

• 
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IT'S A BIG TRUCK TO 
DRIVE. A SMALL PRICE 
TO PAY. 
With a standcrrd full-sized 
six cylinder engine. Stan
dard full-sized hauling 
capacity. And room 
enough for three full-sized 
adults. 

SAVE S20D TO $400 WITH 
PROSPECTOR EQUIPMENT 
DISCOUNTS. 
Actual savings depend on 
model and package. And 
are based on the list 
prices ol package itema if 
purchased separately. So 
see your Dodge Truck 
dealer lor details. 
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Readers Talk Back 

metal used for most braze welding . . . 
a copper alloy containing roughly 60 
percent copper, 40 percent zinc, and 
small amounts of tin, iron, manganese, 
and silicon.'" 

Fire and foam 

Regarding "Foam Home" [Jan.], I won
der whether any of your research 
turned up the products of combustion 
of the foam and Insul!Crete materials. 
Is cyanide produced when that stuff 
scorches? Does the gas produced by 
combustion kill you? 

David A. C. Rudloff, M.D. 
MelbOurne, Fla. 

V. Elaine Smay replies: "According to 
Cubic Structures, the polystyrene foam 
used in the houses releases carbon di
oxide and carbon monoxide if allowed 
to burn. The foam does not emit other 
objectionable agents, according to the 
company- based on intensive testing 
by the EPS industry and by Cubic 
Structures. Presumably cyanide would 
come under that category. In addition, 
the foam must be covered with the 
Insul/Crete or some other fire barrier 
to meet building codes; that, plus the 
solid construction of the walls, should 
keep most fires from spreading. 

"For specific information about cya
nide formation, contact John Lehman, 
Cubic Structures Inc., 4307 Triangle 
St., McFarland, Wis. 53558." 

Burning woodshop scraps 

Your article describing new structural 
panels [Jan.] caused me to wonder 
about the toxic hazards of burning 
wood scraps in a fireplace or stove. A 
family in my town displayed symptoms 
of arsenic poisoning after burning 
firewood that was treated with chro
mate copper arsenate. In the past, I 
have burned scraps of plywood, wafer
board, particleboard, treated lumber, 
and painted wood in my stove with
out realizing that this might cause 
toxic substances to be emitted. For the 
benefit of woodworking hobbyists, 
please tell me which of these wood 
products present a health hazard when 
burned. 

Eldon Fick, Logansport, Ind. 

Al Lees replies: "Scraps of pressure
treated wood should never be burned 
in a fireplace or stove because chemi
cals are released into the air. The same 
is true, to some extent, of most recon
stituted wood, such as particleboard 
and waferboard, because of the resins 
that bond the fragments. Plywood and 
painted lumber may also release toxic 

substances, but scraps of hardboard 
and untreated wood may be safely 
burned." 

Iowan and proud 

Reader Michael D. Gutter of New
burgh, N.Y. [RTB, Dec. '83), reminds 
me of one of his forerunners from the 
Catskills: Rip Van Winkle. He may 
know all about sports cars, but when 
he puts down the state of Iowa to make 
his point, he shows he's been asleep 
for the last 100 years. 

Iowa produces more corn, soybeans, 
and hogs than any other state. Right 
here in Spud Knuckle (Ottumwa), 
John Deere has the largest tractor 
factory and the largest hay-harvesting
equipment factory in the world. We 
also have packing houses owned by 
Hormel, Wilson, Cuday, Rath, and 
Jimmy Dean. Other corporate citi
zens are Maytag, Quaker Oats, and 
Caterpillar. 

I don't care if Mr. Gutter's sports car 
can outfly a cannonball. I just hope 
he wakes up and looks around the 
next time he flies through Iowa. 

Dale R. Snyder, Ottumwa, Iowa 

Snow job? 

It always bothers me when a new idea 
in energy conservation states the 
yearly saving but not the return on 
investment. For instance, the invest
ment for the Prudential ice pond 
["Low-Tech Cooling," Sept. '83] in
cludes land cost, excavation, and the 
snow guns, hoists, and other equip
ment. Furthermore, do the yearly 
savings quoted include the cost of 
personnel or energy for the snow 
guns? 

Jeffrey A. Asher, Schenectady, N.Y. 

V. Elaine Smay replies: "System oper
ating costs are included in the quoted 
annual saving. The Prudential proj
ect is an experiment; .it will never pay 
back its cost. But it led the investiga
tors to conclude that such a system 
could provide process cooling economi
cally in colder climates because pro
cess cooling is needed year-round. And 
that led to the installation in New 
York. That system should have a pay
back of less than five years, they be
lieve. There, the initial investment was 
much lower because, in that colder 
climate, they can make snow just by 
spraying water into the air. Further
more, they do not attempt long-term 
storage of the snow (they supplement 
with conventional refrigeration). That 
saved the high cost of the insulated 
dome." 11!1 
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The next addition to your family could 
be the bright little newcomer in the growing 
family of IBM® personal computers. 

Name: PCjr. Weight: 12 pounds. 
Heritage: more than 30 years of computer 

• expenence. 
"Junior" is a powerful tool for modern 

times. ret it's simple enough for a child 
• 

to enJoy. 

BRINGING HOME BABY 
It's a big day when PCjr comes home. 

The surprises begin the 
moment you open 
the carton. 

Surprise # 1 is 
lllllllllllllllll 

llllllllllll II Ill • 
the IBM "Freeboard':_ 

a keyboard that doesn't need a connecting cord. 

move around and relax. 

IBM home budget program makes keeping 
track of money easier. There's also a selection of 
educational programs for children at home and 
at school. 

And when the work is finished (or 
perhaps before), the fun can begin. Just slip in 
a game cartridge and stand back. 

GROWING UP WITH JUNIOR 
Add a printer. A diskette drive. An 

internal modem for telecommunications. Increase 
user memory from 64KB to 128KB. With 
these and other add-it-yourself options, even 
the lowest-priced PCjr can grow up real fast. 

PCjr is a powerful tool for home, school 
or college. With its optional carrying case, it's a 
powerful tool anywhere you care to take it. 

SEE JUNIOR RUN 

Then there's the Junior's starting model includes a 64KB 
Keyboard Adventure - =--=~ii_.,_..,cassettelcartridge unit and Freeboard for 

·· an instructional exercise ~--r;;;;,liiiii about $700. A 128KB model with diskette 
for first-time users. It's built into the computer drive is about $1300. (Prices apply at IBM 
and explained step-by-step in the Guide to Product Centers. Prices may vary at other stores.) 
Operations. It will help anyone begin learning Your local authorized IBM PCjr dealer 
as soon as PCjr is hooked up to a TV set. proudly invites you to see this bright little 

In systems equipped with a diskette addition to the family. For the store nearest 
drive, there's a program that lets you explore you, just call 1-800-IBM-PCJR. In Alaska and 
computer fundamentals at your own pace, with Hawaii, 1-800-447-0890. 
PCjr as your teacher. 

And to get you off and running from the 
very first day, a sample diskette with eleven 
useful mini-programs (ranging from a 
spreadsheet for monthly expenses to a word 
game and a recipe file) is also included. 

But there are still more surprises. 

FAMILY COMPUTING MADE EASY 
Many IBM software programs written for 

other IBM personal computers will run on PCjr. 
And inexpensive new ones written especially for 
PCjr are being released. 

An easy-to-use diskette word processing 
program, for example, uses pictures as well as 
words to guide you along. A comprehensive 

.. . : 
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Science Newsfront 
By ARTHUR FISHER 
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High-power switch 

The tiny chip seen on a finger tip in 
the top photo is a new semiconductor 
switch claimed to have the highest 
power-handling ability ever attained 
in a device of its kind. Developed by 
researchers at General Electric's Re
search and Development Center, it is 
a new member of GE's insulated-gate
transistor (IGT) family. It can handle 
more than 12,000 watts of power at 
switching rates of one million times 
a second. The switch is less than 1/4 

inch square but holds 16,000 intercon
nected cells. Some of these cells, much 
magnified, appear on the TV monitor 
in the background. 

The inventor of the IGT, Dr. B. Jay
ant Baliga, predicts that this second
generation switch will generate major 
cost savings when used in controls for 
energy-saving adjustable-speed mo
tors and other electrical products. 

Antifouling compound 
A chemical under study at the Naval 
Research Center has proved successful 
in tackling the normally frustrating 
problem of marine fouling by organ
isms such as barnacles and sea squirts. 
Six-and-a-half years ago, researchers 
there applied a protective coating of 
the Teflon-based substance to the hull 
of the Navy tug Seamule, based in 

' 

Portsmouth, Va. Periodic inspections , 
and Cleanings show that the substance 
remains effective, as shown in the 
photo at the bottom of this page. The 
encrusted barnacles are literally being 
scooped up after the hull has been 
hosed down. 

Traditionally, expensive and time
consuming sandblasting and repaint
ing in dry dock have been needed to 
remove fouling organisms. A deposit 
of these creatures reduces a vessel's 
speed and increases fuel consumption. 

The experimental coating consists 
of powdered polytetrafluoroethylene 
(Teflon) dispersed in NRL-develope4 
fluorinated polymers. Unlike conven
tional antifouling paints, it is not 
toxic. Scientists at NRL believe that 
the effective life of the coating will 
be at least 10 years. 

Love bug's a no-no 

Chagas' disease, a chronic, devastat
ing, and often fatal affliction named 
after a Brazilian physician, is endemic 
in tropical America. It is caused by a 
parasite that is carried by a blood
sucking insect. 

Now health experts are concerned 
that some villagers in Mexico have de-

' 
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veloped a new and highly effective way 
of contracting the disease. In the be
lief that the bugs are aphrodisiacal, 
some residents of the Mexican state 
of Nayarit are eating them. 

Microwave thermography 

Yet another way to see inside the body 
has been developed by David Land, a 
physicist at the University of Glasgow, 
Scotland, seen in the photo below dem
onstrating his invention. It uses mi
crowave thermography, or heat sens
ing, to aid in the diagnosis of cancers 
and inflammatory conditions. It is 
passive, painless, and non-invasive, 
relying solely on reading the micro
waves generated naturally in varying 
amounts by different body tissues. The 
microwaves are sensed by a small an
tenna, about the size of a stethoscope 
head, that is moved over the skin above 
the region to be investigated and re
cords temperatures of organs, joints, 
and muscle tissue. 

Land claims that his device is less 
costly than X-ray machines and scan
ners and more precise than infrared 

I 

thermography, which only is capable 
of recording skin-surface tempera
tures. Prototypes of the device are un
dergoing clinical trials. 

False flippers 

Lucky the loggerhead sea turtle was 
not so lucky. The hapless reptile's front 
flippers were lost to a hungry shark. 
Pity poor Lucky! But wait! Technol
ogy to the fore! Engineers at Good
year undertook to design replacements 
for Lucky's lost flippers. (The photo 
above shows a transparent study mod
el of one possible design-a urethane 
prosthesis with steel reinforcements 
inside.) And on January 17 in Florida, 
history's first double-artificial-flipper
transplant was successfully performed. 

Earth flipping its field? 
Geologists at the University of Minne
sota have learned that the intensity 

of Earth's magnetic field has declined 
more than 50 percent over the last 
4,000 years, a possible harbinger, ul
timately, of a complete reversal of the 
field's polarity. 

Subir Banerjee and Donald Sprowl 
announced their findings at a meet
ing of the American Geophysical 
Union in San Francisco. Their evi
dence came from core samples, de
scribed as layered in a unique way so 
as to make them virtual magnetic 
calendars, from a Minnesota lake bot
tom .. "The drop in intensity we found 
could be a temporary phenomenon . . . . 
But we could well be walking into the 
beginning of a reversal," said Baner
jee. "We are overdue for a reversal." 

Complete flips or reversals of the 
Earth's magnetic field (in which, for 
example, a compass needle would next 
point south instead of north) seem to 
occur every 200,000 to one million 
years, based on age-old rocks that have 
preserved the evidence. The last one 
was about 710,000 years ago. The rea
son for these reversals is unknown. 

What is known, however, is that 
a reversal must produce profound 
changes on Earth. The magnetic field 
serves as a lifesaving shield, deflecting 
possibly letha.! charged particles and 
radiation that originate in the sun. 
Some of these particles now filter 
through to the poles because the field 
is weakest there. But during a rever
sal they would bombard the atmo
sphere, causing climatic changes by 
creating more ice clouds and chang
ing patterns of evolution more directly 
by extinguishing some species and 
causing mutations in others. 

Nissan AC electric car 

Nissan Motor Company has designed 
a novel electric vehicle that uses an 
AC motor-Japan's first such car
rather than the more conventional DC 
motor. The innovation results in re
duced need for maintenance and ex
tended range from a single charge, 
according to Nissan engineers. 

The experimental car, a modified 
Nissan March, appears in the bot
tom photo. Its transmission is an elec
tromagnetic two-speed automatic
another first for a Japanese car. Its 
batteries are of the nickel-iron-alkali 
type. Nissan engineers developed a 
new transistorized inverter to change 
the direct current from the batteries 
to alternating current for the motor, 
and to serve as a speed controller. The 
car's maximum speed is 90 krnlh (56 
mph); its range is 160 km (99 miles) 
at a steady 40 kmlh (25 mph) on a 
single charge. 11!1 
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Adventures in Alternate Energy 
• 

An array of heat pipes-evacuated tubes that transfer heat from one end to the other as 
refrigerant inside vaporizes and condenses- is buried in a massive concrete wall in the 
center of this owner-designed house. The pipes move heat from a wood stove to be stored in 
the wall. Another heat-pipe array recovers energy from waste water. Refrigerant solar 
collectors and a ground-water heat pump are also employed in the unique system. 

By DANIEL RUBY 

T
he centerpiece of John Rees's sun-, 
wood- , and ground-water-heated 
house outside Columbus, Ohio, is 

a massive, poured-concrete internal 
wall. "It amounts to a large, warm 
rock in the shape of a wall," the fire
department captain and energy inno
vator says. 

But t he 16-foot-eight-inch long, 
eight-foot-high, 81/:z-inch-thick wall 
is much more than the standard sort 
of "thermal flywheel" used in solar 
homes to smooth out temperature 
peaks and valleys. 

Embedded inside are two arrays of 

Owner-designed multi-energy house 
combines heating by sun, earth, and 

14 I POPULAR SCIENCE 

pipes that deliver and move energy 
efficiently between areas of the wall 
and to other radiant- heating zones 
in the house. 

One piping circuit routes hot wa
ter from a solar system and coupled 
ground-water heat pump through t he 
wall and then on to radiant pipes 
under the kitchen floor and in ceiling 
beams. 

The second , more- unusual grid 
of pipes moves water vapor from a 
wood stove to deposit energy evenly 
throughout the wall. When the vapor 
in these homemade heat pipes gives 
off its energy and condenses, the water 
falls back to the bottom of the upright 
pipes under gravity return. (See PS, 

fire with passive-solar principles and 
extensive insulation . Six-foot-deep 

June 1974 for information about com
mercial uses of heat pipes.) 

"Heat pipes have to be the world's 
best-kept secret," Rees says. "They 
transfer heat without pumps, valves, 
thermostats, switches, or controls. 
Other than the phase change of the 
refrigerant, they have no moving parts 
of any kind-which eliminates almost 
all maintenance. After all, except for 
mechanical components, how often 
does a refrigerator need service?" 

Surprisingly, Rees's heat pipes are 
charged with ordinary water instead 
of a fluorocarbon refrigerant. ''Actu
ally, water has an official refrigerant 
number-R-718," he points out. "I did 

Continued 

pond was created when fill was needed 
for earth-berming house's north side. 
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lsn 't it great how these 
ECHO Trimmers keep the 

lawn neat and trim? 
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Uh, well ... mine 
isn't an ECHO ... yet. 

Trim the lawn and trim your trimmin' time with a 
fast, efficient ECHO Grass Trimmer. Gas 
powered for complete portability. Some models 
accept optional steel blades for brush cutting. 
Come in and see our wide selection of models. 

{_) 

""' " . 

One is just right for you. • •• llae ONB llaal lasls! 
There are 9,000 Echo dealers nationwide. Use the yellow pages to find the 
one closest to you. Or, write Echo, Dept. PS, 3150 MacArthur Blvd., 
Northbrook, IL 60062 
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Home-style heat pipes 

I ' I 

Vertical heat pipes overlap solar hot-water cir
cuit inside thermal wall (top). Separate heat-pipe 
system recovers waste heat (above). Right: Rees 
feeds wood stove from pit in floor. 

, i'( SOLAR TANK 
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HEAT WALL 

PATIO 

TO SOLAR TANK 

MECHANICAL 
ROOM 

6-BY- l~L BEAM h 

KITCHEN-FLOOR 
HEAT TERMINAL 

. ) ) 

·coupled solar 
system and heat 
P.Ump thermosi
phon ho~ water 
for radiant heat
ing to the ceiling 
beams, and to 
winding piping in 
kitchen floor and 
in thermal wall. 
Heat pipes charge 
wall by phase
change action 
of heated water. 

a great deal of experimenting before 
settling on the specifics of the design. 
I decided to use water because of its 
high latent heat and its ability to cycle 
limitlessly without degradation." 

The heat-pipe wall is heated when 
Rees fires his Fisher wood stove on 
winter evenings. The two quarts of 
water in the evacuated pipes boils at 
100 degrees For less. This forces va
por through a bottom header to verti
cal sections of heat pipe, where the 
vapor gives off heat to the colder con
crete and to water circulating in the 
adjacent loop of serpentine pipe. For 
each one-degree-F temperature rise of 
the massive wall, about 3,000 Btu is 
stored for later release. "The di!)de 
characteristics of heat pipes prevent 
a reverse heat flow," Rees says. 

After a full evening's charge from 
the wood stove, the wall reaches a 
maximum temperature of about 95 de
grees F, Rees says. In moderate win
ter weather, that's enough energy 
(with additional Btu absorbed in other 
concrete surfaces) so that the house 
temperature coasts at 70 degrees or 
better until the following evening. In 
colder weather, the heat pump kicks 
on to supplement the radiant system. 

Waste-not heat pipes 
. 

The heat pipes in the thermal wall 
are not t he only ones in the house. A 
separate heat-pipe system (photo) is 
used to recover waste energy from the 
clothes dryer and gray water. A three
inch, R-12-charged copper pipe sur
rounds the two-inch gray-water pipe 
and abuts the dryer vent. The refrig
erant boils and moves the recovered 
heat to the concrete floor in the home's 
entryway. 

Rees does not have sophisticated 
monitoring equipment to prove the 
performance of his various systems. 
But fuel bills for the 1,900-square-foot 
house for the winter of 1982-'83 are 
impressive: $112.50 for 1 V2 cords of 
firewood and $35 for electricity to run 
the heat pump. Beyond that, his fam
ily swears by the comfort of radiant 
heat. "It's like summer all the time," 
Rees says. "My son runs around in 
shorts and bare feet year-round." 

To ask a specific question about 
Rees's heat-pipe systems, send a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope to 
John Rees, 8278 Kennedy Rd., Black
lick, Ohio 43004. The systems don't, 
of course, adapt to retrofits. 11!1 

Your Idee! can bring you $250 
Every other month. POPULAR SCIENCE presents a reader· 
submitted project that demonstrates an innovative method 
to replace or conserve fossil fuels. To enter your project, 
send black-and-white photos. a sketch , and a written de· 
script ion to Energy Adventure, POPULAR SCIENCE, 380 Madi
son Ave. , New York, N.Y. 10017. We will pay $250 on 
acceptance. Materials cannot be returned unless a stamped 
return envelope is enclosed. 
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1n a trip to • 
erica stri 

Grand Prize: An expense-paid trip for 2 to the Summer Olympics in L.A. Includes 4 days 
and 3 nights accommodations aboard the Norwegian American Cruises' Luxury Liner 
Sagafjord , round trip air fare, event tickets and meals. 
10 Second Prizes: Projection television systems. 

100,000 Third Prizes:1 00,000 winn·ing coupons for a free carton of Lucky Strike Filter 
Cigarettes are available. · 

And Save 50¢ on Lucky Strike Filters 

! 
LUCKY STRIKE FILTERS SWEEPSTAKE RULES ~- - (sTORE COUPON& ENTRY FORM) - -~ 
1 NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. To en1er lor1fle Grano ana S«ood Pmes. usetfle s101ecoupon in lhis 
ad by April30, 1984. Or print your name and address on the coupon or a 3" x5" card ana mait1o Lucky 
Slrike Filters Sweepstakes. PO Box 24. NY. NY 10046. Enter as ollenas you like, bul each enuy mUSt be 
mailed separately and received b\' May 15. 1984. All entries beoome prope~y of American Brands. Inc. 
2. S~pstal<es is open to U.S. residenls at least 21 years of age. Employees and their immediate 
!amities of American Brands. Inc. its subsidiaries. aHiliales. divisions. adve~ising agencies and 
Marden-Kane.tnc. are ineligible. Void where prohibited. taxed. licensed. regulated or Olhcrwise resuiaed 
by law. All Federal. Slareand local laws and regulalions apply. 
3. Winners ollheGilllld and S«ond Prizes will be selected ina random dr~,;ng I rom among all enmes 
received by Malden-Kane. I..; .. on or about June t5. 1984 Oecrsions arc hnal and binding Odds ol 
winning the Grand and S«ond Prizes depend on total numllef ol enmes retefYed No prire 
subslilulions or transfers. 
4. To see il you are an instant Thild PriZewinner, ma1ch the lust three n001bers oil he U.P.C Code on rhc 
coupon to the lirst lhree numbers on any Lucky Suike Fillers pack or carton. Residenls or Ohio only 

may receive a lree facsimile of the winning UP.C. COde by sending a stamped self acJdressed envelope to Lucky Strike U.P.C .• P.O. Box 10409. L I C. 
NY 11101. ll you'rean instant winner. mail your completed coupon via Firsl Class mail lo: Lucky Sir ike Filters Instant Winner. P.O Box 10255. L.IC NY 
l1101.1nstant winners will receive a cenificate for a treecanoo ol Lucky Slrike Fillers an~ will be automalrcally ell(ered in the drawing lor the Grand ana 
S«ood Prizes. All instant winner coupons must be received by May 15. 1984 Unclaimed canons will not be awarded. OcJds of winning a free canon 
are approximately 560.to one. 
5. Winners will be notified b\' mail and may be required 10 sign an AHrdavit ol Eligibility and Release. All taxes are winners· responsibil>ly. Only one 
Sweepstal<es prize per lamily 01 household. For winners' names. send stamped, self·acJdressed envelope to: Lucky Slrike Fillers Winner. PO Box 
10667, LIC .. NY 11101. · · 

12 mg. ~·ta r". 1.0 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC method. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

You could be an instant winner. 1 
See Rule No. 4. I 
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CONSUMER PAYS SALES lAX. If AWl. LIMIT ONE PER PURCHASE. OffER 
LIMrTEO TO Cll<lSUMEilS ll YEARS Of AGE OA IMA. Olio< ,.;, " ""' 
~101\iblterl. licensed. !axed or O:ller.•t,. ltS!ncterl by ,.,. TO THE CONSUMEil 
CAUTION! This ooupon is good on a pact; of lUCKY STRII<.E filte1 KiniJS or 100's. 
tl ~ nol be lfaflsletted or .tSsiQoel. Ar.y oChet use COI\SltluleS lt~d. TO THE 
RETAILEil: The A~ncan TollaOO> Company ,.;u pay y0o 50c '*'' 8c hanrllrrl<J 
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Detroit Report 
By JIM DUNNE 

Driven a Fordolet lately? 

That could be Ford's slogan if proto
types of the 1986 full-size Fords go 
into production without major changes. 
Ford's latest prototypes are hybrid cars 
with Ford front ends and drive trains 
tacked onto Chevrolet Celebrity bodies. 
The grille, front fenders, and hood are 
new designs, much like the ones Ford 
will introduce in 1986. But to speed 
up drive-train testing, Ford engineers 
decided not to wait for complete new 
bodies. Instead, Celebrity bodies were 
chopped apart at the base of the wind
shield, and a new Ford front end was 
welded in place (see photo). 

A Ford insider says that this is not 
that unusual. In fact, Ford engineers 
have found this trick easier to do on 
the new front-drive chassis. They sim
ply put a 1986 power pack and sus
pension on the front of an existing 
body of approximately the same size 
as that of the new car, cover it with 
new sheet metal that fits the wheels 
and engine, and tie it into the produc
tion body with steering, brakes, lights, 
and accelerator. "We have a couple of 
different models running around with 
our front ends tacked onto both an 
Audi 5000 and a Celebrity," the in
sider revealed. 

Of course, by the time the car is 
ready for production, the hybrids will 
be long gone, replaced by an all-Ford 
body and chassis. But for now, it's an 
easy and quick way to test parts of the 
new chassis without waiting for a com
plete new car to be assembled. 
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Aero headlights 

General Motors will use its own ver
sion of aerodynamic headlights on 
Buick's 1986 Regal coupe and a Sky
lark. Under the freedom granted by 
the government's new headlight rules, 
GM has come up with a lamp that is 
just 21/2 inches high and seven inches 
wide. Insiders say that four of these 
will be used on the cars, two for brights 
and two for dims. Set side by side, the 
lights will stretch 28 inches across the 
front of the car. Dubbed "slit eyes" for 
their narrow appearance, the lights 
are designed to lower the frontal area 
and thereby reduce aerodynamic drag. 

Brick-lined engines 
An Ohio firm says it can spray a brick
like material on the surfaces of engine 
combustion chambers. The purpose is 
to insulate and radiate heat so that 
engines will burn fuel more precisely. 
The material, described as "a refrac
tory type of clay," is being tested on 
prototypes for durability. According to 
the maker, vibration, heat, and pres
sure are not a problem. "It will not 
crack, and it bonds mechanically," 
claims a spokesman for Bask Indus
tries of Cincinnati. At high tempera
tures (about 1,200 degrees F), tendrils 
form on the metal surface and bond 
to the clay. The material is designed 
to tolerate higher temperatures in 
combustion chambers and exhaust 
systems. This will contribute toward 
more-efficient combustion. Formerly 

. used as insulation in buildings, the 
application will be only one mm (0.04 
in.) thick when used on engines. 

More punch for Chrysler 

The workhorse 2.2-liter (135-cu.-in.) 
four-cylinder engine will get an en
larged cousin in 18 months. That's 
when the company plans to intro
duce a 2.5-liter (153-cu.-in.) version 
to power its light trucks and high
performance cars. 

Based on the 2.2, the new engine 
will have a number of unique features, 
including counterrotating balance 
shafts to reduce vibration for smoother 
running. The shafts are similar to 
those already used in the Mitsubishi
supplied 2.6-liter (159-cu.-in.) that 
Chrysler now uses as its premium 
engine. The new engine is to be built 
in the U.S. and may replace the im
ported 2.6 completely once production 
gets into high gear. 

Luxury line for AMC 
American Motors plans to build a lux
ury sedan in the U.S. if marketing re
search points in that direction. The 
car will be an Americanized version 
of Renault's R25, a four~door sedan· 
recently introduced in Europe. The en
gine lineup is impressive· for this model 
in Europe, ranging from a 2.1-liter 
(128-cu.-in.) diesel on the low end up 
to a 2.7-liter (165-cu.-in.) aluminum 
V6 gas-burner. But if the vehicle is 
built here, it's expected that the en
gine line would be restricted to the 
big V6 and a turbocharged diesel. Big
ger than the Alliance, the new model 
features impressive fuel economy. 
Much of the credit goes to its carefully 
designed body, which is claimed to be 
in the same aerodynamic class as 
Audi's new 5000 model. 

Shifting trends 

Generally acknowledged as the leader 
in designing automatic transmissions, 
the U.S. fares poorly in comparison 
with the Europeans and some Japan
ese makers in building some manual 
types. This may soon change, however. 
Chevrolet is slated to build its own 
German-designed five-speed manual 
for small cars; it will be shared with 
the other GM divisions. Reports say 
that the gearbox will be installed in 
the Fiero. If true, this transmission 
would also be suitable for the X- and 
A-cars, which make up the bulk of GM 
sedans and station wagons. Introduc
tion is set for shortly after the 1986 
models hit the street. 11!1 
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POPULAR SCIENCE CAR TEST #181 
Total cars tested to date: 661 

Can the Ford SVO Mustang and Chrysler Laser XE, with 
sophisticated turbocharged four-cylinder engines, out
perform Chevrolet's 200-hp V8-engine Camaro Z28? To find 
out, PS assembled this trio for race-track testing. 

By JIM DUNNE 
and JACK KEEBLER 
Photos by Greg Sharko 

V
8-powered cars are still kings 
of the American performance 
scene. But each time four-cyl

inder-turbo and V8 sedans tangle at 
Bridgehampton Race Circuit, the per-

formance gap shrinks. We found that 
a high-output V8 will still grab a 
strong lead from a standing start. But 
in just about any other type of driving, 
the turbos match or even beat the V8s. 

We gathered three hot domestic com
petitors for a showdown: the Chevrolet 
Camaro Z28 with a high-output L69 
V8 engine, Chrysler's turbocharged 
Laser XE, and Ford's state-of-the-art 
turbocharged SVO Mustang. All were 

7 
r~ 

equipped with top- handling suspen
sions, the most advanced engines from 
their makers, quick steering, high
traction tires, and sports-car-like driv
ing compartments. 

But sportiness is expensive. Take a 
look at the prices in our specifications 
table. Are the cars worth the cost? A 
lot depends on what kind of driving 
you do. On twisting back roads, away 
from downtown tie-ups and boring in
terstate straightaways, each can be a · 
source of r(!warding driving pleasure. 
They answer the wheel with no-non
sense precise moves and accelerate 
with the best of the expensive, low
production imports, and most of their 
ailments can be handled by mechan
ics at local dealerships. 

How do the performance approaches 
from each of the makers differ? The 
Z28's drive train is the most conven
tional. It's a high-output 305-cu.-in. 
V8 delivering power to the rear wheels 
through a five-speed manual trans
mission. Its 190-horsepower rating is 
the highest by a wide margin and ex
plains why the Camaro is the fastest 
in zero-to-60-mph acceleration. We re
corded a 9.2-second average time (a 
torrid pace when you consider the 
weight of the extra passenger we 

Continued 
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Turbo 4s vs. a hot va 
include and our 30 pounds of test 
equipment). Chevy chose a Rochester 
four-barrel carburetor instead of a 
fancy fuel-injection system. In addi
tion, the car boasts a high-lift cam, 
special spark-control system (capable 
of producing 10 extra horses when 
premium fuel is used), and a less
restrictive (louder) exhaust system. 

The Laser's front-drive configuration 
is fairly unusual for a sporting auto
mobile, but it is gaining in popularity 
as the need for fuel-efficient engines 
continues. It uses the 2.2-liter (135-
cu.-in.) four-cylinder that is standard 
fare on Chrysler K-cars. But there's a 
difference. A water-cooled turbocharg
er boosts the horsepower output of this 
engine to 142, and although that looks 
anemic compared with the Chevy V8, 
it's balanced against the light weight 
of the Laser body. 

Ford's engine is a turbocharged ver
sion of the same 2.3-liter (140-cu.-in.) 
four first used in the Pinto. It's rated 
at 175 horsepower, which exceeds the 
Laser's 142 horsepower. There are two 
reasons for the Ford edge. First, Ford 
and Garrett AiResearch (the turbo 
maker) have been working on the turbo 
version of this engine since at least 
1978. And second, the SVO boasts an 
intercooler, an air-cooled radiator in
stalled between the turbocharger and 
the intake manifold. The intercooler's 
function is to cool the intake charge 
to prevent detonation and help in
crease the charge-air density for 
greater efficiency. 

Although the SVO is currently the 
hottest Ford model in most driving 
modes, top honors in the zero-to-60 
run are still held by the five-liter 
(302-cu.-in.) V8 Mustang GT and sis
ter Mercury Capri RS [PS car test, 
May '83]. 

One drawback to the Laser and SVO 
turbo engines, and almost all turbo 
applications, is the lack ofbottom-end 
power. The turbo boost does not pro-

Performance comparison with selected models 
Accelera· 

Mpg (city tion 0-60 
driving) mph (sec.) 

1983 Chevrolet Camaro Z2B VB 16 10.5 

1983 Mercury Capri RS VB 15 8.2 

1983 Pontiac Firebird Trans Am VB 16 10.1 

1983 Mazda RX-7 rotary 2 19 12.B 

1984 Pontiac Fiero 2M4 in-line 4 26 14.B 

vide extra power until the engine is 
pulling a load and engine speed has 
reached a minimum of 1,500 rpm. Be
fore this point, the output is similar 
to that of a non-turbo four-cylinder. 

Here's how three of America's hot
test sports coupes performed on our 
other checklists. 

Chevrolet Camaro Z28 
With only two years on the road, the 
current Camaro is the oldest in this 
group. The engine is improved, but 
most other features, including the 
styling, remain the same. 

A special disappointment is the ride. 
A drive along the broken pavement of 
New York's FDR Drive was a bumping, 
jolting, banging torture. Our photog
rapher expressed serious concern about 
his delicate equipment stowed in the 
rear hatch. Even over reasonably 
smooth roads, rattles could be heard 
in different parts of the body. But this 
same ride stiffness enabled Camaro 
to garner top handling and maneuver
ability marks on the smooth surface 
at Bridgehampton Race Circuit. 

Camaro's five-speed transmission is 
easy-shifting, and the handle moves 
through the gate with sureness and 
precision. The synchronizers usually 
handled fast snap shifts under a full 
load without protest, but occasionally 
we caught one napping. 

Inside, Camaro's instrument panel 
begs for some sort of storage compart
ment. The driver has to be content 

Brakes 
60- 0 mph Handling Maneuver- Noise @· 60 
(hot) (ft.) (mph) ability (mph) mph (dBAl 

. 
192 61.9 27.7 71 

17B 59.0 26.5 74 

200 . 61.5 27.6 72 

186 6l.B 2B.5 76 

152 65.4 29.1 73 

with the smallish covered pocket in 
the center console. But in the rear 
compartment, the hatch-door arrange
ment leaves plenty of space for carry
ing sports equipment in addition to a 
week's worth of luggage for a couple. 

Chrysler Laser XE turbo 
Forget everything you might have 

heard about the Chrysler and its sister, 
Dodge Daytona, being K-car deriva
tives. Although mechanically related, 
the Laser has an entirely different 
feel, ride, and look. Apparent to ev
eryone is the throaty exhaust note 
from the turbocharged Chrysler four. 
But what's not so apparent is the fine 
tuning that went into making this 
front-drive a precise-feeling, respon
sive automobile. In short, this car feels 
like no other Chrysler we've driven 
recently. It's solid, quick, and more 
nimble than the other front-drives. 

Improvements in the cable shift link
age have eliminated many of the draw
backs we noted in earlier tests. The 
five-speed has a more-positive feel 
than the four-speed we tested last year. 
The driver gets reliable feedback as 
each gear falls into place. Quick shifts 
are easy. 

Although the Camaro has a harsh 
ride and the SVO has a stiff ride, the 
Laser's ride is simultaneously compli
ant and firm. This makes the car a 
pleasant everyday cruiser capable of 
handling all-out- performance situa-

Continued 

Chrysler Laser XE's turbocharged 2.2-liter four (above, left) 
is set transversely in the engine compartment. SVO Mus-

tang's striped intercooler, which cools the intake charge, is 
visible in the left-hand corner of the photo above. 
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It had to happen. Now you can do it from across the room or throughout the house. And best of 
all, you can do it without even leaving your bed 

It's late at night. You're in bed. The office wirmg. And if you can plug in a 
lights are romantically low. The stereo lamp, you have all the expertise you' ll 
playing in the background, as well as need to plug-in this system. 
your lights, will be automatically turned $16.50 STARTS IT ALL 
off after you' re asleep. Imagine that you' re watching TV. You 

As you peacefully drift off, you' ll be can dim the lights from your easy chair. 
secure in the knowledge that to a burglar If you hear a noise outside, touch a but
on the prowl, your family still appears to ton and your outside flood lights jump to 
be moving about. Even your garage door life. If you get warm or cold, just touch a 
will be electronically locked. button to activate your heat or air. 

You'll sleep soundly while you save It's all easy when you have this top of 
energy as your central heat is automati- the line Command Console, shown above, 
cally set back for the night. sitting next to you. It can let you control 

And ifthat's not enough, you' ll awake up to 16 different lights and appliances. 
in the morning to a warm home, freshly You can turn each on or off. You can 
brewed coffee, and the sounds of your dim or brighten lights. And look at this, 
favorite· cassette. you can turn all your lights on or off for 

And look at this, even your electric instant security with the ·all on' and ·all 
blanket will be automatically shut off off buttons on the console. Plus, a red 
after you're up. LED lights to acknowledge commands. 

All of the above can be yours right It's a $49 retail value, but it's yours. 
now. And. wait till you see just what you only from OAK. for just $16.50. You can 
can do when you're not in bed. keep the Console on your nightstand, by 

CHEAP THRILLS your easy chair, or in the kitchen. 
Romantic lighting, burglar deterents You can even move it from room to 

and energy saving controls are just the room because its total installation con
beginning of this remarkable, installa- sists of simply plugging it in. Or at OAK's 
tion free, remote control system from super low price, you can put Command 
BSR, the mammoth electronics giant. Consoles in as many rooms as you wish. 

And speaking of remarkable, due to a No matter where the Command Console 
OAK all cash buy, you can forget the is, you can control lights, fans. TVs, and 
retail price. In fact, you can even forget stereos anywhere in or around you rhome. 
the wholesale dealer cost. There's even a remote for your remote. 

Now you can remotely turn on, off and This top of the line Command Console 
dim your lights, thwart burglars, start has a built-in ultrasonic receiver so that 
your dinner while you' re away and even you can add (they weren't sold as a set) 
turn the lights on ot off in an unattached an optional $24.99 retail value wireless 
garage or barn for as much as 65% off remote handset. OAK's price for the 
the suggested retail price. Wow! handset is just $10. 

This instant remote control system Every control on the console is exact-
simply plugs-in in seconds and consists ly duplicated on the handset. So you can 
of inexpensive space age control mod- roam up to 30 feet from your easy chair 
ules and command centers. or your bed and still be in full control. 

It actually uses your existing house or And, if you buy several consoles, the 

handset will work with all of them. But 
beware, the handset only works with the 
top of the line $49 consoles. If you already 
own a BSR X1 0 console it may not have 
the sophisticated circuitry to accept and 
act on the remote handset's signals. 

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS 
As you push each button on the com

mand console, a powerful but silent. en
coded signal is sent down its AC cord 
into your home or office wiring. 
This safe, silent encoded signal travels 

in all directions throughout your electri
cal system. It won' t disturb your TV or 
your FM, but it will instantly find its way 
to every inch of your system. 

It can even reach your unattached 
garages, barns, sheds and everi your 
pool light, porch lights and yard lights. 

Wherever you want to control a light 
or appliance, all you have to do is plug-in 
one of the system's sophisticated spe
cial controller modules. 

·each module has a rotary dial num
bered from 1 to 16. Just dial in a number 
to match one of the 1 6 number buttons 
on the console. 



(Continued from previous page) 
Then, just plug the module into the 

wall and the lamp or appliance into the 
module for instant remote control. 

A sophisticated Integrated Circuit in 
each module senses all signals and re
sponds only when the button on the 
console that corresponds to the number 
shown on the module's dial is activated. 

Important note: You still have local 
control of all your lights and appliances 
by just using their normal switches even 
though they are plugged into modules. 

Each module actually senses when 
you turn the controlled unit's switch and 
automatically relinquishes control. 

There are separate modules for lamps 
that have full range dimming capability 
from 0% to 1 00% and handle up to 300 
watts (that's three 100 watt bulbs or 5 . 
60 watt bulbs). There are appliance mod
ules that have no dimming but can han
dle up to 500 watts. or 1/3hp motors. 

And, there are even light switch mod
ules that have both full dimming and 500 
watt capability which you can install in
stead of your present wall switches. 

You can move the modules from place 
to place or change their numbers in se
conds. And of course. if you move. your 
system goes with you. 

So all you have to do i~ dial in a num
ber. plug in the module and plug in the 
controlled device. Now, you'll have in
stant remote control in· your own home. 

SOME NEAT IDEAS 
You'll find the system changes and 

bends to meet your exact needs. You 
can set several modules to the same 
number so that the front and rear lights 
can come on together. 

Or, you can set all the lamps in a room 
to come on together. And, you can even 
dim them together. 

If you don't set modules to the same 
number. you're still in control. If you 
want 5. 7. and 9 to come on, just punch 
the number keys and then on. With this 
intelligent system. there's no need to 
push on, off or dim after each number. 

You're sure to want a module in your 
dining room. Eating by subdued light is a 

- -
real pleasure. And it's important to re
member that not only do you get full 
remote control, you get 0% to 1 00% 
control of your lights. 

It's like getting free dimmers thrown 
in with your remote control system. So, 
for bedside lamps, swag lamps, ceiling 
lights. track lights and garage lights, 
you'll be in full command. 

And, you'll automate your fans, coffee
maker, de-humidifiers. crock-pots and 
even shut off your electric garage door 
opener when you're at home. 

And, there's one last very important 
feature. In addition to the 16 electronic 
devices you can control, the entire sys
tem gives you a choice of 1 6 master sys
tem codes that you set yourself. 

BSR calls them house codes and there's 
a second dial on all the modules and on 
the Command Base that lets you select a 
code from AtoP. You don't need to use 
this code except that all your modules 
should be set to the same 'house code'. 

But, look at this. If you'd like to run 
more than 16 devices, just add another 
Command Console set to another 'house 
code' and you can have a second, third 
or even a fourth totally separate system 
that won't interact with your first system . 
10 any way. 

Of course. if you set a Command Con
sole to the same 'house code', it will 
become part of the original system. And, 
there's no limit to the number of Com
mand Consoles you can use in a system. 

THE TIMER 
Now let's add remote control that 

doesn't even require you to be at home. 
BSR calls it simply, 'The Timer'. But, 

it's so much more. This sophisticated 
electronic brain can perform 32 tasks. 
BSR' s price list shows a suggested retail 
price of $74.99 for the timer, but from 
OAK. it's yours for just $37.50. 

It installs just like the Command Con
sole. Plug it in and you're in operation. 
But. wait till you see what it will do. 

Just select .the module number you 
want to control. then decide if you want 
the controlled device to come on or off. 

Now the fun begins. This is more than 

an on or off timer. You're in command. If 
you only want something to happen 
once, just push the 'Once· button. 

This is great for starting dinner be
fore you get home. Or. if your cassette 
deck is 'timer ready', now you can record 
a special AM or FM radio event that you'd 
miss because you were at work or asleep. 

There is a 'Daily' button that lets what 
you've programmed occur every day. 7 
days a week, 365 days a year. 
This is great for set-back heating, night 

lighting and wake up functions. The daily 
function can be put 'on hold' any time 
you don't want an event to occur. 
There's a 'Security' button. You can pro

gram lights and radios to give your house 
a lived-in look when you're away. 

This button will cause whatever you've 
programmed to occur at random times. 
differing each day by as much as 30 
minutes from the set time. 

And. there's a 'Sleep' button. A single 
touch of this button will let you turn any 
controlled module on for an hour. 
So, tonight you can listen to your stereo 

for an hour before auto-shut off and to
morrow you can go to sleep watching TV. 

And, if you want more than an hour, 
just push the button twice for two hours. 
3 times for three hours and so on. 

The Timer will allow you to program 8 
modules of the 1 6 possible numbers. 
Each module can be turned both on and 
off twice a day to suit your needs. 

Every command can be different For 
example, you can have any module come 
on 'Once', go off 'Daily', come on for 
'Security' and still program it for· Sleep'. 

And, The Timer can be used as a Com
mand Console by selecting a module 
and pushing the 'Now' button for instant 
nontimed operation. There's also an 'All 
Lights On' security button. 

With The Timer you can set either 
your central or window air conditioning 
to come on an hour before you return 
from work. You can have your porch 
lights come on so you'll never enter a 
dark house. And, you'll have complete 
control of all your electronic devices. 

Over Please ... 
Copyngh•eo rr at nal 
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TELEPHONE CONTROL TOO 
And if this doesn't end all, now you 

can even call your home on the telephone 
and control anything you like. 

The Telephone Responder is the most 
sophisticated option to the system. BSR's 
price list shows its suggested retail price 
to be $149. But, you can control your 
home by telephone for just $69. 

The Telephone System is incredibly 
easy to use. Just plug it into both your 
AC line and any modular phone jack in 
your home or office. 

Then just call your regular phone num
ber, give it your 3 digit code that you set 
yourself, and start controlling. 

You can call home and turn on your 
lights before you leave work or before 
you leave a midnight party. Call home 
and turn on your air conditioning or heat 
Or. call home and start your tape deck. 

Anything you can control from the 
regular Command Console, you can turn 
on or off by phone. If you have a summer 
or winter home, call it before you 'head 
out' so it will be ready when you arrive. 

If you live in a brush fire area as I do. 
you can call and turn on your automatic . 
roof sprinklers. If you have a mountain 
cabin, you can turn on your pipe heaters 
if there's an early snow. 

The Telephone Responder lets you 
control 8 of your modules. You can turn 
them on or off. Plus there's an 'All Off' 
feature as well. The base can also operate 
as an on/off command console. 

Although this whole system is obvi
ously made for the very rich, you'll live 
like a king without paying a king' s ransom. 

AND NOW THE SEDUCTION 
Close your eyes and imagine the soft 

music, dimmed lights, the cocoon of 
safety and the remote temperature con
trol. What a wonderful'picture of seduc
tion', right out of the movies this can be. 
And, it can be yours today. 
CHEAP, BUT WITH FULL WARRANTY 

OAK has made an incredible all cash 
buy on a limited quantity of these BSR 
X1 0 components. BSR sold them to us 
for two reasons. 

First, BSR made too many units with 

the Leviton (the light switch manufac
turer) brand name on their name plate, 
so BSR didn't know what to do with 
them. And second, BSR was si,Jpposed 
to have a joint venture with a computer 
company for an interface for this system. 
Unfortunately it hasn't worked out. 

OAK already has these components at 
just pennies on the dollar. So, if you 
don't mind some of your modules or 
controllers saying Leviton X1 0 instead 
of BSR X1 0 (they look identical) and if 
you don't need to hook the system to 
your computer, you' re going to save a 
bundle. Of course, the modules for the 
system are available almost anywhere. 

And, even though you're only paying 
pennies on the dollar, it's backed by the 
full strength of BSR. 

Every component you buy is backed 
by BSR's iron clad full one year limited 
warranty for your protection. 

TRY A REMOTE WONDER 
RISK FREE 

Now you can experience the wonder 
of remote control. It's simply a thrill to 
use. And at OAK's price, it's a cheap thrill. 

As you get into bed tonight, think 
about what you'd do if you heard a noise 
outside, downstairs or at the other end 
of the house. Now, just touch a button 
and your home will be bathed in light. 

Think about how nice dimmed lights 
would be in your bedroom, den or living 
room. And, think about coming home to 
a piping hot meal. It's all possible with 
BSR's incredible remote system. 

Try any part or all of it If you're not 
100% satisfied for any reason, simply 
return it to OAK within 30 days in its 
original box for a courteous refund. 

Order any combination of Command 
Consoles and modules that you want. 
The choice is yours. There are no limi
tations except that sales are limited to 
stock on hsnd 

1 )The Control Console- Lets you con
trol up to 16 different modules. On/off/ 
dim/all on/all off. Just $16.50 plus $2 
P&H. Order No. 9775. 

2)The Ultrasonic Remote- Lets you 
roam up to 30 feet from any Control Con-

sole and duplicates all functions. Just 
$10 plus $1 P&H. Order No. 9776. 

3)32 Event Clock Timer-Lets you con
trol 8 modules with up to 2 on and 2 off 
commands to each. Also acts as a com
mand base plus sleep and security extras. 
Just$37.50 plus$2 P&H. Ord No. 9777. 

4)Telephone Responder- Now you can 
just call your home, enter your code and 
control any 8 of your controlled devices. 
It's also a base. It's yours for just $69 
plus $3 P&H. Order No. 9778. 

6)Lamp Module-Controls/dims lamps 
up to 300 watts plugged into walls. Just 
$12.50 plus $1 P&H. Order No. 9779. 

6)Wall Switch Module-Controls/dims 
lights now controlled by wall switches. 
500 watt capacity. This is the only mod
ule that requires installation. Just replace 
your current wall switch with this auto
mated module. Just$12.75 plus$1 P&H. 
Order No. 9780. 
. 7)Appliance Module-Control stereos, 
TVs, or anything with motors. 1 5 amps, 
500 watts, 1 /3hp rating. Just $13 plus 
$1 P&H. Order No. 9781. 

8)Thermostat Controller-You don't 
touch your own thermostat. This device 
sticks just below your thermostat and 
'fools' it into doing what you want by 
heating it 5, 1 0 or 1 5 degrees. It works 

· for both air conditioning or heating, and 
it works perfectly. Use it to set back your 
heat at night, or turn your air on before 
you come home. Just $69 plus $3 P&H 
Order No. 9782. 

You'll thrill in the automation of your 
whole house, not only at a fraction ofthe 
original price, but in ways that were 
never possible before at any price. 

OAK 19C 

INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED 

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 
For credit card ordera cell24 houra • dey 7 deya • -• 

CALL TOLL-FREE . .. 1-800-326-0800 
10846 Vanowen St .. N. Hollywood CA 918p~,. 
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SVO Mustang's wide Goodyear Eagle 
GT P225/50VR16 tires and suspension 

Camaro Z28's high spring rates, sticky 
rubber, and tcigger-quick engine re-

Chrysler Laser XE, shod with narrow 
P185170R14 tires, managed top han-

tuning put the modified model within 
8/ 1o mph of the top-handling Camaro Z28. 

sponse all combined to make it the ma
neuverability champion of the test trio. 

dling and maneuverability grade but 
posted the longest hot stop. 

TUrbo 4s vs. a hot V8 

PS ratings-
test report In a nutshell 
The ratings are based on test results and 
measurements. Results should be read with 
the understanding that they reflect tests only 
on our sample cars. An excellent rating is 
5 points; very good, 4; good, 3; fair, 2; poor, 
l ; very poor. 0. 

co ~ 
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I:'" l!S ! .. .c:"' uu u!l '"":IE 
Acceleration 5 5 5 
Braking 2 2 2 
Handling 5 5 5 
Maneuverability 5 5 5 
Quietness 2 I I 
Roominess 3 3 3 
Vision 3 4 4 
Entry;exit ease 3 2 3 
EPA economy 2 4 4 . 
Ride comfort' 2 3 2 
·Authors' opinion 

tions without punishing its occupants. 
Inside, this first-year car easily 

matches the comfort of its competitors. 
There is good front-seat room, and the 
hatch and folding rear seat offer the 
same loading ease as in the SVO and 
Z28. But as in the Camaro, rear-seat 
room is poor, with head room the most 
obvious inadequacy. 

The Laser's simple, functional in
strument panel features a large, round 
speedometer and tachometer set side 
by side directly in front of the driver. 
On both sides of this group are smaller 
gauges for temperature, oil pressure, 
battery charge, and fuel. 

Ford SVO Mustang 
''We believe that the small engine 

is the wave of the future for perfor
mance cars," explains a Ford executive. 

We won't debate that point after 
driving the SVO Mustang. Its perfor
mance is a strong argument, indeed. 
But there are still some rough edges. 
First, there's little performance avail
able at lower engine revs, and clutch 
action is heavy. This makes the car 
extremely awkward to drive in stop
and-go traffic. Second, despite having 
the power of a small eight, the four is 
not nearly as smooth running as an 
even-firing V6. 

Because the SVO uses the standard 
Mustang body shell, rear-seat room is 
the best of the three sportsters tested. 
And the rear seat back folds down in 
two separate sections. 

The layout of the SVO's instrumen
tation is similar to that of the Laser. 
But two of its outermost gauges-turbo 
boost and oil pressure-are partially 
hidden by the steering-wheel rim. Al
though most controls are located in 
logical positions, visual and manual 
access to them is uneven. 

Continued 
C.opyngh Pd rna. rial 
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The sleek handset can be placed up or down. 

s 0 
Now you can reach out to the world from the comfort of your bed with this elegant new electronic clock 
radio, telephone and speaker phone. 

You're lying in bed. And, you are dis- ulous sound through the Hi Fidelity speak-
cussing the day's events with your mate. er used for the AM/ FM radio. 
The lights are out, you' re relaxed and your AND WHAT A CLOCK RADIO 
hands are at your sides. If you' re impressed with this telephone 

So what's so new? Well for one thing, system (I hope you are) waittillyoufind out 
your mate is out of town and the two of you about the timing conveniences and sound 
are talking on the latest in hands free quality of this electronic clock radio. 
speakerphones. What's more, if the two of First the controls. The large green LED 
you were in bed together, you both (or your display with high/ low brightness switch, 
whole family for that matter) could talk to is extremely easy to read. You won't have 
anyone on the phone simultaneously. to worry about losing the time if there' s a 

Of course you can pick up the decorator powerfailure once you install the standard 
designed phone handset with its long coil- 9V battery (included) for protection. 
ed cord, and talk or make calls as you You' llhavefastandslowsetforboththe 
would with your regular telephone. But regular and alarm times. And, once you've 
with this new phone, you'll have all the set the alarm, you can choose to be awak-
new telephone advances rolled into one. ened by your favorite radio station or an 

And best of all, you won't have to pay electronic chirp alarm. If you aren't quite 
the phone company's monthly rental char- ready to get up, just tap the handy snooze 
ges for their dumb phones ever again. Just button for a few minutes of extra sleep. 
plug in the standard modular plug and the And since getting up is no fun, this radio 
AC line cord and you' re ready to go. will also help put you to sleep. A touch of 

You'll have universal push button dial- the sleep button will give you up to an hour 
ing that gives you the convenience of push of your favorite radio station to relax you. 
buttons anywhere and works on your cur- The radio will then shut itself off and wait 
rent phone line and your own number. to perform its next programmed task. 

A last number redial key redials busy GREAT SOUND SAYS IT ALL 
numbers with the touch of a button. And, It doesn't take many features to beat the · 
you' ll really enjoy the delightful chirping phone company's phones. But, there are 
electronic ring that won't send you into lots of regular clock radios. 
shock if it sounds when you are asleep. Once you hear the sound of these fine 

If you want momentary privacy from the sensitive radio receivers, you' ll be sold on 
person you're talking to, a mute key lets the sound as well as the phones. 
you have it. It's like electronically putting This FM radio really pulls in the stations. 
your hand over the mouthpiece. And the full range speaker has a very 

The sound quality is nothing short of pleasing and full rich sound. 
incredible. An electret condenser mike Of course, with the touch of a switch you 
lets you be heard loud and clear at the can also tune in your favorite AM stations 
other end, whether you're using the hand- too. You can keep up with the latest news 
set or the hands free speaker phone. or your choice of music on AM. 

When you use the handset, you hear the This all new electronic clock radio tete-
other person through a high quality trans- phone brings a really elegant look to your 
ducer like you'd find in fine headphones. bedroom, office, den or kitchen. What you 
With the speaker phone, you'll hear tab- can't see in our pictures is the elegant 

sound you' ll enjoy for years to come. 
TRY THE BEDSIDE BIG MOUTH 

RISK FREE 
Be prepared for a shock. If you haven't 

tried any of the new electronic phones 
you' re in for a pleasant surprise. And, for 
that mattter if you haven't bought a new 
clock radio for a few years you' re going to 
be pleasantly surprised too. 

Try this all new Electronic Clock Radio 
Telephone risk free in your own bedroom. 
If you aren't 1 00% satisfed, simply retum it 
to OAK within 30 days for a refund. 

To order your all new W"iteeh Bedside 
Big Mouth (our name for it), Electronic 
AM/ FM Digital Clock Radio Telephone, 
with both handset and speaker phones 
risk free with your credit card, call toll free. 

Or send your check not for the up to 
$129 to $159 price tag we've seen on 
other telephone clock radios without the 
speaker phone, but send the incredibly 
lew ,riee ef jwet $18 ($iui9 ~rtW) 9•11•• 
Ne. QIQ7, tA "' eaa ~~ ''"' 

•• NOTE** NOTE** NOTE** 
We've sold more than 1 0,000 Big

mouths for $68 each. But, now because 
of a direct cash purchase from our sup
pl ier's supplier, we can slash the price 
on just the units we have in stock. 

Our original supplier was Unitech, their 
supplier was Fortronics. Unitech said 
Ok. so w e boughtthem all. They' re yours 
for just$39 plus the same$5.50 for pos
tage and handling. Use Order No. 9800. 

You' ll still have a full limited warranty. 
Every part and every feature is the same. 

OAK 10819 

INDUSTAIIES INCORPORATED 

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 
For credit card ordenu cel124 hounu a day 7 days a week 

CALL TOLL-FREE ... 1-800-3~5.:-P,QMm n..:tl 
10846 Venowen St.. N. Hollywood CA 91606 



Turbo 4s vs. a hot V8 

Our picks 
Laser's got what it takes: good perfor
mance, precise shifting, and hand
some looks.-J. D. 

I want to say Camaro Z28, but the 
ride was brutally hard. Frankly, I'm 
intimidated by the complication under 
the SVO's hood, but par:k one in my 
driveway and I'll happily spend the 
time to get to know it.-J. K . ~ 

PS serviceability ratings 
How easy is it to service these cars7 To give 
you an approximation of how difficult it is 
for a typical person to perform various ser-
vice operations, we examine each test 
vehicle. The numbers mean: l , very dif-
ficult: 2. difficult; 3. average degree of diffi-
culty: 4, easy: 5. very easy. 
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Checking fluid levels 
<n :E 

Banery 4 5 5 
Master cyhnder 5 3 3 
Windshield washer 5 5 5 
Engine oil 3 5 4 
Coolant 5 5 5 

Checking the engine 
Spark plugs 2 5 I 
Distributor I 3 3 
Carb adJustment I F. I F. I. 
Oil filter 2 4 4 
Orl fi ll 3 4 5 

Replacing hoses 
Upper radiator hose 3 5 5 
Lower radiator hose I 3 3 
Heater hoses 3 3 3 

Changing bulbs 
Headlights 4 4 4 
Taillights 2 3 3 
Front running lights 3 4 3 
Front parking hghts 3 4 3 
Front d irectionals 3 4 3 
Rear directionals 2 3 3 
Rear running lights 1 3 3 

Checking fuses 3 3 3 
Spare-tire accessibility 4 3 3 
Changing belts 2 3 4 

30 POPULAR SCIENCE 

Test results, dimensions, and specs 

Chevrolet 
CamaroZ28 

TEST RESULTS 
Acceleration (sec.) 

0- 60 mph ........ ................................................. . 
Brake test (cool) 60-0 mph 

Stopping distance (ft.) ...................................... .. 
Pedal pressure (lbs.) ........................................ .. 

Brake test (hot) 60-0 mph 
Stopping distance (ft.) ...................................... .. 
Pedal pressure (lbs.l ........................................ .. 

Interior noise (q· 60 mph (dBA) ........................... . 
Handling test (mph) ........ ....................................... . 
Maneuverabi l ity test (mph) ............. .. .. .................. . 

EPA FUEL MILEAGE (mpg) 

9.2 

181 
160 

182 
120 

73 
66.8 
32.0 

Highway .................................................................... 28 
City.. .... .................... .... ................. ....................... .. .... 16 
Calif. c ity.... ............ ......................... ......................... 16 

PS FUEL-MILEAGE TESTS 
(steady-state mPI) 
35 mph .... ...... .......................................................... 25.2 
55 mph .... .............................................. .. .. .. ...... ...... 22.8 

Chrysler 
laser XE turbo 

11.7 

170 
100 

189 
130 
72 
65.3 
29.0 

38 
22 
22 

38.2 
32.4 

Ford SVO 
Mustang 

11.2 

158 
160 

186 
160 

72 
66.0 
29.4 

33 
21 
21 

• 
• 

TEST CONDITIONS Ambient temperature, 74• F; relative humidity, 80 percent; barometric pressure, 29.9 inches Hg 
'Due to the extremely high fuel pressures generated by this system, we were unable to complete our regular fuel
economy tests. 

DIMENSIONS (inches) 
Wheelbase .. ............................................................. . 
Overall length .... ................. .................................... . 
Overall height ............................. ............................ . 
Overall width ........................................................... . 
Track, FIR .................................................... ........... . 
Ground clearance .................................................. .. 
Front head room ........................................ .. .......... .. 
Front hip room ................... : .................................. .. 
Front leg room ............. ........................................... .. 
Rear head room · .................................................... .. 
Rear hip room ......................................................... . 
Rear leg room (min.) ........................ .......... .... .. .... .. 
Rear knee room (min.) .................... ...... .... .. .. ...... .. .. 
Couple distance ........... .. ....................................... .. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Engine type .. ............................. .............................. . 
Displacement (cu. in .!Ll ....................................... . 
Compression ratio ................................................... . 
Carburetion ............................................ : ..... ........... . 
Net hp@ rpm ...................................................... .. 
Net tor9ue (ft. -lbs.) ~ rpm ................ ................ .. 
Transmrssron ........... ............................... .... ............. . 
Axle ratio ................................................................. . 
Tire make ................................................................. . 
T!re ~pe ....................... ........ ................................. .. 
Tire SIZe ..... .. .. .... .. ...... .. .... .. ........ ............. .... .. ...... .. .. .. 
Steering ................................. ..................... ........ .... .. 

Overall steering ratio ............................ .... ........ .... .. 
Turns, lock to lock ............................................ .... .. 
Turn diameter (ft.l ................................................ .. 
Front suspension ............... ............................... .... .. 

Rear suspension ........... ................................. ........ .. 

Front stabil izer-bar 
diameter (in.) ............. ...... ................................. .. 

Rear stabilizer-bar 
diameter (in.) .... ................... ............................. .. 

Brakes ................................... .......... ............ ............ . 
Brake swept area (sq. in.) .................................... .. 
Fuel tank (gal.) ............................. .. ....................... .. 
Trunk space (cu. ft.) ............................................ .. 
Liltover height (in.) .......................................... .... .. 
Curb weight (lbs.) ................... .. .............................. . 
Fi R _weight distribution (%) .................................. .. 
Bas1c pnce ............................................................. . 
Price as tested ...... ...... ........................................... . 
Major options (over $100) 

on test car .. ......................................................... . 

'With rear seat folded 

101.0 
187.8 
49.8 
72.0 
60.7161.6 

4.8 
37.0 
56.3 
28.6 
36.1 
42.8 
28.6 
- 0.6 
26.3 

VB 
305/5 
9.5: I 
4 -bbl. . 
190 (ir · 4 ,800 
240 (a 3,200 
5-speed manual 
3. 73: I 
Goodyear 
Ea~le GT 
P2 5165R15 
Power. recirculating 
ball 
14.0: 1 
2.5 
36.9 
Independent, 

97.1 
175.0 
50.3 
69.3 
57.6157.2 

5.7 
37. 1 
54.4 
30.1 
34.3 
47.9 
30.1 
- 3.2 
26.7 

In-line turbo 4 
135/2.2 
8.1: I 
F. I. 
142 (c, 5,600 
160 Cr:! 3,600 
5-speed manual 
3.56: I 
Goodyear 
Ea~e GT 
PI 5170RI4 
Power, rack & 
prmon 
14.2: I 
2.5 
33.5 
Independent, 

modified MacPherson dual -path iso-struts. 
struts, coil springs coil springs 

Salisbury axle, 
torque arm, coil 
springs 

Trailing arm. beam 
axle, coi l springs 

1.2 1.06 

0.8 1.0 
Power, disc-drum Power, d isc-drum 
307.7 283.0 
16. 1 14.0 
31.2" 48.7" 
34.7 32.0 
3,179 2,651 

. 58/42 62/38 
$10,3361 
$14,038 

$10.5462 
$14,498 

100.5 
181.0 
51.9 
69. 1 
57.8/58 .3 

6.2 
37.2 
56.1 
30.7 
35.6 
47.1 
30.7 
- 1.2 
27.6 

In-line turbo 4 
140/2.3 
8.0: I 
F. I. 
175 (a 4,400 
210 (ci 3,000 
5-speed manual 
3.45: I 
Goodyear 
Ea~e GT 
P2 5/50VR16 
Power, rack & 
pinion 
20.0: I 
3.05 
37.4 
lndeP.endent, 
modrfied MacPherson 
struts, coil springs on 
lower arm 
Four-bar link, rigid axle, 
coil springs 

1.2 

0.87 
Power, d isc-disc 
432.0 
15.4 
30.0' 
29.8 
2.987 
57143 
$15,596 
$16,7113 

1Tilt wheel $105, t inted glass $105, power locks $120, rear 
defogger $135, luggage-compartment trim $164, speed control 
$170, power windows $180, custom seats $227, HO VB $450, 
AM-FM-cassette stereo $520, NC $725; 2handling suspension $102, 
rear wiper $120, speaker system $126, specialtires$148, power 
windows $185, power driver's seat $215, AM-FM-cassette stereo $299, 
turbo package $872, basic group: NC, tinted glass, speed control, rear 
defogger $1 ,194 3power locks$174, power windows $198, NC $743 

Copynghted matenal 
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 
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''talks'' English 

You've dialed your personal computer 
into a news-data service such as Dow 
Jones News/Retrieval. But now it's 
time to talk to a distant computer with 
commands such as "$BAIP'' or ";BS 82 
Q." If you get the punctuation right 
or have the patience to locate the right 
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codes in your Dow Jones manual, 
you're all set. The data-base computer 
will churn out the latest price-volume 
information for Boeing or Bethlehem 
Steel's stock prices for each quarter 
in 1982 (the codes above) . 

Recently, I sat before a Texas Instru-

ments Professional-model computer 
programmed with a form of artificial
intelligence language that lets you use 
plain English instead of computer-like 
codes to communicate with Dow Jones. 
TI calls its new $150 software pack
age, which includes a Dow Jones sub
scription and an hour of data-base 
time, N aturalLink. 

Nat ural Link divides the high-resol
ution screen on TI's computer into a 
number of "windows," each with a 
menu or series of short statements. 
You compose requests for data-base in
formation by scrolling a cursor over 
the appropriate statements, then 
pushing the "Return" key. Because lit
tle typing is required, human error is 
reduced. These, for example are 
among the 10 commands in one of the 
windows: "is the current quote for" 
and "are the estimated earnings for." 
As you select options, NaturalLink 
forms them into simple statements at 
the top of the screen, indicating the 
final query to Dow Jones. 

Naturally, the options change in the 
windows, depending on the selections 

you make. That means it's not possi
ble to make illogical choices, and your 
personal computer doesn't reply with 
a statement saying how dumb you are 
or, even more irritating, return stub
bornly to some preprogrammed "entry
not-possible" statement. 

The computer program, written in 
the "C" language, lets you create a 
personalized stock portfolio of several 
hundred companies on a disk and then 
quickly access data on each one. A se
ries of questions can be prepared be
fore you dial onto Dow Jones and then 
transmitted in a batch to save on-line 
t ime and money. 

NautralLink requires 256K of 
memory, two disk drives, and a tele
phone modem. Developed at Tl's com
puter-science laboratory, it's likely to 
be only the first in a series of pro
grams.-John Free 

. 
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More than a power tool, the Shopsmith® 
MARK V is an investment in your home. It 
can help you avoid high-priced contractors 
by allowing you to do more projects 
yourself, more professionally. 

The MARK V offers the five major power 
tools- table saw. vertical drill press, 
horizontal boring machine, lathe and disc 
sander- in one unit. . 
This money-saving tool lets you tackle any 
job- basic home repairs or major home 
improvements. And it pays for itself in the 
money you save by doing it yourself. 

And the MARK V is an investment in your 
future. It's the tool to start with . . . the system 

r you grow with. A full range of MARK V 
Accessories helps'you do almost any 
woodworking operation with ease. 

The Shopsmith® Difference 
With Shopsmith® you get a dedication to 
woodworking education. your future needs, 
and buyer protection. We believe in the 
virtues of quality, value, pride and 
craftsmanship which show in our 
educational training and products. 

Your Special "Bonus" 
See how successful your woodworking can 
be with the Shopsmith® MARK V. Send for 
your FREE Information Kit today. Included 
in the kit is "How To Determine Your Best 
Power Tool Buy." 

You'll also receive a FREE one-year 
subscription ($6.00 value) to HANDS ON, 
the Home Workshop Magazine. packed with 
project ideas· and helpful tips. You are under 
no obligation. So mail your card today! 

Phone Toll Free: 1-800-228-5533 
In Nebraska: 1-800-642-sns 

Shopsmith Inc. 
The Home Workshop Company 
750 Center Drive 
Vandalia. Ohio 45377 

Quality woodworking tools made in the U.S.A. 

C$hoPsmith, Inc., 1983 
Shopsmith8 is a registered trademark of Shopsmith. Inc. 

- - ----------, l Mail this valuable coupon I 
TODAY! I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 0 YES! Please send me a Free MARK V I 
1 Information Kit including the informative I 

booklet "How To Determine Your Best I I Power Tool Buy". And enter my name for a 
1 FREE one-year subscription to HANDS ON 1 

I 
magazine. I understand I am under no I 
obligation. 

I I 
I Name I 
I Address I 
I City I 
I I 
I State Zip 1 

L 1 Cllll <'ntlv o wn n Dept. 3667J 
Shopsnllth r owrt tool ------------
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Fast-lane 

Sure, fuel-stretching diesels work, but 
who wants to drive in the slow lane 
forever? Not Oldsmobile. General 
Motors' leading diesel-engine division 
has plans to build some excitement 
into its V6 diesel engine that should 
dispel the old idea that diesels are 
steady and economical but slow. At the 
same time, Olds is hoping to improve 
its diesel-engine sales, which have been 
in the doldrums ever since Americans 
got used to $1.25-a-gallon gasoline and 
turned their attention to higher-per
forming, less-fuel-efficient cars. 

A peek at what Olds has in store is 
seen in the Tuned Induction Diesel 
Ciera, a one-of-a-kind experimental 
model that contains surprisingly sim
ple cures for the diesel's low-power ills. 
Powered by a specially tuned 263-cu.
in. V6, the diesel Ciera will outrun 
many sporty cars. Olds claims a zero
to-60 time of 10.3 seconds with a full 
tank of fuel and just the driver aboard. 

I posted an 11.1-second run, accord
ing to my hand-held stopwatch. If Olds 
is bragging, it's sticking reasonably 
close to the truth. 

"We built it as a concept car," says 
Dave Pruehs, the Olqs engineer in 
charge of the project. "The basic idea 
is that any tfme you get more air into 
and out of the engine, you get more 
power." 

Another important difference in the 
prototype is a four-speed manual trans
mission taken from the Omega (X-car). 
A-cars, like the Ciera, are available 
only-with an automatic. 

1\med-intake runners boost the power. 

All in all, it's a highly refined pro
totype easily translated into a pro
duction design.-Jim Dunne 
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On the job, on the field, or on the road. Now you can 
talk and listen hands free at a new breakthrough price. 

SWAT teams use them. So do quarter
backs and firemen. Now you too can 
talk and listen to people near and far 
totally hands free while you are jogging, 
riding a bike, or hiking. 

Both at work and at home this unique 
communications system with a range up 
to 1/2 mile will let you keep in touch. 

You ' ll keep in close contact with your 
hunting partners when you hunt, and 
you'll communicate for ease and safety 
on construction sites. 

Plus, you can effortlessly perform 
tasks like fine tuning your TV antenna 
when you need to communicate with 
someone on the ground or out of sight. 

NOT A WALKIE TALKIE 
This is no toy. The Think Speak is to

tally automated. When you speak, a 
special voice activated circuit (VOX) 
automatically engages the transmitter so 
you are broadcasting. When you stop 
speaking, it automatically returns to 
'stand by' to await a reply. 

It is virtually noise free because it uses 
a quartz crystal locked dual conversion 
superheterodyne communication circuit 
that operates on an FM band. 

So, your communication won't sound 
like a CB or an AM radio. You'll speak 

"" and hear with the full power and clarity 
you'd expect from an FM radio station. 

HERE'S WHAT IT IS 
You wear the Think Speak just like a 

personal stereo. There is an adjustable 
headphone that you wear on either your 
right or left ear. The other ear is clear to 
hear the outside world for safety. 

A flexible boom microphone lets you 
speak normally while you transmit. The 
entire shaft of the boom mike is adjust
able and will retain any position you set. 

All of the electronics are contained in 
a small 6% oz. case that easily clips to 
your belt or with its removable clip fits 

into your pocket. And, what controls. 
The voice activation circuit has a 3 

level sensitivity switch. If you're riding 
a motorcycle or breathing hard while 
you jog, you can set the sensitivity to 
low so that you won't transmit in error. 

If you are hunting or fishing and you 
can't talk much over a whisper, you can 
set the sensitivity to high. Plus the head
phone has a 3 level volume control too. 

In addition to the VOX voice oper
ated circuit, you have 'PTT' which 
means Push to Talk. When you want to 
talk, you just push the PTT button. 

This is a really great feature when you 
want to whisper very quietly below the 
threshold of even the high sensitivity 
setting of the Voice Operated Circuit. 
You may be into surveillance or photo
graphing wildlife. When you can only 
whisper, you'll especially appreciate the 
super quiet FM reception of this system. 

SOME SPECIFICS 
You can expect long battery life from 

a standard 9V battery (not included) . In 
the 'stand by' mode, the Think Speak 
only consumes 13.5 milliamps of power 
while it's ready to transmit or receive. 

The antenna is conveniently clipped to 
the headband for normal use. For full 
range use, the antenna pops up. 

The system operates on the 49 mhz 
band using FM so you shouldn't be bo
thered by any other radio transmissions 
as you are with CBs and Walkie Talkies. 

There are 5 channels (A-E) allotted 
to the Think Speak to further prevent 
interference. We will ship all units order
ed on each order with the same channel. 

The transmisssion output is a full RF 
of 10,000uV/m @ 3 meters max. No 
FCC license is required. And, the FM 
hum and noise is almost good enough 
for a high fidelity system at 40db min. 
The case is 4-9/16" x 2%" x 15/16". 

PERSONAL OR GROUP 
You can talk to 1 or even 1 0 people 

with Think Speaks. So, if you're the 
head of a Search and Rescue team you 
can talk to everyone at once and get 
responses from one at a time. 

The Think Speak is great if you're 
skiing with a friend, using two boats on 
a lake or at sea, hiking in the mountains 
or just jogging around the block. 

If you're a pitcher you can talk to 
your catcher or the coach. If you're on 
a loading dock, you can talk to the man 
in the truck or on the forklift. If you're 
a security guard, you'll never be alone. 

The Think Speak is manufactured and 
backed by a limited warranty from Max
con Electronics, the two way specialists. 

TRY A THINK SPEAK 
RISK FREE 

Walk around the block. Take a bike 
ride and really test the range of this 
breakthrough in personal communica
tion . If you aren't 100% satisfied with 
the incredible sound quality or the 
range, return it in its original box within 
30 days for a courteous refund. 

To order your Think Speak risk free 
with your credit card, call the OAK toll 
free hotline or send your check for the 
incredible breakthrough price of only 
$49.95 each (minimum of 2 required). 
Plus $2.50 each for postage and hand
ling. Order Number 9415. CA res. 
please add 6% sales tax. 

When you think out loud, people will 
listen. Try a Think Speak risk free today. 

OAK 10801 

INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED 

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 
For credit card orden call 24 hourt a day 7 days a week 

CALL TOLL-FREE . .. 1-800-325-0800 
10845 Vanowen St .. N. Hollywood CA 91605 

Copyriglveo matenal 
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Jaguar 

CovENTRY, ENGLAND 
The XJ-SC Cabriolet, the latest big 
cat to roll off Jaguar's Castle Brom
wich production line, marks the En
glish car maker's return to open-air 
motoring after the end of E-type pro
duction in 1974. 

Park Sheet Metal Co., in Coventry, 
is chopping the top, and Aston Mar
tin Tickford of Bed worth is installing 
the convertible roof. At Park Sheet 
Metal, the rear pillars are removed, 
the underbody and trunk are rein
forced, a new windshield header is in
stalled, and twin roll bars are welded 
ipto the roof line's panels. 
: .Jaguar seems to have licked many 

df.. the problems inherent in convert
ing convertibles. I had a chance to 
drive the XJ-SC on an extended road 
trip in England. Although I noticed 

A tent made with Evolu
tion® 3 fabric is great for 
camping even w hen the 
weather's not. 

That's because Evolution 
3 fabric lets your family 
handle a rain delay in dry 
comfort. It's highly water 
repellent to keep the rain 
out. And it's breathable, 
for th rough-the-fabric air 
circu lation, to keep fresh-

some wind noise at above-legal speeds, 
the chassis seemed extremely rigid 
and completely devoid of the Flexible
Flyer ride and handling characteris
tics of most convertible conversions. 
All XJ-SCs will come with twin inter
locking targa roof panels and a remov
able rear "half-hardtop." 

But fresh air still seems to exact a 
price: This cabriolet was designed as 

air comfort in. 
Put comf ort in your 

camping forecast with Evo
lution 3 fabric in a variety 
of tent styles from leading 
manu facturers such as 
Coleman ;t White Stag~ 
Outdoor Venture and 
others. 
EVOLUTION and the EVOLUTION 3 
logo are registered trademarks of the 
Kimberly-Clark Corporation. 
~ 1984 KCC. 

KEEPS THE FAMILY CAMPING IN COMFORT. 
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a strict two-seater. Unlike the XJ 
coupes, the rear seats have been re
placed by twin lockable boxes under 
a luggage platform. 

At the heart of the soft-top is an all
new aluminum 3.6-liter (219-cu.-in.) 
engine-only the third Jaguar engine 
introduced since the end of World 
War II, following the XK six-cylinder 
in 1948 and the V12 in 1971. The in
line six is lighter than Jag's older XK 
six -430 versus 560 pounds. 

In European trim, the engine pro
duces 225 hp at 5,300 rpm with digi
tal electronic fuel injection. Why did 
Jaguar choose the added complexity 
and expense of a cross-flow, four-valve 
cylinder head? The excellent high
rpm breathing characteristic of this 
type of cylinder head is probably the 
reason. The valves are operated by 
twin overhead camshafts driven by a 
two-stage duplex chain. 

Additional intake efficiency is real
ized through the use of six 17 -inch 
ram pipes. Unlike many recent alumi
num engines in which pistons slide 
against high-silicon-content alumi
num walls, Jaguar's pistons ride in
side cast-iron thin-wall dry cylinder 
liners. As in earlier six-cylinder Jag 
engines, the crank spins in seven large 
thin-wall bearings. This engine will 
also be available in the XJ-S coupe. 
Standard equipment in both models 
is a five-speed Getrag transmission. 

Jaguar claims the new beast will 
lunge to 60 mph in 7.6 seconds. For 
those brave enough, top speed is 145 
mph, and safe, powerful braking is en
sured by four-wheel discs. 

The English car maker hopes that 
the combination of a 24-valve six-cylin
der and a five-speed transmission will 
appeal to the same type of owner who 
once purchased the sporting E-Types. 
-W. David Houser 



Make your stereo system's sound explode with life. Improve the sound quality by 30 to 
50%. Plus, you'll add tape dubbing too with this limited BSR $89 close-out. 

It's like night and day. Crashing cym- is an especially great feature for bass with just 15,000 of last year's model 
bals, the depth of a string bass, more starved portables and high-end starved before they shut down for the new one. 
trumpets or more voice will come bursting car stereos to make them come alive. They had already paid for all the tool-
forth from your stereo at your command. r-lAPE 1-1 .-rAPE 2-. ing, all the research and design, so we 

You'll make your music so vibrant that INPUT ouTPuT 
1~ ouT ~ OOT were able to buy these for less than half 

it will virtually knock your socks off when Len LE<r the normal price, for cold hard cash. 
you use this professional quality 10 band So, you can go to any Hifi store and 
stereo Sound Detonator Plus Equalizer. RIGHT RIUHT buy this year's design in an ADC equalizer 

It has a frequency response from 5hz made by the parent company BSR, or you 
to 1 OO,OOOhz :t: 1 db. BSR, the ADC equal· And, look at this. There are two tape can get this $249 value BSR equalizer 
izer people, make this super equalizer inputs and outputs, so you can dub from while our limited supply lasts, for $89. 
and back it with a 2 year limited warran-· tape deck A to B, or make two tapes at THE Fl NAL FACTS 
ty. Our $89 close-out price is just a frac- once with or without equalization. There are 20 slide controls, each with 
tion of its true $249 retail value. EASY HOOK UP a bright LED to clearly show its position. 

CAN YOUR STEREO Use your tape monitor circuit. but don't Each control will add or subtract up to 
SOUND BETTER? lose it. Now your one tape monitor cir· 12db. (That's a 24db range!) 

Incredibly better. Equalizers are dif· cuit lets you connect two tape decks. There are separate sound detonation 
ferent from regular bass and treble con· Just plug the equalizer into the tape slide controls for each channel at 31hz, 
trois. And, 10 band EOs are the best. ' in' and 'out' jacks on your receiver. We 62hz, 125hz, 250hz, 500hz, 1 ,OOOhz, 

Bass controls turn up the entire low even supply the cables. 2000hz, 4000hz, 8000hz, and 16,000hz. 
end as well as the low mid-range, making As you listen to your records, FM or LED VU meters with :t:0.5db accuracy 
the sound muddy and heavy. With an 'aux', any time you push the tape mon- show levels for each channel. It is 1 T' 
equalizer, you simply pick the exact fre- itor switch on your receiver you' ll hear wide, 6}'2'' deep and 4Y2" tall. 
quencies you want to enhance. your music jump to life. PUT LIFE INTO YOUR MUSIC 

You can boost the low-bass at 31hz, The output from your receiver is always RISK FREE 
62hz and/or 125hz, and the mid-bass at fed directly to your tape decks for re- Prepare for a· shock the first time you 
250hz and 500hz to animate specific cording, and with the touch of a button, switch in this equalizer. Instruments you 
areas of the musical spectrum. you can choose to send equalized or non- never heard in your music will emerge 

And, when you boost the part of the equalized signal to your recorders. and bring a lifelike sound that will envelop 
bass you like, you don' t disturb the mid· When you want to listen to a tape you and revolutionize your stereo system. 
range frequencies and make yourfavorite deck. just press a tape monitor button If your system doesn't spring to life, 
singer sound like he has a sore throat. on the equalizer and your tape deck will simply return the equalizer within 30 
The high frequencies really determine work exactly as it did before. Except, days in its original box for a refund. 

the clarity and brilliance of your music. that now you can choose to listen with or To order your Sound Detonator Plus 
You can boost the mid-range and highs without equalization and you can dub. Tape Dubbing BSR 11 OX 10 Band Stereo 

at 1 ,OOOhz, 2,000hz, 4,000hz, 8,000hz You won't be listening to any distor- Frequency Equalizer risk free with your 
and 16,000hz. So, you can bring crash· tion or hum. The Sound Detonator Plus credit card, call toll free or send your 

.. ing cymbals to life at 16,000hz while at has a 95db signal to noise ratio and total check not for ADC's $249 value, but for 
the same time you cut tape hiss or an- harmonic distortion of just 0.01896 only $89 plus $7 for postage and han· 
noying record scratches at 8000hz. Once you've set your equalizer con- dling. Order No. 9724. CAres add 696 tax. 

You can also boost or cut specific trois, switch it in and out of the system. Wake up the sound in your stereo. 
mid-range frequency areas to add or You' ll hear such an explosive improve- Your sound will explode with life as you 
subtract vocal. trumpets, guitars or what· ment in sound, you' ll think you've added detonate each frequency band with new 
ever instrument ranges you prefer. thousands of dollars of new equipment. musical life. And now you' II be in control 

GREAT FOR 2 TAPE DECKS WHY A CLOSE-OUT? of two tape decks as an added plus. 
You can push a button and transfer all Last year OAK closed out over 18,000 

the equalization power to the inputs of of BSR's 7 band equalizers because BSR 
two tape decks. So, if you have a cassette had decided to only sell equalizers under 
deck in your car or a personal stereo that their ADC name and they still had some 
you wear, now you can pre-equalize your left with the BSR name on them. 
cassettes as you record them. Well, as Detroit comes out with new 

Now you can get all the dramatically cars each year. ADC comes out with new 
enhanced sound wherever you are. This equalizers. We got them to supply us 

OAK 92C 

INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED 

TOLL- FREE ORDER LINE 
For credit card orders call24 hours a dey 7 days a w.-
CALL TOLL-FREE . . . 1·800-325-0800 
10846 Vanowen St., N. Hollywood C~ueJ~~~"(j rrat rial 
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-irradiation keeps it fresh 
Gamma rays and electron beams can pasteurize or sterilize food to extend its shelf life or 
prepare it for indefinite storage. Proponents say that an FDA go-ahead for food irradiation 
could prevent staggering losses from food spoilage. However, opponents say that not enough 
is known about new substances that form in food after it has been irradiated. 

By DICK YOST 

T
he contents of the silver-foil 
pouches in my hand were good 
enough for Bob Crippen, John 

Young, Sally Ride, and_ other astro
nauts. So why should I be nervous? 

Despite excellent reviews from doz
ens of astronauts and an assortment 
of nuclear, nutritional, and medical 
scientists, though, I was a little un
easy. I slipped the package contents 
-juicy pieces of chicken, succulent 
beef, and lean pork-into a skillet. 

The packaged meat smelled fine. 
But it had been sitting on a storeroom 
shelf for six years-without refrig
eration. Taste? The meats all had a 
"processed" flavor not present in fresh 
meat, and the texture was somewhat 
grainy. But it wasn't bad. 

The meat represented 30 years of 
research into food irradiation. This 
preservation process beams radiation 
into food products. Depending on the 
radiation dose, microorganisms or in
sects that spoil food are partially or 
totally destroyed. The result is stor
age life extended by days or years. 
Experts say its widespread use could 
halt billions of tons- and dollars-in 
food spoilage and become an impor
tant weapon in the war against world 
hunger. 

Irradiation can also serve as a sub
stitute for chemical food additives, for 
insect control, and to delay fruit rip
ening or inhibit vegetable sprouting. 

In the United States, irradiation of 
supermarket foods has been blocked 
more by legal than technical problems. 

But it is finally clearing the last hur
dles preventing its use here. 

Although food processors have tra
ditionally relied on radioactive iso
topes as a source of radiation, newer 
and faster methods, employing power
ful electron beams, are also avail
able. Opponents, however, believe 
that regardless of the radiation source, 
not enough is known about chemical 
changes that take place in irradiated 
food to put it on supermarket shelves. 

Radiation ruling 
World War II stimulated the U.S. 

military into finding better ways of 
feeding its troops. Just after the war, 
the Army began studying food process
ing with irradiation at its Natick, 
Mass., research lab. By the 1950s, a 
major food-irradiation program was 
under way. Then, in 1958, the Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) de
cided that radiation must be consid
ered an additive to food. That ruling 
sharply restricted irradiation of super
market products. (Each item would 
have to be exhaustively tested.) 

Still, irradiation research continued. 
People dining in space benefited, and 
22 other countries accepted the pro
cess as safe and began using it on 
dozens of foods. In 1980, the Natick 
research was transferred to the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture (USDA). 

Early attempts to irradiate meat 
were not all successful. "When we first 
started our research in the late 1950s, 
our irradiated meat was described as 
tasting something like a wet dog,'1 

said Edward Josephson, a food scien-

tist at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology and past director of the 
National Food Irradiation Program. 
"While I have to admit I've never eaten 
a wet dog, I will say the meat did smell 
like a wet dog. · 

"But the technology is much dif
ferent now than in 1950. Radiation 
sources that give much more accurate 
and uniform doses have been devel
oped. The importance of pre-irradia
tion food quality, freezing, and vacuum 
packaging has also been realized. Ir
radiated foods today have good flavor 
and texture, and they are nutritious," 
Josephson said. 

At one irradiation center, Radiation 
Technology, Inc. (Rockaway, N.J.), 
meat is first prepared in multilayered 
plastic-foil pouches or cans. A large 
vacuum machine removes air from the 
containers. Then the meat is lowered 
into liquid nitrogen, a process that 
produces thick white clouds of vapor. 
These steps-removing oxygen from 
the meat and freezing it-reduce loss 
of color, flavor, texture, and nutrients 
during the next step. 

Flowing along conveyor belts, sim
ilar to most food-processing operations, 
the meat disappears into a massive 
blockhouse with six-foot-thick walls. 
Inside, bundlesof18-inch-long, 1/2-inch
diameter stainless-steel pipes await 
in a 20-foot-deep pool of water. A 
characteristic blue glow in the water 
is produced by gamma rays- a form 
of ionizing radiation more energetic 
than X-rays-emitted by cobalt-60 
or cesium-137 isotopes in the pipes. 
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Fo~ peop e carriers 
come in our o t e most pop 
Ford Escort. 
A small wonder. 

There's plenty to like 
about Escort, the best
selling wagon in Amer
ica~ With front -wheel 

· drive, four-wheel inde
pendent suspension and 
rack and pinion steer
ing, Escort commands 
an easy confidence on 
the road. And Escort's 
unique CVH engine 
gives a performance 
with just the right 
amount of dash. Fold 
down the rear seat an<;i 
you've got 58.4 cu. ft. of 
cargo space to fill as you 
like! Escort Wagon. It's a 
small wonder. 
•Ba.'ied on Ol<N rl'(.'Cil! R. L Polk & Co. 

· ~iSiration~ for "!!3 model year. 

Ford LTD Wagon. 
Comfort and 
practicaJ ity. 

From the smooth 
lines of its hood to an 
optional2-way liftgate 
that makes loading and 
unloading easy, LTD 
Wagon has been 
designed for comfort, 
convenience and prac
ticality. ·Inside, there's 
a spacious, well
appointed interior that 
offers 75.4 cu. ft. of 

cargo room with the 
rear seat down}· And 
when you add an op
tional towing package, 
LTD Wagon pumps up 
its muscle to haul up to 
3,500 lbs. That's powe r. 
That's LTD Wagon. 

Ford Country Squire. 
Luxury at work. 

Country Squire is the 
luxury wagon that's not 
afraid of hard work. 
Rich interior appoint
ments, a 3-way Magic 
Doorgate and Automatic 
Overdrive Transmission 
are harnessed to a 
responsive 5.0 liter elec
tronic fuel injected V-8 
engine. When properly 
equipped, Country 
Squire can pull up to 
5,000 lbs. And Country 
Squire has a work space 
that can take on 89.4 
cu. ft. of cargo! Add the 
optional dual facing 
rear seats and carry 
eight passengers com
fortably in Country 
Squire luxury. 
t&-.1 on EPA Interior Volume tnlk:x. 

Ford Club Wagon. 
The winning club. 

Handle big families 

or big loads with spa
cious Ford Club Wagons 
that let you seat up to 12 
people ... 15 in the Super 
Wagon. Roomy and 
comfortable inside, 
Ford Club Wagons gen
erate power and perfor
mance under the hood, 
thanks to the standard 
4-speed manual trans
mission with overdrive 
4th gear. 

Need an extra mea
sure of power for heavy 
hauling? Properly 
equipped, Ford Club 
Wagons can tow up to 
five tons. That's strength 
you can rely on. And 
Twin-1-Beam indepen
dent suspension, a Ford 
innovation, helps take 
the bounce and jostle 
out of bumpy roads. For 
toughness, comfort, 
roominess and design, 
choose Ford Club 
Wagon. 

Best-built 
American cars. 

When we say "Quality 
is Job 1;' we are talking 
about more than a com
mitmem. ~e are talking 
about results. A recent 
survey concluded Ford 
makes the best-built 

• arstzes. 
American cars. The sur
vey measured owner
reported problems 
during the first three 
months of ownership of 
1983 cars designed and 
built in the U.S. And that 
commitment continues 
in 1984. 

See the Ford people 
carriers at your ne-arest 
Ford Dealer. And try 
one on for size. 

UFETIME 
SERVICE 
GUARANTEE 

As part of Ford Motor 
Company's commitment 
to your total satisfaction, 
participating Ford Deal
ers stand behind their 
work in writing with a 
Lifetime Service Guar
antee. No other car 
companies' dealers, for
eign or domestic, offer 
this kind of securitv. 

' 
Nobody. See your par-
ticipating Ford Dealer 
for details. 

Get it together
Buckle up. 

Have you driven a Ford ... 
lately? 



Food that lasts forever 

As the meat approaches, the rods 
emerge from their watery radiation 
shield. The meat travels up and back 
past both sides of the rods. Cobalt 
rods, Radiation Technology has found, 
have better "processing power." 

"Cobalt and cesium both give off 
gamma rays," said Radiation Technol
ogy's Martin Welt. "But cobalt gives 
off two gamma rays per disintegration 
[atomic decay], while cesium only gives 
off one. We've found that it takes about 
four times more cesium than cobalt 
to accomplish the same amount of 
processing." 

The radiation has a devastating ef
fect on living organisms that cause 
food spoilage. At the molecular level, 
the gamma rays knock electrons off 
atoms and molecules-water, for ex
ample, breaks down into ions and free 
radicals. As a result, newly formed 
chemicals react with proteins and 
other components in bacteria, mold, 
and insect larvae. This either kills an 
organism or reduces its rate of growth. 

Irradiation not only sharply reduces 
the number of bacteria that cause 
spoilage; it also eradicates deadly bot
ulism pathogens and bacteria such as 
salmonella, which causes intestinal ill
ness and alone runs up a U.S. medical 
bill of $1.2 billion . 

With some FDA restrictions now 
eased, a more-efficient irradiation pro
cess, based on machine-made electron 
beams, is evolving. The advantage: 
Electron beams can deliver tremen
dously higher radiation doses in far 
less time than cobalt-60. (Radiation 
is measured in units called grays , 
equal to 100 rads. A rad is the dosage 
of absorbed radiation equal to the ab
sorption of 100 ergs [dyne centimeters] 
of energy per gram of material.) Sev
eral hours of cobalt-60 radiation are 
needed to deliver the same 100-kilo
gray dose completed in a few seconds 
with an electron accelerator. 

But there is a problem: Electrons 
have limited penetrating power. It 
takes electrons accelerated by about 
a million volts to penetrate 1/a inch of 
water or its equivalent. Such meager 
penetrating power limits electron
beam processing to thin sandwich 
meats, bacon, and other processed 
meats. 

"Nevertheless, machine-produced ir
radiation can in seconds treat meat, 
fruits, and vegetables that would take 
minutes or even hours with cobalt or 
cesium," said Dr. Marshall Cleland, di
rector of technology development at 
High Voltage Engineering, a Burling
ton, Mass., firm that makes electron 
accelerators. 

"A 10-million-volt accelerator, which 
would have a total penetration power 
of three to four inches by treating a 
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product on both sides, would cover 
most store-bought meats. 

"Electron beams are now used most 
often for curing plastics and rubber," 
Cleland said, "but now that the FDA 
is opening the door to food irradiation, 
I think shifting this type of irradia
tion over to the food sector will be 
fairly simple." 

Longer shelf life 
Since the beginning of radiation pro

cessing almost four decades ago, the 
goal has always been the same: to use 
the technique to delay spoilage of 
meats, fruits, and vegetables. Expose 
chicken, fish , or other meats to two 
kilograys of radiation- enough to de
stroy many microorganisms, but not 
all of them, for sterilization- and shelf 
life is extended from two or three days 
to two or three weeks. Estimated sav
ings in meat spoilage alone run in the 
billions of dollars. Strawberries and 
other berries and fruits begin to mold 
within a week of harvest. With a radi
ation dose they remain fresh and tasty 
for three to four weeks. 

"Not only will radiation save tre
mendous amounts of food," said Dr. 
Eugen Wierbicki, chief researcher at 
the USD.Ns Eastern Regional Research 
Center, "it will also mean that con
sumers in the Midwest, for example, 
will be able to buy fresh fish shipped 
in from the East or West Coast. The 
season for fresh fruits and berries will 
be extended considerably." 

I expect that 
within two years we 
will have approval 
for the irradiation 
of all foods 

In addition to extending shelf life, 
irradiation can also sterilize meat
destroying all microorganisms that 
can cause spoilage. "You don't see 
much canned meat in the supermar
ket because it has to be heated to such 
high temperatures for sterilization," 
Josephson pointed out. "Sure, we have 
canned tuna, salmon, and fruits such 
as peaches, but they don't taste any
thing like the real thing. Meats steri
lized by irradiation, however, have 
much the same flavor, texture, color, 
and nutritional value as their fresh 
counterparts." 

Consumer and professional taste 
panels back up Josephson's claim that 
irradiated meats nearly rival the 
fresh, plastic-wrapped meats at the 
supermarket. (The samples I tried, 
which had been sterilized rather than 

just treated with enough radiation to 
extend shelf life, were prepared years 
earlier; preparation techniques have 
improved since then.) 

Although irradiated food isn't going 
to show up at your favorite restaurant, 
meats such as the ones I sampled were 
outstanding when compared with the 
dehydrated and heat-treated fare that 
campers, hikers, and soldiers have had 
to stomach over the years. 

"With the availability of readily ac
cessible fresh meats in the United 
States, I doubt that sterilized meat 
will become a large part of the food
irradiation industry in this country," 
Wierbicki said. "But there is terrific 
potential in Third World countries 
where refrigeration and modern trans
portation systems are lacking." 

Wierbicki, Welt, Josephson, and 
Cleland say that public acceptance of 
irradiated foods is uncertain. But 
there's a consensus that, with educa
tion, these foods will be accepted. 

Opposition to food irradiation has 
been based on the possible creation 
of dangerous substances- so-called 
unique radiolytic products-following 
the process. Also, there's the idea that 
radioactivity could be induced in food 
or containers. 

Irradiation opponents, such as Rob
ert Rodale, chairman of Rodale Press, 
stress that researchers can't definitely 
say that radiolytic products have no 
effect on humans. "Not all the unique 
radiolytic products have been identi
fied yet," Rodale explained. 

Gathering evidence 
Changes in federal rules on food ir

radiation have been delayed pending 
firm evidence that the chemical com
pounds of unique radiolytic products 
are not toxic or carcinogenic. 

Although tests show that irradia
tion causes fewer of these unique prod
ucts than heat treatment, the FDA has 
been very cautious; it would rather not 
have to reverse any of its decisions. 
"The FDA is a conservative organiza
tion," said one FDA official. "What we 
decide ultimately affects more than 
250 million Americans. We can't af
ford to take any unnecessary risks." 

What about induced radiation? "It 
must be emphasized that there is ab
solutely no way that irradiated food 
can become radioactive," Wierbicki 
said. "Just as an X-ray table doesn't 
become radioactive with repeated use, 
neither will food become radioactive. 
It's much like shining a flashlight onto 
the product. Once the rays are turned 
off, nothing remains." 

Technically, induced radiation is pos
sible, but only at radiation levels far 
in excess of cobalt-60's level, which is 
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 
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A world of flavor 
in an ultra light. 
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You could win a one-week trip for two to Puerto includes tickets provided by American Airlines, 
Vallarta, Mexico or one of 20 fantastic prizes plus deluxe hotel accommodations by 
featured on these pages. Trip to Puerto Vallarta Buganvilias-Sheraton. 

Shop Lawn and Garden Specials for the Best Value Either Side of the Border. 

live Tempet4 Dirt ShoveL HELR 
$14.99. Push Broadcast Lawn 
Spreader. 96-83 $32.99. Lawn 
& Leaf Rake SL22 $8.99. 

Melnor® Time-A·Matic• Impulse 
Sprinkler shuts itself off 
automatically. 114 $11.44. Oscil
lating Sprinkler. 523977 $14.99. 

There are over 6,000 True Value Hardware 
Stores in 50 States. Look under "Hardware" 
in the 'lellow Pages. 

Jobe's• 12-Pack Tree Spikes. 
1500 $5.99. 12-Pack Evergreen 
Spikes. 1501 $5.99. 12-Pack 
Fruit Tree Spikes. 1502 $5.99. 

Teknor Apex 50' Reinforced 
Red Vinyl Garden Hose with 
brass couplings. Tire cord 
reinforced. 8508 $8.99. 

Rubbermaidor. 10" Planters. 
Pottery, ceramic design. $4.99 
ea. Full depth design. $3.99 ea. 
1-Gal. Watering Can. 3144 $2.29. 

Nelson• Traveling Sprinkler 
System covers up to 16,000 sq. 
ft. Features 2 forward speeds 
and neutral. 1860 $49.99. 

Poulan® 14" Gas Chain Saw 
complete with heavy-duty ,..:.rrl 
ing case and 10 accessories. 
800977 $159.99. 

Gates 50' Flexogen• Garc 
Hose resists damage from 
weather and abrasion. Brc:tssl 
couplings. 10-58050 $18.88. 

COliER & COMPANY, 100% Member-Owned warehouse distributor serving over 6,000 True Value Hardware members who own their own 
set their own prices and reserve the right to limit quantities. Because participating True Value Hardware Stores \lary in size and mAn-hAnrlioirl 
policies, some may not stock all items shown. Prices may vary and are subjec1 to change without notice. Prices expire June 1, 1984. 
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me In For a FREE 
Packet of Jobe's 
Houseplant Spikes! 

Gilbert & Bennett Vinyl Fence 
Posts 36"-72". 1652 From $1.59. 
Economy ~ence. 121109 36" x 
50' $16.99. 48" X 50' $22.99. 

Lawn Chief® 30" Rear Dis
charge Riding Mower. 7 -830RD 
$799.88. Rear Bag Catcher. 
4-24021 $129.88. 

Hudson Bugwiser® Sprayer 
with adjustable Multi-Spray1M 
nozzle. 6220 $32.99. Poly 
Sprayer. 61182$32.99. 

Homelite Gasoline Powered 
String Trimmer features a 15" 
cutting swath and free-standing -
handle. ST-80 $99.98. ~ 

Lawn Chief® 20" Supreme 
Rotary Mower with 31h-HP 
engine and deluxe throttle 
control. 608 $189.88. 

True Value• Lawn Cart with 
51h cu. ft. tray for large or small 
jobs. Easy to use and light
weight. 6500TV $54.99. 

Paramount Electric Power 
Blower with adjustable air intake 
vent. PB150 $54.77. Vac-N-Sac1M 
Attachment. 6000$27.99. 

Disston Cordless Grass Shear 
with powerful 3" blades to 
give scissor-like cut. Charger 
included. EGS-1A $24.99. 

You'll receive a FREE Packet of Jobe's Houseplant 
Spikes just for entering the "Win a Trip to Puerto 
Vallarta" Sweepstakes. One per customer. 

Visit your participating True Value Hardware 
Store for details on how to enter the sweepstakes. 
No purchase necessary. 

Black & Decker 16" Shrub and 
Hedge Trimmer. 8124$38.99. 
Electric Lawn Edger-Trencher. 
8224 $72.99. 

Arrow Greenbriar Storage 
Building protects equipment 
and furniture year round. 
83 SQ. ft. GR109 $159.99. 

- . .. 

Weed Eater® Gasoline Pow
ered Trimmer. 1700/701566 
$169.99. Lightweight Electric 
Trimmer/Edger. 807$38.99. 

• 

~ 

- ... 

Homelite Gas Waterbug multi
purpose pump with hose. P100 
$149.99.16"Chain Saw has Power 
Tip• guide bar. 240 $215.79. 

Make Your Lawn & Garden Paradise with True Value Specials! 
CopynghtL'd ma.enal 
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Food that lasts forever 

less than 1.3 million electron volts 
(MeV). Induced radiation is negligi
ble and very short-lived below 16-Me V 
energy levels. National and interna
tional committees have recommended 
maximum energy levels of 10 MeV for 
electrons and five MeV for gamma 
rays ro avoid any possibility of induced 
radiation. 

Spicy irradiation 
Despite the glacial pace, changes 

finally have begun. Last summer, for 
the first time in 19 years, the FDA 
amended its rulings ro allow irradia
tion for disinfection of spices. About 
three years ago, 117 nations accepted 
the World Health Organization's clear
ance of the process. Although the new 
amendment only applies to about 400 
million pounds of food annually, it 
opens the door to irradiation pasteur
ization and sterilization of many foods 
on supermarket shelves. 

"I expect that within two years we 
will have FDA approval for the irradi
ation of all foods," said Raqiation 
Technology's Welt. His is the . only 
commercial food-irradiation firm in 
the U.S. "We currently irradiate hun
dreds of thousands of pounds of fro
zen shrimp, frog legs, and refrigerated 
fish fillets for shipment ro Europe. But 

we're set up so that when we're fin
ished with one product we can easily 
switch ro another, whether it's spices, 
turkeys, or medical supplies. 

"Each of our pallets can carry 2,500 
pounds, or 80 to 90 cubic feet, of 
product," Welt pointed out. "For ex
ample, we can irradiate a pallet of 
2,500 pounds of grapefruit in a min
ute, disinfecting the fruit of any in
sects or insect larvae." 

The change ro radiation disinfection 
could solve another sticky problem. 
Chemicals are now used for fruit and 
grain disinfection in the U.S. Ethyl
ene dibromide, a carcinogen and mu
tagen used to fumigate citrus fruits 
and grain, was detected in some prod
ucts by health officials in several 
states. After the products were ordered 
removed from srores by state agencies, 
the Environmental Protection Agency 
ordered suspension of the use of ethyl
ene dibromide on grain products and 
announced maximum safe levels for 
products and grain already in the food 
pipeline. 

Removing ethylene dibromide from 
the market for fruit and grain preser
vation will mean substantial losses 
of both products through spoilage. 
But irradiation plants built to disin
fect fruit and grain will have ro prove 

that list gets any longer:, get 
Power Pal®, the first truly portable 
home air compressor. Only 20 lbs. With 
a% hp motor that pumps out 2.0 cubic 
feet per minute and up to 100 psi. lt 
~n comes with its own 8-piece tool kit. 
Put Power Pal right at the top of your 
list. And make short work of it. 

themselves by providing a more-effi
cient means of preservation. 

Irradiation may also reduce the use 
of other questionable chemicals in 
foods. "Nitrites [and nitrates] have 
for some time been used ro enhance 
the flavor and color in bacon,-ham, and 
other cured meats," Josephson said. 
''And more importantly the chemical 
destroys botulinus [a toxin-producing 
bacterium]. But nitrites and nitrosa
mines formed by residual nitrites are 
also suspected of being carcinogenic." 

Because irradiation can destroy bot
ulism spores, the quantity of nitrites 
and nitrates in meat can be reduced 
by up to 80 percent. Only a small 
quantity of the chemicals would be 
used ro enhance color and flavor. 

Still, no one in the-food-processing 
industry is predicting that there will 
soon be an irradiated ham in every 
pantry. Noted former AEC commis
sioner and Nobel laureate Willard 
Libby: "The success of these [irradia
tion] processes will depend ultimately 
upon their costs, consumer acceptance, 
and labeling requirements, as well as 
evaluating whether the technology 
fulfills a perceived consumer need. 
Wasteful as man has been in the past, 
he can no longer afford to waste time, 
technology, and food." 11!1 
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At first we yawned. 
Ne've seen just about 
3very telephone answer
ng unit made. But, what 
Ne quickly discovered 
3.bout the A nova 
phone answer-
er made us 
realize that 
this exciting 
new product 
will change an 
industry. Here's why. 

The Anova combines 
9very desired electronic 
telephone feature with every 
:jesired answering feature and 
puts them together with beauty and class. 
True it's not cheap. But compare the total 
number of features and only then will you 
realize its great value. 

Let's start with the built-in telephone. It has 
a sixteen-number dialer capable of both pulse 
and tone dialing. It features one of the best 
built-in hands-free speakerphones with ex
cellent voice quality that reduces the echo ef
fect common to other units. And its display 
shows you the number you dialed and the 
length of your call in minutes and seconds. 
There is also a hold button that blocks your 
voice, but lets you hear the other party. 

We particularly liked the hands-free 
speakerphone. It is one of the few full duplex 
;ystems which means that both parties can 
ialk at the same time without the annoying 
voice clipping found in other units. And then 
there's the shape and feel of the phone-a 
5eulptured piece of art that sounds as good 
as it looks and feels. If we're a little too en
:husiastic, we plead guilty. The Anova is an 
ncredible telephone-but wait. 
1 The Anova is also a telephone answering 
Jnit that will not only work at home but in your 
)ffice. The mini cassette system holds up to 
;even different outgoing messages. At the of
ice you can record a message for use dur
ng lunch, while in a meeting or away on a 
rip. At home, you can record one message 
or when you're walking the dog and one for 
Vhen you're out for the evening. One 
nessage can announce that your tape is full. 

The unit uses controlled VOX which means 
hat a caller can leave a message from 30 
;econds to a controlled limit of 3 minutes or 
ts long as you want. And the heavy-duty tape 
ransport system is so well designed that its 
ecordings sound great, and the system will 
tccept up to 30 minutes of messages per side 
vithout having to change your tape. 

You can retrieve your calls with a remote 
>ager from any telephone in the world. That's 
10 big deal. But with the Anova, if there are 
10 messages waiting for you, your unit will 

The telephone answering unit just 
took a quantum leap. Introducing 
our cnoice for the finest system. . 
alert you to hang up and thus save you the 
cost of a call and possibly long distance 
charges. And if your unit answers, it will 
remotely playback all of your messages, skip, 
repeat or even erase them- all using the 
remote pager. 

At home the time and date of each call 
received by your answerer is recorded and 
displayed on the screen as you replay your 
messages. This saves time because you 
never have to ask the caller to leave the time 
or date. You won't realize how nice this 
feature is until you use it. You can also record 
conversations, and your unit can automatical
ly redial busy numbers at intervals until you 
reach your party. 

We enthusiastically feel that this telephone 
and answering system is the most advanced 
and yet the greatest value of any unit we've 
examined. But there's even more. The Anova 
can be attached to a security system console 
that can turn lights on and off and sense in
trusion or fire-and then dial out for emergen
cies. We'll send you more details of this ex
pansion capability-but the point is simply 
this. The Anova phone answerer is only one 
building block of an e~citing phone com
munications and security system that is years 
ahead of anything we've ever seen. 

With its incredible array of features, the 
Anova also makes sense for your office as 
well as your home. A phone answerer on your 
desk lets you retrieve messages without 
disturbing anybody and the unit will work on 
all Centrex or Horizon lines and most office 

• 

communication systems. 
And Anova's beauty with its 

sculptured· design will look good on your 
desk. Anova is a subsidiary of a top 500 US 
public corporation and this system is an im
portant new produCt for them. 

Add up the many phone and telephone 
answering features, price them all and you'll 
see that they total w~ll over $600. You get 
value, sty1e and an awful good piece of equip
ment-all for a· very reasonable price. But 
you'll never appreciate our enthusiasm until 
you personally use it in your home or office 
and we'll give you that opportunity to find out. 

Order one from JS&A. When you receive 
it, see how convenient it is to have all the 
telephone features you'll ever need in a single 
instrument. Use the telephone answering unit 
and see how you can easily retrieve mes
sages with the thin pocket pager. See how 
the visual display prompts you through the 
auto dialer's programming steps; how con
venient it is to have the time and date of each 
message on your answering unit when you 
arrive home; how the hands-free duplex 
speakerphone lets you converse hands-free 
in a normal voice without the on/off switching 
so common to other speakerphones. 

Then decide. If it's. not more than we've 
described, return it and we'll refund your full 
purchase price including our postage. But if 
you react like we did, ·you'll really be en
thusiastic about the system. Then, later ex
amine the information on the security module 
that plugs in together to form a complete com
munications system. We'll have complete in
formation for you when you receive your unit. 

Turn your telephone into a phone answer
ing command station with the Anova-a prod
uct that is truly an answering bombshell. 
Order one at no obligation, today. 

To order, credit card holders call toll free 
and ask for product by number shown below 
or send a check plus $5 for delivery . . 
Anova (1160P) ...... . ... . ....... $399 

® 

One JS&A Pl~a 
Northbrook, Illinois 60062 

CALL TOLL FREE 800 323-6400 
IL residents add 7% sales tax. ©JS&A Group, lnc.,1984 
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Soft-ride 
bicycle 

LONDON 
One way to get to know a road- es
pecially its lumps and potholes-is to 
ride a bicycle over it. On the new unisex 
Alex Moulton bike, however, you may 
find your knowledge of roads you ride 

less intimate than usual. Invented and 
marketed by a Briton of the same 
name, the Alex Moulton's front and 
rear wheels are both sprung. Result: 
a soft ride, even with the tires in
flated to a hard 90 psi (for low rolling 
resistance). 

The "advanced-engineering bicycle," 
as the designer calls it, weighs only 24 
pounds and has small, 17-inch wheels 
and a unique thin-wall, multi-tube 
space-frame body that has a 41.5-inch 
wheelbase. 

Furthermore, the bicycle splits in 
two for convenient stowage in a clos-

CHANNELLOCK Pliers Are American Made 
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et, car trunk, or boat. Front and rear 
sections are joined by a central king
pin with a captive knurled bolt. 

A simple hook-joint strut below pro
vides vertical strength, and the X
frame assembly has massive lateral 
and torsional stiffness, according to de
signer Moulton. 

The front suspension of the bike con
sists of a special fork that acts against 
a long coil spring that is housed in the 
steering column. Damping (by poly
urethane friction pads) is adjustable, as 
is the suspension height, which can be 
varied according to the rider's weight. 

At the bicycle's rear, a triangulated 
fork pivots at the bottom, while the 
top compresses a. bonded-rubber cone. 
This arrangement permits consider
able wheel travel, which isolates road 
shocks without interfering with ped
aling. The height of the saddle can be 
adjusted over a nine-inch range to suit 
different leg lengths. 

There are two versions of the Alex 
Moulton bicycle. The AM7 Country 
model, with drop handlebars, has a 
seven-speed derailleur with an inge
nious method of detaching both the 
gear control and rear-brake-caliper ca
bles when the frame is split. 

On the AM2 Town model , with 
straight handlebars, there's a two
speed flip-flop rear hub with a coaster 
brake on the rear wheel and a caliper 
brake in front. Moulton has started 
production at his small Wiltshire fac
tory (Alex Moulton Ltd., Bradford on 
Avon, Wiltshire BA15 1AH, England), 
and he's keeping a beady eye on the 
U.S. market. 

British prices for the AM7 Country 
and the AM2 Town models are around 
$750 and $610, respectively. Front 
and rear luggage carriers and a car
rier bag for the two-section bicycle 
are available as extra-cost options. 
-David Scott 

-
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sprayer 
Flying 12 to 15 feet above a field at 
40 mph, an ultralight aircraft can di
rect crop sprays with precision and use 
less chemical than a conventional 
craft. "It's a lot cheaper, too," says 
John .Moody, founder of Ultralight 
Flying Machines of Wisconsin (Box 
248, Kansasville, Wis. 53139). 

When Moody first combined a small 
engine and a hang glider to make an 
ultralight plane, he was thinking in 
terms of sport. Now, his company is 
promoting the ultralight as a work
horse as well. 

The advantages of slow-speed spray
ing are economy and better droplet 
distribution. The chemical is delivered 
by electrically driven spray heads that 
spin to atomize the liquid evenly. The 
droplets are micron-size (a millionth 
of a meter). And, says Micro-Ag Sys
tems of Lake Geneva, Wis., maker of 
the spraying equipment, "an amazing 
thing happens when we slow down ae
rial application." Precise droplet con
trol, the company claims, cuts by 90 
percent the amount of water used and 

Extended booms support spray heads, 
seen midwing and at the tip. Plastic 

the weight the plane must carry. With 
four spray heads, the entire system 
weighs only 26 pounds empty. 

In addition to saving fuel, low-speed, 
low-altitude spraying protects the en
vironment by reducing overspray and 
runoff. The equipment, adaptable to 
many makes of ultralights, holds eight 

\\e're Georgia-Pacific. And this year we'll 
be helping millions of Americans with more 
deck plans, room additions and home 
remodeling projects than ever before. 

Because more and more homeowners 
know they can count on Georgia-Pacific 
for all the designs, plans and "how-to" 
information that make home improvement 
an idea you can build on. Along with the 
quality products that help you get the job 
done with confidence. 

For instance, The Deck Book frum 
Georgia-Pacific features 32 pages of 
exciting and innovative deck designs that 
can improve your lifestyle while they 
increase the value of your home. Plus 
clearly illustrated plans for wooden 
walkways, playground structures and other 
easy-to-make projects. 

So send for it today. Because you're not 
just "doing it yourself" anymore. You're 
doing it with Georgia-Pacific. 
And that's a promise you can 
build on. 

Fot)Plll., ·, '1?1: smd .... ::. (Jt.1 ft1 

Gc.w;gia-lltq/lc L'kl'l. PS. P.O. 
&>x .J<o..,'.l(\ 'l. ,·I !lama. c;/1 :•cF6.? 

YOU CAN BUILD ON 
OURN TM 

Georgia·Pdcific 

jugs hold liquid chemical. A battery un
der the pilot's seat powers the system. 

gallons-enough to spray 32 acres. 
Because an ultralight itself requires 

no license and can be flown by unli
censed pilots, many agricultural-spray 
jobs now can be done by the landowner 
for much lower cost than would be 
charged by commercial crop sprayers. 
- E. F. Lindsley 

~·'I .;. 'I 'I . . {(,,,.:_. 
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The sleek, aerodynamic Aerostar concept vehicle is a sneak preview of Ford's new mini
van, due out in 1985. The rear-drive van seats seven and has a one-ton payload. Ford 
predicts EPA mileage of up to 40 mpg, highway. Production Aerostar vans will closely 
resemble the concept vehicle, but they will differ in details such as grille and headlights. 

By JIM DUNNE 

F 
ord gave mini-van watchers a 
glimpse of the small van it plans 
for 1985 introduction when it un

veiled the Aerostar concept vehicle 
recently. The company confirmed that 
the new van will be smaller, lighter, 
more aerodynamic, and more fuel effi
cient than Ford's present full-size van. 
Two versions will be offered: a com
mercial van and a station-wagon type 
that seats seven in a two-two-three 
arrangement. 

One of the more interesting chassis 
details is a rear-drive axle, which is 
contrary to the way Chrysler and some 
imports build their small vans. "Front
wheel drive has some drawbacks we 
wanted to avoid in our small van," 
says Phil Benton, Ford sales vice
president. "Aerostar is rated to carry 
a 2,000-pound load inside or to pull a 
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trailer up to 5,000 pounds in weight." 
Benton also points out the benefits to 

the driver of having the engine in front 
(in contrast to some imports): "We 
think some van buyers like the idea 
of having an engine ahead of them if 
there is an accident. Also, the driver 
and front-seat passenger do not have 
to climb over the front wheel wells to 
get into the cab, as in mid-engine 
[Toyota] and rear-engine [Volkswagen] 
vans." 

Three engines will be offered: 2.3-
liter (140-cu.-in.) four-cylinder and 
2.6-liter (159-cu.-in.) V6 gasoline types 
and a turbo-diesel four. With a five
speed manual transmission, the four
cylinder gas engine is expected to 
deliver EPA fuel economy of 30 mpg 
in the city and 40 mpg on the highway. 
A four-speed automatic imported from 
Germany will be optional. 

Aerostar is 174.9 inches long, with 
a 119-inch wheelbase. The long wheel-

base is important for ride; it prevents 
the pitching that occurs when a stiff 
suspension is set in a short span. 
That's why Aerostar's rear wheels are 
set so near the rear of the body. 

Aerodynamics is stressed in the 
body shape, though the production 
Aerostar will be less dramatic in ap
pearance than the concept vehicle. 
Also, the production vehicle's windows 
will be recessed slightly and not be 
completely flush as shown on the con
cept vehicle. 

The shaped lens for the headlights 
will be foregone in favor of conven
tional rectangular lamps with almost 
flat lenses. And look for the produc
tion grille to be more open for better 
engine cooling. 

Ford will continue to produce its 
full-size van and sell it alongside the 
Aerostar. With that arrangement, the 
new van is expected to be priced below 
the full-size model. llfil 
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© 19&1 Gulf Oil Corporation 

use 

A '72 Blazer, raised on 
Gulfpride~ 

. .. 

To this day, my wife 
swears she married me for it. 
So you could say I have a stake 
in keeping it running right. 

Which is why there was 
Gulfpride in the crankcase 
back then. And why it's still 
there now. 

Of course. after 11 years, 
you can bet this car has had 
its share of dents and dings. 
What 4x4 hasn't? But for all 
the rough road work I've put it 
through, the engine still purrs 
like a kitten. 

So 1'11 keep changing the 
oil every couple of months. 
And 1'11 keep right on using 
Gulfpride. 

After all, my wife says 
she'd leave me ifit weren't for 
this car. 

I know she's 
kidding. But still, 
I'm not taking 
any chances. 

wHERIT'S 
AMATrER Of PlUDE. 
Get a $2.00 rebate when you buy 
5 quarts of any grade of Gulfpride 
oil For details, look for Gulfpride 
displays at participating retailers. 
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At this moment, 75 million 
Americans suffer with chronic back 
problems. Assuming present trends 
continue, by tomorrow morning 20,000 
new victims will be hurting along with 
them. 

Whether or not you become a 
prisoner of your back too, could de
pend on a pleasant, pain-free exercise 
requiring less than a half hour of your 
time a week. On an extraordinary new 
invention from Nautilus®- the com
pany that revolutionized the science 
of exercising. 

Without question, this new Lower 
Back Machine is the single most impor
tant piece of exercise equipment ever 
invented for home use. Here's why: 

baa exudse-started masde. 
While the specific causes of back 

pain vary greatly, it is estimated that as 
much as 90% of back problems can be 
traced to weak muscles. 

Exercise specialists at Nautilus 
created this new machine solely to 
work your erector spinae the critical 
muscle mass in your lower back that 

While you exercise, the machine's resistance 
Is alwavs perpendicular to your spine. As you 
travel through the range of motion, the vee- · 
tor of resistance moves with you-forces are 
never pressing down on you. 

• 

. 

helps support your spine. It will 
strengthen it, increase its flexibility 
and help reverse the ill effects of bad 
posture, tension, gravity's constant 
compression of the spine- including 

slowly-you come forward, releasing 
yet still pressing against the machine's 
resistance. The Nautilus cam strength
ens your muscles on both the back and 
forward stroke. This positive/negative 

the general weakening of this 
major muscle from a life of in
activity. Being a chair-sitting 
executive may be a necessity 
for your career, but it's bad for 
your back. 

'l'llelast .. 
The Lower Machine 

gives you the same proven, 
high-efficiency method of 
muscle conditioning as the 
most expensive Nautilus 
commercial machines. An 
ingenious arrangement of 
precision cams provides var
iable resistance to match 
the strength curve of a specific muscle 
through its entire movement. (At a point 
where the muscle is weaker, your Nau
tilus eases the weight; where the mus-
cle is stronger, the machine increases 
the load.) 

· This revolutionary approach to 
conditioning allows a muscle to be 
worked far more efficiently than with 
conventional weight lifting or cal
isthenics. You get remarkably fast re
sults-safely and without straining. In 
as little as 10 minutes a day, three times 
a week. 

I hnways. 
The procedure is as simple as re

clining in an easy chair. You sit on the 
inclined seat, lean back against the 
firmly padded cushion and slowly push 
the movement arm back as far as pos
sible-through a 70° range of motion. . 
Producing a pleasant, invigorating 
warmth in your lower back as you ex-.. ··
ert these neglected muscles. Then-

. . .. · 

resistance method is essential to 
balanced muscle development. 

As your back grows 
; stronger, nine tension settings 

(from mild to strenuous) let you 
gradually increase the load. A 
muscle needs constant challeng
ing to remain vigorous. 

In only a week or two, 
you'll notice a new feeling of 

strength and power in your 
back. Your posture is bet-

ter, you're standing taller. 

..... ~ ... 
falls. 

Jogging, tennis and cycling are 
great stamina builders, but do prac
tically nothing to strengthen your back 
muscles. Ordinary back exercises such 
as extensions (raising and lowering · 
your torso, on your stomach), and 
"dead lifts" (hoisting weights from the 
floor with knees locked) can lead to 
muscle strains and dangerous com
pression of the vertebrae. 

This is the only machine in the 
world designed specifically 

• 

. . 
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to strengthen the lower back. 
No other exercise device or 
program even comes close. 

A frieml for We. 
0 

In building their first 
horne machine, Nautilus sac

rificed none of their leg
endary quality. The 

heavy tubular steel 
frame will stand up 

to years of use. 
Tough, double 
gauge Nau
gahyde over 
high density 
foam covers all 

body contact sur
faces. Assembly 

takes less than 20 
minutes (only 8 
bolts to tighten 
and you're fin
ished). Requires 

just a common 
screwdriver 

and wrench. 
Measures 

54 X 51 X 35", 
weighs 150 
lbs. Dis
assembles 

easily into compact sections for quick 
storage. 

And you don't even have to move 
a muscle to own it. The Lower Back Ma
chine is available to you by mail with a 
free phone call to The Sharper Image. 
Comes with full instructions, exercise 
program and 90 day warranty. 

A better back or your money back. 
In the past 12 years, Nautilus has 

changed the way the world exercises. 
Every day, 3Va million Americans im
prove their physical fitness on Nautilus 
equipment- in countless gyms, health 
clubs and professional sports facilities. 
Nautilus now brings that wealth of 
experience to your home. 

The Nautilus Home Lower Back 
Machine will soon be selling for $485. 
To introduce this unique home Nautilus, 
orders placed before the end of April 
will be processed at the special price 
of $435, plus delivery. 

When your machine comes, tr y 
it for 30 days without risk. You must 
notice a dramatic improvement in your 
back strength, posture and sense of 
well-being or return it for a full refund 
(including the delivery charges). 

Call or write today. And start now 
to build a strong, healthy back . 

ORDER TOLL FREE 

For fastest delivery, credit card 
holders please call toll free. Order 
product # MNTlOO for the Nautilus 
Lower Back Machine. Or send a 
check for $435 (before April 30) 
plus 55.00 delivery. CA residents 
add 6% tax. 

800-344-4444 
Overseas/Canada (415) 344-4444 

680 Davis Street, Dept. 8414 
San Francisco, CA 94lll 
© 1984 The Sharper Image 
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Two new heat pumps offer a choice of heat sources: 
One gets a solar boost and can use ground water or 
city water as a backup source; the other absorbs heat 
through a closed loop that can be buried underground 
or submerged in a lake, pond, or river. 
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+I ] J.:..= In the Cantherm system, antifreeze 
flows through a closed loop of 1 '14-in.
dia. polyethylene tubing that is buried 
in the ground or submerged in a body of 
water. The antifreeze absorbs heat as it 
travels, then flows to the evaporator in 
the heat pump where it gives up heat to 
the refrigerant. The refrigeration cycle 
is as described for the Carnot II (next 
page). But in the Cantherm Duo 520, 
when space heat is forced air, the re
frigerant passes through two condens
ers: In the first, it gives up heat to the 
domestic hot water; in the second, 
it heats air for distribution through 
the ductwork (shown). 

In summer, the cycle is reversed to 
remove heat from the house. Some of 
the heat is used for domestic hot water; 
the remainder is dumped to the ground 
(or water) via the antifreeze loop. 

By V. ELAINE SMAY 
Drawings by Eugene Thompson 

( ~ EXPANSION 
"-~J VALVE 

REFRIGERANT 
LOOP 

A
heat pump is an efficient machine for converting elec
tricity to heat because it uses energy to move and 
amplify heat, not simply to produce it, as electric

resistance elements do. Air-to-air heat pumps IPS, July 
'78], move heat from the outside air into the house. Ground
water heat pumps IPS, Feb. '781 absorb heat from well 
water. Ground-coupled heat pumps IPS, Oct. '831 tap the 
heat of the earth. And solar-assisted heat pumps IPS, May 
'781 use a solar-heated fluid. 

Two recently introduced heat pumps give you a choice 
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SPACE-HEAT CONDENSER 

of heat sources. The Cantherm, developed by a Swedish 
company, can be ground or water coupled: It can draw 
heat from the earth via a glycol antifreeze solution that 
circulates through 1,200 feet (or more) of buried polyeth
ylene tubing, or the antifreeze loop can be submerged in 
a body of water. The Carnot II Vapor/Compression Fur
nace from Fedders can be a solar-assisted, ground-water, 
or ground-coupled heat pump. For maximum efficiency it 
is rigged as a solar-assisted heat pump with ground water, 
city water, or a ground-coupled loop as the backup source. 

Both of these heat pumps provide heating, cooling, and 
domestic hot water efficiently. Both cost a hefty sum to 

Continued 
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" It was the only logical choice, 
really. Because Eagle does certain 
things no ordinary automobile could 
begin to do, some of wh ich the little 
guy appreciates a lot. 

Like Eagle's ability to switch from 
2-wheel drive into 4-wheel drive to 
take him places other cars just 
couldn't go. His favorite campsite 
on Squirrel Lake, for example. 

Of course, we happen to be 
impressed with Eagle's 4-wheel 
drive traction for other reasons, as 

well. Especially for the feeling of 
confidence it gives us when the 
weather is stormy ... when the roads 
are wet or icy .. . and he's with us. 

Frankly, he doesn't really care 
much that Eagle switches back into 
2-wheel drive for excellent gas 
mileage:" (Some day he'll appreci
ate the value of a dollar!) But it's 
something that meant a lot to us. 

He also claims to be indifferent 
to Eagle's luxurious amenities. 
("What's an amenity, Mom?") But 

you should have seen the look 
on him when he saw the optional 
leather seats, stereo tape deck 
and power windows! 

Why'd we buy him an Eagle 
instead of an ordinary car? Purely 
selfish reasons. After all, ~~ 
he lets us use it, too!" 

Now available for purchase or 
lease at participating dealers. 

THE 2-WHEEL/4-WHEEL DRIVE 
AMERICAN MOTORS t:_J-'"--' 

·@ EPA EST MPG, 30 HWY EST. 4-cylinderf4-speed. Use these figures for comparison. Your results may differ due to driving speed, weather conditions and trip length . 
Actual highway figures are probably lower. 
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Warn ing : The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That C1garette Smok1ng Is Dangerous to Your Health. 
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WATER DRAIN FOR BACKUP ENERGY 

In its ultimate configuration, the Fed
ders Carnot II is a solar-assisted heat 
pump that uses ground water, city wa
ter, or a ground-coupled loop as the 
backup heat source. Fedders calls this 
the Sweetwater system. Here's how it 
works: In heating mode, water from the 
solar tank circulates through the evap
orator, where it gives up heat to the 
refrigerant, a fluid selected for its low 
boiling point. The refrigerant boils and 
goes to the rotary compressor, where 
its pressure and temperature are in
creased. From there, the hot gas trav
els to the condenser, where it gives up 

heat to the water circulating from the 
terminal energy-storage tank. In the 
process the refrigerant gas condenses, 
passes through an expansion valve into 
a low-pressure area, and returns to the 
evaporator to repeat the cycle. Water 
from the top of the terminal energy 
tank is drawn off for domestic needs 
and pumped through radiators or to a 
fan-coil unit (as shown) for space heat. 

or city water main, water flows into the 
solar tank and from there to the evap
orator, where it gives up heat to the re
frigerant. The source water then drains 
into an injection well or city sewer. 
(With a ground-coupled system the 
water is recirculated through the loop.) 

For air conditioning, water chilled in 
the evaporator is routed to the termi
nal energy tank and fan-coil unit (lines 
not indicated). Water heated in the con
denser is stored in the solar tank for 
domestic needs. Any unneeded heat is 
discharged to the ground water or out
doors through a fan coil. 

When water in the solar tank falls 
below 47 deg. F, the control system ac
tivates the drain-down valve to drain 
the collectors. Then the backup system 
comes on: Under pressure of a pump 

install, but both companies claim a reasonably short pay
back in many installations. 

Engineers determine the heating efficiency of a heat 
pump by dividing energy output by input to come up with 
a ratio called the coefficient of performance <COP). With 
ground water entering the Carnot II at 55 degrees F and 
the water for space heat leaving at 120 degrees, the heat 
pump's COP would be 3.29 (at a 19-gallon-per-minute flow 
rate). Electric-resistance heat operates at a COP of one. 

With an entering water temperature of 90 degrees F, as 
it often would be from a solar collector, the COP of the 
Carnot II would be an even more impressive 4.09. This 
heat pump, which uses a rotary compressor, can operate 
with entering water temperature as low as .47 degrees 
and as high as 120. "But at 120 degrees the solar-heated 
water would go directly to heat the house," says Sal 
Giordano, assistant to the director of sales at Fedders. 

Likewise, the efficiency of the Cantherm depends on the 
temperature of the antifreeze as it enters from the ground
or water-coupled loop. When the temperature is 32 de
grees F, a typical system might perform at a steady-state 
COP of 2.8, according to the company. With an entering 
temperature of 50 degrees, the COP climbs to three. "We 
claim a seasonal COP of three, including parasitic losses," 

says Reginald Gignoux, Cantherm's director of marketing. 
A heat pump's (and air conditioner's) cooling efficiency 

is stated as another ratio, called the energy-efficiency ratio 
<EERl. The Carnot II can perform with an EER of up to 
15. "The best air conditioners today rate an EER of around 
12," says Giordano, "and we consider anything above 7.5 
a high-efficiency model." The Cantherm works at an EER 
of 11 (assuming antifreeze is at 50 degrees F J. 

The cost to install either system would likely range from 
$7,500 to $10,000. Both companies use computer simula
tions to determine how long it would take for an installa
tion to pay for itself through energy savings. In many 
examples, a payback of five years or even less is predicted. 
But only by using numbers relevant to a given situation 
can the makers estimate a payback for a site. 

The Carnot II, from Fedders Solar Products (Edison, N.J. 
08817), comes in 20,000-, 40,000-, and 60,000-Btu/h capac
ities, and can provide either hydronic or forced-air heat. 
The Cantherm Duo 510 heat pump provides forced-air heat 
and air conditioning; the Duo 520 can provide forced-air 
or hydronic heat, air conditioning, and domestic hot water. 
Heating capacity ranges from 40,000 to 57,000 Btu/h. 
Cantherm <14 75 Shelburne Rd., S. Burlington, Vt. 05401) 
offers an information packet for $1. 11!1 
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Through the Viewfinder 
By EVERETT H. ORTNER 

Computer pictures 

It's hard to tell where photography be
gins and electronics ends anymore. 
Take the new Polaroid Palette Com
puter Image Recorder, for instance. Is 
it a photographic system or a com
puter peripheral? Like the Kodak In
stagraphic Imaging Outfit introduced 
several months ago [PS, Dec. '83], it's 
designed to copy images from a com
puter screen. But Polaroid takes its 
system a lot further: The Palette Com
puter Image Recorder not only copies 
the display on the screen, it also helps 
create it. 

There are two parts to the $1 ,499 
Palette system: the photographic hard
ware and the computer peripherals. 
The photo hardware consists of a Polar
oid pack camera back for 3 1/4-by-4 1/o~ 
instant prints, an SLR-camera body 
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(Minolta XG-Al with autowinder, and 
the necessary equipment to process 
Polaroid Autoprocess (instant) 35-mm 
slides. 

On the computer side, you get a 
diskette that programs the Palette 
system, cable connections to your com
puter (IBM PC, Apple lie, and Apple 
II Plus now; DEC Rainbow-100 com
ing), and, most important, an Image 
Recorder (middle left in the first 
photo). It contains what Polaroid calls 
an "exposure unit"-a small CRT with 
a color filter wheel. That's an ingenious 
device that enables you to add color 
to an image, even when you have only 
a black-and-white computer monitor. 
Using the Palette program with your 
computer, you control the red, green, 
and blue filter wheel in the Image Re
corder to change the colors in any area 
of a graph. The result is a photo
graphic image with virtually double 
the resolution of the video image, says 
Polaroid-and, of course, via Polaroid 
magic, in eye-catching instant slides 
or prints. 

Economy route 
Like the Kodak Instagraphic Imaging 
Outfit noted above, the Screenshooter 
(photo at lower left) offers an economi
cal way to turn CRT displays into 
slides and prints- provided you al
ready own a computer and an SLR 
camera. The $169 kit includes a Po
laroid OneStep 600 camera, CRT hood 
and hood adapter, diopter lens to mate 
your camera to the system, 35-mm 
camera bracket, and carrying case. It's 
made by NPC Photo Div., 1238 Chest

nut Street, New
ton Upper Falls, 
Mass. 02164. 

Masked 
marvels 
The big problem 
with making a 
print from a slide 
is contrast. (Sub
tle pictures lose 
their subtlety. 
Dark tones get 
darker. Middle 
tones fade out.) 
Or rather, it's a 
big problem with 
ordinary mass-pro-

duction prints. With money, the prob
lem disappears. Order a custom print 
from an expensive color lab, and it's 
likely the lab will make a mask that 
will reduce the contrast and give you 
a print that almost exactly reproduces 
your original slide. 

What's a mask? It's a negative image 
of the slide that the lab binds in con-

tact with the slide in making a print. 
By neutralizing some of the extreme 
tones of the slide, the mask reduces 
the contrast range of the slide to a 
point at which it can be reproduced 
in the more limited contrast range of 
color paper. Highlight and shadow 
areas particularly benefit. The mask 
need not be in color; in fact, a black
and-white mask can lower contrast 
without changing color saturation. But 
all that, as I said, costs money. 

Or did. Now a California processor 
claims that it has an automated con
trast-masking process that can be used 
to produce large volumes of prints 
from 35-mm slides at a reasonable 
price. The technique, says Marc Ma
rlow, director of research and develop
ment for Solarcolor (7310 Laurel Can
yon Blvd., N. Hollywood, Calif. 91605), 
"speeds the process of making masks 
to over 100 times faster than conven
tional methods." 

The 35-mm masks are produced by 
an optical method without removing 
the slides from their mounts. After the 
mask is processed, it is put into regis
ter with the slide-again without re
moving the mount-by a proprietary 
device. 

The prints I have seen-made on 
Cibacrome-are handsome indeed. 
Solarcolor has been test-marketing the 
system in the Los Angeles area for 
some time and is planning to sell the 
system to processors nationally. Four 
sizes of prints are available: 2R (21/2 

by 31/ 2 inches) for 85 cents, 3R (31/2 

by five) for $1.75, five by seven for $5, 
and eight by 12 for $12.50. .:!1 
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Your satisfaction is the bottom line. 
Thars why Johnson's engineering 

leadership is dedicated to making 
. dependable outboards that start quicker, run 

'' faster and last longer. With fuel efficiency. 
" Irs all part of the reason why, throughout 

the world, more boaters run Johnson® 
outboards than any other brand. 

Johnson, for example, pioneered Loop
Charged cylinders in American outboards 
years ago. Irs now featured in mid-power 
models from 50 to 75 hp. 

But we've added this cylinder design 
carefully and selectively. Because Loop
Charging maximizes power and efficiency 
only when irs part of a total and unique 
engineering package. At Johnson, innovative 
tuned exhaust, electronic ignition and cooling 
systems - and other custom components -

have been integrated in these engines. 
lfs the precise compatibility of all these 

elements, not just Loop-Charging, which 
results in outboards that start so easily, pop 
up skiers so powerfully and run so far on so 
little fuel. 

You might expect the worldwide leader to 
have the comer on technology. But, most 
importantly to you, we know when and 
where to apply it. 

Johnson outboards are sold and seNiced 
by a nationwide network of top dealers. For 
the name of the one nearest you call 
800-44 7-2882. 

Powerful technology from the 
world le~der. 

OUTBOARDS 
A Product Group or a.tr:; Outboard Manne Corporation 

200 Sea-Horse Dnve. Waukegan. IL 60085 
c 1983 Outboard Manne Corporohan Allnghts reserved 



Introducing the Buick Century Estate Wagon. 
What makes it exceptional is that, in addition 

to the spaciousness and convenience of a 
traditional station wagon, it also offers you all 

the advantages of a very advanced Buick. 
It has the tight, finn control of front-wheel 

drive. The confident, dependable performance 
of a computer-controlled V-6 engine. And the 



1ooth, quiet ride provided by its computer
ned suspension system. 
Beyond these highly advanced characteris
s, you will also appreciate the careful 
:ention to workmanship that goes into the 
w Century Wagon- and into all new Buicks. 
Of course, you will also discover the plush, 
mfortable, convenient interior that discrimi
ting car owners have come to expect in 
licks. 

If you're looking for a wagon that offers 
more thanj·ust extra space, Olfi<iMCMoftM/()(11/rt/OiympiMI 

LosA~19/U 

visit your Buick dealer and 
buckle yourself into the 
Century Estate Wagon. Q§e9 

Not only is it logical. ~~~ 
Its also very, very 
comforting. 

Wouldn't you reaD}' mtl\er nave a'Buich? 



Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 



What's News 
Why should an engineering innova
tion that flopped dismally in the 1960s 
become a hot item in the car world 
of the 1980s? That's a ques.tion Jim 
Dunne, PoPULAR SClENCE senior auto
motive editor, set out to answer for this 
month's cover article. "There wasn't 
much incentive 20 years ago for car 
makers to bother with complex hang
on systems designed to boost power 
output from engines," Dunne says. "It 
was easier to simply build them big
ger." During the horsepower race of 
the '60s and early '70s, engines got 
so big that some cars had V8s dis
placing as much as 500 cubic inches. 

The first oil embargo in the early 
'70s changed all that. Mileage was 
suddenly on everyone's mind as the 
price of gasoline and diesel fuel sky
rocketed. But even $1.35 per gallon 
of fuel hasn't snuffed out all interest 
in the performance big engines can 
give. Auto makers, however, can't go 
that route today. Big engines would 
wreck the CAFE (corporate average 
fuel economy) figures for most car com
panies and bring on the levying of fed
eral fines for gas-guzzler models. The 
way out of this dilemma? The turbo-

. charger-the same device that flopped 
in the '60s. To find out what was be
hind this revival, Dunne interviewed 
domestic car makers, importers, and 
Garrett, which pioneered automotive
turbocharger engineering. His illumi
nating report appears in this issue. 
Staff photographer Greg Sharko took 
the cover photo of a Garrett turbine. 

Passive restraints 

Another automotive-engineering is
sue that's stirring up controversy these 
days is the question of passive re
straints for car occupants ["Belts vs. 
Bags," PS, Oct. '78]. Some cars already 
offer passive belt systems; these aren't 

· controversial. But bring up the sub
ject of air bags, and the debate heats 
up. Most auto makers strongly oppose 
installing air bags; only Mercedes cur
rently offers one. 

I recently got "air bagged" in a 

WHAT'S NEW mogazjne 

Mercedes 300 SD. (This was only a 
demonstration; I didn't have to crash 
the car to make the air bag deploy.) It 
was a breathtaking experience. While 
a Mercedes engineer counted down, I 
gripped the car's steering wheel, anti
cipating impact. But the air-filled pil
low deployed and deflated before I 
heard the countdown end. Immediately 
afterward, my nose and cheek were 
numb. A Mercedes engineer speculated 
that the air bag had smacked my left 
hand into my face when I apparently 
raised it to protect myself. 

Although the experience was less 
than pleasant for me, Robert LaRoche 
has an entirely different perspective 
on the matter. LaRoche and his wife 
were driving on a country road near 
Amarillo, Texas. They were not wear-

. ing seat belts when an oncoming car 
forced LaRoche's Mercedes 500 SEL off 
the road. The car flew some 40 feet 
into a ravine. 

"My wife was bloody," LaRoche later 
told a Department of Transportation 
hearing on passive restraints. "I didn't 
have a scratch," he testified. Why? 
LaRoche's Mercedes had a driver-side 
air-bag system. LaRoche told the gov
ernment hearing that he'd now like to 
have a car with two air bags. 

But LaRoche and anyone else who 
desires such a system will have to wait 
until at least next fall to get one. 
That's when BMW will begin import
ing cars with optional front air bags. 

Meanwhile, the only air bags avail
able on production cars are those 
you can order on Mercedes S models. 
The Mercedes air bags cost $880, re
gardless of what model you buy. The 
company expects to sell about 4,000 
air-bag-equipped cars this year. 

Air bags for domestics? 

During congressional hearings late 
last year, Ford urged the government 
to start a new air-bag field test that 
would require auto manufacturers to 
equip five percent of their cars with 
passive restraints "to allow the nation 
to finally determine how effective and 

how acceptable passive-restraint tech
nology really is." 

Helen 0 . Petrauskas, Ford's vice
president of environmental and safety 
engineering, who made the proposal, 
told the hearing that ''before the Amer
ican public invests billions of dollars 
in new technology, we must be certain 
of the effectiveness of air bags and pas
sive belts." 

But General Motors already has a 
huge amount of experience with air 
bags. Between 1973 and '76, GM put 
air bags into 11,281 cars. The Na
tional Highway Traffic Safety Admin
istration has kept close watch on what 
has happened to those cars. Through 
last January 1, there have been 274 
air-bag deployments in accidents in
volving these cars. Only 13 persons 
were killed in the crashes-most of 
which were severe impacts with high 
closing speeds. According to William 
Scott, director of NHTS.Ns National 
Center for Statistics and Analysis, the 
experience with the air-bag-equipped 
cars has been "very positive." 

Despite this, many still oppose in
stallation of air bags in all cars. Critics 
are concerned about both the expense 
and reliability of air bags. There seems 
to be no clear-cut answer to what air 
bags need to cost. We do know what 
Mercedes charges, however. Also, there 
has been no evidence that an air bag 
failed to deploy in an accident in which 
the 12-mph threshold speed had been 
reached. And while there have been 
15 air-bag deployments in cars that 
haven't crashed, none caused a loss 
of vehicle control or an accident, the 
NHTSA claims. 

Do air bags work? Perhaps it's time 
to let the marketplace decide whether 
they are viable safety products. It 
would be useful to see other manufac
turers do what Mercedes and BMW 
are doing-give consumers a choice. 
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To the already inexplicable behavior of those bizarre astronomical objects called 
quasars, add one more baffling phenomenon: They seem to expel jets of mat
ter at speeds faster than light. Astrophysicists think they have explanations 
for this paradox. But one would entail rewriting the laws of physics. 

By EDWARD EDELSON 

I I ow this one was taken in 
February 1982," said astro· 
physicist Stephen Unwin. I 

peered over his shoulder at a green
ish image on the screen of a computer 
terminal in a basement room at the 
California Institute of Technology. 
"You can see the difference from the 
other one, which was taken in Febru
ary 1981." 

To the untrained eye- like mine
neither of the images that Unwin was 
showing me seemed impressive. Each 
showed a couple of blobs sprawled side 
by side on the screen. If I didn't know 
better, I would have guessed that they 
were computer-drawn contour maps of 
two not-very-interesting islands. But 
I understood just enough to know that 
I was getting the most detailed view 
possible of one of the most fascinat
ing mysteries in astronomy today. 

Indeed, I was seeing a mystery in
side a mystery. What Unwin was show
ing me was the central core of a qua
sar, one of those incredibly distant and 
powerful objects that astrophysicists 
are still struggling to understand after 
two decades of study. Quasars (short 
for "quasi-stellar objects") are believed 
to perch at the rim of the visible uni
verse, pouring out vast amounts of 
radiation-equivalent to converting 
millions of stars into pure energy. 
Most astronomers believe that the en
gine powering a quasar must be that 
weird super-collapsed, ultra-dense ob
ject called a black hole, but no final 
model of that engine has yet emerged. 

The detailed picture of the quasar's 
core that I was seeing posed an even 
weirder puzzle. The two images, made 
a year apart, showed that the blobs 
were separating. If you took the gen
erally accepted estimate of the qua
sar's distance from Earth, you could 
see that the blobs were moving apart 
at a speed far greater than that at 

which light can travel-anywhere 
from five to 10 times the speed of light. 

Everyone knows that such things 
can't happen. One of the rocks on 
which modern physics is built is the 
belief that the speed of light in a vac
uum is a constant that cannot be tran
scended. That's a fundamental part of 
Einstein's theory of general relativity. 
Yet measurements made over the past 
decade, using some of the most inge
nious astronomical techniques and 
mathematical analyses available, have 
confirmed the existence of this "super
luminal expansion," as astrophysicists 
call it, in at least seven quasars. Is 
the impossible then real? 

A few-a very few-astronomers 
say that the discovery ofsuperluminal 
expansion means that we have to start 
rewriting some of the basic laws of 
physics. But the majority view is that 
this mystery can be explained with
out throwing the theory of relativity 
out the window. What we're seeing, the 
astrophysicists say, is an illusion, not 
really something moving faster than 
light. Theorists are reasonably well 
along in explaining how the illusion 
is produced. The most widely accepted 
explanation, picturesquely labeled the 
"relativistic cannonball," seems to fit 
most of the observations. More about 
that later. 

Understanding the phenomenon of 
superluminal expansion could do more 
than resolve a paradox; it could bring 
astronomers a long stride closer to a 
complete solution of the quasar prob
lem. Because of superluminal expan
sion, several astrophysicists have de
veloped a unified theory to explain the 
variety of quasars that have been ob
served. Others use superluminal ex
pansion to draw pictures of the energy 
at the heart of quasars. 

The first thing to understand about 
superluminal expansion is that it isn't 
visible to the unaided eye. The objects 
that appear to be moving faster than 

light are emitting radio waves, not 
visible light. Astrophysicists gather 
those radio waves in a special way and 
then process them in an even more 
special way to produce images. 

The images I wa~ seeing on t he 
Caltech computer screen were made 
by a battery of radio telescopes point
ing at a quasar called 3C 273. They 
showed a huge jet of radiation that 
had been spurting out from the qua
sar's heart for several years. It's just 
such jets that appear to be moving 
away from quasar cores at superlum
inal speeds. 

A chance discovery 
As it happens, the very first report 

of superluminal expansion was an ac
cidental byproduct of an observation 
of 3C 273. In October 1970, radio as
tronomer Irwin I. Shapiro of the Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technology 
made some observations of another 
quasar, 3C 279, to measure how its 
radio waves were deflected by the sun's 
gravitational field-a test of relativ
ity theory. Shapiro also observed emis
sions from 3C 273 as a control because 
they were not affected by the sun. 

Shapiro was using a technique called 
very-long-baseline interferometry 
(VLBI), which gives unparalleled reso
lution of the relatively small cores of 
the quasars. Resolution- the size of 
the smallest feature that can be seen 
- depends upon the wavelength of the 
radiation being observed and the size 
(or aperture) of the telescope. Visible
light wavelengths are measured in 
millionths of an inch, and astrono
mers get good resolution with optical 
telescopes , whose size is measured in 
inches or feet. But radio waves are 
measured in inches. To get good reso
lution, radio astronomers need tel
escopes measured in miles. 

VLBI achieves such resolution by 
combining the signals received by two 
or more radio telescopes that are far 
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Galaxy NGC 6251, with a remarkable jet five times the diameter of our own galaxy, appears in a Cal tech computer image. 

a part. Shapiro was using dishes at the 
Goldstone Deep Space Station in Cali
fornia and the Haystack Observatory 
in Massachuset ts, which gave him a n 
effective aperture of more than 2,500 
miles. He got an w1precedentedly clear 
look at the detailed structure of qua
sar cores. 

For the first time, those cores could 
be seen to consist of several compo
nents. As observations were made over 
several months, it became apparent 
that the components were moving. 
Early in 1971, in a paper reporting 
on his observations, Shapiro added one 
of those dry little notes that make 
other scient ists sit bolt upright. "The 
separation of the components of 3C 
279 appears to have increased by about 
10 percent in four months," the note 
said. An astronomer who factored in 
the generally accepted distance of 3C 
279 from Earth, about 1.5 billion light
years, could calculate that the compo
nents were moving apart at 10 times 
the speed of light. 

By the t ime that note appeared, a s
trophysicists at Caltech were in hot 
pursuit of more examples of super
luminal expansion. A few months ear
lier, Shapiro had mentioned his obser
vations to Caltech's Marshall I. Cohen, 
one of the developers of VLBI, who 
immediately began making his own 
observations. 

A physical impossibility? 
One of the first t heories out of the 

gate was thi s : Suppose observers 
weren't really seeing superluminal be-

hav ior at all because quasars weren't 
really as distant as they thought. The 
distance to a quasar such as 3C 279 
is pivotal in calculating superluminal 
expansion. The farther away you as
sume it is, the greater the distance 
its jet seems to t ravel for a given an
gular displacement across the sky. 
(The moon travels much farther in 
traversing half the vault of the sky 
than does a 7 4 7 covering the same ap
parent distance. ) So if 3C 279 were 

' . really; a lot closer than conventiOnal 
theory says it is, the motion of the 
quasar's components would be much 
smaller than calculated, and t heir ve
locity would not be faster than the 
speed of light. 

That's exactly it, according to as
tronomer Halton Arp, who has been 
arguing for years that the quasars are 
really much closer than the vast dis
tances they seem to be from Earth. 
But that, in turn, means that one of 
the astrophysicist 's basic measuring 
rods-something called the "red shift" 
- doesn't work the way it was original
ly thought. And that, in turn, would 
mean having to rewrite some of the 
basic laws of nature. 

What is the red shift? Astronomers 
know that the universe 'is expanding. 
Stars, galaxies, a nd quasars are be
lieved to be moving away at velocities 
that are directly proportional to their 
distance from us. When an object is 
moving away from an observer, its 
light waves are shifted toward t he red 
end of the spectrum- the Doppler ef
fect. Astronomers thus can measure . 

distance from Ea1th by measuring the 
red shift of objects. Quasars are gen
erally believed to be the most distant 
objects in the universe because they 
have the largest known red shifts. 

But Arp argues that something un
explainable in a quasar produces a 
very la rge red shift in an object that 
actually is rather close to Earth. To 
support that argument, he has made 
an extensive collection of pictures that 
show quasars that have large red shifts 
and are connected by one bridge or 
another with objects that have much 
smaller red shifts. 

If Arp is right, his theory solves not 
only the problem of superluminal ex
pansion but also the mystery of the 
immense energy output of quasars. If 
their red shifts lie, then the quasars 
aren't really turning millions of solar 
masses into pure energy. 

That might seem like an easy way 
out of two problems, but most astron
omers say that Arp's proposal causes 
more problems than it solves. It's much 
more logical, they say, not to rewrite 
the laws of physics as we seek to ex
plain superluminal expans ion and 
other queer goings-on in quasars. 
They argue that t he apparent bridges 
on Arp's pictures are not real, that 
the quasars really are far behind the 
other objects, and that the connections 
would disappear if we only could look 
from another angle. 

Superluminal expansion isn't as 
queer as it seems, those astrophysi
cists say. In fact, it was predicted in 

Continued 



Superluminal expansion is captured in 
this sequence of radio images of qua
sar 3C 273, obtained via VLBI (very
long-baseline interferometry). The first 
image dates from July 1977, the last 
from April 1981. During this almost 
four-year interval, a blob-like compo
nent of the quasar seems to have moved 
away from the core a distance of 36 
light-years. (This is based on the as
sumed distance of the quasar from 
Earth-2.6 billion light-years-calcu
lated from its red shift.) Therefore the 
blob has traveled at 9.9 times the speed 
of light. These computer-derived im
ages were made at Caltech by Anthony 
Readhead, Stephen Unwin, and col
leagues from observations taken at five 
separate radio-telescope sites. 

1966, well before the first observation 
was made, by Martin J. Rees, direc
tor of the Institute of Astronomy in 
Cambridge, England. 

Let's assume that some quasars 
emit jets at speeds close to the veloc
ity of light-"relativistic speed," in the 
language of astronomy. According to 
Rees, if such a jet is aimed almost di
rectly at Earth, it will appear to be 
moving away from its source at super
luminal speeds. That's your relativis
tic cannonball. 

Cannonball run 
Anthony Readhead of Caltech, one 

of the leading experts on superluminal 
expansion, explained the relativistic
cannonball theory to me like this: 

Suppose one of the components is 
being ejected almost, but not quite, 
straight at us at a speed more than 
99 percent that of light. (Here Read
head drew a long, skinny triangle 
with its vertex at the point where the 
quasar and its component start to 
diverge. ) After a certain time, we ob-
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serve that the blob, or jet, has moved 
a certain distance away from the qua
sar. Let's assume that 300 years after 
we first observed its position, it has 
moved away from the quasar a dis
tance of 25 light-years-the base of 
the skinny triangle. But because it is 
moving almost directly toward us at 
nearly the speed of light, it has actu
ally moved 297 light-years closer to 
our radio telescopes. So the radiation 
from its new position reaches us only 
three years (300- 297) after our 
first observation, not 300 years later. 
This creates the illusion that the ob
ject has traveled its 25 light-years in 
a mere three years-more than eight 
times the speed of light-rather than 
the actual 300 years. 

"There's another useful way to look 
at it," said Readhead, "as simply a 
Doppler effect. Suppose there was a 
car moving almost directly toward you 
but at a slight angle, and it was toot
ing its horn once a second. And sup
pose you were calculating the sideways 
speed of the car by measuring its posi-

tion and counting the beeps. Because 
of the Doppler shift caused by the mo
tion of the car toward you, you would 
perceive the beeps as occurring more 
than once a second, and you would cal
culate the speed as higher than it ac
tually is." 

For the superluminal phenomenon 
to occur, the moving object must be 
heading in almost a straight line to
ward observers on Earth. If a quasar 
jet, for example, were moving at right 
angles to our line of sight to the qua
sar, there would be no Doppler effect, 
no "foreshortening." Radiation from 
the object as it passed through differ
ent positions would take essentially 
the same time to reach us. If it took 
300 years to move out from the qua
sar a distance of 25 light-years, it 
would take 300 years for us to "see" 
the points 25 light-years apart. 

There were some arguments about 
this picture early on. Critics pointed 
out that no astronomical jet moving 
at nearly the speed of light had ever 
been directly observed. If there were 
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such a jet, they added, it would be a 
remarkable coincidence to find that it 
pointed almost directly at Earth. 

Most of those objections have been 
answered over the years. One key event 
was the discovery in 1978 that SS 433, 
a previously unremarkable star in our 
galaxy, emits some light that is red
shifted and some that is blue-shifted. 
Further observations showed that SS 
433 is emitting two narrow jets, one 
pointed toward Earth and the other 
pointed away, both moving at about a 
quarter of the speed of light. That 
speed is significant, according to Co
hen. If such a commonplace object as 
SS 433 can emit jets at relatively high 
speed, he says, it's probable that qua
sars, impressively larger and more 
energetic, can emit relativistic jets. 

Meanwhile, the detection of super
luminal motion in a quasar desig
nated NRAO 140 by astronomers Alan 
Marscher, now of Boston University, 
and John J. Broderick of Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute was answering 
the other major objection to Rees's 
theory. NRAO 140 was first detected 
as an X-ray source by the orbiting Ein
stein X-ray Observatory. Astrophysi
cists can estimate the X-ray output of 
such objects because they kiww how 
the X-rays are produced: Photons are 
boosted to X-ray energies when they 
collide with electrons. Marscher and 
Broderick made estimates based on 
the theory that NRAO 140 was emit-

• 

ting the same amount of energy in all 
directions. The actual X-ray emissions 
proved to be about 1,000 times less. 
Therefore, NRAO 140 had to be emit
ting its relativistic jet in a narrow 
beam that was pointed toward Earth. 

The same kinds of measurements 
have been made on other quasars, 
with encouraging results. There are 
now seven objects in which we have 
found evidence for motion neat· the 
speed of light toward us. 

Roger Blandford, a theorist at Cal
tech, told me that "the cannonballs 
may be too simplistic." Blandford is 
interested in the jets that produce the 
illusion of superluminal motion. If as
trophysicists ca n understand how qua
sars produce such jets, says Blandford, 
they will be much closer to under
standing exactly what quasars are. 

Probing the black hole 
The general belief is that the en

ergy source of a quasar is a spinning 
black hole, a super~massive object that 
has collapsed of its own weight. A 
black hole has a gravitational field so 
strong that not even light can escape. 
But it can turn matter into energy 
with extraordinary efficiency as it 
sucks surrounding material toward 
oblivion. ICaltech astrophysicists be-

lieve that a black hole is also at the+ 
core of a huge elliptical galaxy known 
as NGC 6251, pictured in this article. ) 

Blandford is trying to understand 
how such black holes can emit energy 
in narrowly focused jets. Gas flowing 
into a black hole could be focused by 
its intense magnetic field, according 
to Blandford. "Wrapping a magnet
ic field around the gas gives us a 
nice way to confine it," he said. Or 
gas could accumulate in a doughnut
shape cloud that would focus the 
emitted energy. 

The fascination of superluminal ex
pansion, Blandford explained, is that 
"the jets have transferred the location 
of the action to smaller and smaller 
radii," so that astrophysicists are get
ting closer-literally-to the core of 
the quasar mystery. 

There are actually two kinds of qua
sars, Readhead pointed out. One group 
has two large lobes that emit radio 
waves on either side of a compact core. 
The_other group consists of small cores 
without the lobes on either side. The 
kind of VLBI observations that showed 
superluminal motion are leading to
ward "a simple unified theory" of qua
sars, Readhead said. 

Those observations are showing that 
many, if not all, of the compact qua
sars emit jets that are aimed toward 
observers on Earth, says Readhead. 
Let's assume for a moment that the 
same kind of jets are being emitted 
in the opposite direction, away from 
Earth-a logical assumption because 
quasars are symmetrical objects. If 
we're looking from the side, those 
relativistic jets could be too thin to 
be visible to our radio telescopes. The 
jets make themselves evident when 
they hit intergalactic gas and sud
denly are slowed to one-thirtieth the 
speed of light. The energy produced 
by those collisions produced the large 
lobes that radio telescopes detect. 

But suppose we're looking at the jets 
nearly head-on. In that case, their en
ergy is so focused that they are visi
ble to radio telescopes. But the energy 
produced by their impact with the in
terga lact ic gas is too diffuse to be 
detected. The orientation of the jets 
thus would account for both types of 
observed quasars. 

That's probably too simple a picture 
to explain all the quasars, but, says 
Readhead, at least it's a start. What 
astronomers need now are observa
t ions that will either support or dis
prove the theory that quasars emit jets 
in both directions. 

To make such observat ions, astron
omers need a more-advanced VLBI 
system. Until now, observations have 
been made with radio telescopes that 
were not designed specifica lly for 

VLBI. Most of the observations have 
been made at wavelengths of about 
three centimeters (1.2 inches). The 
real action is at much-shorter wave
lengths, down to a few millimeters, 
says Readhead. A network of radio 
telescopes designed to work at those 
wavelengths and dedicated to VLBI 
alone is at the top of his wish list. 

It's also at the head of the list pre
pared by the Astronomy Survey Com
mittee, chaired by George Field of 
Harvard, which recently laid out a co~ 
ordinated plan for astronomy in the 
1980s. The Field committee came up 
with two top choices: a new X-ray sat
ellite costing $500 million, and a VLBI 
network costing $50 million. Planning 
money for the VLBI project is in the 
budget for fiscal 1984. 

Radio-telescope network 
Tentative plans are for one radio 

telescope in Hawaii, one in Puerto 
Rico, one in New England, and "most 
of the remainder in the Southwest," 
said Kenneth I. Kellerman of the Na
tional Radio Astronomy Observatory. 
The Southwest location would give 
double value for the money because 
it would increase the capabilities of 
the Very Large Array <VLAl, a radio
telescope observatory that covers a 20-
mile range in New Mexico IPS, March 
'771. One of the new VLBI antennas 
would be 50 miles away from the VLA, 
the next would be 100 miles away, and 
so on in a staged array that would 
make the VLA better than ever, says 
Kellerman. 

The VLA has a resolution of a few 
tenths of a second of arc but covers a 
large area of the sky. The VLBI array 
would have 10 times the resolution but 
would have a much narrower field of 
view. "Various combinations of the 
VLA and the VLBI array could fill in 
more detail," Kellerman pointed out. 

If all goes well, the new VLBI array 
could be in operation by the end of 
the decade. Already, NASA is looking 
at the next logical step: an orbiting 
VLBI antenna. NASA has a techni
cal working group headed by Bernard 
Burke, an MIT astronomer. 

"We're looking at a number of pos
sibilities," Burke said. "We have con
cepts that could either fly on the space 
shuttle or could fly freely in space. 
We're hoping for a launch sometime 
in the 1990s. We're by no means on 
NASKs launch schedule, but it's a rea
sonable possibil ity." 

The orbiting antenna would extend 
the effective VLBI aperture out to one 
or two Earth diameters , Burke ex
plained. That would give astrophysi
cists the kind of detailed look that 
could help them solve the quasar mys
tery once and for all. ~ 
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It's prefabricated, shippable, modular, expandable, energy efficient, and low in cost. Micropro
cessors control its environment and appliances, and robots do the housework. Designed 
with the aid of computers by a team at Illinois Institute of Technology's Institute of Design, 
this "House of the Future" could be built with existing or near-term technology. 

By RICHARD STEPLER 

CHICAGO 

I 
magine a prefabricated home that 
adapts to any site or climate, ex
pands or contracts to suit your 

family's needs for space, has interior 
partitions that can be moved or modi
fied to provide for growing children, 
has computerized environmental con
trols, and includes robots that cook 
your food, wash your clothes, and vac
uum your floors. Best of all, it costs 
less than the price of a convention
ally built home. Sound impossible? Or 
a dream of the distant future? 

Not so , says Professor Charles 
Owen. He and a team of students and 
faculty at liT's Institute of Design in 
Chicago used powerful minicomputers 
to design this "House of the Future." 
Although the house exists only in 
plans and scale models- and in the 
memory of the team's DEC and Hew
lett-Packard computers-Owen says it 
could be built by the 1990s, using ex
isting or near-term technology. 

What the liT team has developed 
is not merely one house of the future 
but a versatile system of building com
ponents that can be used for high-rise 
apartments, two- or three-story town
houses, and single-family homes. "The 
system's interior components could 
even be used to renovate older build
ings," says Owen. 

The project encompasses virtually 
every function or activity that occurs 
in a home. Examples: climate control, 
ventilation, fire protection, security, 
cleaning, food preparation, storage, 
hygiene, exercise, entertainment, com
munication, education, and child care. 

Key to the cost-saving in the liT 
design, like other manufactured
housing projects of the past, is indus
trial production and prefabrication of 
its components. And therein lies a 
hindrance. Owen points out that un
less federal legislation mandates a na
tional building code and banks and 
unions change outdated practices, liT's 
design for mass-produced housing-or 

any other design using advanced tech
nology, for that matter- isn't going 
to happen. More about that later. 

The liT team used computers exten
sively, both to help organize their re
search and identify and "cluster" 
problem areas, as well as to design 
the project's components. In fact, com
puters were essential to efficiently 
manage a complex project created by 
a large team: 24 students and five fac
ulty from the product-design, archi
tecture, planning, and engineering 
programs at liT. "Whenever you get 
into a problem that's complicated," 
says Owen, "you need a way to han
dle information with sophistication. 
That's why we use the computer." 

Computers also helped speed the 
work. The entire project, from basic 
research through detailed concepts 
and models, took just 24 weeks. 

The final design, detailed in a 30,000-
word poster series, shows meticulous 
attention to detail and ingenious solu
tions to household problems. The struc
tural system is a steel post-and-beam 
frame based on a 1.2-by-1.2-meter (3.9-
by-3.9-ft.) grid. A basic module is 3.6 
meters (11.8 ft.) long, but variations 

Computer-generated drawing shows 
one possible configuration of liT's in
novative House of the Future. The proj-

are possible in 1.2-meter increments 
to permit modules up to 7.2 meters 
(23.6 ft .) long. The prefabricated 
frames can be stacked up to three or 
four stories high. (Higher structures 
would require extra supporting frames.) 
Deep floors (or ceilings), prefabricated 
in 3.6-meter square modules, come 
with fie~ible systems of electric wir
ing, plumbing, and ductwork for heat
ing, cooling, and ventilation already 
in place. Removable panels allow easy 
access to utilities. 

Exterior enclosure components per
mit a variety of architectural styles: 
Bay windows or greenhouses, gabled 
or fiat roofs, and decks or porches are 
all possible. Theoretically, you could 
build a saltbox for New England or 
an adobe-style house for the South
west . "Finish materials can be any
thing," says Owen. "You could use 
stucco in Florida or cedar shakes 
where that was popular. More likely, 
you would go to completely modern 
materials: interior foams and alumi
num skins with vinyl over that for a 
really low-maintenance house." 

All components are designed to be 
Continued 

ect won the 10-million-yen grand prize 
in Japan's First International Design 
Competition, held in Osaka in 1983. 

• 
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PLUMBING 

A large bouse with both single and two
story elements is depicted in the model 
above. Circular structures on roof are 
solar-hydrogen-wind-turbine modules. 
Based on a 1.2-by-1.2-m modular grid, 
the house's steel post-and-beam frame 
is designed to permit many variations 
and architectural styles (left). Roofs 
can be flat or pitched, with openings 
for skylights and solar collectors. Wall 

• 
. options include bay windows and green-

houses. Double-glazed windows sand
wich blinds that are automatically con
trolled to admit or reflect sunlight. A 
deep floor (or ceiling) holds plumbing, 
electrical, communications, and cli
mate-control systems. Components are 
preassembled for on-site connection. 

HVAC DUCT LIGHTING FIXTURE 
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Entertainment center (above) includes 
a holographic TV set, admittedly the 
only technology in the scheme that's 
not "n ear term." Mobile service unit 
(above, right) sorts the laundry; it vac· 
uums, too. The kitch en (right) has a 
"food wall" that s tores, prepa res, and 
cooks food via a robot chef. 

Solar-wind module (above) tracks the 
sun; solar heat break s down hydrogen 
bromide into hydrogen a nd bromine. 
These a re recombined as need ed to 
produce e lectric ity. Wind turbine pro
vides additional power. The h ome's 
robot can be programmed to perform 
a variety of h ouse ho ld tasks u s ing 
MIMIC (right). 'lb set a table, for exam· 
pie, you'd firs t instruc t t he computer 
by voice command to go into MIMIC 
mode. Then, after placing lR or radio 
emitters on your hands and arms, you'd 
perform the task you wanted the robot 
to mimic. Sensors would note pos ition , 
speed, and direction of movement; with 
this in its memory, t he robot could per · 
form the task on command. 
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easy to install and remove. As a result, 
you could start with a smaH house and 
then add to it if your ne~d for space 
increased. Interior partitions also con
tribute to the houses' flexibility: All 
of them are movable. You can even re
locate kitchen and baths. 

Computer controls 
The home's control system is a dis

tributed computer network, with a 
powerful central microprocessor moni
toring the performance of household 
functions such as environmental con
trol, fire detection, food preparation, 
and security. These functions are, in 
turn, controlled by their own micro
processors. 

A predictive climate-control system 
coordinates the operation of equip
ment such as heat pumps, humidifiers/ 
dehumidifiers, and solar collectors. In
door and outdoor sensors, including 
temperature, humidity, barometric 
pressure, and wind speed and direc
tion, provide some of the inputs to help 
the system maintain a comfortable in
terior climate. 

Independent energy sources supple
ment power drawn from the utility 
grid. These include: 

• Solar-hydrogen-and-wind-turbine 
modules (see drawing): These produce 
electricity by using solar heat to break 

Bath (right): Open spa allows space 
for exercise. Wash basin, toilet, bidet, 
shower, and tub can stand alone or be 
enclosed for privacy. For sleeping, 
studying, etc., spaces can be enclosed 
by folding walls (shown open, below). 

• 

down an electrolytic solution of hydro
gen bromide. The wind turbine gener
ates electricity directly. 

• Biomass system: Bath and kitch
en waste fed to a biomass tank pro
duces methane gas, which is com
pressed and stored for later use. 

• Thermal-energy-storage system: 
This includes six components: gas fur
nace fired with gas from the biomass 
system, auxiliary electric furnace, 
heat-storage pile, an air-conditioning 
unit, and, of course, a microprocessor 
for control. 

The climate-control system coordi
nates the operation of all of these 
systems, using the most economical 

source (or combination) to heat and 
cool the home. For example, if the sys
tem determines that wind speed is 
more than sufficient to meet the home's 
power needs, it sends surplus power 
back to the utility grid, reducing the 
electric bill. 

Fire protection is handled by ceiling
mounted, heat-seeking extinguishing 
systems. If the home control system · 
detects a fire (using sensors in the air 
ducts), pop-down nozzles in the area 
scan it with infrared sensors. If a fire 
is located, the nozzles spray it with 
Halon gas, smothering the fire without 
damaging property. While fighting the 

[Continued on page 160] 
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Detroit's big switch to 

Driven by 1,742-degree-F exhaust gases, a turbocharger spins at up 
to 250,000 rpm to force-feed air in a small engine. This gives big
engine performance when needed yet preserves small-engine economy 
the rest of the time. The turbo could breathe new life into fuel-efficient 
but formerly performance-poor cars. But skept ics remain . 

Red glow is produced by 1,600- to 1,800-degree-F tempera- turbocharger housing. But comp.ressor side of housing re
tures generated in exhaust manifold and turbine side of mains relatively cool to maintain volumetric efficiency. 
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By JIM DUNNE 

T
wo cars, bodies rocking from side to side, strain at 
the starting line. One is a traditional muscle car with 
a massive 300-plus-cu.-in. V8. Its rival, with a tiny 

140-cu.-in. four, seems overmatched, clearly out of its class. 
On signal, they should screech away to a predictable finish. 
· But wait! The graphic on the underdog reads "TURBO." 
That makes a difference. Chances are the two will finish 
even, or perhaps the smaller-engine vehicle will win. 

What's the advantage of a small turbocharged engine 
over a large engine? Part-throttle efficiency. When the tur
bocharger is not working, which is most of the time, the 
engine has the fuel efficiency and performance of a small 
non-turbo engine; the turbine-wheel restriction in the ex
haust flow causes only a small loss ofefficiency. But stamp 
down on the accelerator, and the turbo rams air- lots of 
it-into the combustion chamber at greater-than-atmos
pheric pressure. Because it can then effectively bum more 
fuel and develop more power, the small turbo engine takes 
on the power characteristics of a bigger engine. 

I spoke with engine experts at General Motors, Ford, 
Chrysler, import-car companies, and turbocharger manu
facturers to find who's using them, what early problems 
gave them a poor reputation for durability, and what's been 
done to improve their performance and reliability. 

Who uses turbos 
At one time, when a car manufacturer needed more 

power in a model, it simply installed an engine with a 
larger displacement. Of course, the bigger engine used 
more fuel, and the additional weight adversely affected 
the handling. But fuel was inexpensive, and other than a 
small group of sports-car enthusiasts, few understood what 
good handling was. Turbocharging was too complicated 
and expensive for high-volume produ~tion. Today, with 
new-engine development costs in the millions, the expense 
of fuel , and a growing public awareness of handling as 
an important vehicle attribute, turbocharging has been 
rediscovered. 

Chrysler's workhorse 2.2-liter (135-cu.-in.) four is a do
mesticated type that produces an adequate 99 horsepower 
to serve the firm's many K-car variations. But Chrysler 
lacked the VB or even V6 engines to provide its sports 
models with exciting performance. To the rescue: turbo
charging. This year, a Garrett AiResearch turbo and fuel 
injection will pump the four's power up to 142 horsepower. 

At GM, Buick's 231-cu.-in. V6 delivers 110 horsepower 
in base form. Add a turbo and fuel injection, and the out
put jumps to an amazing 200 horsepower. This engine is 
offered in the Regal T Type coupes, which sometimes carry 
a "We brake for Corvettes" bumper sticker. 

Like Chrysler, Ford embraces the turbo as a wonder cure 
for small, low-power engines. Its turbo applications range 
from the $6,000 Escort to the $20,000 Mark VII. At Ford, 
the turbo is seen as part of "the engine of the future." 
That's why the all-out-performance SVO Mustang has a 
turbo four instead of Ford's equally sensational high-output 
302-cu.-in. VB. The tiny 140-cu.-in. turbocharged four in 
the SVO jumps from BB to 175 horsepower. 

"In the long run, we believe small-displacement engines 
with turbos will be the only performance engines," said 
Ford's marketing manager, Dave Hall. "We foresee the time 
when we will no longer offer a VB as a performance 
engine." 

In Europe, faced with traditionally expensive fuel, heavy 
taxes on large-displacement engines, and limited amounts 
of development funds for a wide range of power plants, 
car makers recognized the turbocharger's potential early. 

. 
Saab's first production turbo model was unveiled in 1976 

and was offered to the public the next year. Late last year, 
Saab built its 100,000th turbo model. 

"We're totally committed to turbocharging. In fact, 46 
percent of the 23,000 Saabs sold in the States last year 
were turbos," pointed out Steve Rossi, Saab's product-de
velopment and compliance manager. 

In 197B, Mercedes was faced with a gas-guzzler tag for 
its big gasoline-powered cars. So its engineers installed a 
turbocharger on the innovative five-cylinder diesel. Not 
only did the turbo-diesel easily meet U.S. CAFE (emissions) 
standards, it also provided acceptable performance for 
Mercedes' picky luxury customers. 

Porsche-Audi was · also an early advocate of turbos. 
Porsche introduced a high-performance turbocharged model 
called the 930 in 1976. Later, the company sold one of the 
first turbocharged four-door sedans, the Audi 5000. 

Early problems 
Everyone dislikes talking about former problems or 

failures. The auto companies are no exception. So to roll 
back the clock a bit on early turbocharger applications, I 
spoke first to Smokey Yunick, one of the country's most 
respected auto consultants. Then I questioned representa
tives at some of the car companies that have seemed reluc
tant about turbocharging. 

"First, in the early attempts, they sized the turbos so 
that the only time you got anything out of them was when 
the pedal was on the floor," Smokey explained. "Wha:t many 
of them were trying to do was bring the turbo in at en
gine speeds above the speeds at which the emissions tests 

In the long run, 
small-displacement engines with 
turbochargers will be the only 
performance engines 
were made. They didn't seem to know how to pass the 
tests with the blower working. 

"Second, they had a lot of oil problems. They'd fry the 
oil. Mineral oil just won't stand more than 320-degree-C 
[60B-F] temperatures for 20 minutes. That center-bearing 
section of the turbine housing would cause two things to 
happen: First, it would burn the oil. Then, it would some
times further refine [the oil] into a coke that would plug 
the oil supply to the turbine-shaft bearing. Turbos were 
failing because of a lack of lubrication. 

"Finally, if you let one of the turbocharged engines get 
lean, it sneezes. It backfires. That's a fairly common prob
lem if you don't get enough fuel. It's then possible to blow 
the blades off the compressor. If you blow the blades off the 
compressor on a pull-through [turbo downstream from car
buretor], you send that material down into the valve gear. 
You can also get burnt pistons because of poor carburetor 
metering. 

"Of course, there's no reason why turbo engines can't be 
as durable as non-turbo engines. Industrial engines 
- bulldozers, drag lines, trains, ships, stationary engines 
- have been using turbochargers for 30 years. They run for 
25,000 hours- that's nearly three years, 24 hours a day
without failures." 

Another skeptic is Bob Templin, Cadillac's canny chief 
engineer. "I'd like to see all our competitors get turbos in 
their cars, with us the only holdouts," he said. "Then we'd 
see who'd come out on top." 

Another GM critic objected to the high cost of the turbo. 
Continued 
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"It costs us $250 to get a turbo in a car. It's easier and 
cheaper to put in more cubic inches. We already have the 
bigger engines if we want to use them, so the need for a 
turbo is not so great." 

That $250 figure includes the cost of the turbo, special 
ignition controls, and related equipment. Given the tradi
tional 1:5 industry cost-to-retail-price ratio, the turbo 
runs the customer an additional $1,250. An Oldsmobile 
source said that a bigger engine costs the customer a third 
of that or less. 

And that will buy you a lot of gasoline, he concluded, 
resolving the problem of the higher fuel consumption of 
the bigger engines. But Olds is not as strongly against 
the turbo as Cadillac. Bob Dorshimer, Olds' chief engineer, 
hinted that a turbo may show up in a future Olds model. 

"The secret to more power is getting more air inside 
the engine," Dorshimer said. "Whether it takes a turbo to 
do the job or intake tuning makes little difference." 

Chevrolet hasn't a single turbocharged model. "We have 
a position on turbocharging based on what people expect 
from Chevy products," a Chevrolet insider pointed out. "It 
has to do with the cost of production and how people tend 
to treat Chevrolets. We did turbos in the Corvair, and we 
think we know as much about them as anybody else. At 
this time, we know enough to stay away from them." 

Later solutions 
To answer the charges brought against the turbocharger, 

I spoke with the turbocharger manufacturers and auto 
makers who use the device. 

Garrett AiResearch is generally acknowledged as the 
current auto-turbocharger leader. Between 1977 and late 
1982, a million Garrett turbos were installed on new cars 
in the U.S., Japan, and Europe. In 1983 alone, worldwide 
auto-industry use approached one million. Besides Garrett, 
major producers are Kuehule, Kapp, and Kausch AG 
(KKK) in Germany, and Hitachi and Mitsubishi in Japan. 
A strong newcomer in the U.S. is Warner-Ishi. 

What did experts say to Smokey's observations on im
proper sizing in early turbocharging applications? 

"We make two basic sizes of turbos," said Mike Dyer, 
sales manager of Garrett's passenger turbos. "The bigger 
one, the T-3, will take a gasoline engine up to 300 
horsepower. The lighter one, the T-2, is rated at a 165-
horsepower limit." Another Garrett spokesman described · 
the situation this way: "We give advice, but in the end, 
we deliver what the manufacturer needs." 

Warner-Ishi's sales manager, Bruce Renton, had more 
to say about sizing. "Turbochargers, like camshafts, are 
tuned for a limited rpm range. You have to decide what 
you want. If you want the horsepower in early, that would 
predicate a relatively small turbine size. If you want top
end horsepower, you'd put on a larger turbine housing." 

Recent U.S. turbocharged cars, especially Buick's 231-
cu.-in. Regal T Type tested at Bridgehampton Race Cir
cuit by PoPULAR SciENCE [PS, March], surprised the test 
crew with low-end torque and zero-to-60-mph elapsed times 
close to those of high-output VS-engine autos. These per
formances seem to show a great concern for turbo sizing. 

What about the problem of oxidation and the coking of oil 
in the center-bearing housing? Temperatures on the tur
bine wheel reach 1,600 to 1,850 degrees F, and can go even 
higher. I spoke with Buick about this high-temperature 
gremlin. 

"We had a coking problem early on, and we spent many 
hours here at Buick and at GM Research to eliminate the 
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problem," said Ron Yuille, Buick's assistant staff engi
neer of the turbo group. "What we did was add cooling 
fins to our center rotating assembly. We also added an 
extra cooling hole in the oil gallery of the turbocharger 
itself. We went into production with that in 1982 with 
about 1,000 units-and all of 1983's production. We're 
happy to report that not a single turbocharger since that 
change has been returned for any signs of coking." 

Chrysler keeps coking problems in check with a clever 
water-cooled center-bearing housing-one of the first in 
the auto industry. 

Another problem for early carbureted turbocharger ap
plications was· keeping the fuel-to-air mixture properly 
balanced. "One thing that fuel injection a"nows us to do 
is tune the intake manifold, which really helps the low
end performance and enhances the ability to build boost 
fast," said Yuille. "You also eliminate the heat crossovers 
running under the manifold to keep th~ fuel properly 
vaporized and suspended in the intake charge, which in
creases the volumetric efficiency. A carburetor would have 
puddled the fuel in the low spots in our specially tuned 
manifold." 

The final question posed to these experts concerned the 
high cost of turbocharging relative to a large engine with 
an equal amount of power. 

"If you already have the tooling for a big engine, the 
big engine might be cheaper," admitted Renton. 

Porsche-Audi spokesman Fred Heyler agreed that turbo 
engines are more costly. "With two engines of nearly equal 
power, a turbocharged engine is more expensive, but you're 
not going to get the part-throttle efficiency in the bigger 
engine that you would in the smaller turbo engine." 

Countered Yuille: "It depends upon what kind of tooling 
you have in place in your plant. If you have to build a 
whole new · engine, turbocharging is a lot cheaper. But if 
you've already got the tooling in place, a big engine is 
less costly." 11!1 

How turbos work 
The amount of power an engine can produce is directly proportional 
to the mass of air it can inhale. When the throttle is wide open, the 
engine will pull in only as much air as atmospheric pressure will 
allow. But by compressing the air, the horsepower of the engine can 
be effectively increased. 

A turbocharger is by far the most efficient means of pressurizing 
the intake charge . It uses the energy remaining in the exhaust gas to 
rotate the turbine wheel and shaft. The exhaust temperature drops 
150 to 300 degrees F. and gas pressure falls from 14.7 psi to approxi
mately two to five psi as it passes through the turbine housing. The 
compressor wheel at the other end of the shaft spins at the same 
speed as the turbine wheel and packs the compressed air into the 
intake manifold. 

With the increased temperatures and pressures, there is a greater 
predisposition for combustion-chamber or piston damage due to 
detonation. One way to control this is through an intercooler (air 
radiator) installed between the compressor and the intake manifold ; 
it reduces the temperature of the intake charge. 

There are at least three different methods of controlling abnormal 
combustion within the engine. The simplest method is to lower the 
compression ratio. This is usually accomplished with flattop or dished 
pistons. The second method is to inject water or alcohol during boost. 
The third method involves a waste gate-simply an exhaust-gas va lve 
built into the turbo housing to bypass exhaust gases around the tur
bine wheel to prevent overboost. Most modern applicatior.s use a mi
croprocessor linked to the combustion chamber by a detonation sensor. 
The microprocessor either opens the waste gate to reduce boost or 
retards the ignition timing to control detonation. The amount of turbo 
boost is controlled by the waste gate. 
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opens a new world of hydraulic devices 
Chemists at England's Sheffield University have perfected a suspension of polymer solids 
in heavy oil that has the strange and wonderful property of changing from liquid to solid 
when a voltage is applied. The electro-rheological fluid could find broad use in a variety 
of hydraulic mechanisms, including automotive clutches and hydraulic valves. 

By DAVID SCOTI 

SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND 

'' atch this," said Dr. Jim 
Stangroom as he dipped a 
pair of tweezer-like metal 

strips into a glass jar containing a 
milky liquid. The strips were fixed to 
the jar cap and wired to a small power 
pack on the laboratory bench. 

The bearded, jovial chemist flipped 
a switch on the battery, lifted out the 
strips, and held them up for my in
spection: A glob of the white stuff 
clung to their splayed tips. I poked the 
putty-like lump with a pencil. "Now 
watch again," he told me, switching 
off the current. Instantly, the glob dis
solved and dribbled back into the jar. 

Stangroom grinned at my amaze
ment. "This is electro-rheological 
fluid," he said, "a very special mix
ture of oil, water, and minute solid 
particles that has the unique property 
of changing from liquid to solid when 
a high voltage is applied across it. Be
cause the reaction occurs very quickly 
and can be controlled very precisely, 
the fluid can be used in any type of 
machine in which electrical signals 
govern mechanical motion." Enthusi
astically, he ticked off some examples: 
"Automotive clutches, robotics, artifi
cial human limbs-we're coming up 
with new applications for this stuff 
every week." 

Stangroom heads a project team at 
Sheffield University's Department of 
Mechanical Engineering that has been 

--~--~-

Hydraulic jack lifts weights when ER 
fluid pumped around loop circuit is 
diverted to an upright cylinder (center) 

investigating the possibilities of elec
tro-rheology <ER) for the past 10 years 
under a contract from the British Min
istry of Defense. Only now have the 
tight security wraps been lifted, and 
Stangroom delighted in his new-found 
freedom to tell me the details. 

Rheology is the science of the flow 
of matter. The idea of controlling flow 

by a cylindrical ER valve (left). Dr. 
Jim Stangroom varies voltage from the 
power supply to control jack's lift. 

by the application of electricity
electro-rheology-dates back to the 
1940s, when William M. Winslow of 
Wheatridge, Colo., experimented with 
a mixture of transformer oil and silica
gel particles. In its normal state, the 
mixture behaved as a viscous liquid; 
but when a voltage was applied, it 
turned to a solid mass. 

II 

II 
II .. 
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How ER fluids work 

It did for brief periods, anyway. 
After a time, the widely differing den
sities of the oil and silica in Winslow's 
fluid caused the particles to settle out 
and stop the ER effect. The fluid was 
also highly abrasive, causing abnor
mal pump wear and electrical shorts. 
These snags dampened the early en
thusiasm of several American com-

Electro-rheological fluids are a special 
mixture of oil and solid polymer parti
cles containing water. The microscopic 
solids, comprising about 40 percent of 
the volume, are tangled chains built 
of negative and positive ions. The neg
ative ions are the chain's links; the posi
tive ions float free. Water molecules, 
which overall have no charge but do 
have north and south poles, cluster into 
"balls" around the free ions. 

When a DC field is applied across the 
fluid, the positive ions move toward 
the negative plate, taking the water in 
tow. Thus, the chains line up like filings 
in a magnetic field: The positive, wet 
ends align head to tail with the nega
tive, dry ends. Surface tension binds 
them. By varying the voltage it is pos
sible to control the percentage of parti
cles adhering to each other and thus 
the relative solidity of the fluid. 

The photos demonstrate the process. 
With voltage applied between the . ' splayed electrodes (top), the fluid con-
geals into a hardened lump. The photo
micrograph (magnified 100 times) shows 
that the solid particles in the fluid form 
chains along the path of the current 
flow. Wlien the current is switched off 
(below), the material liquefies and drib
bles back into the jar. In the uncharged 
state, the particles are unconnected. 

"It's a bit like mixing flour and water 
to make dough," says Jim Stangroom, 
head of the Sheffield University team 
that is developing ER fluids for indus
trial applications. "With flour, the sep
arating lubricant between dry, solid 
particles is air instead of oil, and the 
water is introduced externally instead 
of from within the particles. But the 
particles stiffen to form a solid. If too 
much water is poured into the bowl the 
congealed mixture becomes more liq
uid. The same diluting effect occurs 
with ER fluid when the voltage is too 
high. Tho much water is drawn from 
the particles, reducing their adhesion!' 

Even more so than with bread-mak
ing, the requirements for making ER 
fluid are exacting. Stangroom enumer
ates some of the particulars: "The mix
ture of oil, water, and particles must 
be chemically stable over a wide tem
perature range. It must be nonabrasive 
and have good lubricating properties. 
It's essential that the oil and particles 
have the same density so the particles 
don't settle. And the oil must be a good 
insulator that strongly repels water, 
while the particles must be porous with 
a sponge-like attraction for water!' 

panies, and the project was shelved. 
Its revival at Sheffield points to the 

great potential for ER devices but not 
to any sudden easing of the technical 
hurdles. Progress has been laborious, 
requiring parallel developments in 
polymer chemistry, organic chemistry, 
mechanical engineering, rheology, and 
electronics. 

But now Stangroom's team has 
moved beyond the laboratory stage 
and has created a London company, 
ER Fluid Developments, to exploit the 
electro-rheology concept commercially. 
Already it is negotiating licensing 
deals with several private firms, in
cluding a British automobile manu
facturer with American connections. 

Weird concoction 
When I visited Stangroom's lab at 

Sheffield University, prototypes and 
test rigs of various ER devices were 
scattered on bench tops. But first he 
showed me the chemistry lab in which 
experimental quantities of the special 
fluids are made. 

In a room filled with the familiar 
glass and rubber plumbing of any 
chemistry lab, Stangroom led me to a 
stand of glass vessels, tubing, and 
hoses at the far end. This, he ex
plained, was where the fine plastic 
particles were formulated from poly
methacrylic acid, the same monomer 
used in the manufacture of Lucite. The 
liquid is mixed with water and grown 
into a tangle of long-chain polymers
"like three-dimensional wire netting 
in a liquid solution," Stangroom said. 
He pointed to some white goo in a 
glass beaker. "It has the stiff consis
tency of animal gristle." 

Next, the material is pressed and 
dried so that it resembles coarse sand, 
with voids, or pores, throughout the 
entire structure . . Finally, it is ground 
in a vibrating-ball mill to a state some
thing like talcum powder. The result, 
Stangroom told me, is dry particles 
about 10 microns (millionths of a 
meter) across having a specific grav
ity of 1.4. 

That's much heavier than water. Oil, 
in which the particles are suspended, 
is normally lighter than water. The 
trickiest part of the process is increas
ing the specific gravity of oil from 0.8 
to 1.4, which is necessary to produce 
a stable suspension. 

"We make the oil heavier by replac
ing some of its light hydrogen atoms 
with heavy bromide ones," Stangroom 
explained. "Generally when you make 
things heavier, they become more 
solid. In this case, though, the differ
ing molecular shapes don't fit together 
neatly to form a solid, so instead of 
freezing, the substance remains a 
liquid to quite low temperatures. It's 
a chemical oddity." 

This unnatural stuff is produced 
from synthetic oil in a molecular still. 
The complex distillation process , 
which takes place in a vacuum frozen 
to - 196 degrees C ( - 320 F) .to prevent 
vapor contamination, restructures and 
purifies the oil. When the plastic par-

Continued 
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'~ voltage supply the size ef a 
tides are added to the oil, they remain 
in suspension indefinitely. The only 
drawback to the ER fluid is its cost. 
In the laboratory, it costs about $450 
a liter to produce. Stangroom thinks 
that, in bulk production, the cost 
might be only one-tenth of that 
amount, however. 

But even at the fluid's present high 
cost, Stangroom believes that ER tech
nology is viable for automotive 
clutches because only a small volume 
of fluid would be needed. To demon
strate his point, he showed me a labo
ratory model of a cylindrical clutch. 
(This and the other devices described in 
the article are shown in the drawings.) 

A small motor with a tubular foot
long shaft sat on a bench top. The 
tube, sealed at the end, enclosed a rod 
with a pulley on its outer end. A cord 
wound round the pulley was tied to a 
weight resting on the lab floor. The 
tube, Stangroom explained, was filled 
with ER fluid. 

On again, off again 
Stangroom flipped a switch on a 

power pack to start the motor and tube 
running, but the rod inside the tube 
stayed still. Then he flipped a second 
switch, applying a voltage between the 
tube and rod; instantly, the rod started 
turning and hoisted the weight off the 
floor. The fluid had solidified, locking 
the two parts together. 

"I can alter the degree of clutch en
gagement with controlled slip by vary
ing the voltage," Stangroom said as 
he turned a knob. The pulley slowed 
and barely inched the weight upward, 
although the tube speed was constant. 

"For cars, you could have a disc 
clutch working on the same principle," 
Stangroom continued. "Such a plate 
coupling would have opposed discs en
closed and sealed in a similar way. To 
meet torque requirements it could be 
a multi-disc device. Alternate ele
ments are connected in parallel as in
terleaved electrode arrays, rather like 
a radio variable condenser with circu
lar plates." 

Stangroom believes that ER clutches 
are especially promising for automatic 
transmissions because they give posi
tive drive when fully energized: The 
hydraulic losses of a conventional 
torque converter are eliminated, as is 
the need for any auxiliary lockup (t0 
prevent slip) or for an oil cooler. Dur
ing disengagement, the slight viscous 
drag of the fluid is unlikely to cause 
creep, and controlled slip can be elec
tronically regulated by a slow voltage 
rise. Battery drain during engage-
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ment periods is negligible, he says. 
On one occasion, the clutch grabbed 

too well. "We got one batch of rather 
active fluid," Stangroom told me with 
a slight smile. "We piled on the volts 
too fast and destroyed the test equip
ment. Working backward, we figured 
out that the rig was giving the power 
of a small car." 

ER clutches could have other auto
motive uses outside the drive train. 
Two possibilities are couplings for air
conditioning compressors and thermo
statically controlled cooling fans. 

"Now have a look at some valves," 
Stangroom said as he hustled me 
across the room. He picked up a ·stack 
of metal plates that looked like a block 
of multilayer cake. "Put some volts 
across this, and it can reduce or com
pletely stop the fluid flow. Such a valve 
would have extremely fast on-off ac
tion and very accurate flow control. It 
would also be inexpensive to produce. 
On vehicles, it could be used for hy
draulic power steering with electronic 
command signals, ride control to vary 
shock-absorber damping, and anti-skid 
brake systems, in which rapid re
sponse to modulate brake-fluid pres
sure is essential." 

To demonstrate how the device 
would work, Stangroom led me to a 
strange-looking hydraulic jack, where 
a 12 0-pound weight sat on top of an 
upright cylinder. Fluid is normally 
pumped directly from a supply tank 
to the cylinder, he explained, but when 
an ER valve in a bypass circuit is 
opened, flow to the cylinder is stopped. 

Stangroom then switched on the 
voltage to block the return flow, and 
the weight slowly rose as the fluid 
built up under the cylinder. A gauge 
recording the fluid pressure rose stead-

. ily to a mighty 300 psi. "I can regu
late the lift by lowering the voltage," 
he hollered over the pump noise as he 
twisted a knob. The gauge needle 
trembled back to around 100 psi, and 
the weight barely moved. 

"That rig's powerful enough to just 
about lift me," Stangroom chuckled. 

Valves can also be cylindrical. Stan
groom showed me one made up of a 
number of coaxial elements supported 
by radial insulating spacers. This type 
has a larger electrode surface for a 
given frontal area and can handle a 
greater flow. It also avoids the "dead" 
edges of plates and is easier to make. 

Four valves- either multi-plate or 
cylindrical-can be combined in a 
novel fluid equivalent of an electric 
Wheatstone bridge for precise control 
of a double-acting hydraulic cylinder. 

Piston movement in either direction 
is regulated merely by applying volt
age to two valves on opposite sides of 
the diamond-shape bridge. Switch over 
the voltage, and the piston slides the 
other way. 

"We also have a fluid piston that's 
really crafty," Stangroom told me. ''A 
multi-cylinder ER valve can actually 

· work as a hydraulic piston, eliminat
ing external control valves entirely. It 
slides inside a conventional outer 
cylinder, and a wire threaded through 
the hollow piston rod takes the con
trol voltage to the piston's alternate 
'hot' rings." 

Hydraulic fluid is pumped at a con
stant rate through the outer cylinder 
in a loop circuit. With the current off, 
it passes freely between the piston 
elements, so there is no movement. 
When voltage is on, the piston be
comes blocked up, so it's moved by the 
fluid pressure. The degree of solidity 
and, therefore, movement is deter
mined by the voltage. Two such cylin
ders, connected back-to-hack and op
erated out of phase with each other, 
would give bidirectional travel. 

Late developments 
The concept behind ER devices is 

startlingly simple; turning the concept 
into real machinery involves dozens 
of thorny problems, however. One is 
developing techniques to reduce the 
cost of the ER fluid. 

Another problem has been building 
precise, reliable power supplies. The 
amount of power needed is very small. 
Stangroom pointed at the electronic 
flash gun attached to my camera. ''A 
voltage supply no bigger than that 
could operate a clutch or valve." But 
to take full advantage of the fluid's 
extraordinary speed of response, it is 
necessary to vary the applied voltage 
at the same rate- and precisely. Elec
tronic research scientists on Stan
groom's team at the university are 
working to perfect the power supplies. 

A third problem is possible contami
nation of the fluid by mechanical wear. 
Exhaustive tests at Sheffield have 
shown that the fluid itself is not abra
sive because the particles in it are soft 
plastic. However, ordinary pump wear 
could deposit metal slivers in the fluid 
that could cause electrical arcing or 
even a short in the ER device. 

Ordinary fine-mesh filters can't be 
used to prevent this, as they would 
also remove the ER solids. Magnetic 
plugs to trap any metal worn from me
chanical parts are seen as the answer. 

Stangroom is confident that the re-
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gun's could run a clutch or valve" 
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ER clutches, valves, and pistons all 
have similar construction. The mechan
ical elements are in a sealed housing 
filled with the special fluid. When a 
voltage, typically two to six kilovolts 

maining technical problems will be 
overcome. Whether economic obstacles 
will fall as easily is not certain. 

"It's a chicken-and-egg situation," 
Stangroom said. "Potential manufac
turers of ER equipment are hesitat
ing because there's no commercial 
supply of ER fluid. And chemical man-· 
ufacturers are reluctant to make the 
fluid because there's no commercial 
market fer it yet. 

"But we're getting more and more 
inquiries about it. I'm confident that 
ER is going to take off." IIID 
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per millimeter, is applied across them, 
the fluid congeals to a solid mass in a 
few milliseconds. Current drain is tiny, 
far less than for a miniature flashlight 
bulb. In all of these devices, the work-

Cylindrical valve has concentric ele
ments supported by plastic spacers. DC 
voltage is applied to alternate rings. 
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ing parts are spaced a half-millimeter 
or more apart. Such wide clearances 
eliminate the need for close production 
tolerances. (See text for description of 
the workings of these six devices.) 
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Robotic joint rotates with flow of ER 
fluid to opposed chambers under con
trol of ER valves (disassembled, left). 
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K-series 

An unusual horizontally mounted f~ur-cylinder engine pow
ers BMW's first new motorcycle design in 60 years. The 
lightweight, aerodynamic K-series bikes rocket from zero 
to 100 kilometers per ~our in a mere four seconds. 

By MICHAEL LAWRENCE 

lpine passes are never easy, but 
the newest BMW motorcycle was 

the tortuous serpentines 
into child's play. Uphills, downhills, 
lefts, rights, rights, lefts, downhills, 
uphills-there seemed no end to it. 
But the BMW K 100 I was riding had 
been engineered with exactly these 
roads in mind. The engine pulled 
strongly, with its broad power curve 
cutting gear changes to a minimum; 
the light weight and low center of 
gravity made directional changes mere 
mentally inspired flicks; the riding po
sition was perfect for hQurs of the kind 
of riding that would be tiring in min
utes on most bikes. 

Earlier, leaving Munich, I had hit 
the Autobahn and opened the throt
tle on a rampage that left the tach 
needle locked above redline-in top 
gear. The Autobahns are fine roads, 
but they aren't smooth, and they aren't 
at all straight. This was no simple top
speed run but a thorough workout of 
all parts of the motorcycle. 

Whether leaned over at angles that 

put the horizon at a crazy tilt, streak
ing along the Autobahn, or soaking 
up rough pavement with its long-travel_ 
suspension, one thing became clear: 
The BMW K 100 is a good candidate 
for the title "most all-around compe
tent motorcycle." 

Available in Europe now and in the 
United States in July as a 1985 model, 
BMW's K-series motorcycle comes in 
three versions: the base K 100 (with
out fairing) at about $5,500, the sports 
RS at $7,200 to $7,500, and the touring 
RT at $7,700 to $7,800 (all prices are 
estimates). 

New engine 
The power plant for all three mod

els is a new in-line four-cylinder (photo 
below). The engine's forged-steel crank 
has five main bearings and seven coun
terweights; a large spur gear in place 
of the eighth counterweight drives a 
secondary shaft, located low in the 
crankcase. The clutch is mounted on 
this secondary shaft, as is a cushion 
drive, and the shaft's forward end ex
tends to drive the oil and water pumps. 

[Continued on page 158 ] 

BMW K 100 RS (above) features a wind
tunnel-developed fairing th at's claimed 
to provide stable high-speed riding with 
little wind pressure. Cutaway at left 
shows the heart of th e K-series motor-



cycles: an in-line, liquid-cooled DOHC 
four-cylinder engine with bore a nd 
stroke of 67 by 70 mm (2.6 by 2.8 in.) 
that displaces 987 cc (60.2 cu. in.). The 
engine, fed by Bosch L J etronic fuel 

injection, is mounted longitudinally to 
eliminate a right-angle gear to a BMW 
tradition, the drive shaft. The twin cams 
ar e driven by roller chain and operate 
two valves per cylinder. 
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products/technology 

Fiber helmet 
Super-tough carbon fibers 
keep its model 32 motorcy
cle helmet light (two lbs.) to 
reduce fatigue, says Simp
son. "Slippery" shape cuts 
wind buffeting; vents aid 
cooling. Lexan shield easily 
snaps into place. Simpson, 
22630 S. Normandie Ave., 
Torrance, Calif. 90502. $270. 

Audible inhaler 
InspirEase is the solution for 
patients frustrated at breath
ing fast puffs of medication 
from metered-dose inhalers, 
says Key Pharmaceuticals 
(Miami, Fla.). The $9 pre
scription device has a reser
voir bag for spray inhalers. 
A reed whistles when medi
cation is inhaled too fast. 
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Future cars 
Toyota unveiled automobiles 
of tomorrow at a Tokyo car 
show. The FX-1 (top right) is 
a s porty design with ad
vanced technologies, such as 
electronically controlled sus
pension and anti-skid brak
ing, plus a color-CRT dash
board display. A six-cylinder, 
twin-turbocharged engine 
and 0.25-drag-coefficient 
body keep fuel consumption 
low. The SV-3 (middle) is a 
two-seat personal car with a 
midship-mounted four-cylin
der engine for stable cor
nering and road holding. 
TAC3 (bottom) is a small, 
4WD three-seater with an 
automatic transmission. Dri
ver's centered seat pivots 45 
degrees either way. Wind
shield and top come off. 

¢ Safety seat 
Slam on the brakes, and a 
child is held fast by an iner
tia-actuated harness, says 
Nissan. The seat......,...for chil
dren from four months to 
four years old-is self-adjust
ing yet allows free move
ment. A padded brea stplate 
and one-buckle fas tener can 
be connected with one hand . . 

Escape chair 
When a fire , bomb threat, 
or power outage threatens 
handicapped persons in high
rises, the $649 folding Evac + 
Chair simplifies evacuation, 
says the maker. Persons 
weighing up to 250 lbs. can 
be wheeled down steps. Egen 
Polymatic Corp., 17 E. 67th 
St., New York, N.Y. 10021. 

• 
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STOL F-15 
A design concept modifying 
its F-15-small canard wings 
and rectangular thrust-di
recting engine nozzles
could give it short takeoff
landing capabilities, says Mc
Donnell Douglas. The craft 
could use short or bomb
damaged runways. Design 
also boosts maneuverability. 

0 

Portable power 
Powermate has two special 
batteries and an inverter to 
deliver 110 and 240 V (50 or 
60 Hz) anywhere. The British 
power pack supplies up to 
400 W for tools or emergency 
lighting. Furama Electron
ics, Athron Developments, 
Athron St., Holmes Market, 
Doncaster, England. 

• 

Recumbent bike ~~~==~=~~~~~ 
High quality at half the price 
of similar models- that's the 
claim for this recumbent 
bike. With 20 times the seat 
area of conventional bikes, 
it lets you lean back and cut 
wind resis tance. DeFelice 
Recumbent Bicycle Co., Box 
321, New Palestine, Ind. 
46163. $549 to $600. 

Training plane 
Learning to fly? The two
seat SAHJ trainer, a low
wing 118-hp monoplane, is 
stressed to six G, with good 
spin and recovery charac
teristics, according to the 
maker (Trago Mills Ltd., Air
craft Div., Treswithick Farm, 
Cardinham, Bodmin, Corn
wall PL30 4BU, England). 

, .. 
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¢Safety monitor 
Homebound persons can 
press a beeper worn around 
their necks to activate Com
muni-Care's telephone in
tercom. A 24-hour nation
wide service with comput
erized patient records can 
offer help within 90 seconds; 
says Staff Builders (122 E. 
42nd St., New York, N.Y.). 

Halogen lamp 
Its Watt-Miser tungsten-hal
ogen lamp uses 600 W less 
electricity than the 1,500-W 
lamp it replaces, says Gen
eral Electric. The lamp has 
a 2,000-hour average rated 
life and nearly the same ini
tial light output. A coating 
reflects infrared onto the fila
ment to help heat it. 
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What's New 

Mammoth yacht II . 
The 340-ft. Sea Goddess, a 
commercial cruise ship de
signed like a millionaire's 
yacht, has a fold-down dive 
platform for water sp~rts. A 
waterfall flows down the 
ship's funnel, adding am
biance. Sea Goddess Cruises 
(5805 Blue Lagoon Dr., Mi
ami, Fla. 33126) operates it. 

0 

Concept car 
. 

At speeds below 40 kmlh (25 
mph), MX-02's rear wheels 
steer in opposite direction to 
the front. 'Fhis unique, four
wheel steering system gives 
its concept car low-speed 
agility and hig~-speed. stab~
ity, says Mazda. Vehicle has 
a "heads-up" windshield in
strument display. 

0 

Rail bus 
A standard bus mounted on 
a railroad chassis is cheaper 
to build than conventional 
rail cars, says Britain's Ley
land National. The two-car 
rail bus is now being tested 
on the rails. In future tests, 
the train will roll from the 
tracks onto the road to serve 
remote areas. 
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Elegant wheelchair II . . 
Advanced composites make 
an elegant-and versatile 
-wheelchair. The spokeless 
wheels adjust for best hand 
grip, the armrests retract for 
side ~xit, and, cushions re
moved, the chair goes into 
the shower. Designer: Ron
ald H. Williams, 13564 Triility, 
Detroit, Mich. 48223. 

Sailing tug II 
Under full sail, the 51-ft. Nor
folk Rebel saves up to 50 
percent of the fuel it would 
normally use, claims the de
signer, Captain Jesse A. 
Briggs (Rebel Marine Serv
ice, Norfolk, Va). The "tug
antine" is intended to serve 
as a sail-assisted fishing boat. 

\ 
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What's New 
in Boating 

BY SUSAN RENNER-SMITH 

Kayak stabilizer Q 
Climbing back into a cap· 
sized kayak can be tricky 
and dangerous. The feat be

, comes simpler with the 
Paddle Float-a sturdy, in· 
flatable pouch that converts 
the paddle to a stabilizing 
outrigger. Price: about $25. 
Sea Trek, Schoonmaker 
Point, Sausalito, Calif. 94965 . 

0 

Sail trainer 
The three fiberglass hulls 
on Star Runner's aluminum 
frame offer extra stability for 
the novice sailor, says North· 
ern Plastics (6733 Myers Rd., 
E. Syracuse, N.Y. 13057). The 
two-seater steers via a front 
foot bar, leaving hands free 
for sail tending. The $1,995, 
13%-ft. craft weighs 170 lbs. 

Brainy tracker 
The computerized Model 
580 fish tracker monitors 10 
depth ranges down to 200 ft. 
An alarm sounds if the an
chor drags, if depth varies 
from the preset setting, or 
if fish swim within the set 
range. Ray Jefferson, Main 
and Cotton Sts., Philadel
phia, Pa. 19127. $350. 

Transom well 
Twin outboards mounted in 
external fiberglass wells 
flank a dive platform on the 
Dusky 26-ft. sportfisherman. 
The wells, bolted and epox
ied to the heavy-duty tran
som, free cockpit space. The 
system also improves hand
ling, says Dusky (110 N. Bry· 
an Rd., Dania, Fla. 33004). 

illtAY.JUF 
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¢ Handy transceiver 
With key-pad tuning of all 
marine channels and 10 
weather channels, plus chan· 
net-scanning and call-wait
ing, the hand-held $549 
Polaris MT 1000 lacks only 
power. A $219 option boosts 
power from three to 25 W. 
Regency, 7707 Records St., 
Indianapolis, Ind. 46226. 



What's New 
in Tools 

BY V. ELAINE SMAY 

English angler 
Heads . on Flexiwrench (11 
Croston Rd., Garstang, Pres
ton, Lancashire, England) 
can be angled in two planes: 
The shank pivots through 
250 deg. and locks in 15 posi
tions. It fits in hi-square sock
ets via a plastic sleeve that 
allows rotary positioning in 
45-deg. increments. 
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Stand-up II 
Do weeds have you crawling 
on hands and knees? With 
Weedstik, you can weed 
standing up, says the maker. 
Push the tool's cutting head 
into the soil at the base of 
the weed (inset), then pull it 
out. A spring clamp grabs 
the weed. Weedstik (Box 543, 
Woburn, Mass. 01801) is $20. 

Cordless trimmer II 
For in-season trimming jobs, 
reach for Ready Trim, says 
Black & Decker. The shrub 
trimmer's four nicad bat
teries give 30 min. of running 
time, and its six-in. blades 
cut shrubs and bushes clean
ly, according to B&D. Ready 
Trim (less than $50) charges 
continuously in its base. 

One-pass planter 
"This tool opens the soil, 
plants the seeds, applies fer
tilizer, closes the row, and 
marks it and the next one 
-all in a single pass," says 
Lambert Corp. (Box 66, Day
ton. Ohio 45401). Six inter
changeable plates (inset) ac
commodate 31 seed types. 
Garden Seeder-Feeder is $60. 

Threaded rivets 
Blind rivets are strong and 
permanent-too permanent 
for some jobs. Now Bostik 
has POP Rivets that make 
threaded holes for 8-32 
screws. Drill a 1/4-in. hole, in
sert the rivet with a POP 
Rivetool, and attach the add
on item with the screw. Want 
to undo? Just unscrew. 

Midgets Be monsters 
Huge holes or tiny-you can 
drill them all with two bit 
sets from Sears. The 20-piece 
micro set covers sizes from 
0.0135 up to 0.039 in.; the 
eight-piece, large-dia. set fea
tures Vz-in. shanks and sizes 
from 9/ta up to a full inch. 
Prices: $30 for the midgets, 
$150 for the monsters. 
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What's New 
in Home 

Improvement 
BY SUSAN RENNER-SMITH 

Fire snuffer 
Twin jets on the one-lb. 
Flam-X extinguisher shoot a 
stream of semi-liquid Halon 
1211 that cools and smoth
ers fires. The gas chemically 
disrupts combustion, mak
ing flashback unlikely, says 
Flam-X USA (1734 W. Pem
broke Ave., Hampton, Va. 
23661). Price: $15. 

Door-hiding hinge 
Double doors slide into side 
"pockets" to give full access 
to this laundry closet. When 
the wash is done, the pull
out doors swing closed like 
any other door (diagram). 
Stor-A-Door hardware for 
most doors costs $177.50 
from J & J Peterson Co., Box 
1661, Darien, Conn. 06820. 

Custom door 
Snap louvers into side rail 
slots, and attach top and 
bottom stiles- you've got 
a louvered teak door for a 
cabinet or kitchen entry. 
Components for a four-ft.
square Seateak door cost 
about $77. American For
eign Industries, 1085 Shary 
Circle, Concord, Calif. 94518. 
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Bar sink 
Like to whip up fancy mixed 
drinks for guests? The Elkay 
bar sink comes with a built
in Nu-Tone power unit and 
blender. The stainless-steel 
sink has straight sides and 
a flat bottom to protect frag
ile stemware. Maker: Elkay 
Mfg. Co., 2222 Camden Ct., 
Oak Brook, Ill. 60521. 

¢ Well cleaner 
To sterilize well water, Land-
0-Matic feeds chlorine into 
the well when the pump 
comes on. There's no need to 
mix chemicals or handle gas 
tanks, says Autotrol Corp. 
(1701 W. Civic Dr., Milwau
kee, Wis. 53209). All you 
do is keep the hopper filled 
with the dry pellets. 
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What's New 
in Electronics 

BY WILLIAM J . HAWKINS 

Postage saver ll 
Drop a package on the Mail 
Scale, enter the zip code on 
an attached computer, and in 
seconds you'll know the best 
way to send it. The $1,195 
scale can save up to 35 per
cent of bu~iness postage 
costs, claims K-Tron (7955 E. 
Redfield Rd., Scottsdale, 
Ariz. 85260). 

Clock-phone 
This AM-FM digital clock ra
dio is also a speaker-phone 
telephone. P ush buttons let 
you make outgoing calls; a 
"talk" button mutes the radio 
and lets you answer. The TT 
202, made by Super Thl (4151 
Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, 
Calif. 90004), is $1QO. 

Portable scope 
It's a complete oscilloscope 
and logic analyzer, but the 
two-by-100-LED-array dis
play makes it compact (eight 
by fou.r in.), lightweight (1/z 
lb.), and portable. It's pow
ered by a nine-V battery or 
AC. Logic/Scope 136 is $495. 
Pocket Thchnology, Box 2459, 
Columbia, Md. 21405 . 

• 

Camera 8r recorder !l 
Kodak's Kodavision is a vid
eo camera and recorder in 
one. It uses eight-mm cas
se~s (the size of audio tape) 
to record up to 90 min. of 
"movies:• The camera slips 
inside its home unit (top) for 
recharging, recording off
air shows, and playing tape. 
Price: under $2,000. 
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¢ Palm-sized video 
The RCA "Small Wonder" 
video camera uses a solid
state MOS imager instead of 
the usual vidicon tube. Re
sult: It fits in the palm of 
your hand and weighs just 
35.2 oz. The unit has an f/1.2 
lens with 6:1 zoom, electronic 
viewfinder, auto color, and 
auto iris. Price: $995. 

¢ Beta VCR 
The top half is a 13.7-pound 
portable Beta VCR, complete 
with power supply and tuner. 
At home, plug it into the bot
tom adapter unit for Beta 
hi-fi stereo-sound reproduc
tion. (A five-W amplifier is 
built in.) Made by Aiwa, the 
V-5 system is $1,395, includ
ing remote control. 

0 

casseHe holder 
Accordion-pleated cassette 
case folds compactly for stor
age then stretches flat for 
a full view of up to 20 titles. 
A Velcro strap holds it to
gether or sticks it to a car 
seat for traveling. It's made 
by Orbit Enterprises, 30 Ross 
Way, Northwood, Middlesex 
HA6 3HU, England. 

, 



What's New 
. for Your Car 

BY JACK KEEBLER 

0 . 
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Electronic blind 
A dashboard-mounted switch 
adjusts the Elixir louvers to 
any intermediate position. 
Attached to the glass with 
adhesive clips, the assembly 
removes easily for cleaning, 
claims Elixir Industries 
{1780~ S. Broadway, Garde
na, Calif. 90248). The price 
ranges from $50 to $75. 

Powerful flasher 
Small enough to fit in a 
purse or pocket, this xenon 
discharge-tube flasher is visi
ble up to three miles away, 
according to A-Tech (6265 
Little Applegate Rd., Jack
sonville, Ore. 97530). 1\vo AA 
batteries power it for up to 
31/2 hours. It sells for $15.95. 

LiHie lift Q 
Powered _by a car's 12-V bat
tery, this hydraulic lift pro
vides up to three ft. of sta
ble underside access and tilts 
forW-ard or back to 25 deg. 
Ringparts Ltd. (358 White
hall Rd., Leeds, West York
shire LS12 5PS, England) 
says Mighty Mite will heft 
vehicles of up to two tons. 
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¢ Moni.orect baHery 
Sears Incredicell ba~ry fea
tures a dash-mounted moni
tor that indicates over- or 
under-charge and even alerts 
the driver to lights left on. 
The battery is said to pro
vide up to 650 cold-crapking 
amps for hot- or cold-day 
starts. Price: $100. 
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¢ Twin-ball hitch CD for cars 
Pivoted swing-links on the 
AL-KO tow bar mate with 
twin balls on the car bitch. 
The geometric coupling 
improves towing stability, 
claims AL-KO Overseas (8871 
Kotz 2, W. Germany). Devel
oped in ({Ooperation with 
Daimler- Benz, it will be on 
the market next year. 

A compact-disc player for 
cars? Yes, says Philips. The 
company hopes to further 
reduce the size of the player 
and improve the disc-loading 
system before the final pro
duction version is reached. 
The prototype model shown 
above uses standard 12-cm 
laser-read discs. 
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GM's all-new luxury sedans-Cadillac de Ville/Fleetwood, Olds 
98, and Buick Electra-sport front-wheel drive, unit-body con
struction, and independent rear suspension. The sedans are 
shorter, lighter, and more fuel efficient than those they replace. 

By JIM DUNNE 

F 
ollowing a predictable pattern es
tablished a decade ago by higher 
gas prices, General Motors is in

troducing new models in its luxury 
lines that are smaller, lighter, and 
more fuel efficient. The 1985 Buick 
Electra, Oldsmobile 98, and Cadillac 
de Ville and Fleetwood-GM's C-car 
line-are completely new in appear
ance and radically different from 1984 
models in mechanical design. They are 
also different on the road. I found ride, 
steering, performance, and interior 
roominess to be noticeably different 
-even though key dimensions inside 
are nearly identical to those of 1984 
models. 

Most traditional big-car buyers will 
not be disappointed. These two- and 
four-door sedans, which sell in the 
$14,000-to-low-$20,000 range, still have 
much of the same appeal that has 
made them best sellers in the top end 
of the market for more than 40 years. 
Some buyers, however, may object to 
the feeling of reduced space and to the 
new ride. 

The differences 
I recently had a chance to drive two 

Olds 98 prototypes-one equipped with 
a 3.8-liter (232-cu.-in.) fuel-injection 
V6 gasoline engine, the other with a 
4.3-liter (262-cu.-in.) diesel V6-and 
found a number of important differ
ences between the old and new models. 
The new cars have: 

• Front-wheel drive, with a newly 
developed four-speed transmission. 

• Unit-body construction. 
• A 600-pound-lighter curb weight. 
• Better fuel economy: 22 mpg city 

for gasoline engines, 28 for diesels. 
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• An independent rear suspension. 
• Rack-and-pinion steering. 
• Up to two-foot-shorter length. 
In addition, GM claims performance 

improvements in all of the models. 
The key to all of the differences is 

the switch to front-wheel drive. Trans
verse engines and compact transmis
sions perform the same magic on the 
big-car lines that GM worked on its 
smaller cars, such as the X, J, and A. 

A big problem was keeping the big
car ride and feel in a smaller, lighter 
package. Says Oldsmobile chassis en
gineer Tom Rasmussen: "Strut suspen
sion systems in front and rear, with 
each wheel fully independent, helped 
us keep the road-isolation character
istics of the older models. The new 
body has less roll in turns-that's 
more comfortable. And the automatic 
level control on the rear wheels allows 
us to use softer springs and permits 
full wheel travel in the suspension 
no matter how the passenger load is 
distributed." 

Rasmussen also points out the ad
vantages of the rack-and-pinion steer
ing that replaces the recirculating-ball 
system. In the 98, typical of the C-line, 
the steering gear is connected directly 
to the wheels by tie rods, eliminating 
one extra connection. The rack is at
tached to the front suspension cradle, 
so body lean does not affect steering, 
as is the case with some body-mounted 
racks. 

"What you get is stiffer steering-a 
more direct connection between the 
steering wheel and the wheels on the 
road," says Rasmussen. "The car goes 
just where you steer it. There is no 
need for a second adjustment in the 
steering wheel when taking a sharp 
turn." 

As I drove the new 98, I noted that 
it had a firmer ride. The suspension 
seemed to control the chassis more 
precisely. Steering differences were 
just as Rasmussen described them 
-direct, obedient, ·and precise, with 
little need for correction when passing 
through a tight curve at moderate or 
high speed. Combined with the shorter 
overall length, the steering makes the 
new 98 more nimble in traffic and 
gives a greater sense of participation 
at the wheel, less of a feeling of sit
ting back and guiding the car. 

Oldsmobile supplies the V6 diesel 
power plant that all three cars offer 
as an option. Its fuel-economy advan
tage over gasoline engines is an im
pressive six mpg in the city, according 
to EPA estimates. 

Buick's engines 
One of Buick's major contributions 

to the C-line is the improved 3.8-liter 
gasoline engine. 

"We boosted horsepower to 125 from 
the 110 of the base 3.8-liter engine," 
says Stan Fowler, Buick's Electra proj
ect engineer. "Part of that is due to a 
stainless-steel exhaust manifold that 
is tuned for better engine breathing, 
and part is due to the fuel-injection 
system." 

Both the diesel and 3.8-liter gaso
line engines I drove felt faster than 
the V6 and V8 engines in the 1984 
C-cars. The diesel is especially im
pressive. It is smooth running and 
probably as quiet-at all speeds-as 
any diesel in the world. That's a big 
improvement over the V8 diesel sold 
in '84 and earlier models. 

At Cadillac, t he most important 
goal for the designers of the new de 

Continued 
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Buick Electra's hood has an aerodynamic flow-over shape that covers the fender line as well as the engine compartment. 

The cutaway below reveals the front drive line of the C-body chassis. Note the flat floor in the passenger compartment. 



-

Three versions of GM's new C-cars: the 
Buick Electra T Type (top), Oldsmobile 
98 (middle), and Cadillac Fleetwood 
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(bottom). Key interior dimensions are 
almost identical to those in the big 1984 
models (see table at right). 

Ville and Fleetwood was to maintain 
the image of GM's plushest sedans 
while cutting size and weight. 

''That's one reason we stuck with 
the VS," says Bob Templin, Cadillac's 
chief engineer, explaining why his di
vision offers the only C-car VS, at 4.1 
liters (250 cu. in.). "We introduced 
V8s in 1914 and haven't found any"
thing since that offers their virtues of 
balance, high-speed smoothness, and 
quiet operation." 

V8 squeeze 
Squeezing a VS crosswise between 

the frame rails in the de Ville was not 
a simple task, however. Templin's job 
was to take three inches off"the length 
of the engine without significantly 
changing the block or head. 

''All the shortening came out of the 
accessories at the front of the engine," 
Templin says. "We took on a serpen
tine belt to run the accessories, which 
helped. But the biggest saving was in 
a new water pump that we squeezed 
down to a 1/4-inch width and set off to 
the side of the block." 

A second Cadillac exclusive is a vis
cous clutch that softens the transmis
sion lockup. The device use!? a liquid 
coupling between the engine and trans
mission when the drive line locks up 
to its most efficient setting. The clutch 
does away with any nudge, bump, and 
shudder at low-speed lockups. 

Measure basic dimensions such as 
head room and leg room, and the new 
cars are virtually identical to their 
predecessors (see below). But I found 
the feeling inside different. Wind
shields are closer to the passengers, 
as is the side glass. Seats are thinner, 
so although the numbers say the inte
riors are as roomy, the impression 
when sitting inside is one of less space 
and less stretch-out room. The cars' 
relatively flat floors compensate for 
some of this, however. 11!1 

Old · versus new 
Specifications1 1984 1985 

Wheelbase (in.) 119.0 110.8 
Length (in.) 221.1 196.1 
Width (in.) 76.3 71.4 
Height (in.) 57.2 55.0 
Curb weight (lbs.) 3,884 3,298 

Engines2 

'Gas V6 4.1-liter V6 3.0-liter 
va 5.0-liter V6 3.8-liter 

Diesel va 5.7-liter V6 4.3-liter 

EPA city economy (mpg) 
Gas 17 22 (est.) 
Diesel 23 28 (est.) 

Front interior dimensions (in.) 
Shoulder room 59.6 59.1 
Head room 39.5 39.3 
leg room 42.2 42.4 

Rear interior dimensions (in.) 
Shoulder room 59.8 58.8 
Head room 38.1 38.1 
Leg room 41.7 40.9 

Trunk (cu. ft.) 20.5 16.7 
1Specifications based on Olds 98 sedan; 2Cadillac uses 4.1· 
liter VB gasoline engine. 
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Instead of laying plain gray slabs, create con
crete pavings with the look of expensive tile, 
brick, or cobblestone. The pattern-stamping 
technique used by professional cement fin
ishers can be performed by homeowners 
using new plastic pattern stamps. The au
thor stamped a 450-square-foot patio to re
semble clay tiles. His tips will ease the task 
for other first-time pattern stampers. 

By RICHARD DAY 

I 
won't say it was easy. But pattern-stamping a concrete 
patio at my son's home was no tougher than it would 
have been to hand-trowel a slab to a super-smooth finish. 

And for only $150 more than we'd have spent on that plain
Jane slab, Doug and his wife, Leanna, have a colored, 
grooved patio that looks as if it's laid with expensive clay 
tiles. And I ended up with a pair of pattern-stamping pads 
that can be used again and again. 

Continued 

Large working surface of aluminum stamping pads (above) 
allows professional crew to complete large job before con
crete stiffens. Vertical pipes act as ha~dles for moving pads. 
Patio stamped by the author Oeft) and jigsaw-like surface at 
San Diego mall (below) suggest the range of pattems. 



Slab to be stamped is p repared in usu al way. Bull-float 
immediately after strike-off to maximize stamping time. 

Author's cr ew tried two stamping methods. Here, stamper 
position s on e p ad while standing on another. 

Working from knee b oard p ermitted greater care in posi
tioning pads, but a rea un der board n eeded extra float. 
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You can do pattern-stamping, too. What used to be a 
pro-only job can now be tackled by do-it-yourselfers using 
new plastic stamping pads available in a variety of de
signs (see box). These outsize cookie cutters create con
crete sidewalks, driveways, and patios that appear to be 
paved with tile, brick, or stone. They can also be used 
indoors for house, basement, and garage floors . When done 
well, only an expert can tell that grouted, pattern-stamped 
concrete isn't the real thing. 

For the most part, a pattern-stamped slab is prepared 
in the same way as a plain one. The usual needs of con
crete slabs-such as uniform support, proper jointing, care
ful edging, and complete curing-all apply. The thickness 
of the slab is no different than for plain slabs. 

There are some differences, however. For one, the forms 
should be laid out in multiples of the size of the stamping 
pads (allowing.an extra 1/ts inch per foot for float, or move
ment of the pads as they are impressed in the soft concrete). 
Thus, the inside measurement between the forms of a 12-
foot-wide patio slab should be 12 feet % inch. 

Smoother mix 
A pattern-stamped slab requires a somewhat-different 

kind of mix than a plain slab. Because large stones might 
get in the way of the stamping pad's blades, a cement
rich, small-aggregate mix is used. It should be made with 
a maximum coarse-aggregate size of % inch. If you order 
ready-mix, tell your dealer that you are planning to 
pattern-stamp. Also say that you want the mix to contain 
enough fines and an aggregate gradation to make a work
able, easily finishable slab. The dealer likely will increase 
the normal cement content. 

Air entrainment is important to prevent water from sepa
rating and weakening the concrete. Specify 71/2-percent 
air entrainment, plus or minus one percent. For a pro
tected slab or one built in a mild climate, specify three
percent air entrainment. 

Although it is usually best not to use additives in 
concrete, you may need the additional finishing time that 
one or two additives can provide. Normal concrete begins 
to set 11/z hours after mixing-faster on a hot, dry day. 
(Don't try pattern-stamping in that kind of weather. Wait 
for a cool day, or work early in the morning.) To take some 
of the pressure off the stamping operation, you may want 
your dealer to add a water-reducing retarder to the mix 
along with a small amount of superplasticizer. This combi
nation gives a high-slump condition that remains work
able for two to three hours. 

Expect to pay a little more than you would for a stan
dard mix. For his 4% cubic yards of mix, Doug paid $303. 
The concrete pump and operator to place the mix between 
our forms cost an additional $65, which was definitely 
worthwhile considering the time it saved. 

Because you are trying to obtain a match with natural 
paving materials, you will be coloring the slab. The best 
approach is to use two applications of dust-on coloring 
["Concrete Facings," Aug. '78]. Any color that would look 
natural in real paving material may be chosen for pattern
stamped paving. We used a brick-red oxide coloring pig
ment in our dust-on mix. 

You should get started on the coloring as early in the 
life of the slab as possible. This means dusting it on before 
bull-floating (smoothing the surface with a long-handled 
float immediately after strike-off). The air entrainment 
in the mix will help prevent water from bleeding to the 
surface and getting in the way of your early finishing. 

Ordinarily you'd apply the first coat of color after bull
floating, but we saved a whole floating by doing it first. 
Then came the second dust-on application, which we trow
eled using a magnesium float. 
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As soon as the concrete has cured enough so that im
pressions do not fill in, you can begin stamping. In our 
case, the concrete was ready by the time we'd finished the 
coloring and floating. To make impressions, you position 
the pad and then pound it with a dead-blow hammer 
(Stanley Tools makes several sizes; see box) to set the blades 
about% inch in the concrete. To minimize movement of 
the pad, pound first in the center and then around the 
edges. Avoid pounding over an unsupported corner, though; 
that could break the plastic. Because the concrete will be 
setting while you work, making impressions will require 
somewhat more pounding as th,e day progresses. 

Around the edges of the slab there will be places where 
the pads won't fit. There, it is necessary to hand-tool the 
grooves using chisel-like grooving tools that come with 
the pads. If done correctly, there is no visible difference 
between the tool-stamped and pad-stamped grooves. 

Because the color layer is quite thin, the stamp-pad 
blades may punch through it in places, exposing gray con
crete at the bottom of the grooves. You can remedy this 
by dabbing a slurry of water and dust-on coloring into 
the grooves with a paintbrush. You do this the following 
day, after the slab is strong enough to hold your weight. 
You should also apply a color wax sealer the next day to 
enhance the color and assist curing. We used Kemiko Col
R-Tone II (Kemiko, Inc., 4343 Temple City Blvd., Temple 
City, Calif. 91780). It comes in eight colors. 

Two stamping techniques 
Our pattern-stamping crew- Doug; Leanna's father, Bob 

Hunt; and I (Leanna hand-tooled while we pounded)-tried 
two methods of working with the stamp pads (see photos). · 
Bob preferred working from knee boards as he stamped. 

Pads for paHern-stamping concrete 

The results he achieved commend this technique, but be
cause the area under the boards required a quick once-over 
with the magnesium float, he worked more slowly than 
Doug and I did. Our technique was to stand on one pad 
while pounding another. Our portions showed a few mis
alignments that Bob's did not, though. 

Either way you work, if you get the first pad correctly 
aligned with the house or other master line, the others 
will pretty well follow suit. The second stamp pad is set 
against the one already in place and lowered with its edges 
aligned. To disguise slight irregularities, try to arrange 
the pattern so that long lines run across the line of sight. 

A good rule of thumb for how much area of slab to 
tackle in one day is 100 square feet per worker. This rule 
worked for us. We began pumping at 10:30 a.m. and finally 
put our tools away at 5:30 p.m., tired. Without the additives, 
our patio would have· gone partly unstamped. Next time, 
I'd make the 450-square-foot area a two-weekend project 
and forgo the retarding additives. 

One reason for that became obvious the next morning. 
A normal mix would have set hard enough to walk on by 
nightfall, but our slab stayed slightly tacky. During the 
night several dogs dropped by to investigate and left paw 
prints all over the rear portion of the patio. By morning 
the concrete had hardened, preserving the prints like di
nosaur tracks. Fortunately, we were able to hide them by 
brushing on a slurry made from leftover dust-on coloring. 

Despite such problems and the hard work of pattern
stamping, I'd gladly do the job again. Tired or not, the 
beauty you build in as you work provides a satisfaction 
that inspires you until the last portion has been stamped. 
Doug and Leanna love the rustic, handmade look of their 
patio. So does everyone else who sees it. 11m 

Pattern-stamping pads are available in either 
aluminum or plastic. Professionals use alumi
num pads, but at $225 apiece (at least two 
are needed) these are too costly for most do
it-yourself projects. It may be possible to rent 
a set of aluminum pads, but they are not read
ily found at rental yards. Plastic pads cost 
about $50 each, including a pair of hand tools 
for completing the pattern in spots where the 
full pad can't fit. Properly handled, the plas
tic pads should last through a number of 
projects, longer if you're careful not to pound 
on them too hard. 

We used Brickform plastic stamping pads 
(above, left) for our project. They are foam
injected to be rigid and stress-free yet resilient. 
They weigh just seven pounds each-consid-

erably less than metal pads. The blades on 
the stamp pads make one-inch-deep impres
sions whel') the pad is fully pounded down. 
(We found it difficult to get a full-depth 
impression, however, and settled for half
depti:J grooves.) All four sides of the pads 
are made to match up with another pad, so 
you can move in any direction no matter where 
you start. For convenience, the pads have 
molded-in grab handles iind optional mounts 
for easier-working extension handles. Or they 
can be ganged by fastening them to a op
tional gang module. This minimizes float and 
misalignments. 

patterns (drawings, left to right) . Or you can 
order them by mail from Goldblatt Tool Co., 
511 Osage, Kansas City, Kan. 66110. For 
pounding, use only a three- or four-pound 
dead-blow hammer, not a regular hammer. The 
Stanley Campo-Cast Soft Face hammer ($25) 
is an example of the proper tool. 

Instructions with the stamp pads show them 
used with polyethylene sheeting over the con
crete to produce a pillowed effect. While we 
liked the looks of the rounded edges, we de
cided that spreading poly sheeting evenly over 
the fresh slab would be too difficult and thus 
stamped it bare. Some pillowing resulted 
anyway. Perhaps it would be easier to use poly 
on a narrower, more-accessible slab such as 
a sidewalk or narrow driveway.-R. D. 

Brickform stamping pads are available from 
many concrete-products suppliers in brick, 
hexagon-tile, square-paver, and cobblestone 



Popular Science leisure-home plan 

Both upper and lower floors benefit from solar 
gain in this clever design. And with dual 
indoor access, the sunspace is likely to be 
the most popular area in this home. 

ByALLEES 
Architect: Samuel Paul 
Renderings by Edward Kelbish 

ith this house specially designed around it, the 
passive sunspace dominates both the exterior and 
interior- but it isn't the only solar device incorpo

rated into the plan. A pair of bubble skylights contributes 
light and heat to the living-dining area, and roof-mounted 
collector plates provide the hot water. 

Any home with passive-solar elements must be well 
insulated, so all exterior walls are framed with 2 x 6s to 
provide a thicker cavity for insulation. The ceilings are 
insulated to a minimum of nine inches. Both double glaz
ing and thorough weatherstripping contribute still more 
toward saving energy.' 

A circulating fireplace helps heat the house on chilly 
evenings and winter weekends. A fan in the· space above 
the second-floor bedrooms siphons off hot summer air 
through louvered gable vents. 

But the solarium is this home's major feature , and it'.s 
easily erected from a commercial kit. With easy access to 
it from the outside and from both the country kitchen and 
the dining area inside, it's destined to be the most-used 
space in the house. It can also, of course, serve the conven
tional function of a greenhouse, keeping vegetables and 
flowers growing year-round. 
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Adjacent to this sunspace is a large deck for alfresco 
activities, from sunbathing to dining. Should an unexpected 
storm arise during dinner, it's not much trouble to move 
the table into the sunspace. 

The street entrance has its own deck, sheltered by a 
second-floor projection. Inside, the foyer stair leads up to a 
balcony that overlooks the dramatic, sloped-ceiling living
dining area. The opposite wall consists of three pairs of 
sliding glass doors that frame the view and grant access to 
deck and sunspace. 

The exterior is finished in plank siding, applied verti
cally except on the accent wall of the sheltered entry. The 
whole house celebrates simplicity of design and construc
tion, which makes it economical to build, even with the full 
basement shown in the section. 

If you are planning to build a leisure home this summer 
and would like to consider a broad range of designs before 
you commit yourself to the purchase of a specific plan, a 
selection of 56 of the best plans from the first 10 years of 
our Leisure Home series-including eight more by this 
month's architect, Samuel Paul-has been collected in book 
form under the title Popular Science Leisure Homes. For a 
copy, send your check for $18.95 to Popular Science Books, 
Dept. P43P, Box 2018, Latham, N.Y. 12111. 

You may also want to consider the option we'll present in 
this space next month: the packaged home. We'll show two 
examples of attractive new homes designed for the owner
builder. 

You either do all the assembly work yourself or 
have the house erected as an unfinished shell for you to 
finish inside. The packaged or precut home may be the 
route to take if you want a house to enjoy this summer 
because erecting a stick-built home from scratch is a slow 
process-especially when your work time is limited to 
weekends and vacations. 11!1 
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How to order your plans 

• 

One set of detai led blueprints is $95; five sets 
(for construction , financing, obtaining permits) 
are $135. An additional mirror-reverse print 
costs $15, and a materia Is I ist is $20. Ad
dress orders or queries (specify Sequoia plan) 
to Homes for Living, Inc. , 107-40 Queens 
Blvd., Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375. Add $5 to all 
orders to cover postage and handling. 
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and save energy, too 
With a single window, this homeowner had only a cramped view of his backyard, 
and a low level of daylight. The solution? An attractive double unit that, thanks 
to an energy-efficient design, also helped lower his fuel bills. 
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Dramatic change in small room at left, 
which was saddled with a tiny double-

By CHARLES A. MILLER 

A 
spectacular view was being 

wasted. The backyard stretched 
all the way to the Delaware 

Water Gap, but from the existing win
dow it was all but invisible. And the 
double-hung window itself was old 
(photo at left) and leaked heat badly. 

The owner of the house in rural 
New Jersey remedied both drawbacks 
in one move-he installed a double 

hung window, came about thanks to 
new six-ft. window and updated decor. 

wood-frame insulated-glass window 
that was equipped with efficient, tight- ' 
fitting jam liners. The result? Both 
his room and his energy outlook 
brightened. 

You can double a small window, too. 
Here are suggestions for doing the job 
from the National Woodwork Manu
facturers Assn., sponsor of the New 
Jersey project. The room shown has a 
sheathed wood-frame wall covered with 
conventional siding and an interior 

l...uf.lyrigh materli.JI 



Replacement of old window starts with 
removal of interior casing to expose the 
wall. Height matches the sliding door. 

• 

. 
A jigsaw is used to cut the rough open-
ing in interior wall. Cut wallboard 
through on all sides, bypassing studs. 

A circular saw is used for the outside 
cuts. The saw cuts partway through the 
studs so less hand-cutting is required. 

. 
Wall section, complete with old window, is lifted out 
and lowered to the ground. It can easily be dismantled. 

Using a ladder for support, raise window into position-ease 
it up one step at a· time. Once it's in place, check for level. 

finished with wallboard. The replace
ment window is a preassembled unit. 

Your first task is to locate the wall 
studs at either side of the planned 
opening. Measure the width of the 
opening, and mark cutting lines on ei
ther side-but be sure that the cuts 
will be at least l 1/2 inches away from 
existing studs. Use a level so that the 
lines are perfectly vertical. 

Measure down from the ceiling to 
establish the new window height. 

To make room for a new header and 
longer sill, add six inches to the mea
surement at the window top and 1112 
inches to the bottom. With a level, 
mark the horizontal cuts at top and 
bottom. Be sure there are no wires or 
plumbing runs in the way-relocate 
them if necessary. 

To indicate the outside cut, drill a 
V4-inch hole through the wall at each 
corner of the box you've drawn inside. 
Go outside and remove the shingles 

or siding to expose the sheathing in 
the area to be cut, and draw cutting 
lines from hole to hole. 

Now return to the inside. Use a por
table jigsaw to cut the opening in the 
wallboard (if the windowsill or cas
ing at the top interferes with the rough 
opening cuts, remove it before cutting). 
When making the horizontal cuts, skip 
over the studs-you can cut them later 
with a handsaw. 

Continued 
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Interior trim is nailed in place after 
sanding the wall smooth. Wood can be 
painted or stained to match decor. 

ENOS OF 

Remove the wallboard carefully and 
save the pieces for reuse. Remove any 
insulation from between the studs and 
set it aside, too. 

Now go outside and, with a porta
ble circular saw, cut the rough open
ing in the wall sheathing, following 
the lines carefully. Again, skip over 
the studs. 

If the ceiling joists are supported by 
the wall you're working on, support 
the ceiling temporarily by propping it 
with 2 x 4s-before cutting the wall 
studs. 

To install the new structural sill, 
cut a 2 x 4 at least six inches longer 
than the width of the opening (assum
ing that the existing studs do not 
frame the new opening), and center 
it over the ends of the existing crip
ple (trimmed short) studs along the 
bottom of the opening. Add cripple 
studs, if necessary, to support the ends. 
Be sure the sill is level, and nail it 
into place. 

To form a header, cut two 2 x 6s to 
the required length, sandwich a piece 
of Vz-inch plywood between them as a 
spacer, and nail them tbgether. Hold 
the header in place so that it bears 
against the cripple studs at the top of 
the opening, and measure down to the 
sill to determine the length of the 
trimmer studs you'll need on either 
side. Cut the trimmer studs to the 
proper length. 

If, as is likely, the window does not 
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Replacing an old window with a larger 
unit means that you have to cut a new 
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rough opening in the existing wall. The 
diagram above is for the wall pictured 

' 

fit directly between the existing studs, 
measure for new trimmer studs at the 
sides of the rough opening. After the 
rough opening has been cut, measure 
the distance to the nearest existing 
wall studs at either side, deduct Vz 
inch, and cut blocks of 2 x 4s to this 
length. Nail these blocks to one side 
of the trimmer studs. The blocks will 
bear against the existing studs when 
the trimmer studs are set into the 
wal_l. Push the header into position at 
the top of the opening, and tap the 
trimmer studs into position-stuff in
sulation into the wall space behind 
them. Toenail the trimmer studs to the 
sill and header, and nail sheathing to 
the sides of the new frame. 

With a helper, lift the new window 
unit into the opening from the outside. 
Make sure the unit is plumb, level, 
and square. Use shims if necessary, 
then nail it into position with three
inch galvanized finishing nails. Put a 
drip cap over the top of the window to 
keep rain out. Now shE:athe the wall 
at the top and bottom of the window, 
and put on the siding. Caulk around 
the entire unit. 

Stuff insulation into any gaps from 
the inside, then cut pieces of wallboard 
to cover the header and sill, and nail 
into place. . 

Now trim, add a windowsill if de
sired, and paint or stain to suit. You're 
now ready to step back and enjoy your 
doubled view. 11!1 
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Custom-make your own 

They're turning up againin today's furniture-those elegant, 
practical closure panels that take their cue from the roll
top desk. Slats are mounted on a flexible backing so they 
can bend around curves-and you can assemble such doors 
from ready-made materials to avoid making all the slats. 

By R. J. DeCRISTOFORO 

T
hey're sliders, but unlike conven
tional bypass doors, tambours dis
appear into the cabinet to expose 

the entire contents. Construction isn't 
complicated, but you must take care 
if the doors are to function efficiently. 
Two vital factors: The case must be 
square, and-because the doors are 
guided by grooves or tracks in oppo
site panels- the guides must match. 

You can buy the slats or make them. 
Suitable ready-mades include the 
moldings sketched on the next page. 
The problem lies in finding moldings 

Continued 

Now you don't see it (above), now you do (right). Tambour 
doors are especially appropriate for masking equipment 
that should be heard and not seen. A pair of sliding doors 

on this cabinet would only let you open half at a time, 
and hinged panels need swing space. You get a variety of 
textures (below) by using molding or strips of hardboard. 

m tenal 
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Take your pick of track techniques: 
First photo and sketch show full
width slats riding in groove; second 

to match the lumber you use for the 
case (unless you plan to paint the 
project). It's hard to find moldings in 
fancy hardwood such as teak. 

Making flat slats is easy-rip as 
many as you need from wide boards, 
then pass them between a fence and 
drum sander (sketch, next page). 

To create molded slats, you'll need 
a shaper or drill-press accessories. 
Don't attempt to shape slats after 
they've been cut. Instead, shape the 
edge of a wide board, then rip off the 
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photo shows %-in.-thick slats rabbeted 
to form tongue for narrower groove 
(sketches B and C). Track can also 

...... 

edge to the thickness you need. Shape 
the newly sawed edge, and repeat the 
process until you've cut all the strips 
you need. When one board becomes 
too narrow for safety, start another. 

Slat thicknesses and widths are 
variable- thin and narrow for deli
cacy, wider and thicker for a substan
tial appearance. As a guide, figure 
that slat width can range from 1/4 to 
one inch; slat thickness from 3/ ts to %. 

Thin slats can ride directly in the 
grooves. For slats thicker than % inch, 

• • 

be r-ound-bottom groove (sketch D) or 
spline-like projection of 1/s-in.-thick ply
wood (third photo, sketch E). 

·- . 
• 

Th rout the grooves, tack an accurate 
pattern to surface (left photo). Fit the 
router with a template guide that bears 
on edge of the pattern, as shown in the 
diagram. If you want to be able to in
sert tambours from the rear (before the 
back of the case is attached), make a 
pattern with run-out (arrow). 

each end should be rabbeted on one 
or both faces to form tongues; you 
won't want grooves much more than 
114 inch wide. If you're cutting slats 
from a wide board, shape the tongue 
before doing the ripping; if you're 
using ready-mades, secure the slats to 
a flat surface with several battens and 
do the forming with a portable router. 

To cut the grooves, fit your router 
with a template guide and tack a pat
tern panel to the face of the board. 
Work with a 1/4-inch bit, and make the 

Lopyngh 2d m n..:tl 
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groove about % inch deep. The radius 
of the corner curves will depend on 
the width of the slats. As slats make 
the turn, they run tangent to the 
curve, so the narrower the slats, the 
smaller the radius can be. A radius 
of ll/2 to two inches is fine for slats 
up to about % inch wide. 

Tambour doors are usually assem
bled by coating the backs of slats with 
glue before laying a sheet oflight can
vas across them. This is time-consum
ing and can be sloppy-and the right 
canvas isn't always easy to find (check 
the Yellow Pages). It may be simpler 
to work with one of the many self
adhesive materials available. I've tried 
such unorthodox backings as self-ad
hesive felt, plastic-coated or flocked 
wallpapers, and shelf liners- even 

duct tape. They can be applied in 
strips or as overall backings. Keep all 
slats square as you apply the backing. 
Use a carpenter's square as a jig. 

To insert the finished doors in their 
grooves, the least convenient way is 
to hold them in place as you assem
ble the case. It's better to run out the 
guide grooves at the rear of the case. 

A third method is possible if the 
width of the opening is more than the 
length of the door-the same method 
you'd use for conventional sliding 
panels: You cut the top groove enough 
deeper than the bottom one to let you 
push the panel up and tilt back the 
bottom so it falls into the bottom 
groove (see sketch). With these last 
two methods, you can finish the doors. 
before putting them in place. 11!1 
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You can design your cabinet with an 
extra-deep top groove so door panels 
can be inserted after case assembly. 

"Returns" are masking blocks glued in· 
side cabinet corners to conceal door 
mechanics. As shown in the cutaway 
photo, a bevel on the leading edge 
helps clearance. If stored items might 
clog the track, add a shield (above). 
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Jig for use with drum sander in a drill press helps you 
smooth door slats and bring them to uniform thickness. 
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Ready-made moldings can give a variety of patterns to tam
bour doors. They're all attached to backing in same way. 
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Today's smaller auto engines run cooler than 
the old V8s at low speeds but hotter at high
way speeds. To cope with these extremes, 
engineers redesigned the spark plug: The 
insulator nose is longer to reduce fouling at 
low speeds, and the center electrode contains 
copper, which dissipates heat better at high 
speeds. All the major suppliers have copper
core plugs on the market, and they are 
original equipment in many new cars. 

By FRANK LEWIS 
Drawings by Russell von Sauers 

T
he silver Mercedes sedan rolling up to the shop was 
stumbling and gasping like a beginning jogger. Puffs 
of black smoke surrounded the tailpipe as the driver 

shut it down. The driver came inside and explained to the 
service manager that she had been running errands all 
morning and the car seemed to be steadily losing power, 
rocking and shaking in the process. Since the car had been 
tuned the previous week, what could be wrong? 

Bud Robinson, the service manager, soon had the car 
running on the electronic engine analyzer. The diagnosis 
took only minutes: The spark plugs were misfiring, wast
ing fuel and cutting down on the power output of the 
engine. When he removed a plug, I could see that the 
business end was covered with shiny, black soot. 

"The plugs have been replaced recently," Robinson 
observed. "Here's a clear case of carbon fouling, though. 
The question is, why?" 

The next step in the diagnosis was to see if the right 
plugs had been installed. "The plugs are correct for the 
model, all right," Robinson said with a nod as he con
sulted the plug-manufacturer's catalog, "but maybe not 
for the type of driving you do. Has the car been used only 
for short trips since the tuneup?" he asked the owner. It 
had. One final question: "Is the car ever driven on the 
interstate?" Sure-generally several times a month. 

He then suggested a new type of spark plug with a cop
per core. A half-hour later the car was running smoothly, 
without any exhaust smoke. Furthermore, it will continue 
running that way for a good, long time. 

A new type of spark plug? The spark plug's function 
hasn't changed since the original patent was applied for 
in the 19th century. Why should it need a redesign? And 
why are the new copper-core plugs so promising that all 
the plug makers now offer them? 

Simplified cross section of an automotive spark plug shows 
its main elements. Latest development in its evolution is 
the addition of a copper core to the center electrode. Some 
plugs have a gasket around the seat, as shown on left side 
of diagram; others have a tapered seat with no gasket, as 
shown on right. (See sidebar for installation tips for each.) 
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I asked these questions of engineers from car makers 
and spark-plug suppliers, as well as professional mechan
ics who install plugs every day. It turns out that because 
cars have changed, there have been some design changes 
in spark plugs. "You can't see the major changes we've 
made in our plugs in the last two years," says David L. 
Walker, Champion's director of technical services. "You can't 
see the copper; it's sealed within the center electrode. The 
insulator nose is longer, too, but you won't notice that un
less you look carefully. The plug we have today looks iden
tical to the one of 10 years ago, but it's not." 

The copper core, longer nose, and other modifications 
broaden what is called the heat range of the plug. That 
can be critical to the efficient operation of newer, smaller 
engines. It can make some older cars run better, too, though 
it probably won't benefit a VB engine. 

Cars of the '80s 
Copper-core spark plugs have been used in aviation en

gines since the 1930s. But they didn't find their way into 
auto engines until recently. ''As we've gone toward fuel 
economy and brought engine power down with respect to 
car weight, the engine runs faster," explains Bob Miller, 
staff engineer for the AC Spark Plug Division of General 
Motors. ''A four-cylinder engine runs at higher rpm than 
a VB and, consequently, runs hotter." 

But that's only part of the story. "Four-cylinder and some 
V6 engines operate over a much wider rpm range-600 
to 6,000-than the older VB engines, which rarely got 
above 3,000 rpm," adds Dave Bowman, technical commu
nications manager for Fram/Autolite. ''At idle, a four
cylinder engine runs fairly cool; at freeway speeds, it runs 
hot." And that creates special problems for the spark plugs. 

Before I tell you why, you need to know some spark
plug basics. Simply stated, a spark plug is an insulated 
conductor that transports electrical energy provided by 

Heat-range curves: hot plugs to cold 

the ignition system across a gap between two electrodes 
located inside the combustion chamber. The spark that's 
produced as the electricity jumps the gap-typically about 
30,000 volts in a GM four-cylinder engine-starts the burn
ing of the fuel-air mixture in the combustion chamber. 
The expanding gases produced by the explosion act on 
the piston and provide the engine's mechanical energy. 

A spark plug operates under extreme conditions. The 
terminal end, outside the combustion chamber, may be 
freezing, while the firing tip is exposed to flame tempera
tures as high as 3,000 degrees F. The tip of the plug must 
be kept hot enough so the wet fuel mixture burns off with
out leaving carbon deposits. If deposits cover the tip and 
the insulator, the plug fouls and the electrical energy is 
shunted to ground without jumping the gap. A loss of power 
results because the mixture. isn't completely burned. The 
black exhaust smoke of the Mercedes was caused by fouled 
plugs. In extreme cases a complete loss of ignition can 
occur, and the car will fail to start or will even stop 
running, especially in cold weather. 

Keeping the tip above the fouling temperature-usually 
about 700 degrees F -is an important design criterion, 
but it's not the only one. Preignition can arise if the tip 
becomes too hot. An overheated spark-plug tip will remain 
hot enough after the fuel explosion to ignite the incoming 
mixture in the next cycle before the timed spark jumps 
the gap. Engine knocking or pinging is the audible result. 
The tip of the spark plug and its insulator inside the com
bustion chamber must therefore be kept below preignition 
temperature, about 1,600 degrees F on current engines. 

To provide the most efficient combustion, a plug must 
operate between these two temperatures at all times: warm 
enough to prevent cold fouling, cool enough to prevent 
preignition. The heat-range number is an index that rep
resents the ability of a plug to transfer heat from its tip 

Continued 
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Insulator tips of spark plugs must operate above 700 deg. 
F to avoid cold fouling and below 1,600 deg. to avoid preig
nition (both numbers are approximate and depend on plug 

design and engine). Operating-temperature range is called 
heat range. Copper-core plugs run hotter than traditional 
plugs at low speeds yet run cooler at highway speeds. 
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during short-trip driving," says Bowman. Witness the sput
tering Mercedes (an actual-though extreme-example). 

This is whertl the copper-core spark plug comes in. By 
putting copper inside the center electrode, it's possible to 
broaden the heat range because copper dissipates heat 
faster than the traditional nickel-alloy electrode. Con
sequently, engineers can make the insulator nose lon
ger-in some cases twice as long- without overheating 
the tip. The longer nose, in turn, provides a longer fqul
ing path, delaying the onset of carbon fouling when the 
engine is cold. This buys time for the spark plug during 
short-trip, stop-and-go driving until the engine warms and 
burns off the carbon. The longer nose also makes the plug 
run a little hotter at low speeds than the traditional 
normal-heat-range passenger-car plug, but because of the 
copp~r it runs cooler at high speeds (see graph). Other 
design modifications-using adhesives that conduct heat 
better and widening the base where the porcelain insula
tor meets the shell, for example- have also contributed 
to the broader heat range. 

An added bonus of the expanded heat range is that fewer 
plug models are needed to fit many more engines. For that 
reason, experts predict that copper-core spark plugs will 
eventually be used across the board. All the major sup
pliers-AC, Autolite, Bosch, Champion, and Motorcraft 
-now market them. NGK makes nothing else for cars. 

The car makers are tagging closely behind. GM started 
the trend in 1982 by putting copper-core plugs in th~ two
liter, four-cylinder engines used 'in some J-cars. Now they 
are original equipment in many four- and even six-cylinder 
engines in both foreign and domestic cars. Ford will be 
using copper-core plugs on some cars by mid-year and ex
pe~ts to use them on its entire 1986 car line. 

Heat-flow paths show how spark plug transfers heat out of 
the combustion chamber. These numbers include only that 
portion of the heat that is dissipated through the plugs, 
though this is only a fraction of the total heat. 

· Bowman cautions that these plugs will not solve all plug 
problems. Aside frem its better heat-transfer character
istics, the copper-core plug performs about the same as 
the last generation of plugs. 

The replacement interval is unchanged for the moment, 
and it will continue to be specified by car makers. GM 
and Ford are recommending a 30,000-mile change interval. 
Champion thinks that an annual replacement should be 
considered. Professional mechanics say cars with electronic 
ignition that run on unleaded fuel may easily reach 30,000 
miles with the same spark plugs. In fact, many mechan
ics feel that car makers are too conservative when setting 
change intervals. They are probably right. Jack Obermeyer, 
manager of ignition components, engine engineering at 
Ford, predicts that the copper-core Motorcraft spark plugs 
that will be used on 1985 and '86 Fords will have a 
60,000-mile change interval. · 811 

inside the combustion chamber to the insulator, to the 
shell, and then to the engine block or outside air. 

Engineers talk about colder spark plugs and hotter ones: 
A colder plug transfers heat more rapidly than a hotter 
one, thus its tip runs cooler. In traditional spark-plug 
design, a colder plug has a shorter insulator nose; it trans
fers heat faster simply because of the shorter pathway 
the heat must travel before it is dissipated. 

"Smaller engines need a colder plug because they reach 
higher temperatures, but the colder plug leads to fouling 

Changing plugs: more to it than you'd think 

First, use the spark-plug maker's latest cata
log and buy what is specified for the make 
and model of your car and the engine in it. 
Never use a cross-reference chart to choose 
a plug. These charts purport to equate the 
plugs of one maker with those of another ac
cording to part number. But spark-plug mak
ers do not always agree on a specific applica
tion , and plug design can vary between 
brands, so a cross-referenced plug may be 
wrong for your car. 

Before you change plugs, allow the engine 
to cool. Mark all the ignition-wire positions 
before removing them, or remove only one at 
a time. To remove the wire, twist the boot 
back and forth unti I it turns on the plug, then 
pull off the boot- never grip the wire itself. 
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Next, back the plug loose from the cylin
der head. Professionals often do this by hit
ting the end of a ratchet wrench with the palm 
of the hand. Loosen the plugs two turns and 
stop. Clean any dirt away from the base of 
the plugs. (The easiest way is with compressed 
air, but a length of windshield-washer hose 
and a good set of lungs will do.) If the plug 
feels tight, use penetrating oil and patience. 
Turn the plug back and forth and slowly work 
it loose. 

Once the plugs are out, look at them. If 
your car runs on unleaded fuel, the color of 
the firing-end insulator should be tan to choco
late brown. Black indicates oil fouling or a rich 
fuel mixture. Burned electrodes or a cracked 
insulator indicate an ignition-timing problem. 

Before installing the new plugs, check the 
gap; the factory setting isn't always right. Use 
a gap tool that bends the ground electrode 
and doesn't damage the insulator tip. Never 
try to move the center electrode; this breaks 
the seals inside the plug. 

Install the new plugs finger-tight. If they 
have a gasket around the seat, continue to 
tighten one-quarter turn. You should feel the 
gasket collapse. Tapered-seat plugs (ones with
out a gasket- see cutaway drawing) only re
quire one-sixteenth turn after hand-tightening. 
Since the seat is tapered, there is no definite 
stop; be careful not to over-tigliten. Before 
you reconnect the wires, inspect the boots; if 
they're burned or cracked, the wires should 
be replaced. 
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Multi-ribbed 
windshield wiper 
Charles Fritz has never been happy 
with car windshield wipers. The 
60-year-old Delaware man grumbled 
about ''being able to go to the moon" 
but not being able to stop windshield 
streaks and smears when it rained. 
Two years ago, when the blades on his 
new car failed, he began searching for 
the cause and a cure. 

"Conventional wiper blades wear 
out too fast because the single-edge 
blade sticks to the windshield during 
hot spells and gets frozen to it during 
cold winter weather," says Fritz. 
"When the wipers are turned on, min
ute particles are ripped off the edge, 
leaving a streak in its path." 

So the former vending-machine op
erator turned inventor. His idea: Start 
with a different blade material-a 
synthetic, non-rubber material that 
doesn't wear so quickly. Instead of a 
one-edge blade, put five ridges on a. 
rounded wiper so that it works like a 
multi-bladed razor: As the wiper 
sweeps one way, the first rib removes 
most snow or rain. The second rib 
starts to dry the glass. And the third 
(middle) rib squeegees the windshield 
dry. On the return sweep, the two re
maining ribs plus the longer squee
gee rib go into action. 

Major blade manufacturers told 
Fritz that such a wiper was impossi
ble to make. But a knowledgeable 
neighbor, Du Pont Co., thought that 
its elastomer Nordel could do the job. 
Last year, with help from Wilming
ton's Harvard Business Services, Fritz 
formed Smear Clear Wiper Corp. and 
tested several dozen blade designs. The 
resulting blade can be made with sim
ple extrusion equipment. Best of all, 
the new blade lasts three to four times 
longer than ordinary blades, says Fritz. 
The clip-on wipers will soon be on the 
market.-John Free 

Proven 
protection 
up front. 

Saves 
gasoline 
in back. 

Havoline Supreme's formula blends nine 
Texaco-developed additives with highly 
refined base oils. It helps protect against 
friction, wear and harmful acid, sludge and 
varnish deposits. It also helps save gasoline. 

All Havoline motor oils exceed tough 
API-SF requirements, and Havoline Supreme 
lOW-30 and Havoline single grades exceed 
the API-CC requirements for diesel engine 
oils. For high performance engines, there's 
SF ICC rated Havoline Super Premium High 
Performance 20W-50. 

Get the Havoline that's right for you, and 
get proven protection you can trust. 
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By JIM DUNNE 

U E very time I cross the railroad 
tracks in the morning, the 
CHECK ENGINE light goes on," 

the owner of a new Buick told his 
dealer's service manager. "It runs fine 
otherwise, but I'm worried." 

Like many such intermittent prob
lems, the symptom didn't show itself 
when mechanics checked out the car. 
Nor could they find any underlying 
problem with the engine. So the ser
vice manager called in Buick's new 
checkout tool, the Diagnostic Data 
Recorder, to ferret out the problem. 

The electronic detective was in
stalled on the car, and the next day it 
recorded a complete magnetic-tape log 
of 26 engine functions as the car went 
through its daily routine. Sure 
enough, just after the railroad tracks, 
the CHECK ENGINE light flashed on for 
a few seconds. 

At the end of the day, the service 
manager removed the recorder from 
the car, hooked it up to a phone con
nected to Buick's service headquarters 
in Flint, Mich. , and reran the tape. 
Before long, engineers in Flint had 
traced the problem to a faulty on
board computer chip and relayed the 
remedy to the dealer. With a new chip, 
the phantom fault disappeared. 

The story illustrates how the new
est diagnostic tool in motordom solves 
those on-again, off-again engine prob
lems. "A service technician at any 
Buick dealer in the country can re
ceive an immediate display of engine 
performance," says Buick general 
manager Lloyd Reuss. "If the techni
cian finds a problem he can't decipher, 
the data can be transmitted to our ser
vice engineers at Buick for assistance." 

The Diagnostic Data Recorder works 
instantaneously as well as by data 
tape to put the resources of the Buick 
engineering department in contact 
with problem cars in dealership bays. 
"We can trace things such as engine 
temperature, 0 2 sensor, timing, and 
air-fuel-mixture control," says Tom 
Roberts, manager of Buick's Techni
cal Assistance Center. "The computer 
prints a stream of numbers on the 
CRT screen, and we match those num
bers against a normal pattern." 

Buick is the only auto company with 
an on-line diagnostic system. At pres
ent, the system is limited to just one 
recorder for each of Buick's 26 zones. 
But if the demand for the service 
grows, the company says it will expand 
the system so that eventually every 
dealer will have a recorder. 

"We're doi,ng this for customer sat
isfaction," says Roberts. "He'll tell 
his friends. We make the dealer the 
hero." 11!1 

• 

Intermittent and recurring engine malfunctions are easier 
to find and fix with Buick's new computerized diagnostic 
tool. If a problem defies solution at the dealer level, the 
portable data recorder connects 1981 and later-model Buicks 
to computers at the company's Michigan headquarters. 

... 

' \ \ 

• 
·' 

-

. 
Car's diagnostic connector plugs into 
portable data recorder, which links to 

remote computer over phone line. Tape 
allows delayed data transmission. 
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The third brake light on the author's car took 45 minutes 
to install. It flashes simultaneously with the hazard lights. 

Place the third brake light on the trunk lid. Wash the area 
to remove dirt and wax; otherwise the mounting pad may 
not adhere. The back of the light should overhang slightly. 

1b identify turn-signal wires of a car with combination lights, 
pull apart connector and probe terminals as the signal 
flashes. Watch for pulses between zero and a low reading. 
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By GEORGE SEARS 
Photos by the author 

I 
f your car had a third brake light mounted behind the 
rear window, your chance of being rear-ended would be 
reduced by more than 50 percent. So say studies made 

by the U.S. Department of Transportation and the Insur
ance Institute for Highway Safety. 

This finding is the basis for a new federal regulation 
requiring a third brake light on cars manufactured after 
August 31, 1985. But you don't have to wait until then. 
You can add a third brake light now using a new kit. 

The kit, called the Hi-Lite Collision Avoidance Light, is 
made by Laser Corp. (2121 Cloverfield Blvd., Santa Monica, 
Calif. 90404). It has a suggested retail price of $19.95. 

I put one on my car, and it works well. In fact, I've 
noticed that drivers behind me keep their distance when 

Open the trunk lid, and pass the wires from the brake-light 
housing into the trunk. The kit's wire supports and foam 
gasket pads keep wires in place and prevent damage. 

Use the self-splicing connectors provided in the kit. In a 
car that has separate turn signals and brake lights, wires 
from the circuit interrupter connect to brake-light wires. 

' uf.lyrigh • m '~rli.JI 
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The new lubricant ... 

I brake, probably because the eye-level light catches 
their attention sooner than my conventional brake lights. 

The kit is fairly easy to install on the trunk lid. (My 
car is a standard notchback sedan. The manufacturer has 
specific installation recommendations for wagons, hatch
backs, and cars with diagnostic-warning-light systems.) 

First wash the mounting area with hot water and 
?etergent. F~nd the best location for the light by aligning 
Its center With the center of the rear window. Mark this 
position with masking tape. 

Stick the kit's adhesive pad on the bottom of the light 
housing; then attach the light to the trunk lid, using the 
masking tape as a guide. Be sure the position is correct. 
You can't remove the pad without damaging the car's paint. 

The third brake light has two wires. The black one is 
the ground wire; the yellow one is the hot wire. String 
the wires into the trunk through the back edge of the 
trunk lid and keep them in place by fastening them to 
the two wire supports and foam gasket pads provided in 
the kit. Connect the ground wire to a metal body screw. 

The circuit interrupter, called a "logic circuit'' by the 
manufacturer, serves two purposes. If the car's brake lights 
and turn signals use the same wiring and bulbs (as in 
most vehicles built in the U.S.), the device prevents the 
third brake light from flashing when turn signals are 
activated. If your car has separate wiring and bulbs for 
brake lights and turn signals, the device reduces cur
rent flow to the third brake light so it won't overheat. 
. The circuit interrupter has three wires. The yellow wire 
IS connected to the yellow wire of the third brake light. 
The two green wires of the circuit interrupter are con
nected to the wires of the rear left- and right-turn signals 
in cars having combined brake lights and turn signals. In 

cars with separate brake lights and turn signals, the green 
wires are connected to the brake-light wires. 

You'll have to identify which of the car's wires you must 
connect to the circuit interrupter's green wires. In cars 
with combination brake lights and turn signals, you'll find 
a group of different-colored wires on one side of the trunk. 
These serve brake lights, taillights, turn signals, side
markers, and backup lights. You may also find a plastic 
connector where wires from the battery join wires coming 
from these lights. Pull this connector apart to uncover its 
metal terminals. Work with the connector that holds wires 
coming from the battery (if there is no connector, you can 
splice directly into the wires with no ill effect). 

Connect a voltmeter's ground wire to the car, switch the 
ignition key on, and turn on either the left- or right-turn 
signal. Now probe each of the metal terminals of the con
nector until the voltmeter pulses. Mark the wire to identi
fy it. Do the same with the other turn signal. 

Finish installing the third brake light by mounting the 
circuit interrupter on the wiring harness near the con
nector. Use a wire tie (provided in the kit). Then splice 
the two green wires of the circuit interrupter to the car's 
turn-signal wires and splice the yellow wire of the circuit 
interrupter to the yellow wire of the third brake light. 

In cars with separate brake lights and turn signals, 
there's no problem finding the brake-light wires because 
only one wire-usually brown- is connected to each brake
light socket. Connect one green wire of the circuit inter
rupter to one of the brake-light wires; then connect the 
other. Finally, connect the yellow wire of the circuit inter
rupter to the yellow wire of the new brake light. 

Once you're finished, notify your insurance agent. The 
light may qualify you for a reduced premium. IEl 

and a big new [p[OO~ in repelling moisture. 

From 3-ln-One®, makers of aD -purpose lubricants for ower90 years, now comes new 
3-ln-One Plus Til-the most advanced lubricant, rust fighter and water displacer we've e\'er 
fonnulated. Anyone wbo dmes a car will find it indispensable. It silences 
those anJlUjing squeaks in )OOfcardoor hinges. Helps )001' doors open 
and dose freely and smoothly. And next time you change a tire, loosen
ing those lug bolts can be a struggle. But spray some 3-fn.One Plus on 
them first, and see bowmucb easier the job becomes. 

And wbat an efficient water-displacer! If your car won't start or stalls 
due to wet ignition problems, smw spray 3-ln-One Plus inside )001' 
distributor and on )'lur ignition wires. Chances are )'lU 11 soon be on 
)')Ufway again. Always keep a ligbt coating of 3-ln-One Plus on ignition 
COiq)Onents to guard against starting failure due to condensation. 

3-ln-One Plus. The lubricant and moisture repeller no car owner 
sbould be without 

A new addition to the 3-ln-Qne family. 



Time-saving? Accurate? 
How good are those 

? • 
All GM cars built after 1980 include a device called a Com
puter Command Control. It's used to control the air-fuel 
ratio and to report any malfunctions through a complicated 
series of tests and displays. Now special testers can inter
pret the CCC signals and diagnose trouble at the push of a 
button. All CCC testers can find basic problems, but some 
do more than others. That can make a difference in the 
time it takes to accurately trouble-shoot a problem. 
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By BOB CERULLO 

I 
n 1980, General Motors "comput
erized" its engines for better fuel 
economy and emissions control. 

Doing so meant adding a tiny micro
computer, called a Computer Com
mand Control (CCC), under the hood, 
various sensors scattered around the 
car, and a new "idiot light" on the dash 
that flashes CHECK ENGINE when some-
thing goes wrong. . 

Check the engine for what? Good 
question. There are dozens of reasons 
why the CCC can signal a potential 
problem-from an incorrect carbu
retor-throttle position to the amount 
of oxygen in the exhaust. The CCC 
has a diagnostic mode to help you pin
point the trouble (I'll tell you how it 
works later), but its self-test results 
can be confusing and time consuming 
and often require more test gear. 

But now there are CCC testers: 
clever boxes that connect to the CCC 
to perform, in many cases, one-button 
checkouts and to provide instant fail
ure reports. Well, at least that's what 
their makers claim. 

Do these testers really save time? 
Are they accurate? And what are the 
differences among the four testers 
presently available? (PoPULAR SCI
ENCE reported on the first of them, the 
OTC Monitor II , in the April 198.3 
issue.) 

To find out, I tested each one on the 
same "patient": a 1981 Oldsmobile 
Delta 88 equipped with a 4.3-liter 
(262-cu.-in.) V8 engine-and a faulty 
oxygen sensor that caused the CHECK 

ENGINE light to go on after a few min
utes of driving. 

All the testers found the problem 
(or, rather, helped me find it), but each 
in a different way. And as a compari
son, I first followed the prescribed shop
manual method of trouble-shooting. 

By the book 
The main function of the CCC sys

tem is to maintain an air-fuel ratio of 
14.7 parts of air to each part of fuel. 
This is the ideal, or stoichiometric, 
mixture at which the three-way cata
lytic converter keeps carbon monoxide, 
hydrocarbon, and oxide of nitrogen ex
haust emissions at their lowest level 
and fuel economy at its highest. 

To do it, the CCC system uses a 
GM-built microcomputer, called the 
Electronic Control Module (ECM), to 

CCC testers intercept signals from the 
car's on-board computer, allowing you 
to request specific tests and see diag
nostic results. Units shown are (clock
wise from top): Brainmaster, Monitor 
II, Multi-Scanner, and Mini-scanner. 
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The hand-held OTC Monitor II uses a 
touch-pad keyboard to enter data and 

interpret the signals it receives from a 
variety of sensors throughout the en
gine. The sensors monitor such things 
as the carburetor-throttle position, 
coolant temperature, manifold vacuum, 
barometric pressure, vehicle speed, 
and the amount of oxygen in the ex
haust gases. 

The system then uses the data to con
trol the air-fuel ratio. That's done 
by adjusting the mixture-control so
lenoid used in feedback carburetors 
or by changing the amount of time the 
injectors stay open on engines with 
throttle-body fuel injection. 

When something goes wrong, the 
CCC records the error (actually a 
number that represents the error) in 
its internal memory and illuminates 
the dash light. It's then your job to 
get the number out and determine the 
cause of the problem. Using the con
ventional shop-manual method with
out one of the CCC testers, here are 
the steps you take: 

• Check the part number of the pro
grammable read-only memory (PROM) 
inside the ECM. (There are different 
types, and each contains specific en
gine calibrations.) For this, you must 
remove some trim under the dash to 
locate the ECM and remove its access 
cover. 

• Warm up the engine so the CCC 
system enters its "closed-loop" mode. 
This means the sensors are being used 
to maintain the proper air-fuel mix
ture. (When the engine is cold, an 

test requests. The results are displayed 
on a nine-digit alphanumeric display. 

"open-loop" mode fixes the values for a 
rich mixture to keep the engine run
ning.) There is no indication as to 
when the system enters the closed-loop 
mode, so you simply run the engine 
for about 15 minutes. 

• Trigger the CCC self-diagnostic 
mode. This is done by installing a 
jumper wire between a ground and a 
"test" terminal located on an under
dash connector called the ALCL diag
nostic connector. (ALCL stands for 
assembly-line computer link.) The 
jumper connection commands the 
ECM to display its trouble codes by 
flashing the CHECK ENGINE light on the 
dash in a particular sequence. The 
first sequence is a single flash of the 
light followed by two quick flashes: A 
code of"l2," according to the manual, 
means the CCC self-diagnostic func
tion is working. 

• Interpret the codes. The next se
ries of CHECK ENGINE light flashes 
indicates the trouble code. In this 
case, a code of "45" was displayed. The 
CCC system shop manual has a list 
of codes, and each has a corresponding 
trouble-code chart. According to the 
chart, code 45 indicates a rich exhaust 
and recommends another test using a 
dwell meter. 

• Perform independent tests. The 
chart then directs you to connect a 
standard dwell meter across the car
buretor-mixture-control solenoid. 
With the meter set on the six-Gylinder 

Continued 
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RISLONE REPLACES 
A QUART OF OIL 
AT CHANGE TIME 
or when you're down a quart 
RISLONE may cost a few cents more than 

motor oil additives in small cans, but remem
ber - RISLONE is a big QUART yellow, red 
and black can and saves the cost of a quart 
of your regular motor oil , too. 

For over 50 years, RISLONE has been used 
by millions of motorists to remove gum, sludge 
and varnish from their car's engines. These 
performance robb ing deposits shorten the life 
of engines and make it cost more to operate 
them. RISLONE keeps engines clean and a 
clean engine starts easier, runs better and 
lasts longer. 

Get RISLONE today at discount stores, retail 
auto chains and parts stores everywhere. 

FREE: 32 page LUBE TIPS 
booklet. Information, ideas 
and discussion about prob
lems, performance and lubri
cation. Send self-addressed, 
slam ped envelope 41h x 61h 
or larger. 

THE SHALER CO. 
Waupun, WI 53963 

In Canada: Warren Packaging Co., Ltd. 
Scarborough, Ontario, M1 R 4G2 
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Get 
a great 
muffler at a 
great price ... 
This long-lasting muffler features 
rugged heavy-duty construction. And 
it's easy to install. All parts and 
instructions included. 

... and 
a $l95 Polaroid® 
Safety RasherlM for only 
With the purchase of a Defender® or 
any Maremont muffler. This emergency 
flasher puts out a 4 hour signal visible 
up to a mile at night! · 

scale and the engine running at 3,000 
rpm, the reading should have been less 
than 50 degrees. The reading on the 
test Olds was more than 50 degrees. 
The next step on the chart directs you 
to remove a large vacuum hose to 
cause an air leak that will make the 
mixture leaner. That should cause a 
decrease in the dwell reading, indicat
ing a carburetor problem or a discon
nected wire at the mixture-control 
solenoid. But the dwell stood firm. 

• Conduct the final test: The chart 
now says to disconnect the oxygen sen
sor and ground the connector termi
nal at the ECM. After doing so, the 
dwell dropped to below 10 degrees. 
Using a digital voltmeter, I checked 
the voltage on the lead from the ECM. 
It was less than 0.55 volts, indicating 
the trouble-at last-to be a faulty 
oxygen sensor. 

Again-with the Monitor II 
The first tester I tried was the OTC 

Monitor II (model 3455) from the 
Owatonna Tool Co. The Monitor II is 
a rugged, hand-held tester with just 
two hookup leads: One plugs into the 
under-dash ALCL connector and the 
other into the cigarette-lighter socket 
for power. 

When it's switched on, the tester 
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NOW 
ONLY 

Not including 
installation 

*Manufacturer's suggested 
sale price. Prices may vary at 
participating outlets. Sale ends 
May 31, 1984. 

prompts you to SELECT C3 SYSTEM on 
its nine-digit fluorescent display. You 
use the key pad to enter the engine 
size and type of CCC system. The tes
ter is then ready to accept your first 
entry. 

Is the correct programmable read
only memory installed? I touched pad 
2 on its membrane keyboard, and the 
correct part number was instantly 
displayed. There's no need to physi
cally look at the PROM. 

Is the system in its closed-loop mode? 
All it takes to find out is a press of 
touch-pad 3, and if it is, the tester dis
plays the word CLOSED (something that 
I had to guess when using the shop
manual method). 

Then I touched pad 1 for a look at 
the trouble codes. Code 45 displayed 
instantly without any of the bother 
of having to grope under the dash 
to jump the ALCL-connector test 
terminal. 

Using the shop-manual method, 
trouble-code chart 45 calls for a test 
of the mixture control with a dwell 
meter. The dwell meter is not needed 

• 
with this tester. Without moving from 
the driver's seat, you simply press 
mode 17. The tester then displays the 
engine rpm and the mixture-control 
dwell (in degrees). 

Once again the dwell was over 50 
degrees, and as before, I removed a 
large vacuum hose to cause an air 

· leak. The Monitor II dwell-meter read
ing remained steady but dropped to 
less than 10 degrees with the ECM 
lead to the oxygen sensor disconnected 
and grounded. 

The final step, as before, is to test 
the voltage at the disconnected ECM 
lead. I had hoped this would be just 
another press of a touch pad, but it's 
not. I had to use a digital voltmeter. 
Once again the reading was well be
low the minimum 0.55 volts, indicat
ing the faulty oxygen sensor. 

In all, the Monitor II has 23 modes 
that permit you to check some 4 7 pa
rameters for five different CCC sys
tems. At a touch, you can test such 
things as the coolant temperature, 
manifold pressure, carburetor throttle
position switch, air-divert doors, EGR 
and canister-purge solenoids, air
conditioner status, and a host of other 
more-complicated systems such as 
electronic fuel injection. 

Without question, the tester cuts di
agnostic time considerably, but its in
ternal data must be updated to keep 
up with yearly changes in CCC sys
tems. This means that the $399 Moni
tor II must be modified at a cost of 
between $129 and $150 for it to ac
commodate the 1984 CCC systems. 
But by the time you read this, OTC 
promises a Monitor IV that will test 
everything, including all1984 systems. 

Brainmaster 
The Brainmaster model 3200, from 

Alltest Inc., is smaller in size and price 
than the Monitor H-it's $250. The 
unit has two slide switches, a 10-
position rotary switch, and a seven
position rotary switch to select the 
type of system and the specific test. 
Its three-digit LED display is larger 
and easier to read than the nine-digit 
display used on the Monitor II. 

I found I needed more-frequent ref
erences to the operating instructions 
to use the Brainmaster. However, it's 
capable of easily displaying the trouble 
codes and performing basic functions 
such as checking the throttle-position
sensor voltage, the oxygen-sensor volt
age, mixture-control dwell, rpm, and 
coolant temperature. 

If you make a mistake in entering 
data, you see a puzzling three-dash 
(---) display. (Monitor II uses a more 
helpful ERROR display.) A lingering 
"888" means the tester is receiving a 
signal that doesn't compute. 

The Brainmaster will not perform 
the more-exotic tasks such as display
ing the PROM number, but it does the 
most important tests by checking 33 
separate parameters. 

Copyngllted matenal 



Changes for 1984 model cars have 
also caught up with the Brainmaster; 
it will be updated in model 3210 to ac
commodate the newest systems. Older 
units can be modified at the factory. 
There is also an optional adapter to 
cover 1980V2 cars. 

Multi-Scanner/Mini-scanner 
Next I tried the $399 Multi-Scanner 

model 3818 from Micro Processor 
Systems Inc. (also marketed by Kent 
Moore Corp.) This is not a hand-held 
model. Instead, it's mounted in an im
pact-resistant plastic carrying case 
that's about the size of an electric
drill case. The unit attaches to the 
car in the same way as the previous 
testers except that it has an extra ex
tension cord. This allows you to place 
the unit on the fender with all the con
nections in place-a useful feature for 
tests requiring a lot of work under 
the hood. 

It's the most elaborate of the testers. 
It will tap 4 7 operating parameters 
on GM systems through 1984, includ
ing the CCC systems on Isuzu trucks. 
In addition, it has an adapter kit (No. 
2511) that makes it possible to use the 
unit on 1980V2 vehicles equipped with 
the 1981 CCC system. 

I found most of the Multi-Scanner's 
tests. quite useful, but some of them 
you will likely never use-such as 
the third- and fourth-gear-switch 
tests, which only apply to cars with a 
standard transmission. And because 
of all that flexibility, I found it a bit 
more difficult to use. 

As on· the other testers, the Multi
Scanner has a backup mode for use 
on a fuel-injection system when the 
ECM has failed. The tester takes over 
the work of the ECM, providing injec
tor pulses synchronously with the 
high-energy-ignition distributor refer
ence signals as diagnostic tests are 
being done. 

Micro Processor Systems also offers 
a hand-held CCC tester, the $265 
model 524 7 Mini-scanner. It also has 
a backup mode and will test 19801/2 

vehicles with an optional adapter. It 
is, however, limited to just 32 operat
ing parameters and will not display 
the PROM number. 

The Mini-scanner covers 17 differ
ent computer systems that must be 
selected by properly setting four multi
position slide switches. Of the hand
held units, it is more complicated to 
operate than the Monitor ll, but it's 
on a par with the Brainmaster. To test 
my 1981 Olds, for instance, no year 
selection is required. But to test a 
1982 or newer car, you have to use the 
air-mode switch. Use of this meter 
requires particularly careful atten
tion to the instruction manual. 

PS buyer's guide to computer command testers 

Brain master Mini-scanner Monitor II Multi-Scanner 
model 3200 model 5247 model 3455 model 3818 

Features $250 $265 $399 $399 

LED diSQia~ • • • 
Fluorescent ~as • 
Trouble codes • • • • 
Dwell • • • • 
Hand-held • • • 
Vehicle s~ed • • • • 
Ens!ne !Em • • • • 
0 sensor • • • • . 
MAP/Baro. • • • • 
Backu • • • • 
PROM 10 • • 
l~nition switch • • 
3rd· & 4th-gear switch • • 
Throttle status • • • • 
LOOQ status • • • 
Membrane touch ~ds • 
Rota!}: switch • • 
Slide switch • • 
Ga!!}:in~ case • OQtiOnal • • lnt!!lral 
1984 CCC • • 
Parameters 33 32 47 47 

There is no question that any of 
these testers is a tremendous improve
ment over the shop-manual method for 
diagnosing problems. For the serious 
do-it-yourselfer, I'd suggest either the 
Brainmaster or the Mini-scanner. For 
the professional, I would suggest a 
look at the Multi-Scanner or the Mon
itor II, with updates to handle the 

newest systems. Any of the testers, 
however, will dramatically reduce the 
time and effort it takes to diagnose a 
CCC malfunction. 1111!1 

MANUMClURERS OF CCC TESTIRS 
Alttest Inc., 715 S. Vermont, Palatine IL 60067; Micro Proc· 
eSSOf Systems Inc., 7641 19 Mile Rd., Sterling Heights Ml 
48078; OTC Tools and Equipment, Oiv. of Owatonna Tool 
Co., Eisenhower Dr., Owatonna MN 55060 

Get Gabriel 
Gas. er.™ 
shocks. at a 

low 
• pr1ce ... 

Gabriel Gas Ryder'~~~~ shacks 
r:>rovi.ae sur:>erior control and 
quicker response in all 
driving cendltions. It's 
tomorrow's tech_nolegy, 
here tooay! AISG, Red 
Rye~ heavy-d~ 
shooks on saJe far 
$14.95 each. 

... and 
·a $l95 Polaroid® 
Safety RasherlM for only 
VVith .. the lf)Urch8$e af two Gabriel Gas Ryder .... 
Sh~ks. Thls·emerQency flasher puts out a 
4 hoor signal viSible up ta a mile at night! 

95* 
each 

Not including 
installation 

*Manufacturer's suggested 
sale price. Prices may vary at 
participating outleta. Sale ends 
May31, 1984. C..opynCihted matenal . ,, ______ _ 



Factory New! 
Factory Perfect! 

ComtMct! Portable! The "Defender I" from 
HONEYWELL Is a sound discriminating de· 
vice which "listens" for specific sounds of 
intrusions ••• such IS the breaking of glass 
or splintering of wood ••• then BLASTS a 
piercing ALARM to frighten off intruders 
AND alert your household to the break-In! 
Honeywell products are world famous for 
their superior engineering and dependable 
performance. When Honeywell designed this 
alarm, they built in so much sophisticated 
quality, that it required a high price tag . .. 
higher than some competitive models. This 
cut down on sales and a national distributor 
wound up with an overstock. We were fortu 
nate to acquire this inventory for liquidation. 
Now you can get outstanding Honeywell pro
tection at a super low liquidation price! 

Compact! Only 5'12" wide 
... yet protects up to 800 
sq. ft. of typical living 
space. It plugs into any 
11 OV AC outlet. No bat
teries to go dead or re 
place. Built-in 85-dB 
siren INSTANTLY goes 
off at the sound of at
tempted forcible entry. 
Handsome woodgrain 
cabinet with black foam 
grille looks like a stereo 
speaker. Solid state cir
cuitry fOr reliability. This 
unit even has a built-in 
electrical ·outlet so you 
can plug in a lamp that 
will turn on when the 
loud alarm sounds. 

Mfps. 90 Day 
Limited Warranty 

Manufacturer's 
Suggested Retail 

•&9.95 
OUT THEY GO AT 

$ 
Offer void outaide 
original 48 states. 

Price subject to 
change after60 days. 

VISA, MasterCard®, American Express and 
Diners Club customers can phone in orders: 
Toll-Free: 1-800·328..0609 or 

Toll-Free: 1-800-328-5727 ------------------C.O.M.B. Co. I liquidators Dept. F-489·7715 
14605 28th Avenue North, Minneapolis. MN 55441 
Send-Honeywell Burglar Alarm(a)at S19.00each 
plus S3.40 each for shipping and handling. (Please 
allow 3·4 weeks for delivery. Add 2·3 weeks e>ttra if 
paid by personal check. Sorry, no C .O.D. orders.) 
0 My check or money order is enclosed·. (Minneaota 

residents add 6% state sales tax.) 
Charge my: O VISAO Mastercard®O Am. Ex.ODineroCiub 
Acct. No. Exp. --
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

Name --------------
Address -------------
City--------------
State --------ZIP ____ _ 

Phone------------
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Taking Care of lOur Car 
By STEVE MERCALDO 

Got a useful car tip? Send it (with Social Security No.I to Car Care, 
POPULAR SCIENCE, 380 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017. We' ll pay 
$50 if we use it. If two or more readers send the same tip, .payment 
goes to the one with earliest postmark. No tips can be returned. 

SPRING RETAINER 

:=;;~VALVE STEM 

HOSE 

Valve-seal fix 

Worn engine valve seals can cause ex
cessive oil consumption. But the re
pair procedure involves holding the 
valve in position while the spring and 
keepers are removed-tricky without 
the right tools. Try this: Screw a spe
cial air fitting (available at the local 
auto-parts store) into the spark-plug 

STRUT·ROD BUSHINGS 

ROD 

Front-end noise 

Banging or clunking in the front end 
-~oticeable when braking or turning 
- is often caused by damaged strut-
rod bushings. To check: Jack and sup
port the vehicle or drive onto repair 
ramps, but do not let the wheels leave 
the ground. Inspect each strut-rod 
bushing. Replace worn or torn bush
ings that don't support the strut rod. 

hole before starting the repair. Crank 
the cylinder to top dead center. This 
will close both the exhaust and intake 
valves. Then couple the fitting to a 
compressor line carrying at least 20 
psi . The air pressure will hold the 
valve in place during the fix. Then 
remove the keeper and retainer. 

Overfill cure 

Adding too much automatic-trans
mission fluid can damage your trans
mission, but most automatics have no 
drain plug. The solution is simple: 
Loosen one of the oil-cooler lines at 
the radiator, and place a drain pan be
neath it. Place the transmission in 
park, and start the engine. The fluid 
will leak from the loosened fitting. 

Continued 
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The longer you drive your car ... 
The more you'll like Exxon motor oil. 

Today, your car's engine not only has to work 
harder, it may also have to last longer. So 
make sure your motor oil can go the dis
tance. Exxon offers a full line of high-quality 
motor oils, like Exxon Extra TM 

with special anti-wear addi
tives for engine protection 
and special friction-modifiers 
to improve gas mileage. 

And every one of these oils 
measures up to API SF, the oil 

standard for gasoline engines. 
Choose from these four quality Exxon oils: 

Exxon Extra lOW-40 and super-premium 
Uniflo® lOW-40 for gasoline engines; Exxon 

SAVING MOTO 

Extra lOW-30 and straight
grade Exxon Plus TM for both 
gasoline and diesel engines. 

Help keep your engine in 
the prime of life with Exxon 
motor oil. 

industry's toughest protection Look for Exxon oils in new handy roll
out cases and easy-to-carry shrink
wrapped cases of twelve 1-quart cans. 

Quality you can count on. 

C.opynghted material 



WITHOUT OIL ANALYSIS, CAR LEASING COMPANIES. TRUCK FLEETS 
AND AIRLINES WON'T MOVE. NEITHER SHOULD YOUR VEHICLE. 

T **** l .. PORTANT REPORT **** 
...... PORT ... ENGINE REPORT 
CRtliCAl WEAR COMOITIONS 

,STON. RaMG 6 UN£R WEAR 

DRAIN Oil 
tKAHGE OIL fll TEAS 
INSPECT TURBOCHARGER OR BLOWlR FOR W!iAA 

CttECK AIR TO FUEL RATIO 
CHE-CK AIR INDUCT 10M I FILTRATION SYSTEM FOR \.EAI(S 

CHECK CAANKCASI' 811EATHER FOR RESTRICTIONS 

**** lMPORTANlltEJIORT *** 
TRANSM!SSIO;tPOAl4•T REPORT •••• 

TESTS INDICATE ABNORMAL UNIT WEAR REPORT 
CLUTCH WE~R 

OIL COOtU tfA~UNG 
0 AAIH OIL 

INSPECT CLUTCHES 

CHECK llJL COOLER 
fLUSH htE SYSTEM 

RESAMPtE AH(R INSPECTION I COARECl lVE ACliON 

·-f EE08ACK··-l A8•7956-.ft.$PECliON REVEAl ED f AUl rv OIL 

~ 
"IF YOU WANT YOUR CAR IN TOP CONDITION, IF YOU PLAN TO GET MAXIMUM USE OUT OF YOUR CAR 
BEFORE YOU TRADE IT IN, OIL ANALYSIS CAN BE A USEFUL TOOL" ... Popular Science Magazine. 
You take care of your car, change oil regularly. and have routine maintenance performed. You treat 
your vehicle like the fine machine it is. Whether you do lhe repairs or pay lor the work done. you need the 
least expensive and most efficient methods used by large corporations and governmental agencies -
having engine oil and transmission oil undergo spectroscopic analysis. Then you will know what 
should be done and can tell your mechanic what is needed. No more unnecessary. costly work! 
Whal is oil analysis? Just as a blood test tells the physician what is going on in the human body. spectro
scopic analysis provides information for a computerized report on an enQine or transmission. Oil is 
analyzed for metal content providing information on unit wear. coolant dtlution, dirt, as well as fuel 
dilution and total solids. This information is translated into recommended maintenance. 
Precision Diagnostics. Inc .. specializing in top quality. accurate. scientific oil analysis makes TWO test" 
available to you - engine oil analysis and transmission oil analysis. Computer printouts provide in
formation on needed work and explain the meaning of the spectroscopic findings. These are the same 
tests that have been provided to industry and government for twenty three years and are available 
to consumers for the first time. 

Car Leasing Companies 
Agrlcullure & Farming 
U.S. Army Corp. 
of Engineers 

WHO USES OIL ANALYSIS? 

Airlines 
Clly of Chicago 
Amtrak 

WHEN TO USE OIL ANALYSIS 

Truck Fleets 
City of Los Angeles 
Insurance Companies 
SO. Calif. Rapid Transit District 

• Every 15.000 miles or sooner if your engine or transmission loses efficiency or sounds bad. 
• Before you sell a car, to command a top price. 
• Before you buy a used car. 
• Before your new car warranty expir€s. 

Order spectroscopic oil analysis kits now for your car. truck, boat and airplane - for their engines and 
transmissions. This small expendllure provides information that could save hundreds of maintenance dollars! - -I Mail to: Precision Diagnostics. Inc., 777 Silver Spur Rd .. Suite 132 

Rolling Hills Estates, CA 90274, Attn: Department 102 l 
I Ship to: I 
I 

Your name (print) 

I Street address & apt. no. 

I 
City, state. zip code 

I Enclosed is check or money order Q!l!Y.. for S 

I Charge my 0 Master Charge 0 Visa Card 
I (Charge card No.) 

Expiration Date 

I (Signature charge orders) I Check No. of 

I 
Kits Ordered Price Sub-total s 

0 1 $18.95 Add $2°0 per klllor I 
0 2 $35.00 shipping & handling s 

I 0 3 $51.00 Total s I 
\ 

0 4 $67.00 

J How many of the tests ordered are for aircraft? - -

,.. 
j .. . . 
• 
' ~( Build a road or landscape • 

your home ... Oig a swimming pool or pond ... Ciear brush and haul 
firewood ... Excavate for a patio, basement or solar addition ... Do it all yourself and SAVE 
with a Magnatrac Bulldozer Kit! Do jobs for others for Extra Cash! Buy Magnatrac Kit 
factory-direct & assemble it in a weekend! Send now for: Catalog showing Kit construction 
and uses - $1.00 or Plans to 'Build a Magnatrac yourself' from local materials - $7.00 

l_ ____ Write to: STRUCK:KIT, Dept. PS44 Cedarburg, Wisconsin 53012 ____ ~ 
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Taking Care of Your Car 

Key trouble 

Does your ignition key hang on a 
heavy ring with lots of other keys? In 
time, the excess weight may damage 
the tumblers and ruin the lock cylin
der. Here's good advice: Keep your ig
nition key on a separate, detachable 
ring to avoid this problem, which could 
eventually leave you stranded. 

!CREW 

Low brake pedal 

A low brake pedal on a vehicle with 
self-adjusting drum brakes can be 
caused by a star-wheel adjuster with 
worn or missing teeth. If you find a 
damaged adjuster, remember to ask at 
your local auto-parts store for a left 
adjuster for the driver's side and a 
right adjuster for the passenger side. 
They're stamped with an L or R. 

CopynghtL'c ma.~nal 
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Most everyone used to watch network televi, 
sion because there wasn't much else to watch. To, 
day, that picture has changed. 

Cable, video games and home computers are 
capturing network viewers by the hundreds of 
thousands. The networks' prime,time audience has 
dropped more than 15% in the last seven years. 
And its estimated audience share will sink to 60% 
by 1990. 

Many advertisers are worried. They know that 
people who aren't watching network aren't watch, 
ing the advertising either. They can't advertise to 
people watching most pay,cable stations. And 
they can't afford to lose this affluent group. 

. 

That's why many of them are realizing it pays 
to channel more money into magazines. 

Magazines can reach people where networks 
fall short. In homes with VCR's. In homes with 
video games. And in homes with cable. 

In fact , a recent survey points out that maga, 
zine readership is strongest in homes with 36, 
channel cable. These homes just happen to be the 
ones that watch network the least. 

When you advertise in magazines, your mes, 
sage will get what magazines get. 

Good reception. 

)r--~"""' o ~Magazine .P~blishers 
_SV~---~5 ~<;7~ Assoctanon 

MAGAZINES REACH PEOPLE YOU CAN'T GET 
THROUGH ORDINARY CHANNELS. 

C 1983 Maptint Publisher> ASSO<:iation , Inc., 575 uxi .... on Avrnur, Nrw York, N.Y. 10022 
Copyngh ed materli.JI 







"Say, Smokey-'' 
A clinic on cars by Smokey Yunick, 
America's most famous mechanic 

The brake battle 

I've performed three front-disc-brake 
repairs on my 1978 Subaru without 
success. The last time I had both ro
tors turned, and all three times the 
rotors were warped. I have attempted 
to avoid the problem by torquing the 
hub mounting bolts to only 25 ft.-lbs. 
Also, I've t ried to reduce disc-brake 
squeal by smearing a thin layer of 
non-hardening gasket compound on 
the back of the brake pad. The man 
who machined the rotors told me to 
expect them to warp because they are 
too thin. 

Jim Holmes, Jewett City, Conn. 

Brake rotors absorb energy, and if the 
rotor is too small and can't absorb the 
energy, it gets too hot. It is then possi
ble that it could change dimensionally. 
Your rotors are too small, and hard 
driving will deform them. You're right 
about the wheel bolts; over-tightening 
is a big problem-watch it. A s for 
brake squeal and its cures, be sure your 
cure can stand 700 degrees F because 
the brakes get that hot. The best de
fense against noise is good lining ma
terial, good rotor-surface condition, 
and holding the things inuolued tight 
enough to resist resonance-or damp
ing to moue the frequency out of range. 

Gasohol- curse or blessing? 

My mechanic does not recommend 
gasohol; he says that his association 
published data about possible carbu
retor contamination and corrosion be
cause alcohol attracts water and forms 
acid. Can you enlighten me on this? 

Walter W. Kunde, Quinlan, Texas 

Gasohol is a Band-Aid for detonation. 
l'ue been against it from the start and 
haue caught hell about it. It oxidizes 
and attacks aluminum, steel, iron, and 
pot metal. It's going to cost this coun
try a ton from now on, but for a real 
horror story, check with someone in 
B razil, where they use straight alcohol. 
Gasohol also dilutes a car's oil and 
plugs all the small orifices. 

Ping and its causes 

I first noticed pinging in my 1981 
Honda Civic at about 5,000 miles, and 
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it persists now, at 18,000 miles. It's 
always present, even when the engine's 
warm and accelerating moderately. 
I've tried different brands of premium 
unleaded fuel, a tuneup and new plugs, 

dealer engine analysis, timing set
back, water-vapor injection, and a 
compression check, which showed 180 
psi in all cylinders. Could it be caused 
by an air leak around the intake man
ifold? How could I find it? Could it 
be caused by the carburetor or valve 
adjustment? 

Tim D. Eaton, Saginaw, Mich. 

In the Otto-cycle engine, preignition, 
ping, and detonation are all caused by 
the same thing-loss of control of the 



burning reaction of liquid carbon and 
air. T he causes vary, but here are some 
of the nwre-comnwn ones: ignition tim
ing too advanced, compression too high 
for the fuel, and carbon or a gasket or 
sharp-metal exposure in the combus
tion chamber that acts as a glow plug. 
Loss of control appears proportionate 
to air and fuel temperature and eleva
tion. L eanness aggravates loss of con
trol, and the octane rating is extremely 
important. I think your trouble is most
ly incorrect ignition advance, not static 

setting. I also believe you're running 
too lean. An air leak at the manifold 
can cause the lean condition- some
times in one particular cylinder. Find 
it either by a manifold-pressure check 
or by an external addition of oil to the 
suspect area and watching for smoke 
corning out of the tailpipe. Valve ad
j ustment can influence pinging to a 
minor extent because it can vary valve 
timing and increase or decrease com
pression. Cars ping because today's en
gines need 105-octane fuel, although 

the fuel's not available. Why are en
gines designed this way? Emissions 
and mileage are helped by lots of com
pression and timing advance. You're 
caught in the middle. 

Doesn't make the grade 

At about 60 mph under full throttle
as when I go up a slight grade- my 
1979 Chevette suddenly &lows down, 
sputters, and misses. Three or four 
trips to the dealer, $150 for a car

'-------- ------- --'------------------1 buretor overhaul, and checking the 
timing, fuel pump, filters, and EGR 
haven't helped. 

winning combination of on-road performance and off-road grit, put your light 
truck or van on Wrangler All-Season Radials. From Goodyear, #1 in radials. 

Wrangler Radial truck tires are all-terrain tough, year-round ready. 
.... ~~ Designed for surefooted traction and a smooth ride. With larger beads 

and stronger sidewalls than our passenger-car tires, for more 
stability and resistance to damage. And 63% deeper tread 

than our Custom Polysteel Radials- for lon~er wear. 
We've tested Wranglers at off-road races from Baja to Riverside. 
They're winners. The same tires you can buy. For work. Or play. 

Only from Goodyear. 
For more Information, write: 

The ~Qodyeltr Tire & Rubber Company, 
P.O. Box 9125, Dept. 42DW 

Akron, OH 44305. 

Marvin Schuldenfrei, Bethesda, Md. 

I'd suggest a check of the fuel-tank cap, 
canister, and venting. Look for a vac
uum in the tank that's fighting the fuel 
pump. Do an eyeball examination of 
the tank's fuel-pickup filter, and check 
the metal fuel line leading to the fuel 
pump to see whether it's being heated 
by the exhaust system and building up 
vapor. 

Power-steering dropout 

My 1978 Plymouth Horizon with power 
steering frequently reverts to non
power steering during moderately 
sharp right and left turns. There's a 
slight improvement at higher tem
peratures, but a new power-steering 
pump hasn't helped. 

Rosalie Oleson, Denver, Colo. 

Go back to the dealer. I suspect a small 
internal pressure leakage at the pinion
valve sealing rings. The temperature 
increase probably swells the seals and 
reduces leakage. 

Pressure problems 

My 1976 Chevrolet Suburban with a 
350-cu.-in. engine has 47,000 miles on 
it and runs fine. But when the engine 
warms up, oil pressure drops to zero 
at idle speed. The gauge shows 30 to 
35 pounds at higher speeds, and I've 
checked to make sure the gauge is 
OK. Also, I've changed the oil pump, 
cleaned the pan, and changed oil and 
filter. I'm wondering about the cam 
bearings, but short of disassembling 
the engine, what else should I look 
for? 

' Howard Miller, Alexandria, Va. 

I don't know of any easy way to look, 
but the rear cam bearing could be in
stalled short of specs and be bleeding 
oil. The best check is to pull the pan 
and hook up an oil-pressure tank. Look 
for a big drain-off There's a Welsh 

Continued 
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ORIGINAL 

• Still Available ONLY Through Car Dealers @ $250 .•• 

OR DIRECT BY MAIL@ $11.95! 
The First and Finest Polymer Car Care Prod
uct Offered to The Public, 5 years ago. 
Then and now it has been used by 
new car dealers to( their profes
sional $250 polymer applications 
THE EXACT SAME PRODUCT 
they use in their showrooms and 
service shops today is STILL 
AVAILABLE to you d irectly for 
$11 .95 (16 oz. bottle; enough for 
2-3 cars) ... by calling the num
ber below or writing . Your order 
will be rushed out by UPS in a 
few days. 

Not Carried In Stores. Thou
sands of customers have 
asked us WHY this outstand
ing , profess ional -strength 
product is not available in 
stores? The Surprising 
Answer Is This: Despite the 
fact hundreds of thousands of 
bottles have been sold through 
ads and mailings by oil com
panies to their credit card 
holders. and customers keep 
coming back for more (many 
buy cases of 12 for neighbors 
and friends, etc), the retail stores 
refuse to be impressed. They've 
seriously told us our product quality 
is too good . .. that we should put our 
money into slick, expensive display 
boxes and T.V. advertising, rather than 
worry about what goes inside our bottle so 
much. It seems they are primarily interested 
in advertising campaigns that 
create consumer awareness 
(some call it hype). There
fore they prefer to carry 
"big-name" products 
in fancy boxes . 
made by well 
known car-wax 
companies who 
have the same 
marketing p r i-
orities. 1· 

Frankly, we don't 
know how to deal 
with retail stores very 
well. But we DO know how to make the best 
car-care 

you' ll agree, or we'll refund your money upon 
receipt of your returned bottle (at least 

half full). We do this because we 
intend to continue putting our 
money INSIDE THE BODLE. not 
into packaging on the outside. 

Starshine's Original Polymer 
Sealant Is Not A Wax, Nor Is It 

A Weak Polymer Imitation. It 
is a genuine PROFESSIONAL 
Auto Finish Sealant. It actually 
bonds to your car's finish for 
months, protecting it from fad
ing, chalking, dulling. On a car 
where some oxidation already 
exists, this product will bring it 
up and out, for easy removal. 

Absolutely No Rubbing or 
Buffing Needed. No hard 
"work" is required to apply 
Starshine's Polymer Sealant. 
Simply wipe it on, wait 25 
minutes, and wipe it off. You 
can apply it under most any 
condition, even full sunlight. 
After you experience how 

easy and completely effective 
this product is to use, YOU'LL 

NEVER USE WAX AGAIN! 

Over 1,000,000 Bottles Sold 
Worldwide. In Japan car owners actu

ally pay $55 a bottle! In Europe and here at 
home tens of thousands have been sold for 
$30 each. Now. on a direct basis. you can 

purchase a 16 oz. bottle for only 
$11 .95 .... a small investment to 
.. keep your car showroom · 
\ bright tor years. If you 

I I 

'• aren't one of our cus-
1 ' \ tamers yet. and you 

11 care about how your 
'1 c a r I o o k s a n d 
ll ages. then call or 

l 
.write . It beats 
spending your 
money on pretty 
boxes . . . and 

p reserve your 
Polymer finish with 

Starshine PolyWash. It 
applies extra Polymers as you wash your car in 

product OVER 1,000,000 BOTTLES SOLD WORLDWIDE 
the usual 
manner. 
(See the you or . 

your car dealer can buy ... and we guarantee order coupon below for more information). 

•• • • •• •••• •• MAIL COUPON W ITH ORDER •••••••••••• 

If you care how your car looks and ages, then call or write. 
It's better then spending your money on pretty boxes. 

SHOP FASTER BY PHONE 
1·805·966· 7187 

Or send a check or credit card# (Diner's Club. VISA. 
MasterCard. American Express) for one Polymer 
Sealant (#100)@ $11 .95 (plus $2.00 shipping) ea. 
SAVE $4.00---0rder 2 or more bottles @ $9.95 (plus 
$1.00 shipping ) ea. SAVE EVEN MORE: BUY BY 
THE CASE- 12 bottle case #134 @ $99.95 (plus 
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$12.00 shipping per case). ALSO AVAILABLE: 
STARSHINE POLYWASH# 133-Cieaner/Detergent 
that rejuvenates your Polymer Sealant finish. $6.95 for 
a 16 oz. bottle, plus ($2.00 shipping) ea. 145-81 

smRSHINEGROUP 
a·16B STATE STREET, DEPT. PS973 
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101 
America's Premium Direct Mail House Now In Our 7th Year 

"Say, Smokey-" 

plug under the rear main-bearing cap 
that might have been left out in a pre
vious repair. In any case, the pressure 
test should show any major leaks. 

Noisy transmission 

My 1983 Ford Escort has a built-in 
siren in its automatic transmission, 
especially when it downshifts to low 
gear. Also, the shifts themselves are 
not very smooth. Is this normal? 

Woody Nadeau 
Hibbing, Minn. 

I'm afraid that you'll have to replace 
the planetary-gear set to get rid of the 
noise. The original gears probably have 
handling marks or a rough finish. The 
shifts should become smoother with an 
accurate adjustment of the throttle
valve linkage; the procedure must come 
by the numbers from the appropriate 
Ford service manual. 

Add a vane blower? 

I've been wondering about getting a 
vane-type supercharger blower. I've 
heard that they're popular in England. 
I've also heard that Bendix is going 
to market a supercharger of the vane
blower type. What's your opinion? 

Ray Jackson, Marshfield, Mo. 

My preference, by far, would be a turbo
charger. Vane blowers are an attempt 
to remove lag and get an early entry of 
artificial aspiration, and they are com
plicated and space-consuming units. 
As I understand it, Bendix threw in 
the towel on its attempt. 

Water on the engine 

My 1966 Plymouth Sport Fury with 
a 318-cu.-in. engine is still in mint 
condition with 93,000 miles on the 
odometer. Lately, though, it's been de
veloping moisture in the engine that 
condenses on the dipstick, PCV valve, 
and oil-fill cap. When I drain the oil, 
it doesn't appear to have water in it. 
A hot-cold pressure test shows no leak 
in the cooling system. Where does the 
moisture come from? 

Shirley J . Howard 
Portland, Ore. 

Check the engine's crankcase-venting 
system. Too much or too little venting 
can cause a big moisture buildup. 

Got a car problem? Send it to: " Say, Smokey- ," POPULAR 
SCIENCE, 380 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017. All 
letters are read . and those of widest interest are answered 
in this column. Due to the large volume of mail, Smokey 
cannot reply to letters not selected for publication. 
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Tire-pressure 
tattletale 

Ever inspect the squat-looking side
wall on a radial tire and try to decide 
whether the tire was under-inflated? 
Now a new tire valve developed by the 
Schrader Automotive Group (2000 
Richard Jones Rd., Nashville, Tenn. 
37215) makes it easy to spot a leaking 
tire. 

Inside Red Alert is a bright-red pin. 
If pressure drops below 21 psi, the pin 
pops up inside the tire valve's clear 
plastic cap. You need only walk around 
the car and look for a tripped pin. You 
inflate or deflate the tire just as you 
would with a standard valve. Ford is 
offering it as an option on the new 
Lincoln Mark VII. 

The valve comes in two sizes-two
inch (TR 414) for compacts and sub
compacts and 2 1/2-inch (TR 418) for 
intermediate and full-size cars. Accord
ing to Schrader, it incorporates the first 
basic change in the tire valve since 
1896; it has no valve core. The primary 
sealing means is located inside the rim, 
not at the end of the valve stem. And 
there are only four moving parts. Be
cause pressure is monitored within 
three psi, Red Alert can extend the life 
of radials and improve fuel mileage, 
says Schrader.-Jack Keebler 

AVE 
OSTS ITH THE NEW 

DILLON 
ELDINGI- UTTING ToRcH 

Introducing the revolutionary new 
Dillon Mk Ill precision welding and cutting 
torch. This award-winning torch welds aluminum, 
stainless steel, cost iron, copper, brass and 
other materials. 13y using the Dillon Mk Ill, you 
save money. The patented method of mixing equal 
ports of oxygen and acetylene creates substantial 
savings in fuel. All welding procedures 
use just 4 P.S.I. oxygen and 4 P.S.I. 
acetylene. And the four specially-designed 
tips hove the capabilities of twenty tips. 

Here ore just a few of the many outstanding features 
you'll find in the Dillon Mk Ill: 

• Greatly reduces oxidation 
• UL Approved and guaranteed for one year 
• Welds aluminum, stainless steel. cost iron, brass, 

copper, lead, mild steel 
• Cuts up to % inch non-ferrous materials using a 

controlled flame cut 
• Clean cut sheet metal material with minimal 

distortion 
• Cuts up to one inch mild steel using 20 P.S.I. oxygen 
• Welds most materials without flux 
• Welds cost iron without pre-heating or 

post-heating 

The Dillon Mk Ill welding and cutting kit 
includes four precision tips, tip cleaners, two 
cutting attachments, guide wheels, heat 
shield and step-by-step operations manual. 
Complete tool for only $285.00. 

FOP. ADDmONAL INFORMATION OP. 
DEALER INQUIRIES, CALL OP. WRITE: 

SHANNON MAPJ(ETING, INC. 
P.O. Dox 378 • Welches, OR 97067 
In Oregon, call (503) 622-4055 
Outside Oregon, coll1-800-228-2009 

r-------~---------~--------~-------------------------1 
ORDER FORM 

Please send me (qty.) Dillon Mk Ill welder(s) at ~285.00 each plus ~4.95 for 
postage & handling. I enclose: 0 Check 0 Money Order 0 VISA 0 MasterCard 

C.C. # Expiration, ______ _ 
Cardholder's Signature _____________________ _ 
Nome _ ________ , _________________ ___ 

Address --------------------------
City ____ ,--_________ State Zip _____ _ 

Please send me 0 Dealership Info. 0 Oillon Mk Ill Brochure 

SHANNON MARKETING, INC. • P.O. DOX 378 • WELCHES, OR 97067 
L-------------------------------------~--------------J 
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Millions of cordless phones now battle for the airwaves, and 
the resulting interference problems render many phones 
unusable. A new generation of improved portables, addi
tional channels, a shift in operating frequency, and digital 
coding can protect your investment-and your privacy. 
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By GORDON MC COMB 
Photos by Greg Sharko 

• 
ne month ago, Steve York could 
hardly wait to bring his newly 
purchased cordless phone home, 

plug it into his telephone line, and 
call around the world. Now, he can't 
wait to return it, get his money back, 
and forget the whole nightmare. "After 
trying three different models and 
wasting a lot of time," York confesses, 
"I have come to the conclusion that 
cordless phones aren't what they're 
hyped to be." 

Does this mean you should forget 
the idea of owning a cordless phone? 
Not at all. It means that depending 
on where you live, you need to care
fully consider the features included in 
the model you choose-feat ures that 
are becoming more common, including 
digital coding to prevent unauthorized 
use, voice scrambling to add a mea
sure of privacy, and user-switchable 
frequencies to prevent interference. 
What's more, the Federal Communi
cations Commission (FCCl is ready to 
approve the use of five more channels 
for cordless phones-so the problem of 
channel interference in highly popu
lated areas ought to be roughly halved. 

When are these extra features nec
essary and how much should you ex
pect to pay for them? How long will 
you have to wait before you can buy 

Continued 

Tiny switches on AT&T Nomad 800 se
lect a specific digital code for secure 
operation between phone and base. 
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Get rid of ants, rats, mice, roa~hes, fleas, bats, spiders, flies, ticks, 
mosquitos, crickets, bees, moths, squirrels, weasles, etc. etc . . .. 

You can fumigate them, poison them, 
t rap them, etc. But what do you do 
with those dead and unsightly 
things? And those poisons can be 
harmful to humans and pets. And 
pests can become immune to them. 
Bentley's knows a better way! 
DECIMATE 500C (the biggest unit) 
delivers an ultrasonic sound that 
cannot be heard by humans and pets. 
It is completely harmless. But i~ is 
another story to all those pests and 
varmints. It drives them looney! 
DECIMATE causes them extreme 
discomfort and pain. Would you take 
this kind of treatment? Heck no. And 
neither will they. In just a few weeks 
all those pests and varmints just leave 
and never come back. 

Decimate 500C wi ll keep pests from 
inhabiting and nesting in vacation 
t10mes, campers, and boats both 
during summer and off season. Use it 
to control pests where food is kept 
and stored. Hard to seal areas, such 
as garages, toolsheds, and farm 
outbuildings will benefit most from 
Decimate Ultrasonic protection. 

DECIMATE 500C is a home sized 
version of an electronic pest control 
used by professional exterminators. 
B akeries, schools, ilospitals, etc., use 
them. With a technological 
breakthrough the co~t has been 
dramatically reduced. Now, every 
home or plant can afford DECIMATE. 

There is no longer any question that 
ult rasonic sound at the right 
frequency range and appropriate 
decible output is the most effect ive 
way of ridding your home or plant of 
pests and varmints. The question is: 
how do you tell the best product from 
the rest? Check those other units for 
the following features and see if they 
measure up to Decimate 500C. 

Decimate 500C has an EPA 
(Envi ronmental Protection Agency) 
establishment number and is 
approved by City Bui lding and Safety 
Departments. I t is listed by 
Underwriter Laboratories (U L). 

Decimate 500C has an ultrasonic 
intensity output of 152db. United 
States Testing Laboratories proved it 
thousands of times more powerful 
than the next leading competitor. 

Decimate 500C sweeps two levels of 
frequency from 25,000 to 65,000 Hz in 
each cycle. (Beware of units of low 
intensity and constant frequency). 
The overall efficiency of the unit is 
greatly enhanced with the changing 
frequencies. Decimate 500C protects 
3,500 fP (25,000 fP) . Other units may . 
cover as little as 1500 ft. or less. 

If those other units do not have all 
these important features that 
DECIMATE 500C has than you 
should not buy them. Buy the best, 
Decimate 500C. This product should 

last for 10 years or more so why not 
get the best and the most powerful 
unit. And now, Decimate 5bOC also 
generates sound in the "infrasound" 
range. This is sound below humans 
and pets range of hearing that will be 
bothersome to even more pests than 
before. 

Just plug the DECIMATE 500C into 
any AC outlet and in a few short 
weeks those pests and varmints will 
be gone forever. Decimate, the 
pioneer and world leader, has rid tens 
of thousands of homes and plants of 
pests. One year limited manufac
turers warranty. Try it in your home or 
plant for 60 days and if you are not 
100% satisfied return it for a prompt 
and courteous refund. Major credit 
card holders ask for extension 37 and 
order #AD7 for Decimate 500C or 
send check for $69.00 plus $2.95 
delivery, Californ ia delivery add 6% 
sales tax. · 

ORDER TOLL FREE 
1-800-227-3800 

ext. 37 
24 hours. 7 days a week. all filly states including 
Hawaii. Alaska, Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands 

BENTLEY'S 
FOR BETTER LIVING TM 

735 Burnett Ave. , Box 31445, 
San Francisco. CA 94131 
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Cordless phones 

•••• .. , ... 
•••••• •••••• •••••• • • • • 

••• • • 
·. ~ 

Models s uch a s (1. to r.) AT&T Nomad, Uniden EX-6000, GE Voyager, and Webcor 512 are for d ensely populated areas. 

one of the new 10-channel phones? Or 
if you buy (or have bough t) one of 
today's five-channel models, will it be 
obsolete in the next few months? 

I talked with lea ding telephone 
manufacturers and others involved in 
cordless phones to get the answers . I 
was surprised to learn, for instance, 
that the additional channels allotted 
to cordless phones by the FCC are only 
a temporary measure- one that may 
last less than five years. 

Three million problems 
There ar.e an estimated nine mil

lion cordless-phone owners in the U.S. 
today; an average of one out of every 
three-that is, three million consum
ers- experiences some of the same 
problems as York did. At issue: 

• Crowded airwaves. Cordless phones 
make up more than half the dollar 
amount of today's consumer-telephone 
sales, which means a lot of people are 
attracted to the convenience of n'o-cord 
phoning. But this popularity also 
means a heightened chance of others 
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in your neighborhood owning cordless 
phones. Though models are currently 
available in any of fi ve discrete fre
quencies, interference of one form or 
a nother between units is common 
when your cordless-equipped neigh
bors are within range of your phone 
- typically 1,000 feet or less. 

Says York: "I estimate there are at 
least t wo other cordless-phone owners 
in my immediate neighborhood. When 
they use their cordless units, a ll I get 
is a screeching h iss in mine." 

• Ghost ringing. The popularity of 
cordless phones also means that calls 
meant for your neighbors can be picked 
up by your ha ndset, and vice versa. 
"On many occasions," York laments, 
"I answered my phone, but the call 
was for my neighbor." There needn't 
be other cordless phones around for 
false rings, however. Because cordless 
units use the airwaves for communi
cation, stray signals from just about 
any source <CB radios, fluorescent 
lights, ete.) can cause the unit to ring 
when no call is being made. 

"The second phone I got rang and 
rang while it was still in its box," re
calls York. "It was ringing without the 
base plugged in to my phone line
something it wasn't supposed to do. 
I half expected E.T. on the other end. 
No one was there, of course, just a lot 
of static." 

• Theft of service. The typical cord
less phone lacks any kind of foolproof 
anti-piracy circuitry. The result: It is 
tech nically feasible for someone in 
your neighborhood with a cordless
phone handset to activate your base 
and call out through your telephone 
line. When the handset captures the 
dial tone, any phone in the world is 
fair game-on your bill, of course. 

• Loss of privacy. Cordless phones 
use standard transmission and recep
tion techniques, which means that 
nearly anyone with another cordless 
phone, an all-band radio receiver, or 
a VHF scanner (such as that used to 
receive police and fire calls) can tune 
into your conversations. 

Continued 
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Tough Chevy S-10 Pickup has 277 sq. ft. of zinc-coated steel 
... enough to make its own garage! Chevy S-10 is loaded with 

corrosion-fighting zinc-alloy-coated steel, 
Zincrometal~' various zinc-plated parts and 
large quantities of tough galvanized steel. 
A zinc-rich primer is even sprayed on 
before final priming. 
A brilliant finish up to five layers deep. 

Chevy S-10 shines with a four-layer paint finish and an extra fifth layer: 
a chip-resistant coating on the lower body side panels. Check out all the 
facts before you buy your next truck. Check out the zinc-and-steel-
tough Chevy S-10. 
Let's get it together ... buckle up. Chevy S-10 Pickup 
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Cordless phones 

Basically, as I found out, a ll these 
problems come down into one of three 
groups: illegal use and false ring, in
terference, and privacy. 

Free rides and false rings 
Theft of service, also called a "free 

ride," is the bane of the cordless-phone 
industry. "If I can pick up a dial tone 
from your base with my handset," 
Mort David of Mura Corp. told me, "I 
can call anywhere I like-at your 
expense." 

Free rides are uncommon, the ex
perts say, but for several years manu
facturers have been building security 
devices into their phones to prevent 
such trouble. The earliest method was 
a simple switch that deactivates the 
base station when the handset is re
turned to the cradle. This is still in 
use, but because the handset is usu
ally returned for recharging only, 
nearly every phone maker has added 
another anti-piracy scheme to the 
works: guard tones. 

Guard tones are medium-frequency 
audio signals, usually between 3,000 
and 5,000 hertz, that are sent between 
the remote and the base unit before 
or during a call. The tones are out
side the 300-3,000-Hz bandwidth of 
the base-to-handset communications 
link, so they cannot be heard. 

There are four guard-tone sets, so 
the combination of five channels and 
four tones means that there is a one
in-20 chance of two handsets being 
able to use each other's base. And the 
tones also eliminate false rings (your 
phone ringing on my calls). But guard
tone circuits are susceptible to distor
tion by radio interference, so problems 
between cordless sets in highly popu
lated areas are still a good possibility. 

"The only real solution to the free
ride-false-ring problem is digital cod-

ing, as found in our model 800," says 
Mura's David. With digital coding, the 
handset and base communicate with 
one another only after they have re
ceived the proper code. Models with 
digital circuitry, such as the Phone
Mate IQ-4200 and AT&T's Nomad 
800, simply cannot work unless the 
correct code is sent. There's no prob
lem of poor discrimination between 
tones; the digital sequence is quite 
distinct. 

The complexity of the code can vary, 
however. The simplest technique, such 
as on the Radio Shack model ET-330, 
has a coding sequ_ence that consists of 
only 16 possible combinations. That's 
plenty for less-dense areas, but other 
units, such as the Webcor Zip 512, 
have a sequence eight binary digits 
long, which provides for 256 different 
codes-more than enough for most 
uses. Even-more-elaborate models, 
such as Mura's MP-800, have 4,096 or 
more permutations. 

"The user selects the code," says 
David, "most often by setting a bank 
of miniature switches [see lead photo]. 
Set the switches in the base and hand
set alike, and the two must receive 
the same digital code from each other 
before a call can be made or received." 
The Mura MP-800 and Radio Shack 
ET-330 differ in that they are set by 
entering the desired code with the di
aling key pad. 

Running interference 
Although a digital code will prevent 

a base from ringing a remote unit or a 
remote unit from accessing a base, with 
only five channels available there's a 
good chance that two or more phones 
in close proximity will share the same 
transmission and receiving frequen
cies. The resulting interference can be 
anything from an annoying buzz to 

overhearing the conversations of your 
neighbors. 

"The FCC is scheduled to allot five 
additional channels for cordless-phone 
use," says FCC engineer Julius Knapp. 
"The 10-channel system should reduce 
the bulk of the interference problems 
for the next two to five years. The plan 
is to phase in these new 10-channel 
systems and require that no five
channel model be allowed to be built 
after October 1, 1984." 

Most current phones are available 
with only one preset channel out of 
the five available. If you find your 
neighbor has a cordless phone that op
erates on the same frequency as yours, 
take the unit back and exchange it 
for one that works on a different chan
nel. A few current models, however, 
such as Phone-Mate's IQ-4200, are 
switchable between two built-in chan
nels. With two channels , you can 
choose the less offensive one with a 
flick of a switch. 

Similarly, when 10 channels are 
available, it's likely that the earliest 
models will have only one or two chan
nels built in. "But by year's end," 
Mura's David claims, "or perhaps by 
spring of 1985, we'll see phones that 
have electronic tuning for instant se
lection of all 10 channels. And beyond 
that, the higher-end models will auto
matically search for the cleanest chan
nel among the 10 before establishing 
the base-to-remote link." 

Along with five new channels, the 
frequencies used by cordless phones 
will change to some extent, too. At 
present, cordless units use two fre
quency sets: The. base transmits to the 
remote phone at 1. 7 MHz and receives 
signals at 49 MHz. 

"The new phones will keep the five 
channels in the 49-MHz range, and 

Continued 

PS buyer's guide to full-featured cordless phones 

Speci<tl features Dial type Security t.atures 
List Range Inter- Remote canon 2-way Multi· Wall Mini/ Switch. Diaital Voice 

Brand Model price($) (ft. ) com charge hold page Speaker dial mem. Tone Pulse install std. channel' c:odlnc $C\'8mble Comments 

AT&T 700 169 50 X X s - X Clock radio, code not selectable 
600 199 700 X X X X M - X Pocket-sized, code not selectable 
750 199 700 X X X X X X X s - X Code-selectable 
Nomad800 319 700 X X X X X X s - X X Replaced Nomad 1000 

Cobra CP-330 229 1,000 X X X X X X X s - X Call-on-hold in base 
Electra 4000 349 1.000 X X X X s - X 49-49-MHz system 

750 139 1.000 X X s - 46-49-MHz system (tentative) 
1100 169 1,000 X X X X s - 46-49-MHz system (tentative) 
4000X 249 1,500 X X X X X s - X 46·49-MHz system (tentative) 
4500 319 1,500 X X X X X X X X s 2 X 46·49-MHz system (tentative) 
5000 349 1,500 X X X X X X X X s 5 X 46-49-MHz system (tentative) 

GE Voyager 199 1.000 X X X s 2 X Replaceable nicad batts. in remote 
GTS 178 249 1,000 X X X X X X X X s - X Base includes corded phone 
Mura MP-7101711 199 1.000 X X X X X X X X s - X Base includes corded phone 

MP-8001801 249 1,000 X X X X X X X X s - X Same as 710, with voice synthesizer 
Phone-Mate IQ-42005 139 700 X X X s - X Remote-base pair 

IQ-4220HS 99 1,000 X X X s 5 X Handset only 
IQ-4210T 90 1,000 X ·x s 5 X Base only 

Radio Shack ET-330 179 500 X X X X X s - X Tone warns at maximum range 
Uniden ~X-2600 149 1,000 X X M - X Flip-type remote . . 

. EX-6000 269 1,000 X X X X X X s - X Volume control for speaker on base 
Webcor 512 289 1,000 X X X X M - X Pocket -sized remote 
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to Choose 
Computer: 

Stor A Video Display ' • 

. 

The Revolution Continues. Our 
Model100 Portable Computer's 
built-in software and easy portability 
started a revolution in the way 
America computes. Now, with the 
new TRS-80 Model100 Disk/Video 
Interface, you can turn your 
Model100 into a versatile disk
based home or office system, too! 
Greater Storage Capacity and 
Faster Access. The Model100 
Disk/Video Interface features a 
built-in single-sided, double-density 
184K disk drive to let you create, 
store and retrieve files quickly and 
easily. You'll find it much faster and 
more reliable than cassette storage. 
Larger Video Display. The Model 
100 Disk/Video Interface also lets 
you enjoy a 40-character by 25-line 

' ~ • 
• ·~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ tJ ~ ~ 

~ ~ 

TRS-80 Model 100 
Disk/VIdeo Interface 

AS LOW AS 
!ladle lllaell S45 PER 

CIT/LinE 

==?. l'tllNTH 
Slol 

•J~• 'uo, 
CJTI(M.'f' 

Shown With Optional Second Drive 

screen display on any television. Or 
hook it up to a standard video moni
tor for a big SO-character by 25-line 
display. The larger screen is perfect 
for word processing or developing 
your own programs in BASIC. 
No Computer Wizardry Required. 
Just plug the Disk/Video Interface 
into an AC outlet, connect your 
television and a Model100 with a 

. minimum of 16K-all cables are in
cluded. There's no new operating 
system to learn, either. 
Easily Expandable. Add a second 
184K disk drive (#26-3807, $239.95*) 
to the Disk/Video Interface for even 
more versatility. You can also add a 
printer, bar code reader, RS-232C 
communications device or cassette 
recorder. 

Stop In Today. The Model100 
Disk/Video Interface is available 
coast to coast. 

Available at over 1100 
Radio Shack Computer Centers and at 

participating Radio Shack stores and dealers 

1e111aeK 
COMPUTER CENTERS 

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION 

r:- --------------, 
1 Send me the all-new TRS-80 Catalog RSC-11 . 1 

I Mail To: Radio Shack. Dept. 84-A-689 I 
1 300 One Tandy Center. Fort Worth, TX 76102 1 

NAME I 
ADDRESS • I 

len I 
I STATE ZIP I 
t2,E~~:_ __________ ::J 

'Installation not included. Prices apply at participating Radio 
Shack stores and dealers. TRS-80 Modell 00. Disk/Video Interface 
and TV sold separately. Citiline is a service mark of Citicorp. 
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Escape • 

With Folbot 
• 

folding from $649 
Rigid from $559 
Kits from $329 
Sailing rigs available 
for all models. 

• Explore streams. 
rivers, lakes 
or sea coasts. 

• Quiet, comfortable. 
easy paddling. 

• Quality construction 
for years of 
trouble-free use. 

• Much more stable 
than a canoe or kayak. 

• Perfect for cruising. 
fishing , and family fun. 

( 

Affordable Quality - Factory Direct Price 
Since 1935 

r--------------, 
I 

Send S2.00 for new 1984 color catalog I 
(malled first Class). I 

I folbot, Inc. 
I P.O. Box 70877, Dept. PS484 I 
1 Charleston, SC 29405-0877 I 
I Name 1 
I Address • I 
I City State Zip I 
L-------------.-J 

power 
when you 
need it! 

usv 
&230V 
plug-in 
power! 

• 

60-Cycle 
Single 
Phase 

~~ (II 
~tQ;21 o ... aNA 

Don't let a storm rob YOUR home of electric power! 
With this generator, you have two 115V outlets and 
one 230V outlet (15 amp. service) for emergency 
plug-in power! Keep vital functions operating such 
as a freezer. refrigerator. furnace. etc. Or use in the 
f ield to operate electrical power tools! Dependable 
8-hp .. 4-cycle gas engine produces 4000 watts. 
Recoil start, manual choke. Size: 17Y2"W x 25"L x 
18"H. Weight: 140 lbs. One year limited warranty! 

Compare at 51000.00 5488 
Uquidation Price Now .... 
Pushbutton electric start model only . .. '588 . 
To order (or for information) call at our expense: 

Toll-Free: 1-800-328-0609 

C.O.M.B. Co. Dept. F-474·1196 

The Nation's LARGEST Liquidator 
14605 78th AV~NUE NORTH 

M tNN~APOL I S MINNeSOTA 55441 
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Cordless phones 

five more will be added," Knapp says. 
"The 1. 7 -MHz frequencies will be 
dropped, however, and be replaced by 
10 channels in the 46-MHz range." 

The 46-49-MHz system has many 
advantages. Current phones with the 
1. 7-MHz channels use the AC wiring 
in a home or office for transmission. 
The range of a cordless phone is then 
limited to a great extent by the type 
of wiring and the materials used in 
the construction of the building. 

"Wires encased in conduit or placed 
behind stucco and steel lath wreak 
havoc with cordless-phone transmis
sions," remarks Eric Schimmel of 
Electra. "The new 46-49-MHz system 
means that signals are transmitted 
and received by the base via a tele
scopic monopole antenna. No longer 
will the range claims of cordless phones 
be so dependent on wiring and build
ing construction." 

Schimmel believes that the move to 
paired 46-49-MHz frequencies also 
means better FM capture ratio, which 
further prevents phones from interfer
ing with one another. Capture ratio 
is the ability of a radio receiver to dis
tinguish the strongest signal from the 
weakest. 

Suppose you and your neighbor both 
have one of the new 1 0-channel 46-49-
MHz cordless models, says Schimmel, 
"but both operate on the same fre
quency. The FM circuitry in your 
phone will cancel any signals from his 
phone, because your neighbor is far
ther away and it's the weaker signal. 
The same holds true for his phone: The 
signal from your base and remote are 
weaker and are blocked out by his 
equipment." 

Two phones, the AT&T Nomad 800 
(and model 1000, which has been re
placed by the 800) and the Electra 
model 4000, already bypass t he 1.7-
MHz problems by using two channels 
in the 49-MHz range. The 49-49-MHz 
multiplexed system used in these mod
els enables them to have the same 
benefits as the planned 46-49-MHz 
phones. However, it's likely the FCC 
will mandate that they can no longer 
be manufactured once the new changes 
are in effect. You'll be able to use the 
telephone you may have already 
bought, though. 

"We want to make it clear," says 
the FCC's Knapp, "that the old five
channel and 1.7-MHz phones will not 
become obsolete. They can't be sold 
after October 1 if the new regulations 
are accepted, but . they can be used 
indefinitely thereafter." 

Legal phone tapping 
"Always assume your cordless phone 

is being 'tapped'," says Sam Simon, 
director of the Telecommunications 

Research and Action Center in Wash
ington, D.C. "Never use it for pri
vate conversations-family secrets 
included." 

Cordless phones use standard radio 
transmissions that can be intercepted 
in a variety of ways: with another 
cordless phone, a conventional all
band radio, or a scanner. 

For most of us, the threat of eaves
dropping is moot: We have nothing to 
hide (well, almost nothing), and the 
people listening likely are strangers 
we'll never know or meet. But sensi
tive information, such as calling-card 
numbers and credit or bank accounts, 
and such personal data as health and 
accident information can be abused if 
they fall into the wrong hands. 

As of now, the only cordless phone 
that scrambles the communications 
between the base and handset is the 
AT&T Nomad 800. (Naturally, AT&T 
won't say how it's done.) 

"All of the major cordless-phone 
manufacturers are working on sophis
ticated voice-scrambling techniques, 
particularly those that use digital en
cryption," Mura's David says. ''We have 
to make the design secure but not so 
costly that the phones become prohibi
tive to consumer use. But I predict 

\ voice scrambling will be common on 
high-end models within the next year 
or two." 

A year or two? Does that mean many 
more changes are to come? You can 
bet on it. 

"The new cordless-phone frequencies 
are really being borrowed from a gov
ernment band, and the FCC is calling 
this an 'interim allotment,"' says 
Electra's Eric Schimmel. "The FCC 
and the industry are talking about the 
allotment lasting five years." 

"When the population of cordless 
phones gets to be about 30 million," 
adds Mura's David, "we'll likely have 
to move on to a totally new frequency 
band-perhaps up to 900 MHz." 

The phone industry and the FCC 
agree: No matter what band is used, 
it, too, may only last a few years until 
a replacement is needed. Big trouble? 
I don't think so. After all, there are 
currently 80 million U.S. households 
equipped with a phone line, and all 
are potential customers for a cordless 
model. Those are a lot of reasons for 
more solutions. lifil 

CORDL!SS·I'ttONE MANUFACTURERS 

AT&T Consumer Products, 5 Wood Hollow Rd .. Parsippany 
NJ 07054; Cobra/Oynascan Corp. , 6460 W. Cortland, Ch i· 
cago IL 60635; Electra. 300 S. County Line Rd. E . • Cum· 
berland IN 46229: General Electric Audio Electronics Prod· 
ucts, Electronics Park, Syracuse NY 13221 : Mura Corp., 
177 Cantiague Rock Rd .. Westbury NY 11590: Phone-Mate, 
Inc .• 325 S. Maple Ave .. Torrance CA 90503: Radio Shack, 
One Tandy Center. Fort Worth TX 76102: Uniden COfp. of 
America, 6345 Castleway Or .. Indianapolis IN 46250: Webcor 
Electronics, Inc., 28 S. Terminal Or .. Plainview NY 11803 
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rra ar ro em 
(and it's only a callaway) 

You probably see radar as a trap, lying in 
ambush over hills and around curves. We see 
radar as an electronics problem. You're under 
electronic surveillance, you need counter
surveillance. 

Qualified Candidate 
ESCORT is a precision superheterodyne 

microwave receiver, and it has remained first 
choice for detecting police radar since it 
came on the market. In a recent test of com
·peting brands, Car and Driver magazine con
cluded that ESCORT "Is clearly the leader 
In the field In value, customer service, and ....... . . .,.. •• ormance ... 

We're particularly proud of that quote be
cause it credits ESCORT with more than just 
indostry-leading performance. Just as we 
designed ESCORT to be the best detector 
possible, we knew there had to be a way to 
take better care of customers than the usual 
retail distribution system. That's why we have 
no dealers. From the beginning, we've sold 
all ESCORT's direct from the factory. 

Informed Source 
You see, we know how difficult it is to buy 

a camera or stereo component, or any pre
cision gear. Every store has different prices 
so you feel obligated to shop around. Then 
you have to wait for a salesman. He may not 
know much about the products or may try to 
get you to choose another brand. And the 
week after you buy, they go on sale. 

We don't want any middlemen speaking 
for us. When you're buying precision elec-

. tronic products, we think you'd prefer to deal 
with experts. Dial our toll-free number and 
you're talking to the factory: One Microwave 
Plaza. All of our engineering, manufacturing, 
sales and service happen under this one roof. 
The buck stops here, you might say. And you 
always know where to find us. 

No Comment 
If you've ever taken any high-tech equip

ment back for service, you may have noticed 
another problem with retail distribution. Once 
in a great while, the dealer can fix the equip
ment. But sometimes they fix it wrong, or 
say they can't get parts and try to sell you a 
replacement. 

Or you find they "don't carry that brand 
anymore:·. Then you're stuck with the task of 
tracking down another dealer, or trying to deal 
direct with a factory that isn't set up to serve 
consumers. And if the manufacturer happens 
to be in another country, well, you get the • 
picture. 

THE RADAR 
DEFENSE 
KIT 

Undivided Attention 
At Cincinnati Microwave, we treat cus

tomer service differently, and for a very good 
reason. We don't have a network of hungry 
dealers, we've got something far more per
suasive: Hundreds of thousands of satisfied 
owners. In fact, the chances are pretty good 
someone you know owns an ESCORT. We try 
our best to please our customers after the 
sale. because they are the biggest source of 
new sales. It's that simple. 

You should also know that we'll fix any 
ESCORT, no matter how old. We don't believe 
in planned obsolescence. 

Take A Test Drive 
And it's easy to try ESCORT at no risk. 

Just reach for your phone to order. Then take 
the first 30 days with ESCORT as a test. If 
you're not absolutely satisfied, we'll refund 
your purchase and pay for the postage to 
return it. You can't lose. We also back ESCORT 
with a full one year limited warranty on both 
parts and labor. Life under the radar gun is a 
lot easier with ESCORT. 

• 
Do It Today 

By Phone: Call us tal free. A member of 
our sales staff will be glad to answer any 
questions and take your order. (Please have 
yoor Visa or MasterCard at haOO when~ call). 

CALL TOLL FREE .... 800-543-1608 
IN OHIO CALL ....... 800-582-2696 

By Mall: We'll need to know your name and 
street address, daytime phone number, and how 
many ESCORTs you want. Please enclose a 
check, money order, or the card number and 
expiration date from your Visa or MasterCard. 

~ 
' -- --

ESCORT ........ . .. . ..... $245.00 
Ohio residents add $13.48 sales tax. 

Speedy lilellvery 
If you order with a bank check, money order, 
credit card, or wire transfer, your order is proc
essed for shipment immediately. Personal or 
company checks require an additional18 days. 

RADAR WARNING RECEIVER 

Cincinnati Microwave 
Department 416 
One Microwave Plaza 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242-9502 

Tune in "Talkback with Jerry Galvin:· America's new weekly satellite call-in comedy talk show. Sunday evenings on public radio stations. Check local listings. 
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To use the word-processing program, 
for example, I needed only to plug in 
the Capsule Word module and begin 
tapping the keys. I could store my text 
permanently on disk, or even in the 
machine's RAM memory, because the 
memory is always supplied with power 
unless the rechargeable nickel-cadmium 
batteries are removed or are dead. 

Gavilan's programs are designed to 
work with each other. You can in
stantly switch among as many as four 
programs at a time, and data you cre-
ate with one module can be shared by 

..- all the others. What's more, the com
puter makes use of several pre-pro
grammed function keys when running 
the integrated programs. Want help, 
for instance? Just press the HELP but
ton. You're greeted with a series of 
questions you can ask the machine, 
such as "Where am I?" or "What just 
happened?" 

Flanked by the function keys is a 
rectangular touch panel. The panel 
acts as a cursor-positioning mouse: 
When I moved my finger over it, the 
cursor moved in the same direction . 
The panel senses both direction and 
speed: As I moved my finger slowly to 
the right, the cursor slowly danced to 
the right, one character at a time. 
When I flashed my finger across the 
panel, the cursor zipped to the right, 
jumping words at a time. 

Keyboard, display, disk drive, mouse, printer, and integrated 
software: They're all built into the fold-up Gavilan computer, 
which works for eight hours on a battery charge. 

Each side of the floppy microdisk 
used with the Gavilan holds up to 360 
kilobytes of data. Flip the disk over, 
and you can store another 360K. The 
3.5-inch size of the disk means lots of 
data are packed in a small area, and 
the plastic-outer-jacket design makes 
the microdisk nearly indestructible. 

By GORDON MC COMB 

hen I first saw the Gavilan 
(rhymes with javelin) at last 
year's National Computer 

Conference, I wasn't impressed. Its 11-
inch-square-by-three-inch-high body
no larger than a notebook-seemed 
much too small to contain a worth
while business computer. I admit 
my error. 

Packed into the nine-pound pack
age from Gavilan Computer Corp. 
(240 Hacienda Ave., Campbell, Calif. 
95008) is a complete, full-size type
writer-like keyboard with a numeric 
key pad, an SO-character-by-eight-line 
liquid-crystal display (LCD), a double
density microdisk drive, an 8088 mi
croprocessor, 64K of user RAM, a 
built-in auto-answer/auto-dial modem, 
and a standard RS-232C serial inter
face. Oh yes, and enough battery 
power to keep it all working for up to 
eight hours without using the included 

AC adapter. The unit's price: $3,995. 
There is no power switch on the 

Gavilan; you simply pop the top cover 
to reveal the keyboard and display. 
After a few seconds, the computer 
beeps, and the LCD comes to life. 

The Gavilan works under the MS
DOS operating system, allowing it to 
run many programs designed for the 
IBM PC, although some tailoring is 
required. (Gavilan sells special copies 
of WordStar and SuperCalc2, for in
stance, that have been rewritten to 
better fit the 80-by-eight display. ) 

Along with MS-DOS, the Gavilan 
comes with its own proprietary oper
ating system and a set of five inte
grated, business-oriented applications 
programs: word processing, spread 
sheet, data communications, portable 
secretary (appointment book), and 
forms processing (good for salesmen). 
Each program is contained in its own 
"capsule" that plugs into one of the 
four expansion slots located under a 
.door on the top of the computer. 

Gavilan's 64K of RAM is housed 
half inside the machine and half on a 
32K memory-expansion capsule that 
fits into the same slots used by the · 
integrated applications programs. (The 
Gavilan is advertised as having more 
RAM memory than 64K, but not all 
of it is available to the user.) For many 
programs, excluding the ones that 
come with the computer, you'll need 
more than 64K, however. Solution: 
Add three more 32K RAM packs-at 
$350 apiece-for a total of 160K in
side and out. Or you can add an op
tional external3.5-inch drive ($1,245) 
that contains another 128K of memory. 

Other accessories include a 3.5-
inch microdisk drive without memory 
($695), a 5V4-inch floppy drive that 
reads IBM PC-formatted disks ($595), 
and a 50 character-per-second thermal 
printer ($985). All three accessories 
attach to the rear of the computer and 
make automatic electrical contact. The 
computer also has a video output jack 
to connect a monitor that gives a 24-
line display. m!l 

• 
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a great future to to. 

Guard it. 
As a member of the Anny National Guard, you11 have a lot going for you. Long

term benefits like low-cost life insurance and a retirement plan, tuition assistance 
if you're 9oing on to college, and a paycheck evecy month while you're learning 
leadership and skills that could help you in your civilian career. 

After basic trainin~, you11 serve two days a month plus two weeks annual 
training. You11 be servmg close to home or schooL helping people in your commu
nity, state and countty when natural disasters or other emergencies strike. 

Good pay, good benefits and a chance to protect all that's close to you- including 
your future. It's all yours when you graduate to Guarding. 

For more information, call your local Anny Guard recruiter or call toU-&ee 
8()()-638-7600*. And see what it means to Guard your future. 

•In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 723-4550; Guam: 
477-9957; Virgin lslands(St Croix): 773-6438; New 
Jersey: 80(}452-5794. In Alaska consult your local 

phone directory. 

AI PSGF---044NP 





at a home-model price 

Sinclair's $499 QL computer has lots of memory to run and display several programs at 
once. Tiny tape cartridges store data; you add a monitor or a TV The included software 
handles word processing, spread sheets, data bases, and business graphics . 

Sinclair QL has 65-key keyboard, two 
tape drives, 128K RAM, and 32-bit 

Loading and access speeds of the car
tridge drives are slower than with disks 
but faster than with ordinary tapes. 

• 

microprocessor in 19-in.-long, under- character display for monitors, or 40 
three-lb. package. QL has 25-line, 85- to 60 for lower-resolution TVs. 

Plug-in 0.5-megabyte pack, under de
velopment, expands QUs built-in RAM 
to 640K-more than most micros. 

By DAVID SCOTT 

A 
color video monitor connected 

to a computer displayed this 
wintry scene: a cozy living room 

with snow falling outside French 
doors. On one wall in the scene, a 
framed picture duplicated the entire 
room-including moving snowflakes. 
And hanging on the wall inside that 
picture was yet another, still-smaller 
reproduction of the same scene. 

At a London press demonstration, I 
was viewing the amazing graphics 
possible from a new bargain-basement 
British home computer, Sinclair's QL, 
for Quantum Leap. (Sinclair, of course, 
is the firm that launched the first 

Continued 
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32-bit business computer 
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Word-processing package (top) for 
QL is easy to set up and use. Screen 
displays different fonts and actual 
subscript, boldface, etc. Data-ba'se
management program (center), called 
Archive, is a powerful filing system. 
Electronic spread sheet (bottom), called 
Abacus, lets you refer to columns and 
rows of data by assigned names. A 
sample cash-flow analysis is included. 

under-$100 microcomputer IPS cover, 
Aug. '82].) The QL is a personal com
puter pitched at business users. But 
it's slated for sale in the U.S. this sum
mer at $499-half the cost of any com
parable machine. 

For that price you get a hefty 128K 
RAM, a 32-bit microprocessor, two 
built-in lOOK miniature tape-cartridge 
drives for data storage, and sophisti
cated word processing, plus other 
software. 

The QL has the ability to run several 
separate programs simultaneously-a 
technique called multi-tasking. The 
programs can be displayed in differ
ent sections. or windows, on the screen 
I see "Do-Everything Software," PS, 
J an. I, and they can be scrolled inde
pendently. 

In the personal-desk-top arena, this 
32-bit machine is matched in power 
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only by the Apple Macintosh [PS cover, 
March]- at about five times the cost. 
The Q.Vs exceptional processing power 
is derived from the 68008 chip, one 
in a series developed by Motorola that 
crunches data internally in chunks 32 
bits long. 

Both the QL and Macintosh rep
resent a significant change in per
sonal-computer processing power. 
Most machines not marketed solely for 
business use, including the IBM PC 
and its imitators, use either 16-bit 
microprocessors or older eight-bit 
processors. In the QL, data are fed into 
the 68008 on eight parallel lines-the 
so-called data bus. By contrast, the 
68000 microprocessor, used in the 
Macintosh, has a 16-bit-wide data bus. 
Although a wider data path can aid 
in processing data faster, other factors, 
such as the processor's operating speed 
(frequency) and _the software itself, 
greatly affect overall speed. 

Understanding machine 
The new Sinclair machine is de

signed to be used without prior train
ing or computer knowledge, Sinclair 
claims. Hence its sales slogan: "The 
software understands the use rather 
than the user having to understand 
the software." 

To simplify programming and mak
ing other entries into the QL, Sinclair 
has upgraded BASIC to what it calls 
SuperBASIC. This revised computer 
language has easy, make-sense key 
words and flexible procedures for use. 
The company also has created its own 
operating system to supervise the 
shuttling of data between tape drives 
and the 68008. Called QDOS, it's de
signed to exploit the Q.Vs full 32-bit 
potential. 

Four software programs are part 
of the QL package: word processing, 
business graphics, spread sheets, and 
data-base management. All are on 
individual tiny tape cartridges that 
plug into the front of the machine for 
loading. 

With word processing, the screen 
shows exactly what you key in just as 
it will be printed (photos at left). 
"What you see is what you get," says 
Sir Clive Sinclair. There's no problem 
with formatting a page or learning 
coded embedded commands. From a 
plain-English option menu on the 
screen, you first specify requirements 
such as margins, line length, line 
spacing on a printer, or a form feed 
between pages. 

Then, for typing, the screen splits 
into three horizontal sections. A "con
trol" area along the top gives instruc
tions and further options for editing, 
text layout, and presentation. A nar
row "status" band at the bottom dis-

plays your document name, an ongoing 
word count, and the choice of typeface 
displayed on the CRT. 

Your text appears in the central por
tion of the screen. A dotted ruler at 
the top marks character spaces and 
indicates exactly how far across the 
page you are with each line. 

For graphics there's a similar easy
does-it approach with the QL Easel 
program. You go straight into high
resolution color graphs or charts (512 
by 256 picture elements , eight 
colors) without having to construct a 
table of values or answer any ques
tions. The program handles anything 
from lines, shaded curves, and histo
grams, to pie charts and overlapping 
or stacked bars. Text can be added and 
altered as simply as data. And pre
paring spread sheets and data bases 
is just as easy. 

The tape cartridges storing these 
programs are an upgraded version of 
the units introduced last year for Sin
clair's ZX Spectrum ["Bits & Bytes," 
PS, Dec. '83]. Each has a 200-inch 
loop of ultra-narrow (0.07-inch) video
quality tape in a matchbook-size plas
tic housing. The tape is driven by 
a pinch roller at 20 inches per sec
ond and contains up to 50 files that 
can be individually identified, sorted, 
displayed, and deleted. Two of these 
cartridges slip into the machine. Typ
ical loading and access speed is 3.5 
seconds. Another six lOOK tape drives 
can be plugged into one end of t he 
machine, providing a total of BOOK non
volatile storage. RAM can be greatly 
expanded, too. 

At the rear there are ports for local
area networking Oinking QLs togeth
er), color and monochrome monitors 
or a TV, printer, modem <for telephone 
linkups), and two joy sticks. Sinclair 
says that the modem is still under 
development, as are a Winchester 
disk-drive interface, a terminal simu
lator, and other interfaces and utility 
software. There's also a connector for 
an add-on read-only-memory cartridge 
of up to 32K. The full-size typewriter
action keyboard has five special
function keys. 

U.S. launch for the QL will initially 
be by mail order from Sinclair's Bos
ton office <Sinclair Research Ltd., 50 
Staniford St., Boston, Mass. 02114). 
Store sales will follow. Although out
side software will have to be taped 
on t hose unique tapes, Sinclair has 
few doubts about the flood to come. 
Over 5,000 programs exist for its 
budget-priced Spectrum model , and 
sales of that computer are expected 
to reach two million by the end of 
this year. The company is banking on 
a repeat performance for the remark
able QL. 1m 
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~hat's New at "The Source" of 
electro-mechanical components 
for the hobbyist. AMERICAN SURPLUS TRADING? 

We warehouse 60,000 
items at American 

Surplus Trading-expen
sive, often hard-to-find 
components for sale 
at a fraction of their 
original cost! 

You'll find every part 
you need-either brand 
new, or removed from 
equipment (RFE) in excel
lent condition. But quanti
ties are limited. Order 
from this ad, or visit our 
retail showroom and find 
exactly what you need 
from the thousands of 
items on display. Open 
Mon.-Sat., 9-5. 

THERE'S NO RISK. 
With our lull 90 day warran ty, 

any purchase can be returned lor 
any reason lor lull credit or refund. 

J. ROBOTICS MOTOR 12V DC 

300 RPM Stall torque 30 in/oz. 
Reversible. 23/•" x 13/e"D. Shall 
3/,e"D x 3f• " L. $9.95 RFE 

N OPTICAL 
• HOLOGRAPt-! 

Originally used 
as a supermarkel 
price scanner, this unusual device 
contains a variety of optical elements 
that can be utilized for many 
purposes. Includes 3 front surface 
mirrors of varying sizes, 2-way mirror 
s· x 8'/• " , and a high power 
magnifying glass 6'12" in diameter. 
Also contains a ball bearing, rotating 
coaxial element with a 16-segment 
reflector coupled to an 8 segment 
reflector-similar to a disco ball
which can be motor driven. Shown 
with cover removed. $29•50 RFE 

S 19" COLOR 
• DISPLAY I 

A 150CFM 
• DUAL BLOWER 

X 77J.." W' 

X 6 1/a" 
deep. Air 
Outlets: 2'/a" dia. 
Mfr: Universal II JA1C087 
HSV, 60Hz. $19.95 NEW 

A-SC with 0-100% 
adjustable SPEED 
CONTROL. $22.95 

Finely 
balanced 
squirrel 
cage fan, 
easily 
adapted to 
a variety of uses. 115V. 
60Hz .. 3,000 RPM. Front 
Flange Mount, 4'l• • 
square: Fasco Type 721. 

$9.95RFE 
E-SC with 0-100% 
adjustable speed control. 

$12.95 

POWERLINE 
K. TRANSIENT 

. SUPPRESSOR 

Protect your computer from 
program wipe-out. Stop 
interference. EMIJRF filters. 

K-1 Corcom IIF228J 
3A 110/220V 50/60 Hz. 

$3.00 NEW 

K-2 Sprague JN-10. 
2 x 10A 110/220V 50/60Hz 

$4.00 NEW 

B MINIATURE SUMP 
• PUMP 

Non
corrosive 
plastic 
impeller 
& housing. 
Pumps ..... ~ ·-,.,'J.._i.,., 
1GPM@ 
2 ft. head. - • ..__..:.;, 
Ideal for water or chemical 
transfer from one tank to 
another. 115 VAC. 
4 " high $9.95 NEW 

F. VACUUM PUMP 
• &MOTOR 

Pump delivers 4 CFM, 
@ 15 PSI; 26" HG 
intermittent. Coupled to 
1/3HP GE 1625RPM 115/60 
3.8A thermally protected 
motor. Heavy metal base. 
53/4" X 5/a" X 143Je.~ . Motor 
73/e"H x 53/s" W. 

$39.95 RFE 

L 140 RPM MOTOR & 
CWTCH ASSEMBLY 

15 in-lb torque, rev .. 115V, 
60Hz., w/24VDC clutch. 
Load and motor run freely 
until coupled by clutch. 24· 
tooth, •I• • pitch sprocket. 
Dim. 0/A assembly: 17· 
•h"L x 4"W x 4 "H. Clutch 
output shaft: 7/s"L x '/• • 
dia. Shaft: 7/•e "L x 5/•e" 
dia. 

$19.95 RFE 

C STEPDOWN 
• TRANSFORMER 

Build a 
personal 
power -;..... 
supply or charger. Useful 
for trains, lights, etc. 12V 
@ 1.5 amp, SV@ 1.5 amp. 
Input: 115V, 60Hz, 25/te"H 
X 3"W X 2 1/2"D. . 

$4.95NEW 

HIGH VOLTAGE 
G. TRANSFORMER 

Applications 
include neon 
sign, oil burner, 
Jacobs 
ladder. 7300 VAC @ 5 ma. 
High voltage output. Single 
terminal w /one side 
grounded to case. Fully 
enclosed metal case. Input 
115 VAC. Base mount. 
4 112"H X 51/a" W X 67/a"D. 
Mfr: Webster 1144324 

$9.95 RFE 

M. COPY LENS w/MOUNT 

AdJustllble F Stops 
8'1•" focal length, 5/4.5 to 16 
click stops. Adjustable iris. 
6 x 6" coverage, 2•12 outside 
to move lens 3f• in or out. 
M-1... $4.95 RFE 

D 115CFM 
• MUFFIN® FAN 

Mounts 
for 
intake or 
exhaust. 
Metal 
frame 
5 high-impact plastic 
blades. 115V, 60 Hz, 4 "/.a" 
sqx 1'12" deep. $7.95 RFE 

D-SC with 0-100% 
adjustable speed control. 

$10.95 

60Rf'M 
H. GEARtiEAD MOTOR 

Reversible; 
60 in-lb torque 
'/•2 HP w/capacitor. 6" L x 
3 1/2" D shaft 3f•" L x 5/,a• 
Dia. 115V 60hz 1.3 amps. 
Molon EMS or equiv. 

$9.95 NEW 
H-8 84 RPM motor also 
available. 40 in-!b torque. 

$9.95 NEW 

COPY LENS 
w/REMOVABLE MOUNT 
10'/•" focal length. F/5.6. 
8 x a· coverage. ,Dual 
threaded rings for sandwich 
mounting. 3'/a" outside 
dia. x 3"l. 
M-2... $3.95 RFE . 

PUMPS- COMPRESSORS-BLOWERS-MOTORS-POTENTIOMETERS-COUNTERS 
TIMERS-RELAYS-VOLTAGE REGULATORS- POWER SUPPLIES 

0. POWER SUPPLIES 

Regulated 
DC Power 
24V 
@ 6A; Input 
105-125VAC, 
60Hz. Adjustable 20-28V 
4" X 8112" X 73/• "D. 

' 

$39.95 RFE ----------··--··· 

MULTI OUTPUT 
P. COMPUTER SUPPLY 

SV @ 10A 
regulated, -12V 
@ 2A, + 12V @ 1/2A, 30V 
@ 3/BA, ·250V @ 3/SA. 
Display driver. Trans. 
regulated. Input: 115/230V 
50/60Hz. $29.95 NEW 

Q. COMPUTER POWER 
SUPPLY 

Output: 
SVDC 
at 11 amps 
max. Plus adjustable +I· 
10%. Compact and 
highpower. lnpu.t: 115VAC. 
Dim: s·w x S"H x 10"0. 

$19.95 RFE 

A. RECYCLING TIMER 

0·15 sec. 
Motor Driven 
115VAC. 60Hz. 3W. 

$6.95 RFE 

American Surplus Trading rio~)~~~~2~\o M oonaChie. NJ 
07074 

I AMERICAN SURPWS TRADING, 62 JOSEPH STREET, MOONACHIE, N .J. 07074 MINIMUM les . ~ 1 Y I Please send me the following items: I. i My check or money order is enclosed. I . $15. 1 I U Charge my credit card. · 
I P5-44 II 
1 

U Visa Ll Master Card 

I c~- I 
I I 
I Ex~Oa~ I Originally designed for use in Atari 1 

coin-operated games. Contains 3· I Signa1Ure 1 
gun color tube, focus and brightness I 1 
controls. Requires external X·Y I Telephone: Area Coda Number 1 
inputs, 25·0·25V transformer for I Name I 
power. May be used for oscilloscopes, 1 1 
reprogrammed for game use, Address I 
or modified with use of EE C I 
external horizontal and FR Cit I 
vertical oscillators to a rastor e\ectfO 1 
scan display or TV monitor deViceS Sta~ Zip : · 
for computer use. (IBM f!N8fY All inquiries and tree catalog requests ca/1201-939-2710. 1 
compatible) $129.00 NEW 1 For all phone orders, call TOLL-FREE 800·228-2028 ext. 825. In Nebraska, 800-642-8300 ext. 825. I 

'--------------.a.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·e~,ri~ . :<1 matenal 



ANNOUNCING • •• 
DATA BANK WATCH 

CASIO'S new microcomputer 
timepiece that organizes your life. 
1 YEAR WARRANTY - 30-DAY TRIAL 

Stores all your important numbers, supplies 
them at a touch, gives you world time, alarms, 
stopwatch and calculator. 

Featuring 
• Personal data 

mode with 10 sets 
of memory 

• World time mode 
with capital city 
code and daylight 
savings tltne 

• Three independent 
daily alarlns with 
hourly time signals 

• 24-hour full
function stopwatch 

• 8-digit calculator 
with memory 

• Regular 
~mekeeping 
with autocalendar 
to 2099 

• Long-life lithium 
battery 

• Night light 
• 1h second/day 

accuracy 

-• 

• 

-

Never - -. 
before 
at such 
a low 
price! 

MODEl 
CD 401 

This electronic wonder recalls phone numbers, .:redi\ 
card numbers, safe combinations and other tough-to
remember data. It makes forgetting a thing of the past. 

CHECK· THE VALUE!!! 
• Telememo Directory-You can program 
10 sets of 4 letters with MARY 0 ~~. 

. ro~~~~~~st~o~ ~~~~~:~: 3'15- 6189 
book! Telemeat9 
• 20 Major Time Zones- What time is it in 

, . Hong Kong? You'll know in 
• Nyc 0 

I .a. sa an instant together with 19 
A ~ : 58 50 other time zones. And a touch 

Time Zones gives you daylight savings 
time. Regular time and calendar all standard. 

• 3 Dally Alarms, Time Signal- 3 daily 
alarms can b~ independently RL M2 oa ;a:: 58 
set for any m10ute of the day , • ] [J · 
or night. And you can set an & 1 • 
hourly signal, too. '-------A-:-ilarm..J 

• 8-0igit Calculator- Calculates addition, 
r----=----, subtraction, multiplication, 
C R L division with ease. You set 

0 constants and memory, too. 
,__ ____ __,· Even the broadest fingers will 
Cllculltor work. 
• Full-Function Stopwatch -With 24-hour, 
11100th second precision, add ~STP 00 
time and split time. It will DO . O O DO 
automatically repeat after 24 • 
hours. ~-:---;,Stopw;;;;;;ll~ch 

• 2 Good Looking Styles 
This wonder is available in 2-good-looking styles. The 
black, lightweight polysulfone model CD-40 is only 
$39.95. And for $49.95 you can h.ave the dressy 
chrome and stainless model CD-401. 

-Order Today--
each watch has a 1-year warranty and we give you a 30-day 
money-back guarantee. ON THE RUN is America's largest 
quality digital watch dealer-further assurance your 
investment is well-protected. 

-FOR FASTEST ACTION
CARD HOLDERS CALL TOLL-FREE 

800·437·4385 
Credit card holders may call toll-free. Or send check or 
money order plus $'2.50 shipping and insurance. Ad:d another 
$2.00 for air delivery. NO residents add 4% tax. Wnte for a 
free subscription to our catalog of timepieces and hi-tech 
~ems. 107 Roberts St., Dept PS4 

" ,_, _ "'!!). . . P.O. Box 67, Fargo, NO 58107 
tM FlU: f'iiiit.U« Telephone: (701) 232-9400 

23848 ® 1984 ON THE Rutl 
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Bits&Bytes 
By JOHN FREE 

Macintosh software 

A plump package from Apple Com
puter, Inc., arrived on my desk early 
this year, one day after Apple offi
cially launched its impressive 32-bit 
Macintosh computer [PS cover, March). 
A $600,000 TV-ad campaign preced
ing the Macintosh unveiling suggests 
that Apple views its new personal 
computer as the 1984 alternative to 
Orwellian-like domination of the mar
ket by IBM. 

The fat package made it obvious that 
Apple· is avoiding the errors it made 
with its Lisa computer [PS, June '83). 
(Lisa, based, as is the Macintosh, on 
Motorola's 16/32-bit 68000 micro
processor, premiered with a $10,000 
price tag and minimal software.) But 
the bundle of press releases from vari
ous software firms and delivered by 
Apple claims that some 500 programs 
for the $2,495 Macintosh will be ready 
by 1985. Many of these programs are 
already available. 

A year before the Macintosh intro
duction, Apple provided more than 100 
software firms with a new computer 
plus technical and marketing help. To 
continue the flow of software, nation
wide seminars and training sessions 
for developers are under way. 

Programs offered on the Macintosh's 
shirt-pocket-size, 400-kilobyte, 3.5-inch 
disks ["War of the Microdisks," PS, 
Dec. '83] range from a dozen tailored 
for farmers and ranchers to a Lotus 
1-2-3 ["Do-Everything Software," PS, 
Jan.), with a 2,048-row-by-256-col
umn spread sheet. In addition, Apple 

~ ... 
... ... .... ·-

~ I ; • 

• 

planned its Macintosh introduction so 
that other firms· are already providing 
peripherals- five-to-32-megabyte hard 
disks, modems, and an attachable tele
phone, for example. 

Do-it-yourself scanner 

A new hand-held optical character 
reader, developed by Britain's London
based Oberon Inti., is slated for sale 
soon. Character readers, which scan 
print, translate text into digital sig
nals that computers can recognize and 
store. Readers eliminate time-cons\un
ing, error-prone typing from paper into 
computers. 

But hardware to do the job, such as 
Toshiba's V100 page reader [B&B, PS, 
Feb. '83] is expensive. What mak~s the 
Oberon Omni-Reader special is its 
price, about $500. The output of the 
new reader can be connected to most 
microcomputers. Oberon says its man
ually scanned character reader elimi
nates problems inherent in paper
transport mechanisms: jamming, text 
misalignment, and the scanning of 
nonrecognizable material such as com
pany letterheads. 

Omni-Reader looks like a large, thin 
book. A horizontal ruler and edge 
guide aid in moving the cigarette
pack-size reader head smoothly across 
and down a printed page. Oberon says 
the reader's microprocessor has been 
taught to recognize most fonts, but its 
software can learn new ones. 

Several microcomputer accessories 
on the market ["Talking Appliances," · 
PS, Sept. '82] that pronounce elements 

of speech from 
characters typed 
on a keyboard 
might ensure 
(audibly) the ac
curacy of a page 
scan. They could 
also provide a 
reasonably priced 
reading system for 
visually impaired 
persons. 

Low-cost 
printers 

Are you one of the 
millions who have 

Continued 

t opyngh ->~;~ m noii 
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Now NRI 1i'ains You At Home To 

Make Money Seni~t.. Repair!og, 
and rersonal 

and 
Seems Uke every time you turn around, somebody 

comes along with a new computer for home or business 
~ And what's made it all JJO$ible is the amazing micro
processor, the tiny little chip that's a computer in itself. 

1.15ing this new technology, the iildustry is offering 
compact, affordable computers that handle thin~ like 
payrolls, billing, inventory, and other jobs for business 
of every size ... perform household functions including 
budgeting, environmental systems control, indexing 
recipes. And thousands of hobbyists are already owners, 
experimenting and developing their own programs. 

Growing Demand 
for Computer 'Iechnicians 

This is only one of the growth factors influencing 
the increasing opportunities for qualified computer 
technictans. 1be U.S. Department of l.abor projects over 
a 600% increase in job openin~ for the decade. Most 
of them are new jobs created by the expanding world 
of the computer. 

LeamAtHome 
to Senice Anv Computer 

NRI can train you for this exdting, rewarding 
field. Train you at home to service not only micro
computers, but word processors and data terminals, too. 
'Jtaln you at your convenience, with clearly written 
"bite-size" lessons that you do evenin~ or ~kends, 
without going to clas5es or quitting your present job. 

Your training is built around the latest model of 
the world's most popular computer. It's the amazing 
TRS-80™ Model 4, now with disk drive and the capa
bilities and features to perform a host of personal and 
business functions. No other small computer has so 
much software available for i~ no other is used and 
relied on by so many people. And it's yours to keep for 
personal and business use. 

'100 get plenty of practical experience. Under NRJ's 
carefully planned training, you even install a disk drive 
verifying at each step its operation. 1.15ing the NRI [)iso:mry 
I.ab® that also comes as part of your course, you build 
and srudy ciro.tits ranging from the simplest to the most 

(TRS·80 is a trndemark 
of the Radio Shack 
division of Tandy Corp.) 

's 
• 
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Become the Complete 
Computer Person 

addition to training in BASIC and advanced 

advanced. You analyze 
and troubleshoot using 
the professional 4-function 
LCD digital multimeter 

~~.....-rru!chi.J1e language, you gain hands-on experience in 
the operation and application of the latest computers 
for both business and personal jobs. You're tr'ained to 
become the fully rounded, new breed of technician who 
can interface with the operational, programming, and 
service facets of all of today's computers. You're ready to 
take your place in the new electronic age. 

~u keep to use later in your \\Uk. 1ben you use the 
lab and meter to actually access the interior of your 
computer ... build special cirruits and write programs 
to control them. '100 "see" your computer at work and 
demonstrate its power. 

Same 1hlining Available With 
Color Computer 

NRl offers you the opportunity to train with the 
TRS-80 COlor Computer as an alternative to the Model 4. 
The same technique for getting inside is en11anced by 

using the new NRI-developed Computer 
Access Card. Only NRI offers you 
a choice to fit your specific 
training needs. 

Other Opportunities 
NRl has been giving ambitious people new elec

tronic skills since 1914. Thday's offerin~ also include 
1V/.Audio/Video Systems servicing with training on our 
exclusive Heath/ l'enith computer-programmable 25" 
diagonal color 1V. .. Industrial Electronics, Design 
Thchnol.ogy ... and other state-Qf-the-art courses. 

The Catalolls Free. 
The 1hlining fs Priceless. 

Send the ~paid cani ilr our 104-page catalog 
showing all courses with equipment and complete lesson 
plans. 1bere's no obligation other than to yoorself See 
how NRl can help you take advantage of the exctting job 
and earnin~ opportunities in the eJq>loding field of micro
computers. 1f cani has been removed, please write to us. 

NRJSdlools 
McGraw-Hill Continuing 

Education Center 
3939 WISconsin kte. 
Washington, DC 20016 

~'ll give you tomorrow. 

• 
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approved 
by the Bel 

Labora
tories. 

Records. 
transmits 
massages 

Remote 
Control 

U.S. District Court 
Jan. 19821Walh. DC) - As re .. tt 
of AT&T settlement with Justice 
Dept., Bell System companiea will 
no longer be allowed to buy phone 
equipment for leasing to bualnesa· 
as. This prevents the Bell Syalllm 
from continuing their large ecele 
pur~ase of Code-A-Phones. 

Public Notice 
Aug. 1983 (Minneapolis. MN) -
C.O.M.B. Co .. Inc .• the nation's 
largest liquidator is now author· 
ized to liquidate Code-A-Phone 
comme<cial model phone anower· 
ing sysl8ms to the public at far be· 
low AT&rs coat. 

Get your 
mea~eo 

_....., from any 
phone, 
anywhere! 

so sharp and 
clear. it's like 
talking to the 
person along
side of you! A superb commercial model made· 
in the U.S.A. to the same high quality standards as your AT&T 
phones! (And can you think of ANYTHING as thoroughly depend
able, long-lasting and trouble-free as your AT&T phones?) 
This is the identical model leased by "Ma" Bell to more 
than 60.000 firms and individuals! But with the breakup of 
AT&T. "Ma" Bell was prohibited from purchasing any 
further products for leasing to its phone customers. That 
left the U.S. manufacturer "stranded" with thousands of 
brand new Code-A-Phones it could not sell to "Ma" Bell. 
We are now authorized to liquidate this inventory of NEW 
Code-A-Phones at FAR LESS than "Ma" Bell's cost. 

look At What Your Local 
Phone Company Charged! 

Examples of what It cost busi
ness firms to LEASE this com
merdal unit (3 year period) : 

Ohio Bell . . .... ... 51375 e Compact! Just 13'1•" long. 
e Setting for desired number of 

rings (up to 7). 
e Uses high quality, TDK com· 

mercial grade tape. 
e Tape is voice actuated. Avoids 

wasteful, silent gaps. 
e You can record BOTH aideaof 

conversation for accuracy or 
your own private purposes. 

e Screen incoming cab when 
you're busy. Turn up volume 
to listen. " Cut in" to take the 
caNs you want. let machine 
record all other calls. 

e Record your personal instruc· 
tiona for members offamilyor 
office staff to act upon when 
you're out. 

e 30 minute to tel tape capacity. 
e Remarkable audio quality that 

approaches commercial tape 
recorders . Wow and flutter 
characteristics for clearest 
possible record and playback. 

e Hi-fi condensor microphone 
is shock-mounted to reduce 
vibration for better fidelity. 

e Elliptical cone speaker for 
clear, natural sound of callers' 
voices. Suspended (cushion· 
ed) front mounting of speaker 
adds to greater clarity. 

e Cross-bladed switches with 
gold plating for longer life and 
smoother, positive operation. 

e Main microprocessor chip is 
the culmination of 25yearsof 
development. 

e Fast forward and fast rewind. 
Quickly scan and locate any 
particular message desired. 

elnstantrewind. No waiting for 
your announcement cassette 
to cycle back. 

e Safety locking lever prevents 
the accidental erasure of your 
messages. 

e Handsome. sturdy metal case 
is at least TEN times stronger 
than plastic used on competi· 
tive, cheaply made units. 

e Metal case protects electron· 
ic components from bother
some outside RF interference. 

e Red l'9ht goes on when first 
incom•ng call is received. 

e You can limitcallersto45 sec. 
message OR allow them up to 
30 min. total tape capacity. 

e Record your "hello" message 
then flip lever to check instant 
replay of it. 

Padflc Tel & TeL . . .. 5718 
Indiana Bel. . . . . . . . 5835 
Now YOU can get the same 
model at a HUGE SAVINGS ••• 
and at Just a ONE TIME cost! 

Manufacturer's 
Suggested Retail 

$ 50.00 
Manufacturer's confidential price list 

available from us upon request. 

OUT THEY GO AT ONLY: 

e Safety locking lever prevents 
the accidental erasure of your Offer void outside original48 states. 
messages. ,.--------- - ----

r C.O.M.B. Co. I Liquidators Dept. F-404-7624 
New! Perfect! Factory Warranted! 114605 28th Avenue N .• Minneapolis. Minnesota 55441 

EEl ~ I Send- Code·A·Phone(s) at $166 each plus $12.50 
1/lW -· U ft•• each for shipping and handling. (Allow 3-4 weeks for de-- I livery. Add 2-3 weeks extra if paid by check. No. C.O.D.) 

Credit card members can order by phone, 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

Toll-Free: 1-800-328-0609 
If busy signal, or if no ana-r. call: 
Toll-Free: 1-800-328-5727 

l'll11~ In M innesota. caN: 1-800-742-568S 
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I 
D My check or money order is enclosed. (Minnesota resi· 

dents add 6% state sales tax.) 
I Charge my: OVISA O MasterCard® D Am. Ex. ODineraCiub 

Acct. No. Exp. ---1 PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY Name _____________________________ _ 

I Addreaa -------------------------------
1 Citv--------------

1 
Stet•----------------------ZIP·-----Phone ___________________________ __ 

I Sign Here ________________________ _ 

Copyright 1984 C.O.M.B. Co .. Inc. 

Bits&Bytes 
picked up a bargain-basement home 
computer recently? If you've spent less 
than $100 or $200 for a Texas Instru
ments, Timex Sinclair, Commodore, or 
other low-cost home computer, you're 
probably not in the market for a printer 
that costs several times as much as 
the computer. 

Now there are several 40- and SO
column thermal printers priced for 
inexpensive computers. In fact, Alpha
com (Campbell, Calif.) has models that 
make other low-cost printers [PS, Jan.] 
seem expensive. The $170 Alphacom 
81 (preceding page) prints 80 char
acters (one line) per second on thermal 
roll paper. And the 40-column Alpha
com 42 costs less than $100 ($70 with
out an interface cable). Alphacom 81 
models are packaged individually for 
various home computers. 

Special interface cables, starting at 
$45, print bit-mapped graphics-du
plicating each TV-screen dot-for vari
ous computers. Other cables use Cen
tronics and RS232 ports, common on 
costlier personal and small-business 
computers. 

Adam update 
Production and other delays slowed 
the introduction of the ali-in-one, 
under-$700 Adam computer-game sys
tem [PS cover, Sept. '83] late last year. 
(Adam features a high-speed tape drive, 
keyboard, and daisy-wheel printer.) 
Coleco, its manufacturer, has set up a 
nationwide network of Adam service 
centers through Honeywell Informa
tion Systems. 

Meanwhile, several Adam add-ons 
were unveiled at the Las Vegas show. 
Peripheral hardware includes a sec
ond tape drive, a !W4·inch disk drive, 
a 300- 1,200-baud modem for phone 
linkups, and a 64K memory expander 
(for 144K of RAM). For the Adam 
printer, there's also a tractor-feed ac
cessory for fan-fold paper. Coleco says 
it will have a plug-in board for IBM 
PC compatibility, and the firm an
nounced a package that links Adam 
with CompuServe, an interactive
videotex service. A new easy-to-use 
version of CP/M will expand Adam's 
software base, too. Some 170 software 
titles--education, home management, 
and entertainment-were released by 
Coleco, which says that many indepen
dent software firms are also market
ing Adam programs. 

There are also industry rumors that 
Coleco is talking with some manufac
turers in the hopes of developing an 
interactive videodisc player that will 
plug into Adam and use specially de
veloped software and discs. 6 

Cllpyngh'ed m tenal 
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SuccessfMllnvesting & Money_Manage_ment 

METHOD#l 
yone who has made a for
une has probably done it in 
one of two ways. The first 

way-and until now practically 
the only way- has been to learn 
successful mvesting techniques 
in the "school of hard knocks': 
Many of the self-made million
aires you've read about actually 
spent years and a great deal of 
money learning the hard way 
how to make money work for 
them. Their success was the 
result of trial and error, of learn
ing all the ins and outs of the 
financial world. of many failu res 
before the big success. and years 
of struggle preceding the .. over
night success:' 

Requires a lot of nerve 
aking a fortune this way 
requires a lot of nerve. 
determination and the 

willingness to take chances- to 
start out with nothing more than 
guess-work and to try again if 
your financial guesswork turns 
sour. 

But most people can't afford, 
to take the chances necessary to 
gain that kind of practical, nuts 
and bolts fi~ancial ~~owled~e. 
Very few are m a pos1t1on to nsk 
everything to acquire the skill 
that is essential to consistent 
financial success. 

METHOD#2 

B
ut now there is another way 
to acquire the skills and 
knowledge necessary to be 

successful in making your invest-
ment decisions. Now you don't 
have to risk everything you have 
in order to learn how to acquire 
wealth nor take a trial and error 
approach to investing. Now you 
can build your fortune surety: 
secure that each step you take 
will produce results. 

Because now you can enroll in 
Succe.t~lul lm·esting & Money 
Management (SIM M ). a unique. 
self-study program. developed 
by some of North America's 
most successful and respected 
financial experts. 

The program contains the in
put of such men as Dr. Morton 
Shulman . . multi-millionaire in-

.,.. Hume Financial 
Education Senokes 
120 Interstate N. Parkway E. 

..,. Box723188 
HUME Atlanta. Georgia 30339 

vestor and author of best-selling 
books on how to acquire wealth 
- and Andrew Sarlos, who built 
a multi-million dollar investment 
group. 

And vou will be able to rake 
advantage of all this valuable 
knowledge because in Lesson I 
you will discover that you prob
abll' do have monn I'OU can 
afford to invest- without chanl(
ing your standard of living. 

Getting wealthy sooner 
rather than later 

right. So you've seen it is 
possible for you to amass a 
million dollars by the time 

you retire. But just as important 
IS the fact that S/ M M will enable 

• you to act now to mcrease your 
wealth, and show you how to ~et 
the best possible standard ofhv
ing out of the money you have 
today. By applying the tech-

Positive proof that you can 
be a millionaire 

Finding an extra $2,500-
the fii"St step 

I
f you think you're too belea
guered by prevailing eco
nomic condit1ons to even think 

of investing. SIMM will show 
you how to find as much as an 
extra $2.500 a year to invest. 
depending on your income. 

Turning $1,400 into $1,000,000 

O
nce you've found your 
$2.500 to invest. think of 
this: If you invest just $119 

a month ($1.428 a year) at 13%. 
starting at age 30. you'll have 
over a million dollars by the time 
you're ready to call it a career. 
And with SIMM you can learn 
how to use leverage that could 
get you returns of up to 25%. 

niques you learn from SIMM. 
you can reasonably expect to be 
on the road to financial security 
in 5 years. Ten years from now, 
you may no longer have to work 
for a livmg. 

The safe way to learn to 
build a fortune 
hen you fill out and mail 

the enclosed no-risk en
rollment form you can 

receive a total of29 marvelously 
readable lessons that make up a 
complete. step-by-step educatiOn 
in the techniques necessary to 
acquire real wealth. You have to 
supply approximately 2 hours a 
week and the perseverance to 
build your fortune safely over a 
reasonable period of time. 

---------No-Risk Trial Enrollment Form - --------. 
To: Hume Financial Education Services, 

120 Interstate N. Parkway E., Box 723188, Atlanta, Georgia 30339 

YES f I accept your invitation and enclose my Registrat ion Fee 
• of $5. Please send me Lessons I & 2 FREE of charge. 

Later. you will send Lessons 3 & 4. I'll have 15 days to look these over 
and then decide. If I do not wish to continue. I'll simply return Lessons 
3 & 4. and pay nothing. owe nothing. And you will promptly refund my 
$5 Registrat ion Fee. 

If I wish to continue with the program. you will send me 1he 
remaining 25 lessons at the rate of two lessons approx. every 3 weeks. 
You will bill me only $10 (plus a small charge fo r shipping& handling) 
for each of the 27lessons accepted. Of course. I need pay fort he lessons 
only afler I have had the opportunity to examine them for a fulll5 days. 
and I may cancel my enrollment at any time. In any case, lhe firsl two 
lessons will be mine to keep free. 

Mr .. Miss. Mrs .. Ms. 
( Ple•sc prinl} 

Address I 

C'ity State Zip 
033751 I 

I 

0 SS Repstnlion Fet enclosed (plyable to Humr FlnandaJ EdUCitlon Strvlml 
Or, I prefer to use my VISA O MasterCard 0 Amrrkan Express 0 Diners Club 0 

Account Number 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Signature 

~~~~~~~~~~!~-------------------:~~J 

The hidden banier that stands 
between you and real wealth 

people are used to the 
idea that they'll never be 
wealth~. They simply 

don't believe its possible- and 
before SIMM was developed. 
they were probabl¥ rig~t. But 
now, you can rece1ve, 10 your 
own home, lessons that contain 
clear and practical explanations 
of techniques and pnnciples of 
investing and money manage
ment that really do work. 

Real financial independence 
is a plausible. attainable goa~for 
·you. But, ifyoufind it impos
sihle to believe that rou could 
ever be wealthr-i/l'ou think 
that millionai;.es are "special:' 
then the hidden harrier between 
you and a fortune is yourself 
And that's why were offering 
1·ou a ~an't-lose. no-risk oppor
'runity to prove to yourse(f that 
you rea/(1· do have the potential 
to become wealth.~: 
Accept Lessons 1 and 2 FREE 

T
o help you get started on 
the road to wealth and 
financial independence, 

we'll send you Lessons I and 2 of 
the S/ M M program free and with 
absolutely no risk or obligation 
on your part. They are yours to 
keep whether you continue with 
the program or not. When you 
enroll in the program you will be 
assigned a counselor who will 
always be available at no extra 
cost to answer any course-related 
questions you may have. 

Statement of Principles 
We are an independent educa
tional service offering a unique. 
practical. successful method for 
learning the art of acquiring 
we~lth. We are not a brokerage 
or msurance company nor do 
we make any financial offerings. 

Tax Deductible 
All payments are tax-deductible 
if the program is used to make 
investment or business decisions. 

Hume Advisory Board 
WILLIAM E. SIMON 
63rd Secretary of the U.S. Treasury. 

LOUIS RUKEYSER 
Host of~ Wall Street Week': 

DR. MORTON SHULMAN 
Self-made investment millionaire. 

J.TREVOR EYTON.Q.C'. 
A Director and Officer of many 
prominent public corporal ions. 

A RCHIE R. BOE 
Former President of Sears Roebuck. 



Your 
Rugged .. . 

Practical .. . 
Field-Proven. 

--------------, 
S END FREE INFORMATION KIT and tell me 1 

about the secrets of Windstream·s 
remarkable efficiency . . . How your cost of $489 I 

I includes a free voltage regulator. 15-day return 1 

I 
privilege. free Owner 's Manual . . . How hundreds of 
owners worldwide are now using Windstream for I 

1 their independent energy systems. For homes. 1 
I 

weekend cottages. radios. boats. RV's. remote I 
sites . .. and more. 

I Name I 
I Address I 
I City State _ Zip I 
I Wlndstream Wind Generator I 
I Thermax/ One Mill St. (0 -11)/ Burlington. VT 0540 I I 
L-~~~~~~~~~~~~~-J 

OUTDOOR LIVING - INDOORS! A beautiful in
sulated glass solarium to create exciting new living space 
for dining. leisure activities. solar heat collection. hot tubs. 

NEW SYSTEM 4 FEATURES: 
• Window Quilt motorized shading in 48 decorator colors. 
• Provides privacy. sun control. night insulation (R-5). 
• 100% thermally broken heavy aluminum bronze tone 

frame features new double drain leakproof water run 
off des1gn. 

• Factory insulated glass. mcluding optional curved 
insulating glass. 

• Patented Pow-R-Vent ' " cooling. 
• Nationwide displaying dealer network. 

0 &. FOUR SEASONS 
.. ~ GREENHOUSES 

By Four Seasons Solar Products Corp 

910 Route 110. DepL PS-404 
Farmingdale. N.Y. 11735 

.._. _____ In N.Y. Call 1516) 694-4400 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-645-9527 FOR 
FREE COLOR CATALOG AND NEAREST DEALER 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 
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Small but versatile Workslate computer ered by four AA batteries. A variety 
has 60 keys and LC display. It's pow- of business software is available. 

L[]faPUTER 
.._ ___ REVIEW 

A new business-oriented personal computer-compact enough 
to fit inside your briefcase-has a built-in tape recorder 
for dictation or data storage of electronic spread sheets. 
A calendar reminds you of appointments, and a calcula
tor speeds your math. You link the computer's modem to 
your telephone to dial and receive calls automatically. 

By JOHN FREE 

hen I tapped Workslate's ON 
button, the readouts on its 46-
character-by-16-line LC dis

play immediately let me know that 
this lap-sized portable computer wasn't 
designed to play Dungeons and Drag
ons or crunch a very long program (no 
BASIC is included). The $895 com
puter's electronic-spread-sheet-display 
format is familiar to many business 
people- the manufacturer's target 
buyers- who often must manipulate 
rows and columns of data. 

Five keys just below the display 
-CALC, FINANCE, MEMO, PHONE, and 
TIME-tap the Workslate's pre-pro
grammed functions and impressive 
capabilities. Everything is set up so 

you don't have to remember complex 
computing sequences or codes. Press 
FINANCE, for example, and the 736-
character display is formatted to solve 
pre-programmed appreciation, loan, 
and other problems. Prompts on the 
display call for data as needed. En
tries are permanently stored in mem
ory unless they are deleted or the 
backup batteries wear out. 

There's a diamond-shape pointer key 
that moves horizontally or vertically 
from cell to cell in a spread sheet. 
Normally, an electron ic spread sheet's 
rows and columns contain a few num
bers at each cell (row-column inter
section). But in the Workslate, a cell 
might contain a memo you've written 
or a list of telephone numbers. Instead 
of the familiar ENTER or RETURN key, 

CopyrighlL'O ma.~nal 



pushed after entering data on most . 
computers, there's another key, labeled 
oo IT. Although the Workslate isn't de
signed for extensive word processing, 
its circular keys have a nice tactile re
sistance when pressed, letting you 
know contact has been made. 

Press the MEMO key, and a beep 
from Workslate's 'Speaker, plus a 
screen prompt, tells you to load a 
microcassette. Then (as with the other 
functions) temporary screen labels as
sign different tasks to the five func
tion keys: RECORD, PLAY, STOP, etc., for 
example. One tape track records voice 
dictation (30-minute maximum); an
other saves data such as a typed memo 
or an electronic spread sheet-at a 
brisk 2,400-baud data-transfer ra~. 

The PHONE button-the telephone 
cable is included and plugs into a 
back-panel jack-lets you convert the 
Workslate into a sophisticated tele
phone. You can whisk the cursor to a 
number stored in a phone list and 
have it automatically dialed, or you 
can use the key pad of the built-in cal
culator for manual dialing. A phone 
amplifier eliminates the need for a 
handset, but a spare jack also lets you 
plug in a phone. The manufacturer 
(Convergent Technologies, Inc. , 2441 
Mission College Blvd., Santa Clara, 
Calif. 95050) will market an acoustic 
modem for locations where wall jacks 
aren't installed. 

A 300-baud direct-co~ect modem 
in the Workslate also sends or receives 
data over telephone lines. And because 
the 81/2-by-lP/.i-by-one-inch computer 
also has calendar and clock functions, 
you can automatically transmit or re
ceive messages without being present. 
(It'll remind you of birthdays and 
anniversaries, too.) The computer can 
communicate with other Workslates, 
and a program is being readied that 
will send data to IBM personal com
puters. The sometimes-tedious proce
dure for logging into a data-base net
work such as CompuServe also can be 
automated after initial storage of the 
proper ~odes. 

This means you could set up the 
Workslate to dial automatically a ser
vice offering stock quotations, then 
enter data for your portfolio into a 
spread sheet where you've stored for
mulas to compute buy-or-sell decisions. 

There's an optional $250 four-color 
printer-plotter that uses 41/2-inch-wide 
roll paper. An optional interface will 
accept other printers. 

The Workslate's LCD panel is sus
ceptible to overhead glare, I found, 
although an adjustment knob makes 
readouts visible under most con
ditions. The computer's somewhat
limited 16K user memory can be ex
panded to 32K. 11!1 

Variable speeds 
at the tum 
of a knob! 

Three year 
warranty! 

Beauty, excellent 

Solid wood 
blades in rich 
pecan finish! 

quality and smooth operation in an 
energy-saving fan that's easy to install. 
Ceiling fans have become so highly popular that competition 
is very intense among the many manufacturers. So intense 
that some of them have quit the business! The Edision divi
sion of the famous Toastmaster corporation was firmly com
mited to producing high quality fans. But that also meant 
high retail price tags . .. which cut down on sales volume. 
So Edison decided to stop making fans and to liquidate this 
remaining inventory at a drastic price reduction. Their loss is 
YOUR BIG GAIN! Now get a great bargain on excellent fans! 

Ref.:eshlngly cool in hot weather! 
In summer, the cooling breezes created by these fans allow 
you to cut down on air conditioning. You'll enjoy substantial 
savings on energy costs! The large 52" diameter sweep of 
the blades provides movement of air for an entire room! 

Helps keep you warmer and comfortable in winter! 
In winter, you can lower your thermostat and save on heating 
bills. And still stay warm and comfortable! As heated air rises 
to the ceiling. the slow-moving fan blades gently recirculate 
the warm air ,down again. This continuous mixing of air pro
vides greater uniformity of warmth throughout the entire 
room ... to help avoid cold areas by windows and doors. 
This is a high quality fan. made to exacting specifications 
under strict U.S. quality control. The smooth running per
formance compares with the best on the market! The sturdy 
motor housing is in rich-looking chocolate brown. Antique 
brass blade brackets add accents of golden beauty! The de
pendable motor features all-metal construction with sealed, 
lubricated ball-bearings for smooth, quiet operation. And 
the motc;~r is direct drive. with NO belts to wear out. 

Overall vertical height is approx. 15". Convenient on/ off 
pull chain . Pre-wired for easy installation of optional center 
light kit. (See order form for light kit.) Base is also pre-wired 
for easy installation. All hardware and in-

$3,398,70000 
LIQUIDATI 
EDISON division 
of Toastmaster 

discontinues 
manufacturing 

ceiling fans! 
C.O.M.B. Co. now author
Ized to liquidate final fan 
Inventory to the public at 
FAR BELOW dealer coati 

Made In U.S.A. to 
high quality standards by 

Division of TOASTMASTER 

*NOTE: 
We guarantee our 

liquidation price 
is BELOW Edison' a 
published price list 

to dealers. FREE fan to 
anyone who can prove differently. 

CENTER 
LIGHT KIT 

Add this decorative four· light Flor· 
entine fixture to your fan. Elegant 
tulip-shape shades are crafted of 
frosted white glass and are comp· 
lemented by antique brass fixtures. 
Uses 4 standard light bulbs (NOT 
incl.). A pull chain controls lights or 
fan or lights AND fan. Pre-wired for 
easy installation. 

Retail Value: 
549.95 SIS SO 

Uquidation Price ..... 

Manufacturer's 
Suggested Retail 

•149.95 
As per mfgra. Aug. '82 Price List 

OUT THEY GO AT ONLY: 

structions included. Supply of fans is very Offer void outside original 48 states. 
limited. Place your order promptly! ,..----------------

d W 1 I C.O.M.B. Co. I Liquidators Dept. F-479 
Mfgrs. 3 Year Limite arranty. ' 14605 28th Avenue North I Minneapolis. Minn. 55441 

I 0 Item No. 6202·01 - Send_ Ceiling Fan(s) at $58 each 
~ plus 810 each for shipping and handling . 
~- f 0 Item No. 2299 · Send _Light Kit(a) at 816.50 each plus 
~~ f ~4 each for ~hipping and handWng. 

Credit card customers can order by fMonnesota resodents add 6 % state ~ales tax. Allow 3·4 week a 
phone. 24 hours a day. 7 days a week. 1 for dehvery. Add 2 -3 weeks extra if paod by chec:ll. Sorry, no 

T II F 1 800 
.
32

8-060g C.O.D. orders.) 
0 - ree: - - I 0 My check or money order is enclosed. 

If busy signal. or if no answer. call: I Charge: 0 MasterCard• 0 VISA 0 Am. Exp. 0 Diners Club 
~~Toll-Free: 1·800.328-5727 Acct. No. Exp. __ _ 
. ' In Minnesota. call: 1·800-742·5685 PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

Name-------------------------------
Address-------------------------
CitY-----------------------
State ------..,-----------ZIP·-------

Phone ----------------------

Copyright 1984 C.O.M.8 . Co., Inc. 
APRIL 1984 I 155 
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WHY WE CAN'T TELL YOU THESE TWO 
AMAZING INSTRUMENTS ARE "AMAZING'' 

They aren't "scientifically" proved In the united States ... 
but in Europe and the Orient, you'll find volumes of testimonials! 

FHE IIIIC'rROIIIC EI.EURO• *Uses ordinary 9-volt battery 
ACUPUIICFURE WAIID (not included) 
We make no medical claims for the *Rests on skin-no puncturing 
DocTronic Wand. We can tell you *Special "curing point" chart included 
that users say, in writing; It parallels *Sturdy, trouble-free for years of use 
the remarkable benefits of acupuncture. The DocTronic Wand . . ... . . . $39.9J 
WHAT IT IS AND· HOW IT WORKS Two for $34.9J each. 
The DocTronic is battery-driven. It de- DR. BEIIEI=IF'S SI.IIII•UP 
livers a silent low-frequency vibration. You could jog 5 112 miles every day or 

A switch moves from ''high fre- relax with this for 30 minutes and use 
quency" to " low frequency." If you as much body-energy! 
have a headache, set it on " high" and Dr. Benefit emits electrical impulses 
touch it to your skin where the chart from a single 9-volt battery (the same 
(included) indicates a ''curing point''- type you have in your transistor radio) . 
not necessarily on your head. Unbelievable! You just relax. Dr. 

If it works, we won't be surprised. Benefit causes muscle contractions, 
If it doesn't send the DocTronic Wand JUST LIKE NORMAL EXERCISE. 
back for a refund. While you read a book, you're toning 
THE ELECTRO-ACUPUNCTURE up your muscles. 
PRINCIPLE WHY IT'S WORTH TRYING 
Only now is acupuncture being ac- You should try Dr. Benefit, if for 
cepted by medical authorities in the no other reason , because if it doesn't 
western hemisphere. do exactly what we say it will , we'll 

Acupuncture involves inserting thin refund every dime you paid for it. You 
needles under the skin, NOT at the can't lose. 
point of pain, to get relief. Please note: 
THE DOCTRONIC WAND HAS 
NO NEEDLES. IT SETS UP VIBRA
TIONS. We'd never sell you some
thin~ which if misused might cause 
phystcal harm. The Wand is absolute
ly and completely safe. 

Does it work? We can't and won't 
say yes. Decide for yourself. To us it's an 
unbelievable electronic instrument, but 
that's our opinion, not a medical f~ct. 

Try it. Use it for relief from some 
aches and pains. If you don't agree 
with us, we'll refund every penny you 
paid- and meanwhile you'll have had 
the fun of trying out the newest elec
tronic wonder of our time. 

A better reason is this: it comes from 
the Republic of China and is certified 
by the Taiwan Department of Health. 
This is no "gadget" -it's so good, so 
dependable and so effective at restoring 
your trimness, we're biting our tongues 
to be able to tell you what at this writ
ing you'll have to find out for yourself. 

Attach the weight-loss pads where 
you want them. Flabby thighs? Put 
them there. Thick waist? Put them 
there. Too-plump rear? Put them there. 

(NOTE: Before you buy Dr. Benefit, 
you might want to discuss it with your 
doctor. NE:W HORIZON~ feels strongly 
that no weight loss program should be
gin without competent medical advice. 

We're especially concerned because 
the FDA hasn't recognized such tech
niques except when used by a trained , 
licensed practitioner.) 

LASTS FOR YEARS! 
Dr. Benefit should be available to 

every member of the family. Use it all 
day without damaging it. You may 
wonder why you waited so long when 
attractive slimness is so easy to have. 
Dr. Benefit Slim-up . ... . ... . $49.9J 

Two for $44.9J each 

fWFAiSOwrii.¥ cuA"RANiEEil 
~- Use the DocTronic Electro-:t\cupuncture ~ 
t Wand or the Dr. Benefit 's Shm-up for 30 i 
i days. If either one doesn't please you, send W 
i it back undamaged for full refund. l! 

i ORDER TOLL FREE 
i For fast delivery on credit 
i card orders call toll-free I i 24 hours a day, 7 days a week: 1 
1 1-SQ0-453-9600 1 
. In Utah Call : 1-800-662-2500 I For further information call : ~ 

201-370-1234 I Please ship at once, with 30 day I 
f§ money-back guarantee 
~ o DocTronic Electro-Acupuncture I 
I o ~;~~,: s34.·9·s· each. · · · 539

'
95 I 

i o Dr. Benefit's Slim-up . . .. $49.95 !! 
l o Two for $44.95 each ! 
~ Add $2.50 per total order ~ 
lll for shipping I 
I 0 Check o Master o VISA . ~ 
~ Enclosed card l 
J Card No. 1 
n Expires 1 i Phone: ( > _ _ _____ I 

1 Name: I 
1 Address: 1 
~ City: __________ I 

1 State: Zip 1 
1 N€W HORIZON~ 1 

Dept. PS-4 
I 5-31 Fiftieth Avenue f 
~ Long Island City, N .Y. 11101 

1 
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SOUND MASSAGER 
··oscillates'' The Tissues As Deep As 2%" Below The Skin 

European doctors and therapists use it to 
help blocked sinuses, muscle pains and 
poor circulation. But we can't make any 
claims for it. 

But we make not one single claim for it. 
Why? Because it hasn't been "scientifi
cally" proven in the United States. 

WHAT WE CAN DO. 
No, we don't make any medical claims 
for the Sound Massager. But if it doesn't 
give you the same incredible FAST relief 
we'll describe to you in the next few par
agraphs, send it back and we 'll refund 
every cent you paid for it. 

';['he F.D.A. has approved the Sound 
Massager for treatment for stress and strain 
due to overexertion, which means other 
approvals may be in sight soon. Mean
while you can be the first to enjoy the 
benefits of the Sound Massager at the 
NEW LOW PRICE! 
PRICE CUT IN HALF! 

In Europe, where medical approval is 
complete and until recently in this coun
try-the Sound Massager has beenjriced 
at $300. THOUSANDS of satisfie users 
bought it at that price. 

PHOENIX 
PULSE 
WATCH 

Tells you, moment by mo
ment, your exact pulse read
Ing or, It's a time l12 or 24 
hoursJ/daytdatetalarm watch. 

-
The Phoenix is loaded with precision Seiko 
components. As an alarm-chronograph 
watch, it's precise to within five seconds a 
month. 

It has a distinctive alarm, an hourly 
signal feature, a sophisticated stopwatch 
including lap-timers and continuous time 
measurement of 1WO competitors-and 
that's just the beginning. 

On your wrist, the Phoenix uses its con
tact w1th your skin to tell you, moment 
by moment, your exact pulse rate. Exercise 
and check your "recovery" rate against 
what the doctors say it should be. Put it 
on a patient's wrist and repon the exact 
pulse-reading with hospital accuracy. 

The Pulse Watch ...... . . $49.94 each 
Two for $44.95 each 

(Add $1.75 per total order for shipping.) 

Now, ONLY NE:W HORIZON~ CAN 
BRING YOU THE SOUND MASSAGER 
FOR HALF THE ORIGINAL PRICE: $149.95! 

HOW THE SOUND MASSAGER 
WORKS 

The Sound Massager produces oscillations 
in the 100 to 10,000 HZ range - some 
600,000 oscillations per minute. 

In one second, some users say, it gives 
more help than a standard massager can give 
in one minute. Unlike some hard-ended, 
bruising instruments , it can't damage deli-

• cate ussues. 

TRY IT FOR RELIEF FROM ••• 
Aside from blocked sinuses, owners tell of 
quick relief from strains, blows, bruises (in
cluding those inflicted by other "massagers"), 
and sportS injuries. 

Older folks, with poor circulation, repon 
it helps their hands and feet, which always 
feel cold. Still others use the Sound Massager 
for muscle spasms, nervous tension or just as 
an invigorating daily tone-up. 

Anhritis? Try it. This is one of the uses 
we can't claim; but we wouldn't suggest 
you try it if we expected to have to refund 
your money. 

OTHER FEATURES 
The Sound Massager has 2 massage heads. 

Plug it into any 120-volt outlet. You can ad
just it through the Intensity Control as well 
as the on/off switch. The cord is expandable, 
coiled. 

Warranty is for one year, but the Sound 
Massager is built to give you years and years 
of dependable use. 

The Sound Massager . . .. . . . ... $149.95 
Two for $139.95 each 

(Add $2.75 per total order for shipping) 

r w7Assowrar GiJAiAN1EEi , 
f. Use the Sound Massager or the Phoenix 
it Pulse Watch for one full month. If either 
~ one doesn't please you, send it back un
n damaged for full refund . 

I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 

CALL TOLL FREE 
For fast delivery on credit 
card orders call toll-free 

24 hours a day, 7 days a week: 

1-800-453-9600 
In Utah call: 1-800-662-2500 

For information call: 201-370-1234 

Or send check or money order. 

NE:W HORIZON~ 
Dept. PS-4 
5-31 Fiftieth Avenue 
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

• 
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Flrepower!-BMW K-serles 
[Continued from page 86 ) 

From the clutch, the drive goes to the 
gearbox input shaft (also equipped 
with cushion drive), to an intermedi
ate shaft, to the output shaft, and then 
to the drive shaft-with a third cush
ion drive. As a result, the clutch, alter
nator, and drive shaft rotate counter 
t!) the engine crankshaft and there
fore cancel its rotational torque. As 
you open and close the K lOO's throttle, 
there is no accompanying side-to-side 
rocking of the motorcycle. 

The liquid-cooled engine delivers 90 
horsepower at 8,000 rpm-and does 
it solidly: The power curve is so flat 
that more than 85 percent of maxi
mum torque is available from 3,000 
rpm to the redline of 8,600, and above . 
5,000 rpm there is always at least 55 
horsepower. 

The drive line takes power to the 
rear wheel by BMW's Monolever sys
tem, which has been used before on 
the R80GS. Its beauty is that the rear 
wheel and tire can be changed about 
as easily as those on a car. The rear 
suspension is a single spring-shock 
unit with three pre-load settings. 

Bucking current trends 
Front suspension is by conventional 

forks with progressive spring rates. 
Surprisingly, little of the suspension 
is adjustable. (Suspensions in current 
Japanese motorcycles may have liter
ally tens of combinations.) BMW en
gineers trusted themselves to get it 
right the first time without the need 
for a lot of fiddling by the. rider. In . 
test rides, I found that the apparently 
simple springing and damping config
urations proved their mettle-and the 
engineers' confidence. 

Brakes are double discs in front and 
a single disc in the rear, with all ro
tors slotted. Everything is linked to
gether with a stiff tubular space frame 
that utilizes the engine as a load
bearing component. 

A major goal with the K-series was 
light weight, and here, too, the engi
neers succeeded. With fuel, the base 
K 100 weighs 526 pounds; the RS, 548 
pounds; and the fully equipped RT, 
only 559. Owing to its lighter weight, 
the base version is credited with a 
3.9-second acceleration for zero to 100 
kilometers per hour (62 mph), com
pared with four seconds for the RS and 
4.1 for the RT. But the superior aero
dynamics of the RS comes into play 
at higher speeds: Its claimed accelera
tion for zero to 1,000 meters (0.62 mile) 
is 23.5 seconds, compared with 23.6 
for the base model and 24.1 for the 
RT. The factory reports top speeds as 
133 mph for the base model and RT 
and 136 mph for the RS. After riding 
the K 100, it appears to me that those 
numbers are conservative. IIID 
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Save Gas, Save Engine. with 6P 
The following introduces one of the 

most fully tested and credentialed gas 
saving, friction reducing engine treat
ments ever to reach the market! 

WHAT IS POLY? "Poly" is short 
for polytetrafluoroethylene (TFE). It is 
the slipperiest substance known to man 

'(1981 Guiness Book of World Records, 
p. 188). The PetroLon Corporation, 
makers of Slick 50, ·has invented a way 
~o permanently bind this slippery chemi
cal to your engine with one treatment. 
All you do is add one quart of Slick 50 
to your oil during oil and filter change. 
By reducing engine friction , Slick 50 
increases gas mileage and horsepower 
and reduces engine operating tempera
ture thus causing your oil and engine 
to last longer. Just as important, it 
reduces metal wear, defraying costly over
hauls. 

HOW DO I KNOW THIS ISN'T A 
FRAUD? Slick 50 has some very impres
sive credentials. The "Consumers Digest" 
magazine (March/April1982, p. 35) states 
"Slick 50 does reduce engine heat and 
ordinary wear, and our informal tests 
indicate that it will improve gas mileage 
by about 2 or 3 miles per gallon." Re
searchers at the Franklin Institute Re
search Laboratory, after applying a power
ful ultrasonic cleaning process to a Slick 
50 treated engine part, were surprised at 
its permanence. They stated, "We actual
ly expected the PetroLon Slick 50 TFE 
Resin coating to also be removed, but 
later found it was still there ." . 

The FAA (Federal Aviation Adminis
tration) has fully accepted Slick 50 Air
craft Piston Engine Treatment (F.A.R. 
#33.49) . An FAA test simulating 1400 
hours of engine use (equivalent to about 
70,000 miles on a car) showed almost 
zero engine wear! 

Twenty-five hundred miles after re
moving Slick 50 from the crankcase, 
tests done at the University of Utah 
E~gineering Experiment Station showed 
that the benefits of Slick 50 were 
still there. They reported a horse
power increase of 16.9% and 9.9% for 
light and heavy loading respectively. 
The senior engineering researcher at the 
University of Southern California in 
San Diego stated this, "Slick 50 does 
increase horsepower and decreases fuel 
consumption in tests done at the uni
versity." The Space Shuttle Colum
bia uses the chemical "poly" in its 
gears .and bearings because it is the 
only chemical lubricant which can with
stand the heat and corrosive elements 
of space. 

Perhaps most dramatic of all is a 
torture-test overseen by the Automotive 
Services Council for Pennsylvania and 

shown on television station WTVE. Three 
cars with between 75 ,000 and 129,000 
miles on them were treated with Slick 50. 
Six months later the oil was drained from 
each vehicle and the cars were driven with
out the oil plugs for about a half hour. 
The water temperature never rose and the 
engines sustained no apparent damage. 
The Southwest Daily Times (Dec. 19, 
1982, p. 6), reports that a man from 
Liberal, Kansas, flew his airplane without 
oil for 30 minutes. There are many more 
tests available. If you are still skeptical, 
send $2.00 to defray printing and postage 
costs and we will send you additional, 
more detailed, test information, etc. 

HOW DO YOU TREAT AN ENGINE? 
Very simply. A few minutes before 
oil and filter change add engine flush 
(sent free with each order) to clean out 
your engine. Let your engine idle for 
5 minutes. Then drain your oil, change 
filters and add the proper amount of 
oil less one quart. Add one quart Slick 
50, drive for 30 minutes, and leave it 
in the crankcase for 3,000 miles. As 
the engine operates, the oil carries the 
polytetrafluoroethylene between the parts 
where it is burnished into the pores 
of the metal. Once impregnated it is 
permanent, so you do it only once, not 
each time you change oil. One quart 
of Slick 50 will treat all standard 4, 6 
and 8 cylinder gasoline and diesel engines. 

WILL IT WORK WITH MOST OILS? 
Yes, Slick 50 will work with all petro
leum based oils and all synthetics that 
are compatable with petroleum based 
oils. An exception is graphite oils. 
However, once an engine is treated, you 
can go back to a graphite type if de-

sired. 
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF 

SLICK SO? Your actual benefits in 
percentages may vary, depending on the 
kind of driving you do, vehicle condition, 
etc. By reducing friction, Slick 50 does 
all of the following: It increases gas 
mileage. It increases horsepower -
small economy cars and large RV's really 
need this. It makes for easier starting. 
It reduces operating temperatures, thus 
increasing the lubrication and life of your 
oil and your engine. Last but not least, 
the drastic reduction in engi'ne wear de
frays or eliminates costly overhauls which 
can save you over $1 ,000.00. Slick 50 
eliminates the "lubrication starvation" 
that all cars experience when first started 
before the oil has a chance to circulate. 
Up to 90% of the wear on a car can be 
caused by this lubrication starvation. 
You receive all of these benefits for 
less than the cost of two tanksfull of 
gas ($34. 95). 

WILL SLICK SO HA~ MY ENGINE 
OR AFFECT MY WARRANTY? No! 
Slick 50 is suspended in an excellent 
grade of petroleum oil which meets or 
exceeds every manufacturers engine war
ranty requirements. In addition, Slick 50 
carries an API (American Petroleum Insti
tute) service classification SF-CC-CD. It 
also carries the military specifications 
MIL-L-21046 and MIL-L 46152-A. 

DEALERSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE. 
OTHER SLICK SO PRODUCTS avail

able are Small Engine Treatment (for 
2-cycle engines), Aircraft Engine Treat
ment, Gear Treatment (manual transmis
sions, etc.), Grease, Ultra 9 Oil, Fuel 
Conditioner, and Fabric Protector. Free 
information is sent upon request. 

Free engine flush sent with each order. 
Free shipping with orders of 2 or more. 

For purchase or further information, 
call toll free 1-800-228-6SOS, ext. 180 
(in Nebraska call 1-800-642-9606) or 
send to: FT. MORGAN SLICK SO, 
1Sl60 Hwy. 144, #7, Fort Morgan, 
co 80701. 

. --------------------------------
PS4 

0 I enclose $34.95 + $4.00 shipping and 
handling. 

0 I want 2 or more (free shipping & handling). 

0 Check 0 C.O.D. 0 Visa/MC 

Card # _______ Exp. _ _ _ 

Name _______________________ __ 

Address ---,(""C":::"' '""St~=•'"'A'"'cta"':::.,,.,jtr.:..,.:::tii:Cblt~r.~. mo.PM'.S.'"lll)(:::llljy;;;:,ry:r) -

City -------------
State --------- Zip -----
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Audiolite '"! The new way to turn your lights on and off 
without touching a switch. When the switch hears a 
sound, it turns on the lights and keeps them on as long as 
the sound persists. Actuating the switch starts a clock 
which works on a time control. Includes dimmer control 
and manual on/off positions. Installs In place of you r light 
swttch. and connects to the same 2 wires. Requires a stan· 
dard 2-hole face plate, the same used on ordinary electric 
outlets. One Audioli te controls up to 300 watts. Audiolite 
has solid-state microcomputer circuitry to ensure years of 
trouble-free service. 1 year warranty . Incandescent models only. 

Send check. money order or credit card number to: 

I LS&S GFIOlJP iNC:-------- - - - --
: P.O. Bo• 673. Northbrook. I L 60062 : 

I Send_AUDIOLIT E(sl at $32.00 each·plus $2.50 lor p ostage I 
I 

and handling Cor $98.00 for 4 Audiolites. plus $4.50 fol' postage I 
and handl ingl, within U.S.A. I L residents add 6% sales t ax. 

I I 
1 Name • --- ------ I 
I Address .... ,, . _ ___ , , ... _ ... _____ I 
I Ctly ----- SI.Ji l• .... - Z•P--.. u I 
I /\llnw &wo<:lo..s Inc o~h·.'l''V Add 2·3 WfJ€·k~ tt natd b y chN.k I 

I
I V•sa M_.,:.ttrC3rd Stgn,1h.tre 

1
1 

l t&n1,med on c(ed•l caro purchasel 

I C•edu catd no Ex.p Date I 
I ORDER TOLL FR EE 1·800/ 323·6556 Ext. R-23 I 
& In llhn~s. call 1·800/ 942·6345 E .l(t R-23 I 
L • • •• 124 hOurs. •nc:ludtng Sa:u rdays and Su nday) -•••.1 

SNJT "EM fJN I 

I NAME ______________________ • 

I ADDRESS I 
CITY STATE _______ _ 

I ZIP SIGNATURE I 
S•no KELLER INTERNATIONAL MARKfTING L t~ ~HILWO'W.fAVAY.JYRWjSE..U.Y .. Ji1 4~1SI£6 6WJ .J 

r----------, 
1 BEAUTIFUL 1 
I WOOD FINISHES I 
I Watco Danish Oils provide an elegant, I 
I extremely durable penetrating finish IN I 
1 the wood, not ON it! Primes, seals, I 
I 

hardens, protects and beautifies in one 
fast , easy application. I 

I Natural and seven at- I 
I tractive Danish Oil col- 1 
I ors. No pre-staining I 

needed. Write Watco-
1 Dennis Corp., 1756-22nd I 
1 St., Santa Monica, Calif. I 

90404, Dept. PS-44. L-----------' 
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The house that computers built 
[Continued from page 77] 

fire, the home control system also alerts 
occupants and the fire department. 

The home control system also pro
vides· security: 

• A perimeter "fence" -actually a 
buried cable-sets up an electromag
netic field that is monitored by sensors. 
The control system is alerted if some
one passes through the field . 

• Voice-activated locks in exterior 
sliding doors recognize only occupants 
of the house or those given temporary 
passes. 

• Pressure-sensitive windows have 
sensors that alert the control system 
if broken. 

• Heat-sensing detection is the final 
defense if an intruder gains entrance. 
Using theIR sensors of the fire-extin
guishing nozzles, the control system 
can inform police of the intruder's 
location, alert occupants, or even at
tempt to frighten him. 

What can a robot do? 
"Some people may actually still like 

to clean house," says Owen. He, how
ever, is not one of them. The House of 
the Future uses "buffer zones" to pre
vent dirt from entering the house in 
the first place. (These are essentially 
mud r ooms; some old ideas are still 
good ones.) The mobile service unit 
(see photo), a robot that moves on flat 
surfaces and communicates with the 
home control system, vacuums the 
floors and shampoos the rugs. (Yes, it 
does windows.) 

"What can a robot do?" asks Owen. 
"Things that don't have to be terribly 
intelligent. You don't want a robot in 
a dangerous or expensive situation 
where it has to be right all of the time. 
For example, we don't think a robot 
ought to dust; who knows, maybe it's 
got a defective circuit and it wipes off 
a Ming vase." . 

But a robot can do vacuuming (you'd 
move furniture yourself for thorough 
cleanings), and it could wash clothes 
"if you help it out by clipping things 
you want cleaned on hangers," says 
Owen. "A bar code on a tag attached 
to an article of clothing could indicate 
how it's to be washed, and the robot 
could locate and sort the clothes by 
finding the clips." 

In the kitchen, a robot could be 
taught to set the table using liT's 
MIMIC programming system (see draw
ing). It could also serve food "in the 
sense of bringing in foods that are 
placed on a serving cart," says Owen. 
"You wouldn't want a robot to place 
food on your plate, however. 

"In general, we don't think robots 
should be running around the house 
being involved in your life. A robot 
should not be seen and not be heard," 
advises Owen. Dish and clothes wash-

ing are done in a separate "service 
station''; other robot tasks can be done 
at night or when no one's home. 

Nothing should ever get lost in the 
closets of the House of the Future. 
These are "storage cores" - dustproof 
enclosures with automated systems of 
rotating shelves or tracks with hang
ers for clothing (similar to those you 
see in dry cleaners' shops). H you want 
an item, you'd ask the home control 
system to find it for you. It would di
rect you to the appropriate storage 
core and rotate the shelf the item is 
on to the access door. In a child's room 
the door would be placed lower. 

"We started out designing a num
ber of special things for children," says 
Owen. "But it turned out that nearly 
everything is related to them. In fact, 
children know a house most intimate
ly- every nook and cranny." Modular 
replaceable partitions allow interior 
spaces to change as children grow, and 
features such as wash basins that can 
be relocated closer to the floor via 
flexible plumbing solve problems of 
scale. 

But to return to the problem men
t ioned earlier: Although the House of 
the Future could be built with near
term technology, it isn't practical with 
today's housing practices. "There are 
code problems," explains Owen. "In 
Chicago and other communities, for 
example, you still can't use plastic pipe 
or BX cable. We're told they're dan
gerous and a fire hazard . Well, it 
really doesn't have much to do with 
that. It has to do with the fact that it 
takes a union member longer to lay 
conduit and put screw threads on 
pipe." Flexible plumbing is another ex
ample of technology that can't be used 
in homes. "The problem is," says 
Owen, "wf!ve got outdated union rules 
and local codes and bankers who won't 
give mortgages to anyone who's build
ing anything unusual." 

Still, Owen is optimistic. "The '80s 
could be different," he says. "Many 
people who put off having children 
now need housing and should be able 
to afford it, but can't. There could be 
a lot of political pressure from them 
to get affordable housing. The hous
ing industry must go through the 
same painful rethinking and reorga
nization that the auto industry has 
gone through." 

But what company could produce 
such an all-encompassing housing 
scheme? ''A company like Sears," says 
Owen, "or another multi-service com
pany that could supply all the inter
nals, even the electronics. Or a consor
tium of companies could do it." 

But whether or not IIT's-House of 
the Future is ever built, it represents 
an impressive achievement. 111!1 
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Kodak MP film ... 
Eastman Kodak's professional 

color motion picture (MP) film adapted 
for still use in your 35mm camera by Seattle 
Film Works. With micro~fine grain and rich 

color saturation, its quality meets the exacting 
standards of Hollywood filmmakers. And with wide 

exposure latitude, you don't have to be a pro to get 
great everyday shots or capture special effects. 

Experience remarkable versatility. Shoot in low 
light or bright light from ASA 200 up to ASA 1200. 

Enjoy the option of prints or slides, or both, from 
the same roll. It's economical, too: for example, 

we'll process your film, send you mounted slides AND 
negatives AND a FREE roll of film-all for the 

incredibly low price of $4.60 PER ROLL plus postage 
and handling. Get the very latest in photographic 

technology ... quick, convenient mail order service ... 
plus substantial savings. Try our introductory offer. 

Of course it costs us more than $2. But we're confident 
that once you've tried the film, you'll become a regular 
customer. Why not see what this quality film can do for 

your photography. Send in today! 

------------------------
INTRODUCTORY OFFER 

Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks 
500 Third Avenue West, P. 0 . Box C-34056 

Seattle, WA 98124 

D Rush me two 20-exposure rolls of your leading 
KODAKMPfilm-Kodak5247® (200ASA). 
Enclosed is $2.00. I'd like to be able to get color 
prints or slides (or both) from the same roll and 
experience the remarkable versatility of this 
professional quality film. 

NAME ______________________ __ 

ADDR~----------------------

CITY ____________________ _ 
875 

STATE _________ ZIP ________ _ 
Limil of 2 rolls per customer . 

. 

We also offer slides and a free replacement roll with regular Kodacolor print films. Yes, slides from Kodacolor! 
· 1\11!4 Sc·anlc FilmW,,ks KoJak 5247 is a registered trndemark of the Eastman Kodak Company. 

L----------------------------------------;-:L.o~py~ttgllt8d matenal 



Wordless Workshop 
By ROY DOTY 
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I· 

$50 to John Weitendorf of Dallas, Texas, for th is idea. Send 
yours (with Social Security No.) to Wordless. PoPULAR SCIENCE, 
380 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017. None can be returned. 
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0 ....... 
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

@ 1M3 A J AEYNOt.O$ TOBACCO COMIIAH'f' 



Better than 

Restore 
D 
D 

D 

The Easy Gillespie Way! 
With the Gillespie 
Brass Refinishing 
System, you can 
renew solid brass, 
copper & bronze to 
it's original beauty 
... and protect it. 

Just picture an old treasured brass collectable that has years of corrosion. 
tarnish or even paint on it being transformed back to it's original gleaming 
beauty. 

Here's how it works . .. apply the Brass Refurbisher. a powerful cleaner (not a 
polish) that dissolves tarnish. grime and even any old coating or paint. 

Buff to shine with polishing wool and spray the clear Brass Protector 
to preserve the shine for years . .. It's easy .. .it's fast! 

AVAILABLE IN THE 004T·YDUR· @il!L!LJ:t~J:Pil~ fREE"RE.STORE BRASS" BOOKLET 
SELF DEPARTMENTS OF HARD· • ON REQUEST WRITE GILLESPIE 
WARE. PAINT & HOME CENTERS. DEPT. PS BOX 1879 

SINCE 1824 MEMPHIS. TN. 381D1 

KLEAN-STRIP Div. of W. M. Barr & Co. 

Jogging, Swimming, or Cycling ... 

Jarless Total Body 
Aerobic Exerciser 

Duplicates X-C Skiing for the 
Best way to Fitness 

..... • ... ij .., 

. 
fonnly exercises the large leg muscles and also adds 
imporunt upper body exercise. Higher pulse rates, 
necessary for building fitness, seem easier to atl2in 
because: the work is sha~d by mo~ muscle mass. 

Even BetterThan Swimming 

Cross-country skiing is often cited by physiologists 
as the most perfect form of cardiovascular exercise 
for both men and women. Its smooth, fluid, total 
body modon uniformly exercises more muscles so 
higher heart rates seem easier to attain than when 
jogging or cycling. Nordid'rack closely simulates the 
pleasant X·C skiing motion and provides the same 
cardiovascular endur20ce·building benefits-right 
in the convenience of your home, year 'round. 
Eliminates the usual barriers of time, weather, 
chance of injury, etc. Also highly effective for weight 

Nordid'r2ck mo~ effectively exercises the largest 
muscles in the body, those: located in the legs and 
buttocks. When swimming, the body is supponed 
by the water, thus preventing these: muscles from 
being effectively exercised. The stand up exercising 
position on the Nordid'r2ck much mo~ effectively 
exercises these muscles. 
A Proven, High Quality Durable Product 
Nordid'r2ck is in its 7th yw of production. Nordic· 
Tr2ck is quiet, motorless and has separately adjust· 
able arm and leg resistances. We manufactu~ 
and sell di~ct. 'IWo ye,ar wamntee, 30 
day trial period with return privilege. 

control. 
More Complete Than Running Folds and stands on end 

to require only 15" x 17" 
storage space. Nordid'rack gives you a more complete work out

conditions both upper body and lower body 
muscles at the same time. Fluid, jarless motion does or U'rite for . .. 
nOt cause joint or back problems. FREE BROCHURE 
MoreEffectiveThan Exercise Bikes Toll Free 1 
Nordid'rack's stand-up skiing motion more uni· Minnesota 612-448-6987 

124PS Columbia Crt., Chaska, MN SS318 
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10-step tuneup 
for your 

The weather's balmy, the fish are run
ning, and you can't wait to get out on 
the water. Still, an outboard-motor 
tuneup now will allow you to concen
trate on the fish for the rest of the 
season. We asked the experts at the 
Outboard Marine Corp. for a simple 
program: 

1. Start with your spark plugs. Clean 
them, and be sure they're gapped to 
specs. Also check that the terminal 
connections and wiring are clean, 
unfrayed, and snug fitting. 

2. Check the lubrication level in the 
lower unit. If the motor looks as if it's 
been leaking, have a pro check it out. 
Leaks could mean seals and gaskets 
need replacing. 

3. If you didn't drain the gear case 
in the fall, do it now. Refill it with the 
proper lubricant. 

4. If your motor has a power-trim 
unit, check the fluid level in the sys
tem's reservoir. Fill with recommended 
fluid if needed. 

5. When checking fluid levels, don't 
forget the battery-especially if you 
have an electric-start or remote-control 
system. Remove corrosion from termi
nals, and be sure the battery is fully 
charged. 

6. Drain old fuel from the tank, and 
clean the fuel-pump filter. Add new 
fuel, and check for leaks. 

7. Examine the propeller for dents, 
gouges, and bends. Your finely tuned 
outboard will not deliver peak perform
ance if there's even a small dent in the 
prop, says OMC. But a dealer can usu
ally repair moderately beat-up units. 

8. For efficient running, the boat's 
hull must be clean-so scrape off any 
barnacles and dried weeds. 

9. Use an engine degreaser under 
the power hood and an all-purpose ma
rine cleaner outside. 

10. Touch up scratches with color
matched spray paint (photo) and apply 
auto wax.-Susan Renner-Smith 

• .. 
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No matter what kind . ·of lawn you have, or how much time 
you want to spend on it, there's a dependa e, top-quality John Deere mower that's design-
ed to do the job. · 

If, for example, you have a lawn of a quarter-acre or less, and time isn't really an issue, 
your best bet is probably a walk-behind mower. There are several models available, including 
the 21-inch self-propelled version pictured above. It comes with a dependable 4-hp engine, a 
deep die-cast aluminum deck, and rear-wheel gear drive that provides excellent traction, even 
on hillsides. An optional rear grass bag enables you to trim on either side. 
. If you have a larger lawn and you'd rather sgend less time mowing_ it and more time 

enjoying it, you may prefer one of the five new John Deere riding mowers. Even the 8-hp R70, 
the lowest -cost model, will mow a half-acre in just 30 to 45 minutes, depending on the amount 
of trimming to be done. In fact, whet) you consider the high-quality features and solid con
struction of the R70, you probably can't find a better rider for the money. It has a 30-inch 
mower, a full-length welded steel frame, a 5-speed shift-on-the-go gear-drive transmission, 
and an OJ)tional olh-bushel rear grass bag. 

· Or, if you own an acre or more, and mowing's become a big production, a John Deere 
lawn tractor may be in order. The 116, for instance, with a 46-inch mower and 16-hp engine, 
will mow an acre of lawn in about 45 minutes. All seven John Deere lawn tractors provide added 
versatility with an optional front blade, snow thrower, dumpcart, lawn thatcher, and rear-mount
ed grass bagger (for 30- or 38-inch mowers). 

So the choice is yours. From 4-hp walk-behind mowers to 16-hp lawn tractors. But re-
gardless of how long it takes to do the job, you'll be doing it with the best. -

Fw more infonnation or the name of the dealer nearest you, ca/1800-447-9126 toll free (illinois, call 
800-322-6796) QY write john Deere, Dept. 62/59, Moline, IL 61265. 

~ 
JOHN DEERE 
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The trucks you choose for your business say a lot about 
your business. So let GMC's good reputation add to your 
reputation. GMC trucks are done right, because, after all, 
we're the people who bring you nothing but trucks. 

But a GMC pickup can pick up more than just your image. 
It can help your business run more efficiently by being 
just the right truck for the job. 

The full -size pickup on the right will handle really large 
loads. Depending on the model, you can haul from 1,983 
up to 5,256 pounds of whatever you're hauling. Or, when 
properly equipped, it can tow up to 10,000 pounds. 

If you choose the rugged 6.2 liter V-8 diesel engine as an 
option, you' ll have a practical pickup ideal for work 
situations involving stop and go 
driving. 

The compact S-15 on the left is available with 4-cylinder 
or V-6 power. The 2.2 liter L4 diesel can haul up to 1,250 
pounds, and the V-6 up to 1,625 pounds. Or when properly 
equipped, the S-15 can tow up to 5,000 pounds. 

Full-size pickup cargo beds are available in 6W and 8' 
lengths. The S-15 pickup has 6 ' 1" or 7'5" cargo beds 
available. 

Both versions feature tough, girder-beam, independent 
front suspension. You can get optional four-wheel drive. 
S-15's lnsta-Trac system lets you shift from 2- to 4-wheel 
drive without stopping. 

Whatever you choose, a full-size C-series or compact 
S-15 truck, you'll have picked right ; 
a pickup that knows how to work. 

Hard. 
From GMC. 

Officilll Truck 
r nlt/N XXII/rd 

0/ympilld 
Los Angeles 
1984 

A truck you can work with. 

• -··--



Housepower Clinic 
By EVAN POWELL 

Improved appliance 

If you've wrestled with upright-vacuum 
attachments that, at best, do a medio
cre job of dusting and cleaning crevices, 
you'll welcome Hoover's new Concept 
Two cleaning system. It's an upright 
vacuum with a kangaroo-type caddy 
for a portable vacuum. Once the car
pet is clean, you simply release the 
portable-'-called the Help-Mate-and 
attach the power cord, and you're 
ready for any hand touch-up. A brush 
and crevice tool for the Help-Mate are 
included. One drawback: The Help
Mate bag has to be emptied more fre
quently than the larger vacuum bags. 
I'm finding this piggyback to be one 
of the more powerful portable vacuums, 
especially handy for picking up saw
dust after an on-site home-improve
ment project. 

Q&A Direct-drive 
blowers· 

I'm planning to have a new heating
cooling system installed in my house 
this summer, and I have been looking 
at new high-efficiency furnaces. I've 
been advised by friends (one of whom 
is in the heating business) that I 
should get a furnace with a belt-drive 

blower. All of those that I've seen, 
though, have the motor attached di
rectly to the fan. One dealer said he 
would check to see whether I could 
get the belt-drive blower as an extra
cost option. Would it be worth the $85 
difference? 

Jim Garrison, Baltimore, Md. 

If you really enjoy adjusting the V-belt 
every season, replacing it every other 
season, and listening to it squeak and 
rattle in the meantime, buy a unit with 
a belt drive. I would choose a direct
drive blower without reservation. There 
once was some basis for the advice you 
received. When direct-drive blowers 
were first introduced, they were usu
ally on small furnaces-some of the 
blowers were undersize. Many of them 
were also single-speed blowers, and you 
normally need at least two speeds when 
a furnace is used as the air handler 
for both an air-conditioning and heat
ing system. These days, properly sized 
direct-drive blowers do the job well. 
They have few moving parts, and most 
of them offer up to seven different speed 
selections-you simply choose the pro
per taps on the motor terminal board. 

Too cold to cool 

When we operate our Westinghouse 
12,000- Btu air conditioner in humid 
weather, water condenses on the fins 
of the coil. If we continue to run the 
machine, this condensed water turns 
into ice and frost, which blocks airflow. 
The unit becomes useless until shut 
down for defrosting. When we restart 
it, the same thing happens again. Ap
parently this is a common problem. 

K. S. Goranson, Ancram, N.Y. 

Water running off the evaporator coil 
is normal-dehumidification aids com
fort as much as cooling under humid 
conditions. But the coil temperature 
should not drop below freezing unless 
the surrounding air temperature drops 
very low. This could happen if the unit 
runs all night with the thermostat on 
a high setting. 

Assuming that the unit is not being 
operated under these conditions, the 
cause of the low coil temperature might 
be restricted airflow across the coil. 
The most common cause is a dirty 
filter, which can also result in plugged 

cooling fins. To remedy this, spray the 
coil with a commercial coil-cleaning 
solution or a heavy-duty household 
cleaning solution, allow it to stay on 
for 15 to 30 minutes, and finally flush 
with a spray of clear water. 

If that doesn't do the trick, slide 
the chassis out of the cabinet to reach 
the fan motor (after first unplugging 
the unit, of course). Check to see that 
the fan blades are attached firmly to 
the motor shaft, that the motor is not 
binding, and that the bearings are well 
lubricated. 

The thermostat can cause icing con
ditions if it's not calibrated properly 
or if it's not cycling the compressor off 
at the proper temperature. An improp
erly located thermostat sensing tube 
can contribute to this problem, too. 
Some sensing tubes are placed within 
a block of temperature-conducting ma
terial and are designed purposely to 
sense icing before it blocks the coil, al
lowing the compressor to shut down 
and the unit to defrost itself while still 
providing cooling. The unit then re
starts automatically. If the sensing tube 
has pulled away from the clips that 
attach it to the evaporator coil, it could 
cause the problem you describe. 

If nothing remedies the problem, you 
can buy a de-icer, at least for some 
older models. Check with a Westing
house dealer. 

Home-built air compressor 

I need information on transforming a 
refrigerator-freezer compressor into 
an air compressor for my shop. My 
unit has a 110-volt 1/2-horsepower mo
tor and a single-cylinder compressor. 

Darwin Hendricks, Sellersville, Pa. 

What you propose can work, but the 
results are likely to be short-lived. I'd 
advise you to buy a used air compressor, 
for a number of reasons. 

Refrigeration compressors are not the 
same as standard air compressors. 
Modern hermetic compressors are de
signed to recirculate some of the refrig
eration oil through the system with the 
refrigerant. The vapor coming back 
into the head of the compressor both 
lubricates the compressor and bearing 
surfaces and cools the compressor 
windings. If a refrigerator compres
sor is used as an air compressor, even 
with a separate precooler circuit, that 
oil will soon be lost, and the lack of 
proper cooling will soon damage the 
motor windings. 

Got a home-equipment problem? Write to Evan Powell/House
power Clinic, Chestnut Mountain, Rte. 1. Box 322A, Travel
ers Rest. S.C. 29690. Give appliance make and model 
number. Unpubl ished questions cannot be answered by mail. 
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Before buying a car stereo, home 
stereo, or telephone, read the 
famous Crutchfield Buyer's Guide. 
It is fact-filled with important con
sumer tips, informative articles, 
comparison charts, installation 
guides, and more! Plus, you'll find 
a huge selection of all the top 
brand name products at money 
saving prices. For your FREE copy, 

Call toll-free todayl 

800-336-5566 
Be sure to mention Populat Science when calling. 

In Virginia call toll free 800·552·3961 . 

' -----------. D Send me your tree catalog 

I by Third Class mail 1 
D Rush me your tree catalog. 1 I'm enclosing $1 for First Class postage 1 

I I 
I Name I 

I Address I 

lcity I 
l state Zip I 

:CRUTCHFIELD : 
Lt Crutchfield Park. Dept. PS. ChariOttesvtlle. VA 22906 I __________ .. 
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~Talk 
By AL LEES 

Sample the future this summer 
None of us should find leisure time 
hanging heavy this summer, what 
with the Los Angeles Olympics and 
two big political circuses (donkeys in 
San Francisco, elephants in Dallas) 
grabbing major TV time. Still, except 
for the few lucky attendees, these 
events offer only armchair participa
tion, largely indoors. Between com
mitments to the tube, most of us will 
be seeking vacation destinations. So 
with the PoPULAR SciENCE reader's 
penchant for advanced technology in 
mind, I compiled this informal list of 
suggestions: 

• The summer's other event that's 
bound to get national attention is the 
New Orleans fair-or, to be precise, 
the Louisiana World Exposition. With 
the verbose theme "The World of 
Rivers: Fresh Water as a Source of 
Life," it opens on May 12, to run 
through Nov. 11. The 82-acre site 
along the Mississippi River is getting 
spruced up a~ I write this. Like Knox
ville two years ago, New Orleans is 
taking advantage of fairground prep
arations to upgrade a depressed area 
adjacent to downtown, with demolition 
of derelict buildings and reclamation 
of several old warehouses. Aside from 
a number of foreign pavilions, a major 

exhibit will be a wholly new version 
of the Energy Saving House featured 
at Knoxville. All pavilions will be 
open from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily. 
One-day gate fee is $15. · 

• Speaking of Knoxville, if you are 
heading for New Orleans and your 
route takes you near that 1982 fair 
site, you can catch some of its energy 
exhibits at the American Museum of 
Science and Energy in Oak Ridge, 
Tenn.-the town that calls itself "The 
Frontier of the Nuclear Age." This 
Jru\ior museum features its own energy
saving house, seen at far right in the 
upper photo below. (A typical exhibit, 
with hands-on electronics, is shown on 
the next page.) When the energy fair 
closed in the fall of '82, the museum 
bid for-and remounted- the best ex
hibits from several pavilions to add to 
its own extensive displays. It's open 
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through 
Friday and 12:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. on 
Sundays, and-a rarity in this age
it's free. Just follow the special signs 
for 15 miles off 1-75. 

• It was in our May '81 special sec
tion on high-tech houses that you first 
learned about a sprayed-foam, domed
and-turreted fancy called-after the 
Coleridge poem-Xanadu (bottom 
photo, left). This original version is in 
the Midwest resort town of Wisconsin 

Continued 
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Start with tapes or records for only ~~b~ed~~~~~~~~~ 
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Buy justlsmash hit in one year's time. 

Enjoy4tapes or records for the price of one. 

Kenny Rogers 
Eyes That See In 
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Nothing more to buy ... EVER! 

Don't Miss These 
Smash Hits! 

• David Bowie: Let's Dance . . . . . . 53730 
• Segovia: lnlimate Guitar . .. .. .. 04628 
• ~rtl Alpert: Blow Hom_ .. .. . .. 63504 
• Little Arm Band: Gt. H1ts ... ... 53429 
• Dolly Parton: Burlap/Satin ... . . 44t33 
• Styx: Kllrov w.s Here ......... 34460 
• Neil Diamond: Jazz Singer . . . . . 328n 
• oak Ridoe Bovs: Gt. Hits ...... 44417 
• John Cougar: American Fool . . . 40331 
• Van Halen: Diver Down . .. ..... 44205 
• Bellamy Bros.: Gt. Hits ......... 04nO 
• Rlcll Springfield: Living Dz . ..... 53844 
• A flock 01 Seagulls: Usten ..... 33905 
• Uonel Riehle .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 44354 
• Rubinstein: Beethoven Con. 5 . . 24408 
• K. Rogers: We've Got Tonight . . 34557 
• Ouarterflash: Another Picture . . . 33973 
• John Denver: It's About Time . . . 24563 
• Triumph: Never Surrender . . . . . 53938 
• Sylvia: SnapshCJ! ............ 14747 
• Rush: MCMng Pictures .... ... . 43915 
• Best Beach eo.,.s .. . .. .. .. .. .. 23946 
• Hank Williams, Jr.: Gt. Hits ..... 34553 
• Elton John: Too low Zero ...... 10196 
• The Who: It's Hard .. .. . .. . .. . 54190 
• Crosby/Stills/Nash: Allies . . . . . 439n 
• Eag~: Gt. HitS, V.? • .. •••••. . 63318 
• c. Twitty: lost Feeling . . . . . . . . 10202 
• Pat Benallr: Get Nervous ..... . 14616 
• Hooked on Swing .. . .. .. .. .. . 04 722 
• StaUer Bros.: Today .......... 33753 
• Sle'lie Niclls: Bella Donna . . . . . . 43739 
• J. Gelts: Showtime .. . . .. .. .. . 13346 
• Led Zeppelin: Coda . . . . . . . • . . 33759 
• Best Best Merle Haggard . . . . . . 33505 
• Chris Cross: Another Page . . . . . 34400 
• Boll Seger: Night Moves . . . . . . . 43584 
• Alabama: Feels So R~ht . . . . . . . 53632 
• Halt & Oates: Private Eyes . • . . . 34524 
• Joan Jell: I liM Rock .. .. . .. . 43995 
• Fleelwood Mac: Mirage . . . . . . . 04802 

RCA89 
--US€0 "'THIS_.j - PACII'EATY 0< 
..,.,... ~ QilfiiiHfRS 1\IIQSt 8 ACA CCIAPCJRAflOH 

Start Saving NOW! 
Start Now with 3 Hit Albums for 1~1 Yes, pick any 3 records, 
or cassettes, or 8-track tapes ... lor just 1¢. Then agree to buy 
only 1 more hit at regular Club prices (usually $8.98 to $9.98) 
... and take up to one full year to do it.. .with nothing more to 
buy ever! That's 4 smash hits for the price of one! 

No Furtlwr Obligation Whatsoever lit's all up to you! You buy 
wh!"t you want...when you want to. This is one record and 
tape offer that really is different. And you pocket the savings! 

Exciting uMember&-Only" Benefits. Once you enroll. you'll 
receive your subscription to our exclusive music magazine, 
MEDLEY. Each· issue is crammed with hundreds of hit tapes 
and records- many as low as $2.98 to $3.98- plus your fea
tured "Selection of the Month" in your favorite category. In all, 
you'll have 19 convenient, shop-at-home opportunities a year. 

It's Easy to Get 't'bur Favorite Hits! If you want the "Selection 
of the Month," do nothing. It will be sent to you automatically. If 
you want other selections, or none: just indicate your prefer
ence on the card always provided ... and mail it back to us by 
the date specified. You'll always have at least 10 days to 
decide. But if you don't, you may return your "Selection of the 
Month" at our expense for full credit. As .a member in good 
standing, send no money when you order, we 'II bill you later. A 
postage and handling charge is added to each shipment. 

FREE 10-Day No-Risk Offer! Listen to your 3 big hits for a full 
10 days. If not satisfied, return them for a prompt refund. You 
risk nothing! So don't delay. Pick your hits, write the code num
bers in the boxes on the right, and mail today! 

ROll 
RCA M!Jiic Service, 6550 E. 30th St., Indianapolis, IN 46291 

53363 

. 
Send back this coupon ... today! I 

II 0 ---- MAIL TO: RCA MUSIC SERVICE, I 
P.O. BOX RCA 1 

I 
TAPE INDIANAPOLIS, CN 46291 

PENNY I 
HERE I enclose 1¢. Please accept my trial 

I membership in the RCA Music 1 
Service and send me the 3 hits I've 

I indicated here under the terms 1 
outlined in this advertisement. I agree to buy just 1 

I more hit at regular Music Service prices in 1 year's 1 
__ time-after which I may cancel my membership. 
~ I (A postage and handling charge is added to each I 
~ shipment.) . 

-~ I 6 SEND MY SEL£CnONS ON (check Dllt only): I 
~ I 0 Cuaettes 0 Recorda 0 I· TriCtl Tlpea 

§ I @) lam m01t lnttreated In tllelollowlng type of mualc- but lam 

1
1 

a; elweya frMIII diGole hom every c.legory 
£: (check - only): 
~ I 1 0 Eny Llatenlng (lnstrumentai!Voeal Moods) 2 0 Country I 
.s 1 3 0 Har• Roell 4 0 Pop/SGft RDdl 5 0 CIISIIc.l 1 
~ I 0 RUSH ME TMESE 3 SEL£cnONS (indicate by number) 

~ 11 II I .__I _ ____.I ; 
,! I€) 0 Mr. I 
a. 0 Ml'l--------=c---=--::------

'-= 0 Mill (Please Pnnl) u 
I Add,... I 
I CRy I 
ptttt'--------ZIP'---- 1 

I Telepllatle ( Aru Code) I 
I 0 Have you bought anything else by mail in I UAD I fyV\ I 

0 lilt I Mlllltil 0 year 0 - . . "-.::J 

I RCA Music service reserves the right to request additional information I 
or reject any application. Limited to new members: continental U.S.A. 

1 only: one membership per family. Local taxes. if any. will be added. .J -------------



FRESH AIR BREAKTHROUGH! 
THE CEJLLECTEJA SAVE 25°/o 

NOW ONLY $89.95 
• ORIGINALLY $119.95 

10" x 10" panel 

AMERICA'S PHENOMENAL ACCEPTANCE 
OF "THE COLLECTOR" RESULTS IN A NEW 
LOWER PRICE 

IF YOU WANT CLEAN FRESH AIR OR YOU'VE UNPLUGGED YOUR POPULAR 
FILTER-FAN UNIT BECAUSE IT DOESN'T WORK THEN READ THIS ... 

Is your indoor air fresh. clean. and alive? Indoor air 
pollution is becoming a national health hazard. 
Energy efficient. airtight buildings are stifled with 
stale. polluted air which contains tobacco smoke: 
smoke and soot from fireplaces. heating systems. 
and cooking appliances: as well as dust. pollen. 
viruses. and bacteria. Most of these pollutants are 
so small (under 5 microns) that they are not 
effectively removed by common. small filter-fan 
units. Scientific tests show that these noisy. toy-like 
devices which emit chemical "citrus" odors are no 
match for The Collector. by Zestron. in thoroughly 
cleaning indoor air. 

ZESTRON BRINGS YOU NATURE'S ANSWER 
You know how fresh and vibrant the air feels right 
af1er a rainstorm. in the mountains. or near a water
fall. That clean. alive. fresh air is rich in something 
important that is greatly depleted in our urban and 
indoor air. That missing element is negative ions. 
nature's own air cleaners. Many users expenence 
great oeneftlfrom these amazmg actrve tons mcfud· 
mg feetmgs of aliVeness. alertness and votaltry 
srmrlar to that expenenced rn tho fresh mountam 
atr In aadttton. even hosprtals use •onrzers m 
some unrts 
Filter-fan units do not emit negative ions. The 
COLLECTOR, by Zestron. creates trillions o(these 
beneficial ions every second. while giving you the 
best performance. value. and technology in aor 
cleaning. 

THE ZESTRON BREAKTHROUGH! 
Most ionizers clean your air but leave an untody 
deposit of pollutants on room and furniture surfaces 
near the ionizer. The COLLECTOR takes oon 
technology a go ~nl slep lorward by gov.ng you 
superpowered oon output whole deposot.ng pol· 
lutanls from your a or on Zeslron s exclusove easy to 
clean Collector Panel 

AMAZING DEMONSTRATION! 
Unplug your COLLECTOR. place the ionizer unit 
and an ashtray on top of the panel. Place a lit 
cigarette in the ashtray and watch the smoke rise 
into the air. Now plug it in. and amaze yourself and 
friends as the smoke barely rises above the ashtray 
and then nose-dives onto The COLLECTOR panel 
before it can enter the room air. This is accomp
lished entirely electronically wit.h no moving parts. 
The COLLECTOR. by Zestron. is the only ionizer 
on the market that cleans the air powerfully enough 
to accomplish this test. 

THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED USERS 
Don't you. your family and friends deserve the 
healthy. clean. fresh air that Zestron ionizers have 
brought to thousands of satisfied users? Users 
wrote " I srmply cannot believe how much betler I 
feel " Dr E K . 0 D S - MA "I smoke heavrly and ot 
has cleared the aor as advertosed G P - WA ·11 
has done everylhong you say I'm ama.ted ~t the 
clean arr how rl absorbs odors and collects dust 
P M - K Y 
When you use your COLLECTOR. you'll quickly feel 
the difference it makes and smell the freshness in 
your air. You'll actually see the elimination of smoke 
and dust in your air! 

SILICON VALLEY TECHNOLOGY 
The COLLECTOR. incorporating years of high 

reliability design experience. is built with quality 
parts in the heart of Silicon Valley. USA. to give you 
years of trouble free servoce. 
The COLLECTOR operates anywhere in your home 
or office for pennies a month and has nothing to 
wear out or replace. 

SUPERPOWER OUTPUT 
The COLLECTOR. by Zestron. os the only brpolar 
collectrng ronozer wrth superpower output The 
thoroughness and speed of air cleaning increases 
with more ion output. and Zestron ionizers give you 
the highest output (w ithout detectable ozone). 
Don't be misled by low cost. low output units stat ing 
output at the emitter. Check the comparison chart 
below. Don't buy any ionizer not stating output 
using the industry standard of oons/cc/sec. at 
one meter. 

ADVERTISED 
IONIZER OUTPUT (1 m.) BIPOLARIZED 

lona/cc/eec. 
The COLLECTOR 1.200.000 YES 

by Zntron 
JSA Bubble 
Orbit 
AirEase 
AirCarell 
lon Fountain 
Modulian 

not stated 
not stated 
not stated 

236.000 
540.000 

75.000 

FREE ION DETECTOR 

YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
NO 
NO 

A FREE r.emote oon detector comes with 
each COLLECTOR to verify and compare 
output. When you place the detector neKt to 
The COLLECTOR and a competitive unit. 
you will see greatly reduced or no output 
from the compet itive unit! 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
Order a COLLECTOR now and try il in your home or 
office risk free for 30 days. If for any reason you are 
not sati sfied. return the unit for a full refund includ
ing return postage. The COLLECTOR has a full one 
year warranty on both parts and labor E!lCCiud ing 
abuse. 

ADDITIONAL DEALERSHIPS AVAILABLE 
Reorders are pouring in. Customers write: "We are 
enJOyong I he results ot I he forst one and are orderong 
two more · Dr J B M C - CA " I'm a dostrobulor for 
three other oon companoes. and have lo say 1 am 
extremely. extremely ompressed ·· T N - CA 
ZEST RON. the leader In ion technology, has created 
a unique DEALERSHIP PROGRAM. Call or write for 
details on this RISK FREE OPPORTUNITY. 

TO ORDER - CALL TOLL FREE 100-372-1200. 

In Cal if : 800-392-1200 or (408) 371-1200. TWX 
910 590 8032. Use your credit card or send 
check o r money order to Zestron. Inc .. Dept. 
P 44. 1901 S. Bascom Ave .. Campbell . CA 
95008. Add 54.00 shipping and handling per 
unit. (Calif. residents add 6.5% taK.) Orders 
outside U .S. add 15% to unit cost. Order one at 
589.95 or two at 579.95 each. For additional 
quantity d iscounts. cal l Zest ron. Inc. 

**NEW PRODUCT RELEASE** 
CALL TOLL FREE ABOUT OUR NEW 

AUTOMOTIVE UNIT. 
170 POPULAR SCIENCE 
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Dells, Wis. Its success as a paid-tour 
attraction has caused near-replicas to 
spring up like mushrooms in other 
parts of the country. I've visited the 
original as well as its copy in the 
Great Smokies resort of Gatlinburg, 
Tenn. (something else you could catch 
on your way to New Orleans). But 
I've not toured the third version, just 
opened near Disney World in Orlando, 
Fla. All three are total-electronic demo 
homes and well worth a visit. Check 
hours and admissions with the Xan
adu of your choice. 

• Also nearby in Florida, of course, 
is Disney's latest wonder, EPCOT Cen
ter, where yet another technology 
pavilion-this one sponsored by Gen
eral Electric-recently opened. There 
is no more-impressive demonstration 
of computer programming anywhere 
than the vast complex itself-every 
aspect of which is plugged into a giant 
control center. 

• That pleated cone in the last 
photo houses another entertaining 
peek at the future in Wisconsin Dells. 
It's Tommy Bartlett's Robot World. The 
structure is as intriguing as the auto
mated "home of tomorrow" it encloses: 
It's hung on tension cables stretched 
from a giant central hoop that's 215 
feet in circumference. Every inch of 
the 115,000 cubic feet of space inside 
is ramped for fanciful displays of home 
robotics and computerized controls of 
home systems. Admission is $4.95 for 

· adults and $3.50 for children 12 and 
under. April through June it's open 
from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.; during the 
peak summer season, hours are 8 a.m. 
to midnight. 11!1 



THE BACK CHAIR .. 

. ... . . ·• . 
CONVENTIONAL CHAIR 
Sitting in a conventional chair 
forces your lower back forward, 
creating excess stress on your 
spine & back muscles. 

' . .· 

..• 

THE BACK CHAIR 

. • 

. . 

• 

~ .. 
··+·· 
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The Back Chair allows you to sit 
comfortably with your spine .& 
back muscles in perfect 
alignment. · · 

THE FIRST INTELLIGENT CHAIR 
Consider the alternative - THE BACK CHAIR. the new chair 
designed with one goal in mind. the care of your back. spine, 
health & well-being. 
REDUCE THE E-FF ..... ECT OF GRAVITY ON YOUR BACK 
If you're sitting regularly in a conventional chair. your lower back 
is supporting the total weight of your body, plus additional 
weight due to the downward effect of gravity on your body 
No wonder millions of people complain about backaches 
every yearl Most doctors have long recognized that many back 
and neck problems are the result of improper posture when 
sitting. Unfortunately most chairs are designed for appearance. 
not for the health of your back. The BACK CHAIR'S therapeutic 
design was created by a team of designers collaborating with 
doctors and physical therapists. 
THEBACKCHAIRSO~ON 
Sitting on the BACK CHAIR relieves your back from sup
porting the total weight of your body by distributing the 
weight between your lower back and legs. The BACK CHAIR 
design is nothing more than simple common sense. Your legs 
support you when standing. your lower back supports you when 
sitting -combine them both in a comfortable sitting posture and 
you relieve the unnecessary stress on your back. When sitting on 
the BACK CHAIR you'll surprisingly feel much more relaxed, you'll 

• • 
s • 

• 

ONLY $8995 

Computer desk designed by 
Island Computer Desks. Santa Barbara. CA 

sit up absolutely and comfortably straight and with the pressure 
off your lower back you'll breathe deeper with less effort. At home 
or especially at work the BACK CHAIR will help you in improving 
your posture and enhance your fitness and exercise program 
throughout the day Made of multiple layers of hardwood with 
a final layer of oak. the BACK CHAIR assembles in 15 minutes 
with a screwdriver. Enjoy one for two weeks as our guest and see 
how intelligent chair design can soothe your aching back and 
gr~atly improve your sense of wellbeing throughout the day 

- - - - - • MAll COUPON WITH ORDER • - - - - -

SHOP FASTER BY PHONE 
1-805-966-7187 
Or send a check or your credit card It (Diner's Club. VISA. MasterCard. 
American Express} for THE BACK CHAIR@ 589.95 ea. plus$9.95'shipping 
(Canadian orders 513.00 shipping}. CA residents add 6% sales tax. Sony 
no C.O.D. If not satisfied return within IS days for a refund (less shipping}. 

ITEM NO. OUAN. ITEM PRICE EA. SHIPPING TOTAL 

825 BACK CHAIR $89.95 

OF S~NT~ B~RB~~ 
8168 State Street, Dept. BC-111, Santa Barbara, CA 93101 
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the pocket inspection station. 

MICRO-MIKE 
powerful pocket microscope 

Always in Focus • Easy to Use • No Distortion 
Smaller than a Ball Point Pen! 

Power Field Scale Price 

10X .265" .005" $15.00 
20X .190" .002" 15.00 
40X .082" .001 " 15.00 

Ideal for machinists, hobbyists and craftsmen! 

DEBURRING MAD 
/~-~;~:;..0 ----· 

0 

_I 0 

The 0-BUR R is an ingenious tool for machinists and do-it· 
yourselfers. 0-BURR removes sharp edges from holes of any 
size-deburrs and chamfers round and straight edges in wood, 
plastic and metal-use it in small , tight spots that can't be 
reached with a file . The blade rotates in a spring-loaded, rein· 
forced head. The comfortable handle serves as a storage com· 
partment for the high-speed, heat-treated steel blades. 
Bladlis are changed quickly and easily with the push of a 
button. 0-BURR is so versatile that it can pay for itself the 
first time you use it! 

P.O. Box 40761 
26125 W. Seven Mile Rd. 
Detroit, Michigan 48240 

In Michigan-(313)-535-5044 
In U .SA.-(800)-821-3074 

Method of payment :0Check0Money order 0Visa0Mastercard 
Acct . No: Exp. Date ___ _ 

Please allow 2 4 weeks fo r orders pa•d by check . 

Just Released-New 1984 Edition 
Machinery's Handbook 
the sfanJarJ reference lor the machinist 
Erik Olberg, Fr~nklin Jones & Horton Holbrook 
Paul B. Schubert, Editor. 1983, 2 ,482 pp., illus. 
Clear, concise information for everyone involved in 
any aspect of the mechanical industry. Over 2400 
pages of engin .. ring standards, illustrations, graPhs, 
formulas, tolerances, and mathematical tables in over 
t-nty subject areas. Increased coverage of metric 
standards, the new American National Standards and 
the International System lSI). · Contains 3 indices: 
metric, general and ready reference. 

A 
$45.00 

V! 5 blade styles to deburr. chamfer and ream: 
large holes 

S-1 For sreel a nd alummum# 
coarse to medium cuu. 

S-2 For brass and cast iron. 
coarse to meduim cuts . 

straight edges 

S-3 Fo• wood. plastic and all 
metals . Deburrs both sides of 
holes ·simultaneously . Also for 
straight cuts. 

Complete D-BURR Kit 
51!5e95 per eat 

small holes 

S~ for Steel and alum•num, 
fine holes and cuts. 

S -5 For brass and cast i ron, 
fine holes and cuts . 

Repl•cement biMI• sold in 
5-PAKS. PI- spec:ify 
styt. S-1, S-2 , S-3, S-4i S-5, 
or S-8 .aortment (1 b Mt• 
of each styt.l. 

1 handle+ 15 blades (3 of each style) 57.150 per 15-pek 

For instant service call TOLL-FREE!-(800)-821-3074 

OLD SOUTH COLUMNS IN EXTRUDED ALUMINUM CAN BE USED 
TO REPLACE ROTTING WOOD COLUMNS IN 8 EASY STEPS I 

1. Call 1-800-841-867 4 for literature and 
prices. 

2. Study literature and price sheet to 
determine that aluminum columns are less 
expensive and easier to obtain than wood 
columns. 

3. Sell spouse on all Qdvantages of aluminum 
columns. 

4. Call factory at same toll-free number and 
place order for columns to be shipped 
immediately from stack of 50,000. Use 
credit card or mail check. 

5. Schedule Saturday morning do-it-yourself 
project. 

6 Columns will arrive in approximately 1 0 
days. 

7. Arrange for moral support, 2 soft drinks, 
1 can elbow grease, hammer, saw, level, 
and jack. 

I. Follow directions and install columns on 
Saturday morning, eat lunch, then play 
golf with friends. 

~@ ~ 
Phone 8001841 -8674 toll-free 

Moultrie, GA 31768 

I ' Long 
9' 

10' 
12' 
16' 
11' 
20' 
24' 
30' 

ROUND-
t 8"', 8", 10~', 12''. 

15", 18", 24" 
diameters. 

SQUARE-
4"x4", 8"x8", 8"x8", 
10" x10", & 12"x12". 

SMART 
FLUTED DESION 

complete with standard 
cap and base ... 

ADDITIONAL CAPS 
AVAILAILE-Scamozzi, 
Corinthian and split cap 

and base .. . PERMANENT, 
TROUBLE-FREE-will not rot, 

warp or split. Replace your 
old wood columns with 

alumlnum ... LIOHTWEIOHT, 
EASY TO INSTALL-cut down 
labor costs, material costs and 

handling llme ... IAKED-ON 
FINISH-oven baked columns 
completely finished lor l)ome 

remodeling when quick 
lnslallatlon Is required ... 

HOMES-perfect lor porches, 
entrances, colonnades - a new 

Idea In Interior decorating. 

MAN 
W.W.II 
HELMET 

sso (3.001 
OELNEA'Y CMAAG£ 
IN PAREHT11ESIS 

MONEY BACK IF 
(ORIGINAL-Repainted) NOT SATISFIED 

COLLECTORS! SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 
W.W. II Medals, Civil War Hats, Flags, etc. 100's of Items 

The COLLECTOR'S ARMOURY, Inc., PS 
800 SLATERS P.O. BOX 

124-Page 
Catalog 

-

1/ 4 - HP, 1725- RPM, 

REVERSIBLE, 115- VAC MOTOR 

HOIMlL In AIL $1 9 9 5 ADO SUO rostAOI 
DVII UO.OO • A"'O MJ.NOUNG 

• ITIM 10-1049 - · G. E. motor. Spli l phose. 
roled coni , duly. 5--omps.. r~versible, 
1hcrmally profetted. Removeobfe coS1 iron 
pulley for 3/8" V-beh. Shaft dlom. 1 12" 

1 • Use for moderote tor11ue opplitolions SU<h 
OS rons. blowers, speed red.uc;en, tools, 

send $1 pumps, eiC. Size 9" x 6" x 5·1 /2" 

SURPLUS CENTER 
Telephone Orders 402-474-4366 
Dept. PS-044 Lincoln,NE 68501 



CIIIAI.ITY ••• 
5 H.P .J(IOTOR 

SPECIFICAnONS: 
• 5 HP • ASME RATED 60 
• 230 VOLT, 15 AMP GAL. TANK (vert.) 
• TWIN CYLINDER • REGULAlOR 
• 932 RPM WITH GAUGE 
• AIR DELIVERY • 15' HOSE 

AFCM @ 40190 • METAL TIRE CHUCK 
PSI-11.819.4 • 28W' L x 23W' W 

•125 #MAX x 711f4" H 
PRESSURE • SHIP. WT. 340 lbs. / 

Comes with 
1 YEAR 

WARRANTY 

Perfect for: 

HOSE OUTLET 

CERTIFIED 
STEEL TMK 

• HOME WORKSHOPS 
• FARM or RANCH 
• GAS STATIONS 
• BODY SHOPS 
• SMALL FACTORIES 
• MAINTENANCE 

OPERATIONS 
• GARAGES 

ASME RATED TANK 

PRESSURE 
SWITCH 

ASMESAF£TY 

\

VALVE 

INSPECTION 
PORT 

MODEL VT-5587 

oun 
COMMERCIAL 

5H.P. 
60GAL. 

Made In U.S.A. 

'-MOISl'URE DRAIN 

Now YOU can buy the best selling 5 H.P. Air Compressor 
in the country at an increttibly low UQUIDATION price! 
This HEAVY DUTY workhorse of a compr~ssor is perfect for running 
PAINT SPRAY GUNS, GREASE GUNS, POLISHERS, STAPLERS, 
SANDERS, IMPACT WRENCHES, AIR HAMMERS, DRILLS, TIRE 
CHANGERS or almost any labor saving pneumatic tool! And, 
because it was designed for COMMERCIAL applications, it has 
plenty of capacity to power many tools simultaneously. Depending, 
of course, on the air requirements of each tool. 
Don't confuse this model with cheaply made Imported or promo
tional compressors sold elsewhere] This is a TOP OF THE LINE 
compressor made in the U.S.A. by CAMPBELL HAUSFELD. They 
have been one of the WORLD'S LARGEST manufacturers of quality 
air compressors for over 43 years! Each unit comes with a manufac
turer's 1 YEAR WARRANTY backed by over 300 SERVICE CENTERS 
NATIONWIDE! 
Our buyers have been searching for a really good compressor liqui
dation for many years . Finally, after six months of negotiations we 
acquired this LIMITED QUANTITY of BRAND NEW CAMPBELL HAUS
FELD compressors. Priced BELOW D~LER COST and at a savings 
of ur to $600.00, this is truly a rare bargain. Be sure and call or 
mai your order right away! 

Compare up to s1 ., VISA/MASTERCARD 

· ROTATING 
ALL COPPER FIELD \ 
WINDINGS 

BAmRY 
(Not lncludtdl 

GASOUIE ar .. . . ' . 
can be factory converted to . . . ( 
US I IATURAL US or 

US I PROPAIE! 

8 H.P. 
BRIGGS & STRATTON 

4-CYCLE ENGINE 

Protect your HOME or 
BUSINESS with "stand
by" ELECTRIC POWERf 

2-240V & 2-120V 
RECEPTACLES 
35.4117.7 AMPS 

A severe storm or utility power failure 
could leave you without electricity for 
hours, even days, shutting down ALL 
your home or business electrical equip
ment. Furnace motors would not run 
(pipes could freeze!) ... refrigerators and 
freezers full of food could spoil ... water 

4250WATT 
SURGE 
POWER 

or run all day at 
3800WATT 
continuous 

power 

pumps, sump pumps, lights, ranges and TVs . 
would not operate. With blackouts, brownouts 
and severe storms becoming more frequent a STAND BY 
generator makes really good sense. 

Use it ANYWHERE .•• ANmME to power 
tools & equipment! 

QUIET 
MUFFLER 

1YEAR 
WARRANTY 
350 service 

centers 
nationwide. 

HEAVY DUTY 
Air cleaner 

This generator is COMPLETELY PORTABLE and incorporates ~ 
the latest state of the art technology. t:-~ 

Don't confuse this ELECTRIC START POWER·RYTE gener- t::,..:...;;;:;.~:;J 
ator with Inferior Imported or outdated models sold 
elsewhere! This is a BRAND NEW, TOP OF THE LINE, 1984 
MODEL with a powerful& H.P. BRIGGS & STRATTON 
ENGINE. And, because this is a ROTATING AELD unit, ·not 
rotating armature, the power is taken directly from the 
stator. This/revents heavy ampeirM wear points at the 
brushes an provides plenty of M R STARTING SURGE 
POWER. (Extremely important feature when starting furnace, 
sump pump, air conditioner, etc. motors). 

Made in the U.S.A., by a leading generator manufacturer, 
this POWER·RYTE comes 
with a 1 YEAR WARRANTY 
on electrical and 90 DAY 
WARRANTY on the engine. 

Compare the features 
!lnd price with ANY OTHER 
comparable model on the 
ma~ket today. You'll quickly 
reahze what a great value 
this is. And (at a savings of 
up to $700.00), these 
POWER·RYTE generators 
will sell out fast . .. so call or 
mall your order now! 

Comparable Models 
prices at '1200.00 
OUT THEY GO AT ONLY 

• 

IIIMtllclrlal 
eQOJipment anyw11e<e. 

• Motar starting 
capacity up to 
1Y4 H.P. 
• NEMA standard 
receptacles meet 
OSHA and NEC 
regulations 
• Heavy gauge 
carrying frame 
• Size: 271h"L 1 
1!1"H 119" W 
·Weight: 
1581111. 

Flelllry CGIIVII'IiOII 
to GAS I NAlURAL 
GAS-$150.00 
ADDITIONAL 
GASIPROPME 
-$150.00 
ADDITIONAL 

r ~.wiolauREAul~e-:- - - De;~ -, 
OUT THEY GO FOR ONLY I 3&02 •• 35th AVE., PHOEIIX, Al. 85017 I 

TO ASK QUESTIONS Send 5 H.P. &o GAL. COMPRESSOR(S) @ $599.00 ea. 

Plus 
$40.00 
for Shipping 
& Handling 

OR PLACE ORDER 1 plus $40.00 ea. for shipping and handling. 1 
___ 4250 WATT electric start GENERATOR(S) @ 499.00 ea. 

CALL 
1 

fREE 1 Convertto OGAS & NATURAL GAS OGAS & PROPANE (Add $150.00 each 1 
conversion). I will pay driver shipping charges upon delivery. 

(24 HOURSn DAYS) 
IN ARIZONA CALL 
602-233-0999 

COLLECT 

I 0 Enclosed is my money order or check. (AZ Res. add 6% Tax) I 
Charge my 0 VISA 0 MASTERCARD (Please PRINT clearly. 

I Acct. * Exp. I 
Nam•-----------------
Md~"-------------------

I ~no C.O.O.s • Ordoruccep11d in Conllnen1lll Phone State Zip I 
L

U.S. OHLY • Allow. to 5-for doliYery. 
ltpaldbypersonalcllockadd2to3-. SlgnHere _j ------------Copynghted mater;al 



TILLER USERS ••• 
Can your machine 
do all of this? 
* Handle with just ONE HAND. * EVENLY break, turn & till soil. * Shred vegetation without tangling. * Leave NO WHEELMARKS or FOOTPRINTS. 
The TROY-BILT® ROTO TILLER-POWER COM· 
POSTER can do all this and more! That's why 

serious gardeners consider it the 
finest tiller available. See for 

yourself! For complete details, 
OFF-SEASON SAVINGS, and FREE 

24-page booklet clip this and 
mail today to: 

TROY·BILT® nllers 
102nd St. & 

inth Ave., 
Troy, N.Y. 

12180 

Learn more 
about 

FOREDOM® 
MINIATURE POWER TOOLS 
Professional Quality 
Professional Results 

You'll do more op
erations faster 
with Foredom's 
truly versatile flex shaft driven power tools. 
Powerful 1/1 0 hp motor, your choice of speed 
controls, 15 different handpieces, hundreds of 
accessory tools for cutting, 9rinding, buffing, 
polishing, sanding, deburrmg, and much, 
much more. SEE YOUR DEALER OR SEND 
NON FOR COMPLETE CATALOGS. 

r-------~-----------------, 
1 Yes ! Send me your catalog and 1 

: name of nearest dealer. I am inter- : 
: ested in: 0 woodworking, 0 metal- 1 

1 working, 0 modelmaking, 0 gun- : 

... A2094 I 
TIOY-IILT® Rote Tlller·Power Composters 

10211411t. I til An., TI'Q, N.Y. 12110 

I 
Pl .. l llftd tilt wllole WOIIdtrful StOll of TROY· 
IILTe lllto Tillers lnclullllll prices and OFF· 
SEASON-SAYINGS 110W Ia elftct for 1 limited time. 

(Please Print Clearly) 

1 smithing, 0 jewelry, 0 miniatures, 1 

I : Oother : 
1 Name I 

I 
I I 
I Street 1 
I I 
I City I I ~- ............ ....... .. .. ......... ...... . 

I 
Alldreu ...•......•.•......••....••••.•.... 

Citr ....... • .. . ..... . . ........ .... . .. . . .. . • 

I : State Zip : 

I I ~Ec:!!~~9.1M® ! 
Lute ......... ...... .......... Zip ........ ·_j oept. s 

MEN & WOMEN ALL AGES! send tor 
:-i'"'...U free book on learning to reupholster 

chairs. divans. footstools. all furniture for 
BIG MONEY In spare or full time. No 

experience needed, no age or educational 
limits. We show you how and provide 

EVERYTHING needed to start: (11 Self-study 
program covering all phases. 121 All tools and 3 big 

furniture kits lor practice. (31 ••• all supplies. frames and 
materials to build S300 worth of turnlture. yours to keep or 

sell. Write for big, free opportunity book. NO' obligation, no 
salesman Will call. MODERN UPHOLSTERY INSTITUTE, 

80271 FIELD BLDG. o KANSAS CITY. MO. 64111 

• Light weight • Portable 
(fits in carl • Battery oper
ated • Medicare approved! 

Ride with confidence 
everywhere; home, store, 
park, church etc. 30 day 
No-risk guarantee! Write: 

Struck Corp, Dept: PS44S 
Cedarburg, WI 53012 

~ .... ··: ~·-': -~ 

' .(,; 
f • " : i; ... . .,. .... 
<:>--..•• 
..... ...... 4f . . . ... -· ......... . 

Surplus and other bargains galore! 
Industrial, mfg .. marine, aircraft, 
auto, hardware. A must lor hobby· 
ist, mechanic. handyman. outdoors· 
man. Ou1 39th Annual Catalcg. 
Send $t today (deductible from 
first order of S10 or more) . 

AIRBORNE SALES CO. 
850t Steller Or .. Dept. 1'5484 
P. 0. Box 2727. Culver City, CA 9'J230 

Name ------------
Address -------------
City --------------
State 

Records bolh 
Slops recorder 
This device is not an 

SUI* Powerful 

hung up. 
service. 

Wireless Mlc 

Zip 

lc•.' 
EKh 

$19.95 
ow. Disc. Av111. 

10 times more powerful than other mics. 
T ransmils up to 'I• mile to arry FM radio. 
Easy to assemble kit 1SV battert (not incl.) 
Celt (305) 725-1000 ot Nlld S1US• $1.00 ehlpplng ~~ 
111m lo USI ~. P.O.Iox P$-:111152, ~,A, 32101. 
COO'a 81:CIIPLfor catalog of transmitters,...Oce scramblers 
and other specialty items. enclose $2.00 to USI Corp. 

SATELLITE TV 
• BUILD YOUR ONN SYSTEM AtoiJ SAVE • 

Commen::ial ~ Design. Receiller. Downcon\lerter: 
LNA.Instruction Maruals, Schematics, Corr4Jiete 
Parts Lists. Circuit Boa<ds. Send Self Addressed 
Starrl)ed Enveklpe For More Information To: 

xandl Dept 104. p 0 Box 256 .. 7 
Tempe, AZ 85282 

Special Offer $24.95 ,;,~:~.:~o. 
Frog Phones are unlqudy designed. touch tone 
t<'kphones that mak<· grt•al gifts. The eyes light up 
when receiving a ea ll. Comes In green with beige 
base:. Size: 5" fl x 3\r.l " W x 2%" D. Also available 
in Panda and PlrrFly d<.>signs. 
SAVE $ 14 by buving direct from the Importer 
plus gt•t a FREE g!l'r ' 'alu<•d at $9.95. 
NO RISK OFFER Sallsfact ion Guaranteed. Re
rum tlw F'rog Phone within 30 davs for a prompt 
and full refund. Kt·rp 1 he Key Rln!i!CtO<'k as a gift. 
Guaranteed Dell very: Send money ord<·r for fast 
one week clclivrry. Tel: 2011&11· 1185. --------------I P.B .J •• Inc., 11 Jlooaaebie Road. Dept. A-4 , 1 

I Mooaaehle. N.J. 07074. I 
D FrogPhont>O PandaO __ Fireny 

1 @$24.95 ea. plus S2.95 for p. & h. 1 
S Check or Money Order enciO&'d. 

I N .J. rt·sldenls add sai<'S tax. I 
I N~r I 
I Slret•t Addres.~ - ----------

Cltv Stat Zip I 
~~-------------~ wurs 

Malllq I Concrete 
Flower PoU . ••• llld 
SO CAN YOUI 

Mlb and H11 your own fl:::::: 
OrMrnental Concrete 1ttmJ. 
••• ti.OO for lulc 
about Aluminum Moldt 
With prices and production trade aecrett 
direct from world's largest mold manufacturer • 

Owr 350 designs to Mlect from. 

S.r/ti.OO 
Today To. P.O.IOXM·HICIGDIY,I.C. 

• r,«pwg..z 
• ~~ C.d ......... ,Ilea 

Unique Spot ra car Kit 
F« V-8 or V!N. Fun, Eay ID lluld 

Buy l'aQory Direct and S..... 
" lntroduclaty Ollar"-Body Kll 

only $3485. Send $5. fat color 
- ... pricea & opec:a. 
EWe Enterprises 
Dept. P$4-84 Inc. 
P.O. Boot AF EsJIQ()S 
11110 E. 3ld St., 
Cobtn, MN 56321 

Phone(e12)--

r~~~~coM~r~-~Mm1 
I Train at home to repair small computers. No previous experi· l I ence needed. Home-study course includes tools and materi·l 

I 
als, shows you how to start. Send lor free facts. No obllgallon. I 

No salesman wm call. I Name _ • Age I 

C"vt:Siate/Zio ----·-·- --- I 

MAKE THIS SHADE 
FOR LESS 

THAN $75.00 
Send S1 .00 for our big catalog of 
stained glass supplies . 

WHITTEMORE, Box 2065DE, HANOVER, MASS;iji3~ matenal 



A selection of products and services for Popular Science readers ava ilable direct by mail. Enjoy the fun and convenience of mail 
ordering shopping. Please order directly from the advertiser. For advertising rates for this section, write Clare Cain, Popular Science, 
380 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017 · 

GARAGE DOOR OPBIERS 

ALPHADX300 

fully 
DIGITAL 
RS 232 
Interface 

For Free Sound Info 
Call 1- 800-233-3865 
or write WERSI USA 

Dept. M38 P.O. Box 5318 
Lancaster, PA 17601 

~I!~ you to operate th_!:~~ 
phase motors ~ thru 7¥.. horsepower from 
volt single phase power sources. Rugged - heavy 
dut_y - patented unit built to give many years of 
satisfactory service. Satisfied users worldwide since 1966. 
Free literature furnished on request. Telphone 305-862-3038. 

RELIANCE ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY INC. 
ll I. I 024 W. Llllelr~~ltly. Alll•llt Sllfilll. fl32714 

White's Electronics. Inc. Dept. PB3 
In~~.:: ..... Sweet Home. OR 97386ooooooomm•oounmnn 

SWISS ARMY TYPE KNIVES 
Precision quality, all stainless steel 

31;4" knffe with famous red body i.s 12 
tools in one! This versatile knUe 

even has a saw blade! Perfect for the 
ftsherman. outdoor enthusiast or 

handyman in you_r family. Send $8.98 
Sl.OO shipping to: 

T.L. SALES 
10919·158th CT. !'I.E. 

RI!:DIIIOI'ID, WA. 98052 
WA. residents add 8.1% sales tax. 

FOR SPEEDIER DELIVERY 
PLEASE USE YOUR 

ZIP CODE 

REPAIR HYDRAULIC JACKS 
Earn while you team at home. Mil· 
lions ol jacks in cas and auto service 
slalions. lluc~in& ltrms, body s~ops, 
riacers, ladories and farm$ netd serv· 
i(in& •.• most of which you tan learn 
lo rtpair. We s~ow y<~u HOW. Slart 
sp.~re lime in your basement or aa· 
uge. Bi& opportunity for mechanics. 

e ACI NOW! WrittfoololdooNo P$4 
•lid tree bol ld tlltt 

HYDRAULIC JACK REPAIR MANUAL CO., INC. 

Whether you purchase 
our complete kit (ready
to-assemble with no 
special tools or skills 
needed) or just our 
plans and connectors. 

. 

you' ll find all our products to be stronger, better
engineered, and less expensive than others on 
the market. 

• Our heavy-duty connector system is the 
strongest and most versatile available 

• 2" X 6" construction throughout jat no extra 
cost) 

• Or save s lOOO's by purchasing our connector 
system and plans and cuning your own lumber 

• Unique ledger hanger system f0r easy second
floor framing 

• Larger-size Domes available for churches and 
industry 

~~ ~~~~ 
~ ~~ ..... (J 

~ FACTORY 
ra~ REPLACEMENT 
TURBOCHARGERS 

New or Rebuilt 
Available 

-ALSO-
• turbo 

rebuilding 
• repair 

kHs 

'I.RBO CI'IY 
P.O. Box 6010 

1123 W. Collins 
Orange, CA 92667 
(714) 639·4933 

TRUMARK® 
Z25YO. RANGE! ~ 

THE ORIGINAL ~ 

New Handle Holds Ammo 

11f DlALiiS 01 OtiDU DIIICT ......... . ........ ....... .. ..... POSTAGHAJD 
FS-1 COMPACT FOLDING SLINGSHOT WITH WRIST· BAKE .•....•• $8.00 
RR·1 REPLACEMENT BANDS & LEATHER POUCH •••. • •• ••••• . .•.. $2.00 
SA50 1•0 ROUNDS 112"DIA.AMMO. ONLY USA . .... . .. . ... . .... $2.00 
NO C.O.O:S/ FOR AIR POST .. FOREIGN o-tOERS ADD PER ITEM . .•... . . •••• $2.00 
TRUMARK SLINGSHOTS: P.O. lOX \517 S , BOULOER,CO. 10306 USA 

Our heavy-duty 
connector with 
2"X6" struts 

-------------------------
Send S6 (or charge to your M C or Visa) 
and you' ll receive: 
• Informative 28-page Dome Catalog 
• Assembly Manual • Floor Plan Catalog 
• Price Ust • And morel 
Name ____________________________ _ 

Street -----------------------------

City State Z•P-------
Timberllne Geodesics, Inc., (415) 849-4481 
2015 Blake Street, Berkeley. CA 94704 

maxon 
~®a~ HAHOS-FIIEE 

AI TWO-WAY 
• Up to 1-'l mile range 
• Crisp, clear FM 
• Rugged, lightweight 
• Voice ec:tMdld (VQ() 

Of' "push-to-talk" 
Now you can 11a1.<e the same kild a hands-free radio used by pro 
tx:bill coaches and SWAT teams. The new MAXON 49 series is 
perl8ct for hundnlds a uses. Comes with adjiJSiable YOiume and 
mic sensitivity controls. stong bell dip, comiOI1able headset with 
adjustable boom microphone and "beeper" style transmitter. 
Order Model 49S for use with standard 911011 balleries, or Model 
49B b' AA nicads. 49B comes wllh d1arger and <3le. 

ORDER TOLL·FAEE 1-800-237-8400 EXT. 158 
IN FLORIDA, CALL 1-800-282·1468 

For fastest dellwry, MastetCatd or VISA can:lholdels may order 
TOLL -FREE. Or send check or money-order. Include $2.50 per 
radio shippinglhand~ng. CT residents add 7W'Io sales tax. 
NorthComm 0 49S (atandard) $44.95 
158 lllontOMM St. 

~Br=anfo==rd=·=CT==06=540=5=0=49=B=(=re~c::.N1:::..:rge::::•b::le::):...i.lll<:m!.!D..:.!!J ma 811al 



• 

400 electronic kits: 
Stereo components, color TV's, com
puters. test instruments, electronics 
educational programs, amateur radio 
gear - things you've always wanted, 
now at low kit prices. 

Discover the fun of kit 
building: It's a great way to relax In 
your spare time. resulting in beautiful 
things you'll be proud to have in your 
home. And it's easy. The famous 
Heathkit illustrated manuals make it 
easy for anyone to build reliable crafts
man-like kits. 

Send 
It costs nothing to discover complete 
line of Heath electronic kits. Don't miss 
it. Clip and mail the coupon now. 

Heathkit• 
If coupon Ia ml .. lng, write: 

Heath Company, Dept. 018-112 
Benton Herbor, 

Ill 41022 

-------------, 
I Heathkit®:::!~ ~~~rz"Y· I I Benton Harbor, Ml 411022 

1 1 Send my free Heathkit Catalog now. I I' am not currently receiving your catalog. 

I I 
I Name ~ 
I Address I 
I City State I 

l~7~----~-----1 
Heathki 

Heath 
Company 
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Stop Unwanted Habits-Lose Weight 
Enjoy Success & Better Health 

With SCWL® SubUminal Technqiues you can go 
beyond your greatest expectations. Accomplish 
your most des1red goals quickly and simply when 
you learn the truly remarkable principle of these 
new Behavioral Science Techniques. SCWL ® 
has now become the choice of Doctors, Profes· 
sional Athletes and men and women from all 
walks of life. Why? Because positive results can 
be achieved so easily and inexpensively by 
anyone. 

REVEAL HIDDEN TALENTS! 
Explore your inner creativity that will spur ex· 
citmg new thoughts. inventions and money mak· 
ing ideas. Wifh SCWL® Techniques you'll 
discover new talents. Play music. develop skills. 
improve your athletic ability and much, much 
more! 

SCWL ® TECHNIQUES 
" YOUR KEY TO PERFECT MEMORY" 

This SCWL ® Technique alone could prove in· 
valuable. Learn faster • Remember more. Like a 
computer, your mind stores everything you have 
ever experienced ready to be recalled at the exact 
moment you choose. Tell jokes. give speeches. 
read and comprehend information no matter how 
technical without any memory course of any 
kind. 

GAIN TOTAL CONTROL 
Relieve Stress- Overcome Nervousness 

Become More Self-Confident 
Now you can eliminate fear. worry, anxieties and 
get more from everyday living. Understand your 
mner thoughts. Dictate total control over any 
situation. overcome nervousness, attract love 
and find complete success in everything you do. 
SCWL ® Techniques work without exception 
" automatically" . Because you already have the 
natural ability to make it happen. 

USE THE MOST 
POWERFUL SOURCE 

Science has proven your only limitations are that 
of your conscious thought-self-imposed limita· 
lions that unconsciously determine your hap· 
piness, your personal well-being, success or 
failure. SCWL® Techniques simply release your 
mind· s own natural abilities by reaching the most 
powerful source (your own subconscious mind). 
With this there IS no Mmit to what you can 
achieve. THE MIND & THE 

SCWL® TECHNIQUE 
Guaranteed to be one of the most enlightening 
dynamic cassette tapes you 'II ever hear. Learn 
how you can possess absolute control over all 
conditions in your life with SCWL® Techniques. 
Write Today · it could be the most important step 
in your future. 

r--------------, 
Midwest Research Inc. 1 

6515 Highland Rd. • Suite 203-44 I 
Pontiac, Mich. 48054 I 

Our literature is FREE. 
L.; Please rush FREE lilerature. 
[...; I wanl to -know even more about SCWL• 

$3.00 lor lnlroduclory Cassene. 

I 
I 
I 

Enclosed is I 
I 

Name ____________ I 
I 

Address - -----------1 
I 

City ------------- ~ 

Slate/Zip I 
L--------------~ 

® 
ORDER 
LTS103 

--

® 
ORDER NO. 
MXI14 

This quality all-metal construction UL recog
nized lamp uses a standard 22W fluorescent 
circline bulb (the bulb is included!). Features 
of this great buy include a _polished, distor· 
tion·free glass magnifier (X31 a 4-way'rall 
metal clamp bracket; a full 4o" reach. he 
lamp i& available in two colors; Ivory and 
chocolate brown. 

You must ~e, it's a steal at only $59.95 
each (plus shipping). If you buy 5 or more, 
it's only $54.95 each (plus shipping). Order 
No. M.Xll4. 

Shipping is only $5.00 each in the con· 
tinental USA. 
SPIGII. If you buy one or more of the 
magnifier lamps, you can get our LTS103 
bench lamp for only $10.95 each (plus $2.80 
each shipping). The LTS103 is UL listed to 
100 W, utilizes a porcelain socket, and in
cludes mounting brackets. !::.OR.. -To-ordercallwllftee I 

I 
~ ,_, 423·5336 1 

B.ECTRONICS Calif. toll Cree 

1 ~~;;~;::a~= caoo, ~-3663 1 

1 Northridge, CA 91325 (111) 701 1 

MasterCard and =.c:= I I Visa accepted IMIIJINe 

I 
QTY ORDER NO. COLOR PIICB SHPG BXT 
_ so-MX114 $59.95· $6.00 _ I 
_ 80·LTS103 
_ 80-MX115·FL 

_ $10.95 $2.80 _ I 
$ 5.95 $2.00 -

TOTAL - I •Only $64.95 ror 5 or more 

I Credit Card• ___ _ Exp. Date _ _ l 
Name (please print) I 
Signature _________ _ _ 

L_ _______ _j 

l opyngh 'ld mo n.II 



E FASTEST, EASIEST 

' 
ou'll Ever Make in Your life, Yours Now 

WITHOUT A PENNY OF INVESTMENT 

WITHOUT LEAVING YOUR HOME 

WITHIN 90 DAYS 

"WORKING" ABOUT ONE HOUR A DAY 
(OR EVENING) 

are .all kinds of ways to make money. Good golly, 
- 1f anyone knows that, I do! For the past 20+ 

rs I've concentrated on finding, investigating, creal
and specifically singling out only the very finest legal 
ethical methods for carving out a mass of wealth in 

horr~ . But believe me, in all those years never have I 
1eri,enc1ed anything remotely as exciting as this one! 

I came across ·a fairly new .way to make big 
but after a thorough study I discarded it because it 

too much investment of time, money and 
1sor1al effort. But my study did serve as inspiration to 

yet another fantastic and unusual wallet
l~>n•~r - something that until now has never been 

- yet fully complies with the tough set of stan
l'm noted for demanding of any potential wealth

ucing concept: 

jnust be able to be started with minimum investment 
"'u~• be possible to start at home and not interfere 

family life. 
ust be able to be started and run initially by one 

or woman 
ust require only a few hours of spare time per week 
ust have realistic annual profit potential of $40,000 
more 

I, this one goes way beyond my usual rigorous test. 
this: This extra-ordinary money-make~ allows you to: 

M::.rl at once - within 30 seconds of studying my 

nvest not a single cent 
~cc•om~llish everything without leaving your home 

heck, you can do it from your favorite easy chair 
rthilst eating pizza or petting the dog (or vicey versey!) 

~ave a potential net profit (not gross 00 0 net!) of 
100,000.00 by the end of 90 days - tops. And 
hat's cash. not theoretical or paper profits. 
urally, you're wondering what all this is- but I'm 
going to tell you here. No, it's going to cost you ten 

For the past two decades Du Vall has captured the 
i~Mgination of men and women the world over by 
providing solid. unique direction for their quest for 
financial freedom. His firm is headquartered in 
Michipn with internationai~Mrbting offices in Hone 
Konc (known as DAX International. John W. une. 
President). In addition to producinc some three dozen 
publications on money-~Mkinc/self-improvement 
themes, DuVall is also the creator of the popular Derek 
Dax adventure/mystefY/ro~Mnce series and the 
author of the political intrigue novel, "The Bi& Dream" 
(published by Lyle Stuart, Inc., New York). Unlike most. 
he has never had to resort to outlandish money-back 
~rantees to attract only the finest DAX-OOERS world
wide and no such policy is expressed or implied. 

His writings have been used in numerous style and 
ccintent workshops and accredited courses at such 
institutions as California State University, UCLA, 
Fordham. University of Illinois and Worcester 
Polytechnic lnstiMe. 

smackers to find out. But I will tell you what it isn't so 
you'll not be off on some wild goose chase: 
* No sex or off-color stuff 
* No chain letter, pyramid or multi-le·vel scam 
* No mail order, envelope stuffing or drop-shipping 
* No writing or self-publishing how-to stuff 
* No loan brokerage scheme 
* No stocks, commodities, real estate, etc. 
* No gambling, betting or wagering 
* No arts, crafts or special skills 
* No party-plan, door-to-door or phone selling 
* No catalogs, mailing lists, postage, etc. 
* No equipment to buy or rent 
* No bothering friends, relatives, etc. 
* Not anything you have ever seen advertised anywhere 

WHO CAN DO IT 
Anyone with even a smidgen of ambition. 

WHAT IS REQUIRED 
Other than my step-by-step detailed report 000 nothing. I 
have thought long and hard about it; A person virtually 
without a shirt on their back or a pot to plant petunias in 
could do it. You will of course, have to put my plan into 
motion - but that's both fun and easy and totally 
accomplished from the comfort of your own home. (By 
the way, no one will be coming to your home, either.) 
Finally, let me make this clear. Once you have my report, 
that is all you need to &et &oing! I have nothing else to 
sell you for this deal. Your purchase of this extraordinary 
report is NOT a "foot in the door" to get you to buy some 
extra or expensive "course" orwhatever ... this is all you 
need from me! 

WANT PROOF? 
We have over 10,000 'tasty testimonials' from house
wives, doctors, lawyers. layed-off factory workers-all 
sorts of good people. These excerpts sum up their feelings: 

"Thanks a million times . .. you have proved 1 0(}9(, accurate in 
what you said in your advertisement. Doing this work is so easy! 
I sometimes work while in bed. Should you come up with another 
ingenious thing, please let me know. 

Mohidin Mohammed, Sweden 

"We are so impressed . .. have our 13 and 16 year olds in~o/ved 
.. . thanks for giving our family new hope." 

MacCiear Family, Indiana 

" ... man in economically depressed area left $35,000 secure 
job to put this method to work .. . made$120,000. First man I've 
ever met who really made money on idea purchased through 
mail." David Roman, Editor, ROMAN REPORTS, Ohio 

WHAT TO DO NOW 
You've got two choices: 

0 

1. Put this ad aside, wait 90 days or so and perhaps 
lose your chance at $100,000. 

Nifty Bonus! 
A few months back in our DAX MONEY -MAKE~ 
CONFIDENTIAL NEWSLETTER, we reported on 
another business that can easily net $1.000 a 
week for life. It's a bit more involved and does 
require getting out and about, but our readers 
were so delighted with it that I'm including it as 
an extra free bonus when you order our new 
special DAX report, "$100,000 in 90 Days." 

2. Do the only sensible thing. Send me the ten bux 
and get started on wearing in that path to the 
bank. 

P.S. One more thing (say, this DuVall is a windy so and 
so, isn't he!). There are lots of people right now in bad 
financial straits. I hope you're not one of them, but if you 
are, having read this ad you now have absolutely no 
excuse for being broke, because as the saying goes, 
"This is it!" This could truly be the once-and-for-all 
solution to any money miseries you have. I guess you'll 
have to take my word for it until you receive these 
fabulous reports - but if it eases your mind any, over 
1,000,000 men and women worldwide have been, over 
the years repeat buyers of my books, courses, reports. 
cassette tape programs and newsletters. There must be 
a reason . . . 

- Dean F. V. Du Vall 

Du Vall Press Financial Publications 
920 W. Grand River, Williamston, Michigan 48895 

r·F;~;;d;;-o;;---~--------1 
I processing BOX 14-ND50 I 
1 mail to: WILLIAMSTON, Ml 48895 1 
I Dean - this sounds like "''lllllr\ 11v: I I just what I'm looking for- ... "lM I 
1 a chance to make mega-bux h.~...;.!j\1 I 
J without any investment or ~ I 
1 having to leave the house. ,r ~J 111... ~ 1 
J The same day you receive c,> I 
1 my order rush me your new 1 
1 DAX Special Report , ForPeraonal 1 
1 "$100,000 in 90 Days" Succ•• I 
1 plus the Free Bonus Report, "$1,000 A Week I 1 for life." Enclosed is ten dollars. I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I Zip I 
I I 
I Optional: 0 Add $2 for individual handling/first I I class postage. •1983 1 
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Wo1rt< pert time, full tl-
rltlht et home- we ... lp 
you every •tep of the wey. 
No doubt about it . .. as a small engine • 
pro, you can cash in on the huge de
mand for qualified men in one of 
America's fastest growing industries. 
You 'll be able to command top hourly ratE!S
of from $10.00 to $15.00 per hour - and 
that's just for labor. 
Plenty of business waiting for qualified men. 
85,000,1100 Small Engines Are In Use Today! 
That's the official count from the Engine Service Assn., and 
one-million new engines are being built each month. With 
Foley-Belsaw training, you can soon have the skill and 
knowledge to make top money servicing these engines. 

Protuslonol Tools ood Eq1lpmon1 PlUS 4 hp Engine •. •. 
All YOURS TO KEEl' . ..• All 11 No Exfrl Cost. 

NO EXPERIENCf NECESSARY! 
You don't need to be a 'born mechanic' or have any prior 
experience. Lessons are fully illustrated .. . so clear you 
can't go wrong, and with our famous 'learn-by-doing' 
method you get practical 'hands·on' experience. 
f'oiiyTeliiw ln"iiltii& e 504s"fl:leld IIGg.- - ---- I 
I Ken ... City, Mo. 114111 ~ FREE I 
I 

0 YES. pltast send me tl'tt FREE booklet lim giveS lull Cit· ,;;, ••••~ 
iUs ilx>ul swtino my own ou,;ness In Smlll EIW,I ine Repair. ~ - toJ 1 

I 1 undermn61here is No Ot>i galion 11\d 111• No Solnmilll wil ,_..., 
I call on me. _,, I 

I~ME I 
I ADORES I 
fan I 
I I 
l!T~------__ _z!!_ __ =..l 

Powered by a 5 H. P. 
Briggs & Stratton 
engine with three 

forward gears (plus 
reverse) in an inline 

pattern, Groundhog II 
GH-SRT cuts a 26" swath, 14" 

deep. Big 16" lug tread tires. not tines, do the pulling 
so the manual effort needed by most front tine tillers is 
eliminated. Safety clutch is conveniently mounted on 
handlebar, not on a remote panel like the competition. 
Factory price saves you up to S200 on competitive tillers. 

For FREE brochure, call1-800-253-1030 
't (In Michigan 616-849-3400) wn e: 

Heald Inc Dept.04Y P.O. Box 1148, 
1 ., Benton Harbor. Ml 49022 

SA TEL LITE TV VIEWERS 
Get the most complete weekly hstlngs 

Send $1 for sample copy. R 

P.O . Box 308, For.tuna, Cahforn1a 95540 
100-JSI-Uf7 (U.S.) • IOO-SS6-1717 (C.IIf.) 

707-7!5-1476 (ell otflcn) 

VEGAS QUALITY POKER CHIPS 
Personally Monogrammed 

Send $4.00 for samples & brochure 
(Deductable from order) 
The Poker Store 

9061 Bolsa Avenue 
Suite 203-PS 

Westminster, CA 92683 
(714) 895-3783 
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$59.95 
Including movement, 
dlel end hardwere. 

• Do-it -yourself precut 
case kit 

•Solid hardwood 
•Battery quartz 

movement 
• Money back guar

an tee 
•Prompt shipment 
eQual ity lor more 

than a lifetime 

- ... 
0 Send my Early American Wall Clock 

(PieaH add $3.00 to kit price to 
cover packaging and handling). 

o Send my FREE copy of the 1984, 80 
page Klocklt Catalog. Name _________________________ _ 

AddreH------------
Ctty, State, Zip---------
0 Check EncloHCI 
0 VIsa 0 Master Card Exp. Date __ 

Card No. ----------
Signature------------

Call (414) 248-1150 

. ale 
Or Write 

Yl"'n DEPT. PS44 
P.O. BOX 629 

LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147 

Geodesic Home 
Kits. 

Affordable. Highly Efficient. 
Ready to Assemble. 

A Monterey Dome is the home for all seasons 
and climates. A home that is easy to afford and 
simple to build. Save up to 60% on building costs 
and 50% on utilities. 

Engineered in kit form for the novice, first time 
builder. Ready to assemble with all parts precut, 
predrilled, color coded and lightweight. 

Available in sizes from under 700 to over 3500 
square feet with unlimited floor:plan ideas. Prices 
start at $3995. 

Send today for Monterey Domes 100 page 
color Catalog & Plans Book of affordable kit 
homes. $6.00. ----------

I 
0 Yea, I want to begin my Monterey Domes experi· 

1 ence. Please aend my 100 page copy of Monterey 
Domes Catalog & PIDM Book. Enclosed is $6.00. 

I 0 Also, please aend me the Monterey Domes Basic I 
Home Auembly Manual for an additional $5.00. I Name ________ I 

Addre.s --------------1 City/State/ Zip ------------ I I Send to: MONTEREY DOMES 

1 
I I 

WARNING: 
IF YOU THINK 
THE POWER 

ISOFF · 
WHEN THE SWITCH 

IS OFF, 
YOU'RE WRONC:. 

KEEPAWAY WATER. 
Everyone knows that electricity 

and water are a dangerous combina
tion. But did you know that an electric 
appliance 1s still electrically alive even 
if the sWitch is off? If the plug is in, 
the power is on. So when you keep 
appliances near water. keep them 
unplugged. r.=======il 

[] 

UNPLUG 
SMALL APPLIANCES. 

Public Service aa from Association of Home Appliance 
Manufacturers ana unaerwriters Laooratoroes Inc. 

Help develop 
our natural resources. 

The kids of today are the doctors 
and nurses, the engineers and scien~ 
tistsl the teachers and journalists, 
the eaders of tomorrow. 

Only with your help can they be 
assured of a tirst~rate college edu~ 
cation because today colleges are 
having a hard time coping with the 
high costs of learning. 

Please give to the college of your 
choice. 

Your contribution will help 
develop our country's most valuable 
natural resources. ~. 

Invest in the future of America. 
Give to the college of your choice. 

C..opynCihted matenal 



Discover the world's 
oldest hobby! '• 

Build this beautiful 
wooden ship model. 

• 

Special offer for 
Those who have 

never built a 
ship before! 

• 

Wouldn't you love to build this . 
historic ship model? It's a true-to- ·' - ~-,... 
scale, 21" replica of the 2-masted 
schooner Swift, a Virginia pilot boat of 
1805. Well, now you can! And you don't 
have to be a skilled craftsman to do so. 

It really isn ' t hard 
Even if you've never built a model 

before, you can experience the relaxing 
pleasure and pride of accomplishment 
that is offered by this fascinating hobby. 
You can build the Swift. The secret's in 
our kit, designed especially for the first 
time modeler, with pre -cut parts that 
make assembly easy. Clear, large scale 
plans and instructions that virtually take · 
you by the hand and guide you every 
step of the way through hours of the 
most relaxing fun you'll ever have. And 
when completed-a museum quality 
model you ' ll display with pride, w ith 
gleaming brass fittings, walnut planked 
hull, delicate rigging- lifelike in every 
detail. 

Quality you can see and feel 
The materials in our kit may be better 

. than those used in the original Swift. The 
keel section and frames are pre-cut ply
wood, ready for quick assembly. The 
Swift's hull is planked twice; once with 
thick , flexible limewood for strength. 
then overlaid w ith planks of African wal
nut for lasting beauty. 

You won't have to make the fittings
we've done that for you. Our kit contains 
ready-to-use blocks and deadeyes of 
rare, yellow boxwood. We include eye
lets, bracers and belaying pins-over 70 
parts of solid brass! Even the cabin door 
hinges are brass, as are the 250 minia
ture nails you'll use to fasten the plank-

ing to the hull and deck. And, since the 
original wooden Swift had no plastic 
parts, our kit doesn't either-anywhere! 

Creative? And how! Overwhelming? 
Not a bit! But be prepared for hours of the 
most challenging, engrossing, relaxing 
fun you 've ever had. 

An " everything you 'II 
need" special offer, 
with free tools and 
handbook. 

We want to introduce 
you to this great hobby, 
now! So we 've made it 
easy for you to get started. 

Our special offer includes the Swift kit 
plus all the tools you'll need to build her: 
miniature pliers, hammer, kni fe, file, 
tweezers, sandpaper, glue, wood oil, 
and more. You'll also receive a free copy 
of Richard Mansir's " How to Build Ship 
Models," a 64-page beginner's guide. 
You don' t have to buy anything else. The 
tools normally cost $15; the book retails 
for $7.95. But they're yours, FREE when 
you buy the Swift kit at its regular price of 
$39.95 (plus $4 handling and insured 
delivery). 

Credit card holders can order toll-free 
Call 800-228-2028, ext. oo ... 

24 hours/day. In Nebraska. 
call 800-642-8300. Or use 
coupon below to send 
or money order. 

r-------------------------------
Miniature cannon 1 
Kit Bonus! 1 
Set of two solid brass I 
cannon on walnut I 
carriages to be mounled I 
amidship. $4.00 · 
value, sent FREE 
with your order. 

model 
expo, inc. 
23Just Road 
Fairfield. N.J. 07007 

MODEL EXPO, INC. Dept. PS -44 

23 Just Road. Fairfield. N.J. 07007 
Please send me kits of the Swift 

@ $39.95 plus FREE tools, book. and cannons. 
Check or money order enclosed. (Add $4 for 
handling and insured delivery. N.J. residents 
must add 6% sales tax.) 

Name 

Address 

Coty 

State 

72 page. fu 
color sh•P model 

ca1a1og sera FREE 
woth your order 

Zop 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

E I 
- I 
~ I 
& I • 
~ I 
& I 
:o I 

L----------J~---------------------------~ 

START 
YOUR OWN 

••• MONEY 
MAKING 

BUSINESS! Eam Extra Income 
Right At ___._....., 
Home. 

3-IN-1 
Power feed 
Power Tool. 

er 
SEND FOR 

FACTS TODAY! 

lderSaw 
Three power tools in one
a real money-maker for you! 

The Planer/Molder/Saw is a versatile 
piece of machinery. It turns out prof
itable precision molding, trim, floor
ing, furniture ... in all popular pat
terns. Rips, flanes, molds sepa
rately . . . oral at once. Used by indi
vidual home craftsman, cabinet and 
picture framing shops, lumber yards, 
contractors and carpenters. 

Never before has t here been a 
three-way, heavy-duty woodworker 
that does so many jobs for so little 
cost. Saws to width, planes to desired 
thickness, and molds to any choice of 
patterns. Cuts any molding pattern 
you desire. Provides trouble-free per
formance. And is so simple to operate 
even beginners can use it! 

30-Day FREE Trial! EXC~~~~GF~~crs 
NO OILIGATIOH-HO SAUSMAH WILL CALL 

RUSH COUPON FOLEY-BELSAW co. 
TODAY/ ~~A~1~Wlirg_. 64111 

, ....... .r ....... 
Foley-Belsaw Co. I 
90465 Field Bldg. 
Kansas City, Mo. 64111 • 

0 YES, pleasl! send me the FREE Booklet that .. 
gi••es me compll!tf facrs about your Planu· 

for a 30-Day Fret Trial right in my own shop. I 
understand there is No Obligation and that No 

- Salesman will call. l 
Name------------

~ Cily-----------

• State Zip ~~ ................... 
APRIL 1984 I 179 



IN YOUR 
SPARE 
TIME or 
FULL TIME 

: 
ON OUR 
30-DAY 

FREE 
TRIAL 

You risk nothing by accepting this 
offer to see how easily you can 
turn your spare time into big Cash 
Profits with your own Complete 
Sharpening Shop. No selling ... 
no previous experience needed. 
Our famous Sharp-All and 
show-hOw instruction set you up 
to make S200. SSOO. $700 a 
month CASH sharpening Saws, 
Knives. Scissors. Lawnmowers, 
Shop and Garden Tools . . . all 
cutting edges. 

Send for all the facts! 
Our free Book tells how to 
start a profitable. li fetime 
home sharpening business. 
how we help you grow, how 
we'll finance you. 

Send for FREE details- mail coupon below or postcard TODAY! 
Foley Belsaw Co. 60333 Field Building, Kansas City, Mo. 64111 

No Obligation .No Salesman W1ll Call 
:YES, 0 FOlfHrww co. 60333 FIILD ll.DG .. W SAS CITY. MD . .. 111 : 

• please send me the FREE BOOK that gives full details. • 
• • • • 
• Name ~ ...... "''"' • • • 
• Address • • • 
• Ctty-State l•P • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

PRINT FOR PROFIT 
Cards: stationery: envelopes: 
advertising: labels; tickets: OSL 
cards: announcements: greeting, 
sympathy, prayer cards; tags. 
etc. Save money. 
OWn 1 Printing Bu•lneu. 
We supply everything direct 
from factory. Easy instructions. 
Also raised printing like engraving. "'"--':00 
Have home shop. Add to income. 

-------------
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY! 

Kelsey Presses. Dept. 84CD. Meriden, CT 06450 
Enclose $1.00 for our catalog. 

Name--------------------------

Address-----------------

City--------State ----Zip----

Big opportunities. Big 
profits. Earn quickly. 
F u II or part lime. Learn 
at home, i t's easy. Do 
rea l jobs: All Tools 
- Materials Supplied. 
Lie. State of NJ -

~~~~~ for Veterans. Send and address for 
book. 

little Falls, N. J. 07424 

CHECK IT OUT! 
There are more opportunities, 

products and services offered in 

the "Classified Opportunity Mart. " 

immediately following this section. 

You may find just what you've 

been looking for. 

.----Choose From 23-----. 
Career Opportunities 

Get Your Associate Degree or 
Career Diploma at Home in Spare Time 
Now without attending 
school or college, without any 
previous experience, you can 
t rain for a money-making 
career .. . even get a 2-year 
Associate Degree or Career 
Diploma. Send for free facts 
about the exciting career pro
gram that interests you most. 
You will receive color bro
chure and information on employment opportu
nities in the field you choose. Mail coupon today 
and see how easy it is to train at home for a great 
new career or advancement on your present job. " 

FOR FREE FACTS! ~ 
~Te~atiruian~nMpi~iem ... i81ChOOis-

l Dept. PCS34 I 
SINce 1891 Scranton. PA 18515 1 I Please send me free facts, color brochure and full information on 

I 
how I can study at home for the career I have chosen. I under- I 
stand I am under no obligation and no salesman will call. I 1 CHECK ONE BOX ONLYI 
BUSINESS ASSOCIA~ TEC ... ICAL ASSOCIA~ I I DEGREE PROGRAMS DEGREE PROGRAMS 

I 0 Business Management 8 Civil Englneelif19 Technology I 
0 Marketing Mechamcal Engtneering Tecllnology 
0 Finance 0 Electrical Engineering Technology I I 0 Accounting 0 Electronics Technology 

I CAREER DIPLOMA PROGRAMS ' I 
0 High School 0 Electrician 1 

I 0 Auto Mechanics 0 COITliXJier Assisted 

I 
0 Surveying & Mapp4ng Small Business Mgmt. I 
0 Drafting" 0 Cornputer Programming 

I 
0 Air Conditioning & 0 Gun Repair" 1 

RefriQeration 0 Computer Assisted 
0 Wildlife/Forestry Bookkeeping 1 

I Conservation" 0 Electromcs 

I 
0 Police Sciences• 0 Microcomputer Repair I 
0 Diesel Mechanics 

I 'l'hese courses are offered by North American Correspondence I 
Schools. Both ICS and North American are Accretmed Members of ltle I 1 National Home Study Council. 

I Name Age I 
~~re" I 
L!l~~~----------;;.) 

• 

TREAD 

--
f iNISH FlOOR LINE 

STAIR WEll 
1-tEAD£A 

CUTOUT STAINGEA 

UNI T RUN 

10-DAY 
FREE 
TRIAL 
COOPON 

The first step in statrway tayoutts ro 
determine the unit lise and the umt run 

Heres exactly the 

SPECIAL OFFER, NOW ONLY S3. 95 
(limit of two. offer good thru June 15. 1984). 

FREE HANDS INCLUDED. 
Germany's best now costs even less. Backed by 
Junghans· 120 years of excellence. this quartz move
ment puts advanced features in an ultra-thin case. 
• Only 21!4' square .. 6" thick. 
• Rugged. accurate mechanism. 
• Tough synthetic case. 
• Quiet stepper second hand. 
• Runs on one "AA" cell. 
• Three shaft lengths: dials to ,,, .. 3tfl" or 5/ 8" 

thick. 
• Major credit cards accepted. 
• Full three year warranty. 

A free call 
and catalogue. 

Call toll free tooay for complete details and a free 
catalogue. Or write Clockwerkes. Dept. (PSl) . 
2419 Foster Ave .. Janesville. WI 53545 (WI call 
608-755- 1000) ' 

The pride lasts forever. 
1-800-356-4011 

I P«P 
I 
I 
I POPULAR SCIEI"'CE BOOKS, 
: Box 2018. Lalham. N.Y. 12111 
f Please rush copy(ies) of MATH FO·~ 
: CONSTRUCTION, WORKSHOP AND THE HOM 
: (No. 160) to me. 
1 enclose $22.50, plus $1.95 to c011•er <lell\lei')J 

and handling charges, for each copy ordered. 
c-. aii>Z. CA. CQ FL. GA.IL MI. NY. OH. ""· SC, W., VT, Wlldd-till,( 

...,....,,--..,Bill me later for $22.50, plus $1.95 to covel 
delivery and handling charges, for each 
ordered. 

shop math you need to figure all your 
and building projects easily, economically ••• 

MATH FOR CONSTRUCTION, WORKSHOP AND THE HOME 
by Robert 5(;harff 

This inva luable book was custom-written specifically for 170 data tables for everything from the sizes of ~n"UJn' 
the home handyman to help you with all your math-related lumber and grinding wheel speeds to the electrical 
home and shop projects . . . how to figure the dimensions for sumption of household appliances, wire gauges for feeq 
framing a roof and estimate your lumber needs. You learn and branch circuits, and much more. The book also 
how to determine the pounds of force needed to lift a given tains over 300 show-how diagrams and drawings. 
load with block-and-tackle. And how to calculate the cut- And, throughout the book, you get an enormous 
ting speed of a high-speed lathe for cutting stainless steel, ber of tips on tools and materials, how-to hints and a01n1 
or the proper tap drill size for an American Standard ¥4· on the procedure or project at hand. 
inch-10 NC thread screw. Take advantage of this 10-day free trial offer right awa1v1 

You get basic electric calculations. learn how to· estimate mai l the above coupon today. 

heat and wood burners). How to plan proper space ventila-
your heating and cooling needs (including evaluating solar • 2250 
tion, figure plumbing and piping needs. How to determine Just 
the potential energy savings of weatherstripping, insula-
tion, storm windows, etc. This book delves into virtually Send for your copy today! 
every job you're likely to tackle. 

The book covers home finances, yard and field work, 
finding the shortest route on a map. You learn metric math 
and how to use pocket calculators. The book gives you a 
chapter on home computers, and much more. 

In addition. this hefty book (672 pages) gives you over 

Pooular 
sc~gg~r 

POPULAR SCIENCE BOOKS, Box 2018, Latham, N.Y. 12111 



Now you can do master carpentry work in every room of your house r:---- Clip & Mall Todayt ---- :-1 
With the Illustrated how-to In this encyclopediC volume! TO: POPULAR SCIENCE BOOK CLUB PS/H44P 

th• • t f I P.O. Box 2006, Latham, N.Y. 12111 I Is g I an I Please accept my No-Risk Free Trial membership in Popular Science Book 1 
Club and rush my $42.50 CARPENTRY & BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 

I (5599/ for just S3.95 plus S3. 75 to cover delivery and handling charges. 1 
Ua I Of carpentry As a C ub Member, I may buy as many Club books as I want at low member 

I prices and I agree to buy just two more regular selections or alternates 1 
within the next year. (A modest charge for delivery and handli'!9 is added 

I to all shipments.) NO-RISK GUARANTEE: If norcompletely satisfied with I 
.for $ 9 5 I 

my joining carpentry book, after 10 days' free examination at home, I may 
return the book at your expense and my membership will be cancelled. I 

Just I (Res. of AZ., CA. co. Fl. GA.IL. MI. NY. OH, PA, sc. VA, VT, WI add sales tax.) I 
Published at 
$42.50 

Name I 
with NO-RISK Trial Membership in Popular Science Book Club I Address I 

I City 

,12 
pAGES_ 

, 

tnan 20~2 
"'ustrat o- ~ -

=---" fU\..\.. 

/ 

·I PI d 
CTI 

Weighing In at Nve pounds (and 1120 ,..,ut), this enormous how-to carpentry book is sure 
to be the biggest and most valuable book m your handyman library. From replacmg the hinge.s 
and hardware on kitchen cabinetry to planning and building a new room or even an entire house, 
this comprehensive volume will be your A-to-Z. start-to-finish guidel 
Catom-wrltletllo teach ·e~rpentry In VOCitlollllllndustrtaleduCitlon claues, this one-vol
ume carpentry "library" gives you fingertip answers to every aspect of home maintenance. re
pair, remodeling, and construction work. Just look it up and see exactly how to do it in more 
than 200 step-by-step photos, diagrams, building plans, drawings, more. 
Wood, tools, building techniques ••• On wood selection, you get instant reference charts for 
wood types, estimating board feet, types of panelling and ~lywood. On tools, you get ten big 
chapters on how to ~et maximum use from every tool you II ever need .. . from routers to multi· 
use table saws. You II learn how to do intricate work easily and accurately, basic work quickly 
and economically. 
From fDIHIUtlon Ill roof, CARPENTRY AND BUILDING CONSTRUCTION tells and shows you ex· 
actly how to build footings, formwork, poured concrete and block foundations ... how to do 
floor, wall, roof and ceiling framing ... how to complete exterior trim, windows, doors, wall 
coverings ... how to complete interior insulation, ceilings, walls, floors, stairs, cabinets, trim, 
built-ins ... and much, much more. 
Filled wHII proteulo1111 carpentry tips and lltortcvta, this superb volume is written with such 
straightforward, jargon-free style (and Illustrated with such clarity) .. . even the beginner can fol
low every procedure and improve carpentry. skills in eve;y area of home repair and improve
ment. You'll use this carpentry masterpiece for a lifetime! 

Clip & Mall the coupon above, or write to: 

POPULAR SCIENCE BOOK CLUB • 
P.O. Box 2006 
latham, N.Y. 12111 

I State----------Z- ip- -,.-- I 
I OHer valid only for new members In U.S.A. and Canada. I 
L. Prices in Canada will reflect latest exchange rate. 1 --------------You can build a house with this book! 

• Build all kinds of kitchen, • Add an entire new room or wing 
bathroom cabinets, built-ins to your house 

• Install a fireplace, stairs, • Insulate your home for top-to-
new windows, floors bottom energy efficiency 

• Add new roofing, siding, • Get more out of your materials, 
exterior trim, doors, windows hand and power tools 

How Your Club Works 
As a member of Popular Sci· 

ence Book Club, you'll be offered 
the best new how-to books on 
HOME REPAIR & IMPROVEMENT, 
HOUSE BUILDING, WOODWORK
ING, MASONRY, PLUMBING, 
HOUSE WIRING, CAR REPAIR, 
ENEAGY SAVING, and many other 
save-and-do-it-yourself top1cs. 

Club books are comparable in 
every way to the original publish
ers' editions, yet members may 
save up to 50% and sometimes 
more on many special bargains 
offered each year in the Club. 

About every four weeks (14 
times a year), you'll receive a col· 
orful Club bulletin describing the 
current main selection and alter
nate books also available. 

In addition, up to 4 times a 
year, you may receive selected 
mailings on seasonal or annual 
products of special interest to the 
membership-many at giant bar
Qainsl If you want the main selec
tion only, do nothing. It will be 
sent to you automatically. If you 
don't want the main selection, or 
want alternate books, or no 
books, simply indicate your 

wishes on the form that comes 
with the bulletin and return it by 
the date shown. You will always 
have at least 10 days in which to 
do this, but in the unlikely event 
that you don't, and you receive an 
unwanted selection, you may re
turn it at our expense. In addition, 
you may return any book with ill 
10 days, after examining it, if 
you're dissatisfied with it in 
anyway. 

After receiving your joining 
shipment, your only obligation Is 
to buy just two more regular se
lections or alternates in the next 
year. After that, membership may 
be cancelled at any time, by either 
you or the Club. 
NO-RISK GUARANTEE: If not 
completely satisfied with your 
joining carpentry book, after 1 0 
days 'free trial examination at 
home, simply return the book at 
our ex~ense and your member
ship w111 be cancelled. 

To take advantage of this no
risk offer, simply put your name 
and address on the coupon above 
and mail today! Your carpentry 
book will be sent right away. 

C.opyrigh Pd material 



Nev.r before haw money-makina opportunities bee-n so 
areat fot quali fied Locksmiths. Now lucrative reaulat 
toek and kt)' busintn has multiplied a t.hou.sandtold a.s 
millions Hell mo ... protection aaainst zoomln& crime. 
Y.t thtre's t nl)' '"'Locksmith,., evtrr 11_eoo people! 
Train ,A IT at Heme .. Collect CASH PROFITS Rllftl Away. 
Y&.ite '"111'1 OUS+I'If'SS~ readylo t!aln up lo $ l2 50 al'l hour , ~CI;Iy& alit • 
you bl!g!!' Folcy·Belww's shortc.,n tn~on.rr.g Take <ldvai\Uige ~ IO<Jay's 
161precoclel'lted oppott4,1nd'ot$ on L~h·~ 101 yeat·tound OTRA 
INCOME on spare lu'fle- 01 lUll lilflt o(l 1 hi<l'!•P'Ofil bu$11W!st 01 ywr 
o-t~ Hundfeos we've lo.tol'led l'la....e done .c so c an YOVI AII IOOis pl\4 
pr~SSIM.II Key Mactnne g1ven )'OU Wlll'l CC¥M l11e$t pluS twaoCtiCe 
..... !IWIIIS and e<I'P"'I!nl, Ohl-5 $1trl~, iUu&tf• !eCI ~ piuS t lll)ell 
lupetvos.on.. ~~ buslneu-buold>t~g OII"Gai'IC4 wolt efllble yOu 10 KEEP 
THE MONEY COMNG IN+ ICIN I Ior tt hletnenl - OOOCJ ,OW 100 

FREE 

Tells how you quicltly 
SIND fOR UCITtNG fACTI-No Olllilatioft! tJain to beyourownbos.S 

AU SHCIAL 100f..S ANO fOVIPM£111 IHCI.VOIOJ in a profitable Sparetirne 

PRO KEY 
MACHIIE 

YOURS 
TO KEEP! --,...,. .. , .... .. ..... ""' ...... . ............... -· ... .,,., ,...,.. ., ...... ,. ........ ......... -., 
RUSH COUPON/ 

1HlT 

or Fulltime bus1ness ot 
your own. 

~US\\ Setllll for yo~r 
1',0\lfOil\ copy lllllllyl 

-.., 11151 I'IU'AIEI..'iAW INS1TIUTE 
liUI.I 10449 Field Bldg. 
=~~ Kansas City, MO. 64111 

There IS NO OBLIGATION and NO SALESMAN Wtll Call - ever' 

assembly costs when you build 
rugged work or play machine (in just 6- 12 
hours) wi th an easy ki t from Carl Heald , Inc. 
Choose from 10 bike, 8 tryke models; engines 
from 5 to 16 H.P. All have Comet torque 
converters (no shifti ng ); fu ll suspension 
(smooth ride); tubular steel frames (shrugs off 
rough goi 1. Optional electric start, lights for 
licen er accessories . Cal l TOLL FREE 

..r"'-: • .a 1-800-253-1030: 
' m Michigan call 

~--616/849-3400. 

Special Olfer 
- One fREE 

accessory 
wtlh bike or 
tryke order! 

BUILD THIS 20 ff DOME 
FOR LESS THAN S 400. 

Use lor goroge or storage 

pions ovoiloble 
lor 14 up to 50 ft Domes 

for"How to ... book"send S5.to: 

·.~::A KEY DOME. DEPTPS44 
P.O. Box 430253 

Soulh Miami, Fl 33143 

"how to" books 
Discover hundreds of manuals. industrial handbooks, 

paperbacks, reprints, and privately published papers on 
unusual technical subjects ranging from melting metal 
to building windmills, and from tanning hides to video 
technology. 

You' ll see instantly why this is the most remarkable 
mailorder bookstore everl You don't know what you've 
been missing! We probably have just the information 
you've been searching for for yearsl 

Wide variety! 
Discover books on motor 
rewinding, hydraulics, steam 
engine design, wind and water 
power. electric autos! Tan a hide! 
Make soap! Books on magnets, 
Stirling engines, batteries, DC to 
AC inverters, sundials, rebuilding 
of lathes and milling machines, 
papermaking, more! Set up a 
plating shop! ... a mailorder 
business! Learn calculus! Plastics 
technology! Transistor electronics! 
Build radios ! Morel 

Highest quality 
Every book is guaranteed to ba 
high quality. This is NOT a book 
club. You're free to pick and 
choose only the very best books 
from the best publishers with no 
obligation. Since I cannot possibly 
offer every book published, I 
guarantee that only the best books 
are listed in my catalog. You can 
order with confidence. 

ild a lathe 

"t.F~~tet~ TV C:.V C:.'TI"U 
~ wiH receiYe 1V signal& <frectly Iran 

satellites. ft is ready for 1V hOoi<up with al lV cables inclJded. 
"WEHAVEITALL"· OVER100CHANNELS· LNA'!I 
ANTENNAS • RECEIVERS. SOURCES • PHOTOS. 

New 11NJ4 Updai!IHI Editioll 
Our BOOK take a the m~ery out of utelllte I 
technology. The preatlgloue Mau. lnel of 
Technology, U.S. Army, Navy end llbrerleel 
worldwide have purcheeed our BOOK. -------------

I • Bigger • More Povverful 
__,,..'-..,. Muslces .. Faster! Unique 

.. muscle pumping methods 
Free Booklet & Reports! 
Send name & address to: 

Learn how you can turn an old pail 
and blower into a powerful furnace 
that can melt aluminum cans and 
scrap, pot metal and brass. We 
built one for about $1 0 1 Uses 
grocery store charcoal! Pour 
custom castings! See books .on 
sand casting. lost wax casting, 
casting small metal and rubber 
parts, advanced patternmaking, 
cupola secrets (for melting cast 
iron) and more! Discover how to 
make and melt glass. build, 
batteries dividing machines • 

Build a 
complete 
foundry! 

Pour 
custom 
castings I 

magnets! Discover the secrets of M It 
Whitworth's 1853 micrometer 
that could measure to a millionth of e 
an inch! Discover books on electric M tal 
furnaces. making charcoal and e 
coke, boilers. and much morel 

. 
more! 

See technical school textbooks on machine tool 
operation, diesel repair, and refrigeration . Learn how the 
ancients refined all types of metal from iron to gold! Get 
thousands of watts from a common auto alterantorl Run 
three phase motors on single phase! Learn the secrets of 
lead-acid batteries and inverters! Start your own 
factory ! Repair small gas engines! Learn locksmithing! 
Be a small time operator! Morel 

write for a catalog! 
Write for your copy of the latest 
jam-packed edition of Lindsay' 
Technical Books catalog. ai~~~~~ 
$1 .00 US & CAN {$4.00 
foreign I to cover first class po:stage 
and handling. You'll see in a m11oute. 
why everyone is talking about this 
incredible mailorder bookstore! 
Many of these special 
books suddenly go out of 
You've already missed 

Build a precision lathe for leas some incredible books! Write for a 
·than $50 without power tools or catalog and order the books you 
other precision instrumental It's need while they're still available. 

. truel Build a shaper. milling w · f 1 TODAY! 
h. d .11 t bl nte or a cata og mac me, n press, rotary a e 

~~~:~a ~r~~ a~do~b~~d :;;:~~in: Lindsay Publications BOX 12-FD 
and indexing head, a sheet metal f 
tools I Build a small engine without BRADLEY IL 60915·0012 
castings! Collect and restore old 0 Send a catalog! I've enclosed $1 .00 US & CAN I 
steam engines! Build a welder! I {$4.00 foreign airmaill 
Make your own drtll bits, taps, 
dies. reamers. end mills, and Name - --- ------------- ---

. much morel Discover an In- ~ I 
credible 2000 pllge mechanical 
engineer's handbook! See stim- Street---------------- ---
ulating books on design! See 
Low cost booklets on scraping, City :1 
filing, indexing, construction of 

lathe indicators. and much moral ~S~t•:":.;iiiiiii.-iiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiZ~ipiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiii 

Copynghted matertal 



BOYS CLUB 

The Club 
that s 
the streets. 
Growing up is hard enough. 

The streets don't make it any 
easier. A kid needs a place to 
grow besides the street. And 
next to home, there's no place 
like a Boys Club. 

Where a kid finds out not just 
what it takes to get the job done, 
but what it takes to get a job. 
That's why we teach kids com
puter skills, give them vocational 
training-even help them choose 
college and career goals. 

Thanks to programs in every
thing from nutrition, fitness and 
hygiene to dental and medical 
screenings, a Boys Club is 
where kids learn a healthy 
respect for themselves. 

It's also a place that doesn't just 
get kids off the streets, but gives 
them personal guidance and 
legal assistance if they need it, to 
help keep them from going back. 

You see, a Boys Club really is 
more than just a club. It's a 
place where a kid connects with 
the promise of a future. No 
wonder more than 1,200,000 
kids keep coming to 1, 100 Boys 
Club facilities all across the 
country. 

Let's face it. Beating the 
streets isn't easy. But with the 
help of a strong Boys Club, a 
kid has more than a fighting 
chance. 

POCKET SIZE 

MUSIC COMMANDER
HAND-HELD STEREO 

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER 
For your pertOnal Jttftos such as Walkmefi(TM) type etc . 

It m1kes bass sound deepet 
It makes voice sound stronger 
It hushes up the drums 
It selectively enh.ance sound 
of music 
It gives mos1 confOtlable music 
to individual een 

FEATURE 
•s Bands 
·2·Volume controls 
•Noisy ratio 60 d8 
•rHO leu than 0 .2% 
•LEO light on operation 
"2li"X 4"X 518" 

Credit card order Call toll free 1- 800-331-4321 
Illinois Residents Call collect (312) 478·5502 
OR MAIL TO MIOIAN 5437 N. Forest Glen 

Chicago. Ill . 60630 

-------------------------check or money order is enclosed 
OCharge my credit card 

0 Master Card Oty. __ Exp. 

Name----------------1 

Ci 

--------------------1 I 
I Popular Science lndexea 

310 -oon Avenue,- York, N.Y. 10017 I 
1
1 

Enclosed is a total ol (clleck"' money O<dor) Please se<1d: I 
o ·a2 0 '81 u so 079 o ·1a 077 0 '16 0'75 0 '74 073 on l 

I<S1. 75 each) OAII 11 VldeXO$ (1972- 1982) lor $1 1.00 O Five ind<lxes ss 1 
I Name I 
I I 
1 Addr 1 
I ~ I 
I Slate ip I 

(Prices ab<NeincJu<IO posrage anclhanclling. /IJJow aeour 4 - • !of delivery ------------------
YOU SAW IT IN 

POPUbAR SCIENCE 
-BUT WHEN1--

Nothing is more frustrating than trying to 
find that article on building a patio deck or 
making your car run smoothly, or locating 
any other informative article or item that ap
peared in Popular Science in 1982. That's 
why you'll want a handy 1982 Popular Sci
ence Index. And to help you make use of 
your older magazines, or to find a PS refer
ence Quickly at the library, complete your set 
of Indexes, still available from 1972 to date. 
Fi II out the order form above or a larger sheet 
and send with check or money order. 

lbeOIIJ 
ONE-MAN 
PORTABLE 

ONE-MAN 

wmill 

SAWMIU Of l1s IIIII In lbt 
If you need good, high-qu~lity lumh1~r 
inflated lumber prices stop your important 
building projects. The Foley-Belsaw goes right 
to the trees and turns out smooth, true-cut lum-
ber . .. even beginners get excellent results. 
Just one man (no crew needed) can easily cut 
enough on weekends to save hundreds of 
dollars over high lumberyard prices. For power 
use tr~ctQr PTO or other low HP diesel or elec-
tnc un1t. Factory-dir~ct selling keeps price low, 
and conven1ent t1me payments may be 
arranged. 
Send for FREE BOOK! Just mall coupon below lor 
"How To Saw Lumber" booldet and complete facts 
on the One-Man Sawmill. There Is NO ObllgaUon 
and NO Salesman Will can on you. Do It TODAY! ,--- -~~;;~8~;::~:---t\~i 1 

~ 3()356 FJeld Building I :IJP!>i;IIIJl I 
Kansas City, Mo. 64111 I 

Please send all facts and tkUlils in I 
,..;;..t.·,' your FREE BOOK " How To Saw I 

Lumber". I untkrslluul there is No I 
Obligation and thai No Saksm~~n wiU I 
call on me. I 

IName 1 
I I 
1 Address. 1 
\_ C~IJ.:~!'••••••••••••••~••••• ) 

You can drill a 
water well in 

your backyard ... 

Tap a lifetime supply 
of FREE water. Say 

goodbye to high 
water bills and 

summer watering 
shortages. 

Easy to operate as 
your power lawn 

mower, and you can 
turn your spare 
time into cash! 

THOUSANDS 
SOLD! 

For Free 
Brochure 

Call Toll Free 

-800-633-877 4 
"" c' (Ask for Extension 448) -m0 .5}ip ~ugon an~ mai! _ _TEe_A y~ - I 

I • eepRoCk 448 Anderson Road 1 
1 Opelika, Alabama 36802 I 

1 Please mail your FREE brochure. I 
I I Print Name I 
I I 
I Address I 

I I 
City·S tate Zip I 

I ~ 1984 OoopRock Mfg. Co. I 
'------------- - eupyrignh.u l'lalenal 

APRil. 1984 I ~f.?,, 
~ ....... - ............. ' ' . .. 



ULIC:S 
DISCOUNT PARTS AIID 

Heavy Duty 
Log Splitter Sale 

Prices Good Thru May 1, 1984 

12'12 ton Homeow,ar Speola/
Heavy Duty Slide. 5 HP engine 
combined with 11 GPM 2 stage 

pump. Auto detent valve. 8" 
wedge. 3 Gallon Tank with Filter & 
Strainer. large Pneumatic Low or 

High Speed wheels. H'a" Hitch 

Low Speed #1128 $709 
High Speed # 1125 $719 

Will Ship 48 States for $60. 

l6'12 ton 
Heavy Duty 4 • x 24" cylinder. 5 gal 

Reservoir, 11 gal 2 Stage pump. 5 Hp 
Motor. 8" Hydraulic Wedge. Suction 

Strainer. Filter. 480 x 8" High Speed 
Tires. 1Ya" Hitch. Heavy Duty Frame. 

These will split the toughest trees. 
High and Low Profile only $819 

Will Ship 48 States $80. 

A 24'12 ton Bloolt Buater 
12" Wedge. 5" Bore x 24" Stroke cylinder. 7 

gal Tank. 15 gal 2 Stage pump. 10 Hp. 

2 

Motor. Auto detent valve. 
Low Profile #1142 $1324 
High Profile #1140 $1524 

Will Ship 48 States $100. 
!Must onclude Frt al time ol or<le< 

or we will Shop Frt CoHect.) 
Toughest frame in the industry. 

3 4 

1. a.. (Horlz. and Vert.) 
$137 
$134 
$186 
$224 
$11111 
$208 
$214 

Horiz. 5 Hp. Briggs :Y4' Shaft #6052 
5 Hp. Tecumseh .Y." Shaft #6051 
8 Hp. Tecumseh cast iron $1eeve #6081 
10 Hp. Tecumseh cast iron sleeve #6010 

Vert. 8 Hp. Tecumseh 1" shaft # 7082 
8 Hp. Briggs 1" shaft # 7080 
10 Hp. Tecumseh 1" shaft #7010 
Other 3·20 Hp. models at savings up to 50% 

2. Homellte Water Pump 
Corrosion resistant construction. ideal for water and chemical transfer. EPDM seal 
2" suction. 28 ' lift 120' head. Will pump 8400 GPH • 3 hp Briggs. Will ship 48 states 
lor $6.00 
Item #10966 List $329.95 $183 

3. 6 hp Air Ctlmpre88or 
Shp60gal. vert. · Campbeii-Hausfeld Model #VT5587twocylinder. pressure gauge 
with safety relief valve. 230 \lOfts 11.8 CFM at 40 PSI and 9.4 CFM at 90 PSI. 
25"x22''x65" Item # 15954 List $11 60 Sale $6118.00 
Will ship 48 states for $40.00 

Other 1ir compressors available 

4. Homelite String Trimmers 
Rugged 26.2 cc 2 c yc le engone w olh trogger controlled th rottle 15" c ut. Solo d 
slate ognotoon. 
Item Jt 1507 Lost $145.00 

Northern 
Hydraulics 
. .. r. "' 
Jt~l . • P.O. Box 1219, Burnsville, MN 55337 Dept. # 

Hours H M-F 9-1 Sat. 

4. 

LOG SPUTTER PARTS 
11 gal 2 Stage pump 

Use with 5 Hp Motor #1011 $1011 
13 gal 2 stage pump 

Use with 5 + Hp. Motor #1013 $12 7 
16 gal 2 Stage pump 

use with 8 Hp or Larger Motor #1015 $167 
22 gal pump 

use with 10 Hp. or Larger Motor #1017 $2711 
Standard Control VaNe 

Built in Relief Valve. #2010 $43.76 
Detent Yllve, 

Pressure Sensitive detent. 
You don't have to Hold Handle 

5 

· on return stroke #2020 s.&60 
8" High 6" Deep Wedge 

#3060 . $23.00 
Hydraulic Alter 

to 20 gal/min #4020 $12.1111 
4 X 24 X 2" Cylinder 

(Can go UPS) #902424 $115 
Sx24x2" TieRod 

Ship wt. 100 lbs. #909524 $210 

6 

We have the largest stock of trailer parts to repair or build ~ur own at discount prices 
including Hubs. fenders. wheels and tires. Axles. Brakes. Hitches. Winches etc. 4 
hole Hubs + Spindles $37 .60/Sel 
Item #1251 Trailer springs 2000 LB capacity $24/PR 
5. Item Wheel and Tire Sets Wheel and Tire 

1211 480x8 (4 Hole) $22.00 ea. 
1216 480x12 (4 Hole) $34.00 
1213~ 570x8 •5 hotel $31.00 

6. Wagner Air/ess Sprayer 

Tire Orily_ 
$1&611 
$22.00 
$26.00 

Ideal fo r exterio r and interoor use. C an c onvert to feed paont dorectty from can. 
Factory recondol ooned 120 volt'> 1 Year Warranty 

' IP.m Jl 159 24 Model 200 Gen l)urpose Sate $65.95 
ttem 11 15925 Model300 Hvy Duty Sale $95.50 

7. Honda Qenerators 
Quiet and reliable. Static no4se suppresser for reduced TV and Radio interference. 
Oil Alert system automatically shuts olf engine if oil level below safe limrt. Chrome 
plated frame for protection. Ideal for camping accessories. small tools and 
appliances or emergency Power. 

ITEM # 1660 EM·SOO 500 Watts 
1662 EM-600 600 Watts 
1663 EX·BOOA 800 Walls 

Will ship generator to 48 States for $10 

Send for Free 100 page Discount Catalog. 

$21111. 
$327. 
$383. 

Discount prices on Generators, Log Spl1t11ttert..,..s, Gas Engines, Hydraulic Pllrta, 
Winches, Trailer Parts, Air Tools, Truck ac:c:essories, ATV Tires, ~Kart Pllrta 

.£117"1011 THIS AD FOR SAL£ PRIC£81 

TOLL FREE 1-800·1133-6646 (ORDERS DilLY) 

7 

·---------------------------------------------: Northern Hydraulics ·;r'-, 
1 P.Q Box 1219, Dept. #IM44 ~~ 
: aumsville, MN. 55337 _'<... ~~ 
: SEND COUPON FOR FREE DISCOUNT CATALOG! Uae Yow Mastercard or\ 
I : Name ________________________________________ __ 

I 
I Add~----------------------------------------1 

: City Sta1le Zip 
I 
I 
I 

Copynghtfld matenal 



CLASSIFIED ADS $7.35 per word, per insertion. Minimum 10 words. Payment with order, or charge to your Visa, Master Card, 
American Express or Diner's Club account (give number & expiration date). First word in bold capital letters, rest of ad upper & 
lower case. Other bold cap words, $1 per word extra. Bold headline or white space, $29.50 per line. DISPLAY-CLASSIFIED $403 
per inch, per month. Advertisers using a P. 0 . Box number must furnish complete name and street address for our records. New 
advertisers, please submit descriptive material with order. CLOSING DATE for June issue (on Sale May 15) is March 28. Send 
orders to Dorothy Ellis, Popular Science, 380 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10017. 

AVIATION 
Nl .. Bat selection anywhere! Color 

Catalog $1.00 (refundable). 11111'0 n.. 
WWID. 1729-P Spruce St., Boulder, CO 
80302. 

na••Y liE 'OGI 1 ... "Chopp)'" ultra
light single·eeat helicopter. Simplified con
struction- motorcycle engine. Brochure: 
$3.00. PolynovaJ BOx 670S, St. Remi, Que
bec:, Canada JOL 21..0. 

'IU•:a You can do it. Exciting! Order your 
I I • catalog today. Boomerang Man, 312 
Park, Monroe, LA 71201. 

CIYRGOGI I M , Hovercraft, Airboat, 
Ultralight. Drawings $10.00. Aircraft Sup
plies, 7932 Ontario Street, Omaha 68124. 

ua.ICOI 1 Ma Constructed from sal
vaged auto's, Motorcycles.~, Boats. Kite,/ 
Plane, Information $5.00 U.::~. (Refundable). 
BW Rotor Co., Towanda, KS 67144. 

rHE HEUCOPTUI HCIIIYIOOII 

·~=~Plans 101 building a Plston-£ngr... 
Heticople< (fully illuslraled): $8.00 

BOTH ABOVE BOOKS: Ol1ly S I 4.00 
P.O. IGI1&411 A 

1111111118. 110 21217 

BOATS, 
INBOARD/OUTBOARD MOTORS 

niiiW UDII Merc:ury 1983 Bargains ... 
allaizes ... $2.00 handling ... ScotfMcCul
loch parte .. • Electra Maline, 610 Merrick 
Road, Lynbrook, New York 11563. 

•DAT Kite - 27 trailerable models -
POWER and SAlL- 8'-30'. Molded fiber
gl888 bulla and decks come factory assem
bled • you install factory supplied interior. 
Save halffactory-built coat. No experience 

. required. 48-page catalotr - $1.00. Luger, 
DePt. AC-84, 3800 West Hiarhway 13 Blllllll
ville, Minneeota 55337, 612-890-3'000. 

NOW ... A trim and tilt kit that fits virtually 
all outboard motors. both foreign and 
domestic. Simple installation. non
electric allows trimming at all speeds from 
the drivers seat. DOLE TRIM-N-TILT 
KITS. Write Dole Fluid Power Products , 
Box 1987PS, Hutchinson, Kansas 67501. 
Call (316) 663-8361. 

POiftOON and Houseboat kits from 
$1,994.00, Information 51.00 1-800-522-
1600 ext. 6042. Watercraft, Box 902A, Co
lumbia, TN 38401. 

BOAT PLAN$-FAAM£ KJTS-
MIIEANS 

liullchd of designs-WOOO-fi8ERG~ 
SI'EEL-Sailboats-Poouerboft-O!Aboer~ 
c.noes- Kayaks-Rowboats-Ouckboats
Oories- Houseboals Proolen mectlods InClude 
i'lslruc1ioos especially lor lWNIIeurs. Plole1a10n11 
reaulls! NO LOFTING! "SUPPLIES" ..:..Fallen· 
ings - Fiberglass - Res1ns-Giues -Books. 
Send S2 00 lor HUGE 144-page ~elog or $4.00 
AIRMAIL. Includes FREE "B<l'TBUILOING SlJP. 
PLIES" brochU<e. lnYesliglleour "POXY-SHIELD . 
rPOXY-GRJP·· wood/epoxy bollbuildlng sys111m _...,_1 • $200 QUN.L IULWJE, 9152 
Aaucrans. Box 756SP. SeiHJower CA gc)7()6 

HOVERCRAFT 
IICWE&CIIAPT Plans, Catalog $1.00. 

Universal Hovercraft, Box 281, Cordova, 
IL 61242. 

•• &D-CAR Amazing Hovercraft built 
easily with ordinary tools. Lawnmower en
gine powered. Carriea one man plus. Fliea 
over landlanow/.water. Complete plans and 
booklet. $9.95. Aero-Projects, Box 5U8PS, 
Clinton, NJ 08809. 

IIChiFICRIPTS custom built. Javeon 
Hovercraf\s. 236 Brainard. Youngstown, 
Ohio. 44512. 

Easy to build, fun to fly & powered by ordinaty lawn 
mower engio oe Complete plans, pl1olos and Sl4lPIY 
sources. $6.00 Money back guarantee. Send to: 
Hetti Bartlett. Box 156·5, Sllvafdale. WA 98383. 

ALTMNA'fOR Generator Rebuilding 
Book. Price: Hedelund Engineering, Box 
26024, Las Vegas, NV 89126. 

NVIIRV-!YCI'\CMA rz•M'MM•a, 
And ~arts. Catalog. $2.00. Hydraulic Jack 
Inc., P.O. Box 18, Accord, NY 12404. 

OAR aftl!& PI DMV a7 WBOOIID.I 
You can save expensive auto loaa with Gard
A -Car. When thief "triea" your engine 
"dies." Gard-A-Car atalls your car in 
"Seconds." Gard·A-Car, proven, guaran· 
teed, easy to install. Connects between dis
tributor and coil All ignitions. Simple in
structions included. Oilly 136 postpaid. 2 
for $62. a•• WAR WUIO'UIIY. PULL 
A ... ., CMMIIANIIIL Order: Lambert 
Co., 530 Ivy, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15232, VISA/ 
MC, 412-441-3646. 

AUTOMOBILES 
1n•• Mileage Carburetors. Free Detaila. 

Box 89, Draper, Utah 84020-0589. 

LOOK - VGUW\"MOD' HOW 'fO 
,.,.. ,. • Teaches You Maior Tune¥~ 
and Inspec:tion. RI'O"tl& Watching 
You learn to Fix your Bug or Ghia. Only 
$59.95 VHS-BETA. Mastercard-Visa. 904-
263-2545. Check, moneyorder. r1•11 a•• 
ii .. llniAI, PSI, Box 9237, Daytona, FL 
32020. 

_.., ... 

Uke Old Can? 
Own an old ear or want 
to own one? Then aub- ~~ ..... 
scribe to Hemminp Mo-
tor News, world'• laraest old car market· 
place. Hemminp baa over 500 paaes of adt 
each month, crammed with tbouaands of old 
cars for aale - plua paru, literature, reatora
tion aupplies and more. Only SIS. 50 for 12 
aiant iuues. Subscribe to the'bible' of old car 
collectora today. 

~to: 

Hemminp Motor New• 
Dept. 417,11ox 100, BcnniiiJ'OD, VTOS201 

ASTRONAUTICS 
GFFIIDIAL Space-Shuttle Patches, Caps. 

T-Sbirts. Write: "Shuttle", P.O. Box 5108, 
Titusville, FL 32780. 

AINhiiR= IIV Propulsion Devise. Free 
Brochure, RDA, Box 873-NS, Concord, NC 
28025. 

AJNhll- IIV apace propulaion discov· 
ery. Patent copY: 4,087,064. 55.00. Knap, 
4408 Wildwood, Burnab)'Oll,.2, B.C. Canada 
V5G 2M4. 

PGRIAZI • UFO Detector plane $1.00. 
Rummel, Box 1196, Cameron, TX 76520. 

BUILD YOUR OWN 
ROCKET. MOTORSI 
* 40 POUNDS THRUSn 
* RFTY CENTS EACH! 
* BUILD A DOZEN IN 

AN EVENINGI 
.............. 'W ... ,.. -UMI-·--Ooii'IIICII lUI(,...,._.,., .............. 

I 
5end Si!.OO 1o: 

loll n Til TIWI.IIl..,_ntll. 
1181Dl .... LI ; I Clll. .. 

BAIIERIES, GENERATORS 
AMII lllo Battery energizing tablets. 

Brochure. Galaxy Company, Box 4394, 
Modesto, CA 95352-4394. 

DO IT YOURSElF 
•Pu•• A nat• Build your own for 

leas than $15.00. We supplf achematica 
and instructions. Just $5.00. Downing En· 
terpriaea, Box 22086, '•naing, Ml48909. 

N.WI ••• RIINIR AllY TV ••• 8A8Y. 
Write: ReM&rdl, Rt. 3, Box 601BA, Col
ville, WA 99114. 

liDO CA1IU.OG8 Every Subject Imag
inable!!! Directory $4.00j Catalogs Galore, 
7914-E Springfield Vii age, Springfield, 
VA 22152. 

PR~N1V ... Convert your TV 
to project 7 Foot picture . . . Results com
parable to 52,500 projectors ... Total Coat 
less than $30.00 . . . Plans and 8" Lens 
$19.95 . . . Illustrated information Fi • 
Macrocomaah, Washington Croaaing, Penn
sylvania 18977. Creditcard orders 24 Hours 
(215) 736-3979. 

MOG CA'IlU..008 listed and described. 
Sources for everything imaginable. $4.00. 
Maaterlog, Box 879-A, Fairfax, CA 94930. 

IA&IHQUAUIYPRWia.IGrlAL lUI 
Instruments in money saving kit form. 
Oacilloacopes, multimetera, power supplies, 
bench and hand-held testers. For Fi • 
Catalog write: Heath Co., Dept. 016-166, 
Benton Harbor, M1 49022. 

CGMPaNIDW Domes. Patented roof 
flashing $6.00. Box 953, Clinton, lA 52732. 

aeacautn •UR&IIAR 4 1 •rw PADD
UCI8 Send $1.00 (refundable with first 
order) for product list and prices. D.A.P., 
6754 Lodge Rd., Saugerties, NY 12477. 

hon1e curing and 
m11t, Over 100 
now have low 
mentand supply catalog has 

The SAUSAGEMAKER 
1n-12 Military Road Buffalo, N.Y. 14207 

SOLAR, GREENHOUSE, & ENERGY 
SAVING PRODUCTS CATALOG! 
~IS;~ Syoteme. 

88 pages, I 8 sec:lionl. 
OUr I 1 th ye1rl 

Older from one eiiJ)ell SOU<Ce-
lhe countr(s largool energy saving mall order houoe! 
Send noo poslpaid. 
SOLAR COMPONENTS CORPORATION 

Dept. P, P.O. Box 237 
M8nct1Hter, NH 03105. 

8u1ld )'our o.- n 

SANDBLASTER 
lam u~ 10 $40 00 PI' "<<uf l"ef''I\ffi'IQ r~o~ll tnCI pwwt lrom -.;to """

,.,.... eq~t or""' ,.., autt.ce ,,_ CIOf'allle unit~ rutt 
tnG '*"'•' • ra" ol OI'IR tqUII,. toot pet ~uet C:(II"'IJN..Ioufly er1CS ta 
bulllltOI"' common ,.,.,.,....""' tr\Aiftfllllt s.mp~~ NP bV seep~ 
~ ~ 10 con.,., a VI enoone onto a ~ul c cyl 

eftOJN " C~ C:Qtftpi'UIQ' Ho i~~~ INCftoM WQtlt. ..,.,.,. bk~ QullanMe 
~ $ 1 s 00 piU$ $ j 00 tletldltng 10 

OESI<lH PUBLICATIONS 

DRAIN • IRRIGATE 
CIRCULATE • SPRAY 



~AMAZING" 
: : 

'DEVICES/ 
PLANS -All Pans Available In S1ock. 
• LC5 BURNING CUTTING C02 LASER . $15.00 
• RUB3 RUBY LASER RAY PISTOL ..... 15.00 
• BTC5 1.5 MILLION VOLT TESLA COIL. .' 15.00 
• HEG1 1 MEGAWATT 500 JOULE SOURCE . 15. 
• HVM3 ADJ 125KV DC SUPPLY . ...... 10.00 
• LRG3 SOLIDSTATELASER RIFLE ... . 10.00 
KI TS - Includes Plans and Pans 
• LHC2K SIMULATED REO/ GRN / YEL LIGH T 

LASER . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 29.50 
• BTC3K 250.000 VOlT TESLA COil .. 124.50 
• IOG!KIONRAYGUN.... . 79.50 
• PSP3K PHASOR SHOCK WAVE PISTOL 44.50 
• PPGlK PHASOR PROPERTY GUARD .. 175.00 
• INF!K INFINITY TRANSMITTER .. . 134.50 
• MFT1 K 2·3 MILE RANGE FM VOICE 

XMTR ...... . . • . . . . ....... 39.50 
ASSEMBLED AND TESTED PRODUCTS 
• LGU30 RE O 1MW PORTABLE HENE 

LASER . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 299.50 
• TCl 30 SOLID STATETESlA COIL 35KV 54 .50 
• IPG50 POCKET PAIN FIELD GENERATOR 59.50 
• BLS10 BLASTER DEFENSE WEAPON . 79.50 
• TAT20 AU TO TELEPHONE RECORDER .. 24.50 
• PPF10 PHASOR PAIN FIELD PORTABLE249.50 
• SNP20 SECURITY PHONE LISTENER . 99.50 
• CATALOG CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF 
ABOVE PLUS HUNDREDS MORE AVAil ABlE 
FOR $1.00 OR INCLUDED FREE WI TH All 
ABOVE ORDERS. 
PLEASE INCLUDE $3.00 PH ON All KITS AND 
PRODUCTS. PLANS ARE POSTAGE PAID. SEND 
CHECK. MO. VISA. MC TO. 

INFORMATION UNLIMITED 
P.O. BOX 716, DEPT. P8 AMHERST, NH 03031 

HOLOGRAPHY 
HOLOOR•M and Catalogue $1.00. Gen

•ral Holographies Inc., P.O. Box 82247, 
/ancouver, Canada V5C 5P7. 

ALTERNATE ENERGY 
WIND OEHI!RATOR construction plans 

using locally obtainable parts. Absolutely 
complete $15. Money back guarantee. 
Richard Bond, 3835 Bernice Dr., San Diego, 
CA 92107. 

80' AR CliP • S 4" diameter $5.25 and up. 
For more information andprices send sase 
to: Kenneth Foster, 17 42 Dowd, St. Louis, 
Missouri 63136, or call 314-522-6667. 

IINIIUI.A'nDQ! ASS Shipped Anywhere! 
CIIEAPI CATALOG $2.00. ARCTIC. Spring 
Valley, WI 54767, 715-639-3762. 

I"REI!DOM INVI!R'nRS provide house-
hold AC from batteries. Free catalog. 

Terminal Way #15, 

Extract abundant free energy anywhere 
using permanent magne ts. Know the 
truth! Plans, Instructions, patents, and 
previously secret gove rnment report. 
Money back guarantee. Only: $15.00 

TOOLS & MACHINERY 
IIOLTS, SC..WS, TOOLS. WHOL.a· 

s•••, DIRECT. Guaranteed. Catalog $1.00 
(refundable). Camelot, Dept. 33, Box 65, 
Bristol, Wisconsin 53104. 

SMA' ' FOUNORY Furnace. Supplies. 
Free Literature. Pyramid Products, Dept. 
M, 3736 South 7th Avenue, Phoenix, AZ 
85041. 

4 ' ME'I'AL Cutting Lathe $87.25. Taig, 
15048 Proctor, Industry, CA 91746. 

BUILD a COMPUTDI·CONTROII PD 
vertical Mill/Engraver. Detailed Plans 
$10.00. Computer Controlled Machinery, 
Box 113, Haskins, Ohio 43525. 

TURNING. MILLING. 
DRILLING. TliREAiliNG, 

BORJ'«l. DIVIDING 

LA'IliES 3" TO 15-. MilLS. 
DRILL PRESSES. GRINDERS 
. . . . LAlliE CATALOG $1.00 

"'- Toola, Inch 0< 
Molric. Aluminum, B<-. 
S1001, all ""-· Smal Scr-. TIPO. Orillo. 
Saws, Colr.ts .. . TOOl 
CATALOG SUlO 
Cl!mo>bell T- Co. 
PRECISION TOOLS 
SHOP SUPPLIES 2100P--...... ...-. Olllo 

(513)322-

186 POPULAR SCIENCE 

SILVO Hardware, 188 page Hand & 
Power Tool Catalog $1.00. Dept PS4-4, 
2205 Richmond St., Philadelphia, FA 19125. 

CAU.,.tipped clrcularSM'fB' ANS, 
ROUTDI BITS. Industrial Quality, al• 
ROPEAN make. Catalogue, Prices $2.00 
Refundable. SHARPCO, 960 Alness #2, 
Downsview, Ont. M3J 2Sl. 

FOR THE HOME 
WHn. BIRCH Fireplace Logs For In

formation: Send S.A.S.E. Diversified Prod
ucts, 155 Baraga, Marquette, MI 49855. 

HOME CRAFTSMAN 
"a.TTlNO Started in Stained Glass" 

$1.00. Whittemore, Box 2065X, Hanover, 
MA 02339. 

UIIIRYCLOCK~Below 
wholesale prices. Best quality. Catalog 
$1.00 (refundable). Yankee, Box 26S, 
Thompson, CT 06277. 

MAKE TOYS- Plans, Kits- Hardwood 
Wheels, Parts, Dowels- Catalog $1.00-
Cherry Tree Toys, Belmont, Ohio 43718. 

QUALITY I'URNITURE HARDWAR .. 
CHAIR CAN .. &NO LAMP PARTS. Com
plete Selection, Prompt Delivery, Reason
able Prices. Catalog Costs: $1.50 3rd Class 
or $2.50 1st Class. Paxton Hardware, 7818 
Bradshaw Rd., Dept. B-28, Upper Falls, 
MD 21156. 

L.ARGE selection of plans. Furniture de
signs, loom, spinning wheel. clocks, doll
houses, cradles, toys, alphabets, bird 
houses, weathervanes, kites, and more. 
Catalog 50lt, Craftplans Co., Rogers, Min
nesota 55374. 

HEIRLOOM Toys- Timeless Designs in 
Wood. Plans and full-s ize patterns. Cata
logue $1.00. Fisher Dept. P 1, Drawer 1047. 
Lewisburg, WV 24901. 

ENGINES, MOTORS 
NEW Engines For Mowers, Tillers, Etc ... 

Fantastic Savings! Ulustrated Catalog
$2.00. (Refundable First Order.) Discount 
Engines, Box 166PS, Ashland, MO 65010. 

ENERGY SAVING 
TANKI •ss Water Heaters, Models For 

Every Requirement, Paramount, 627 Hazel , 
Allentown, PA 18102. 215-821-7741. 

FREE HEAT from the sun. Save hun
dreds on heat bills. Do-it.yourself1 Simple, 
easy. Free information! Reid Publishing, 
PO Box 5-PS4, Albert Lea, MN 56007. 

BURGLAR/FIRE ALARMS 
.,...,.,_., Alarms. Brochure $1.00 "Re

fundable". Paxton Enterprises, RRl-A, 
Fortville, IN 46040. 

CAMERAS/PHOTO SUPPLIES 
OUPUCATINO Super 8, 8/Smm, 16mm. 

Free Catalog: Supplies - 35mm, Super 8, 
16mm, Video. Superior, 442-592 Wells, 
Chicago, Illinois 60610 Established 1938. 

HOBBIES & COLLECTION 
TOY SOLDIIR MOl' ~Make military, 

chess, medieval figures. Profitable fun! Free 
information. Castings, P. 0. Box 3482-PS, 
Longwood, FL 32750. 

JEWELRY 
CLOSEOUT Jewelry. 55¢ dozen. (Catalog 

.25~). Roussels, 107-1635 Dow, ArlingU!n, 
MA 02174-7199. 

FORMULAS, PLANS 
MONIIYMAKINO CHEMICAL FORMU· 

lAS • 1'HOUUNDSI CATALOG 83.00 
(REFUNDAIILE): GWA6, Box 193, Brook
field, Wisconsin 53005-0193. 

SCIENCE & CHEMISTRY 
... CATALOG, 200 pages. Thousands 

of chemicals, glassware, science/hobby equip
ment. Send $2.00. Merrell Scientific, 1665 
Buffalo Road, Rochester, New York 14624. 

IIXPDIMENT'UIS Laboratory Supplies 
Catalogue,- $1.00. Young- Edisuns, 934 
South 13th., Manitowoc, Wisconsin 54220. 

CHUIICAI S MANY RAM ONU. Cat
alog $2.00. Chon Chemical Co., Box 2298, 
Mansfield, OH 44905. 

ECONOMICA'I 'It Priced Chemicals Ap
paratus. Catalogue-$1.00. Hagenow Labo
ratories, 1302 Washington, Manitowoc, 
Wisconsin 54220. 

CIIERCAI S Catalog $2.00. Scientific 
Supply, P.O. Box 1494, Abilene, TX 79604. 

NIKOIA Tal A. New technical publica· 
tions. Tesla Book Co., 1580 Magnolia, Mill
brae, CA 94030. 

AMAZING MO'IOR HARNDSD AT· 
MDSPIIEJ EC m I!C I NCII Y. Plans, photo, 
theory, $3.00, sase. NO'I .. P.O. Box 411, 
Hillsdale MI 49242. 

EHIIMstock, Chemicals, supplies, glass
ware for sale. Attention: Colleges, schools, 
business. Inventory, Box 161-B, Brighton, 
MA 02135. 

PLASTICS 
CASTOUTa Liquid Plastics. Crystal 

clear, colors. For castinJ, embedding, coat
ing, fiberglassing; in industry, laboratories, 
craft work. Reproduce your designs with 
our mold materials . Catalog $1.00. CAST· 
OUT£, Dept. 84D/PS, Box 391, Woodstock, 
IL 60098. 

GARDEN SUPPLIES & 
EQUIPMENT 

IIOUO BRA .. ANIMAL F~ 
And other related items, FRD Catalog. 
Nno OOOOID. Dept. C. 1805 Poinset
tia, Santa Ana, CA 92706. 

GARDENING 
OVER 70 kinds of carnivorous plants. 

Peter Pauls. Canandaigua, NY 14424. 

WEED·FREE OARDDIINO Plus 87% 
Greater Yields!! No Tilling, Cultivating, 
Chemicals. Ideal For Herbs, Vegetables. 
Guaranteed! Free Proof. Lexigrow, Box 
1491-PS, Indianapolis, IN 46206. 

REAL ESTATE 
FREE List Ouachita Farms Homes Acre

age. American Farm Agency, Mena, Ar
kansas 71953. 

CALIIFORNIA. Acreage. Lots. $40 down. 
40 monthly. 4602 Ethel, Sherman Oaks, 
CA 91423. 

I"REEP SPRING '84 CATALOQJ 
266 pages; over 5000 properties, 2000 pic
tures! Values in every type of real estate, 
many owner financed! From 600 offices in 
43 states. Get your FREE copy now! 
STROUT RULTY, Plaza Towers, Dept. 
5810, Springfield, MO 65804. Call toll free: 
l-800·841-o4288. 

saaTIC Tank-Sewage disposal areas 
where sewers not available. Send $3.50 for 
"Illustrated Information" to: Septic Serv
ice, P.O. Box 4672, Montclair, CA 91761. 

CANAOIAN Country Properties. Our 
69th Year. Terms available. Catalogue air
mai led $1.00. Dignam Corp., Suite 481, 
85 Bloor East, Toronto, Ontario M4W 1B5. 

WlOM .. O-UTAH RANCH L.ANO. 10 
acres $60.00 down, $60.00 month. Owner. 
Mike Gauthier, 9550-A-Gallantin, Downey, 
CA 90240. 

AS LOW AS $29.00 AN ACRE 
Pwct1ased lhrougt1 Estale l1Qurdat10ns 
u~·vn your O'o\'11 C,lrldd;<:Jrl property lr1 most pop· 
ular ~unt1rYJ l1st~ . rHJ areas Grca~ Investment 
EASY PAY ME: NTS CREDIT CARDS ACCEPT
ED l 1l le (lu,Hdnteed Buy Back Guar~ntee 
ACT NOW, Send lor FREE ca!ai(}que Cana
dian Esta:e Lanl1 Dept 21 D 24,1 Yonqe 

Street Su1te :JOJ Toronto Canada M4P 2Z1 
lt!ipptlUfll' drlVI111lf' 4 16·488·0444 

SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT 
~tiNT MATCH-Thousands of 

lights on a few drops of fluid. Great Sur
vival tool. $2.00. Kenco, 37 Des Mar
guerites, Sept-lies, P. Q. G4S 2A8. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNffiES 
MAD big money in home satellite tele

vision. B•, a dealer. Earn $50,000-$75,000 
yearly. Send $1.00 for valuable report. 
Wholesale Satellite Supply, Box 1044, Lake 
Oswego, OR 97034, 503-246-8335. 
· YOU' LL make "Big Profits Fast!" New 
discovery in battery reconditioning. Eigh
teen months _guarantee. Twenty five years 
experience! Complete set up. This system 
sells itself1 Electoan, 7415 Gable Drive, 
Little Rock, AR 72205. 

RECONDITION Used Car Batteries! 
$100.00 + daily. Secrets others don't tell. 
Stamp please. Battery Outlet, Box 3300, 
Hickory, NC 28603. 

NEW Mercedes- Benz, $120.91 monthly, 
or BMW, $81.51 . . . Guaranteed . _ . 
Write: FoxCo, Box 2655-44P, Springfield, 
VA 22152. 

FW information. Build a saw shllrJMln
ing machine. Sharpeze-1, Box 6004, San 
Bernardino, CA 92412. 

REPAIR HYDRAULIC .lACKS-Free 
details. Hydraulic Parts Supply, Dept. S, 
Box 4157, Brownsville, TX 78520. ...000 WEEKLY Home Business Di
rectory Details. Box 2019-PS, New York, 
NY 10163. 

S80 HOUR-more! Easy Bathtub/Sink 
refinishing. Free details. Shephard 's, 
4418SD-West 30th, Los Angeles, CA 90016. 

IICHIROW by Mail! $500 $25,000 Fast! 
Easy! Confidential! For details write: 
Accurate, 2120 Crestmoor, Nashville, 
TN 37215. 

MAICa 1110 MOtlEY R* 'IIIFIIUQ WIIIJD. 
SH• OS, and ylate glass! Earn up to 
$50,000 yearly. Send for valuable free re
port. Glas-Weld Systems, Box 5755C, Bend, 
OR 97708, 503-388-1156. 

YOU can make money wholesaling free 
details. Brokerage, 109E Circle, Burns, TN 
37029. 

MECHANICAJ 1 'It inclined individuals 
desiring High Weekly Profits operating 
Small Manufacturing business Without In· 
vestment write: Businesses, 92-P Brighton 
11th, Brooklyn, NY 11235. 

..LTS And Buckles. Complete Line 
Fast Sellers, including Westerns, Truckers, 
Motorcycles, Wi ldlife, etc. Big Profits. Com
plete dealer set up. Catalog $1.00. Anchor, 
Box 3958-BPS. North Providence, RI 02911. 

PIANO Tuning quickly learned with 
home study course. Diploma granted. 
American Tuning School, 17050 Telfer 
Drive, Morgan Hill, CA 95037. 

· BUIJE'EA Sticker Printing Device. Chea(l, 
Simple, Portable. Free details Bumper, POB 
2279HLLCJ. Tampa, FL 33622. 

NI!:W Luxury Car without cost! Write: 
Amco 15, 1601 Main, Plainfield, IN 46168. 

.. a.oo FROM Square Foot Plywood 
!Huge Demand), Revealing Proof 25¢ (Re
fundable), Woodwins, Bridgewater, MA 
02324. 

COHCRETE Block Machinery; Catalog 
$1.00. Route One, Box 3740, Rapid City, 
South Dakota 57702-3740. 

SUIPORT·Export opportunity, profitable 
world-wide, mail order business from home, 
without capital. We ship plan for no risk 
examination. Experience unnecessary. Free 
Report. Mellinger, Dept. M2696, Woodland 
Hills, California 91367. 

"PROFESSIONAL" GIANT SC ..... 
PRO.IECTION TV-Don't be fooled by 
cheap imitations! . .. "Build and sell the 
best with lenses and screens utilized by 
Sony, Zenith, Pioneer, and Magna vox!" ... 
Simple construction! . . . Unlimited profits!!! 
lllustrated dealers information and com
plete parts catalog $2.00 ... Money back 
guarantee! ... POLl-VISION, 187-A Cy
press St., Throop, Pennsylvania 18512. 

GET RICH 53 Secret law smashes debts
brings cash and credit! Details rw••n 
WealthKit-S, Billings, NY 12510. 

TAKI! Catalog Orders. We drop-ship 2500 
best-selling specialty products. Lowest 
below wholesale prices. Immediate deliv- 1 
ery. Spectacular home business opportu
nity. Free Book. SMC, 9401 DeSoto Ave., 
Dept. 28-40, Chatsworth, CA 91311. 

MAD Rubber Stamps. Highly Profit- , I 

able Business. Free Details. Stamper, POB 
22809<LLCJ, Tampa, FL 33622. 

PROP1TABI E Gold Foil Printer. Per- ~~ 
sonalize business cards, pencils, matches. 
Free Details. Gold, POB 24986(LLC), 1 
Tampa, FL 33623. 

RECONOITION .IUNK BATTaRIQ, 
$40,000 year, spare time! Easy. Free lnfor· 
mation. Owen, 771 K, Battle Ground, 
Washington 98604. 

VINYL'S Where The Money Is! Profes
sionally repair, refinish, recolor furniture, 
luggage, car tops. Quick, easy. Two small 
$20 jobs a day earn you $1,000 a month. 
Homes, cars, offices, restaurants, unlim
ited customers. Start earning after a few 
da;)o'S practice. Sensational details free. 
Vli?, 2036 Montrose, Chicago 60618. 

C.upynghl'10 matt nal 



"'U PVC P • • FUAIAIUM. $30,000 
lal, spare time! Easy. Free Information. 
wen, 771 P, Battle Ground, Washington 
3604. 
PMND Tuning learned quickly at home! 

ree information. Empire School, Box 1014, 
1piter, Florida 33458. 

SOLAR Heating learned quickly at 
>me! Free information. Emp1re School. 
ox 1014s, Jupiter, FL 33458. 

ALUMINUM KRAP-Recycle Yourself
IAU .. A-OOIPOUriDt Free Information: 
tdustrial-PS4, Box 127, Alexandria Bay, 
·ew York 13607. 

140,000 ON V3 ACABI New hydro
mica-inexpensive, pleasant, practical! 
ree information. Planter's, Box 1657, 
renham, TX 77833. 

PAO,JIICTION 'IV ... Make $$$'s assem-
ling Projectors ... Easy . . . Results com-
uable to $2,500 projectors ... Your total 
1st less than $20.00 ... PI ANS, a" • IQIS & 
ealers information $17.50 ... Illustrated 
tformation FHU . . . Macrocomaahx, 
:nington Crossing, Pennsylvania 18977. 

1tcard orders 24 Hours (215) 736-2880. 

RINGS, waTCHES, oiEWELRY-600%, 
rofit. Free Sales Kit Catalog. Spotli~t, 
~7, 156 Fifth Avenue, New York, Y 

10. 

MOND Secrets!! Send for free detai Is to: 
'rect Marketing, 4541 Regent Or., Ports-
outh, VA 23703. 

PRINI' IIUIIIPBISTICK•AS. lnexpen-
~e. Quick, Kit, 20¢ each. FREE Brochure. 
~'fperprinter, Box 4-A, Point Arena, CA 

68. 

MAIL.ORDml Opportunity! Start prof-
11ble home business without experience 
ca~ital. Information free. Mail Order 
~lates, Dept. 630, Montvale, NJ 07645. 

• Wealthy, Be Indef!ndent, Enjoy Sue-
Iss Beyond your wil est dreams. FREE 

bscription to O(portunWr Ma~zine 
ows hundreds o ways. rite: por-

jnity, Dept. B82, 6 N. Michigan, Chicago, 
60602. 

780% PROFIT Second Income! Sell 
I-Ocfucts (Thousands) by Mail! Eagle, 323 
~.nklin 804/El12/PS, Chicago 60606-

4. 

IDO,OOO YEARLY Income! Spare Time! 
~Personal Sellin!i Free Details. Midwest, 

Franklin, 804 -271/P, Chicago 60606-
95. 

7110% PROFIT-30 D~s Makes Mail-
~er Fortune ... $$$. . . ossible! Suppli-
s Available! Carm's, 323 Franklin 804/C-
5/P, Chicago 60606-7093. 

~IL Order Profits! For Disclosure. 
BA, Box 45, Stuart, FL 33494. 

••"N Big Money! Easy business. Start 
Lrt-time. National firm trains, assists. 
pportun ity, Box 6489-C, Laguna Niguel, 
~ 92677. 

UIIIIRV manufacturing secrets re-
faled!!! Supplies available. $1.00. Ever-
at, Box 365, Bogota, NJ 07603. 

UIIIIRV Rebuilding Tools, Instructions 
26.00. Manual $65.00. Trainin§ Avail-
le. SUN IIATTDIY, 10415 98, ebring, 
~rida 33870. 

,.....,ARE Tax Returns. Earn high fees, 
gnified work. Train at home. Accredited 
fi>gram. National Tax Training School, 
pnsey lOR New York 10952. 

IAif.CYCLI! MI!TALS. NO, NOT BEER 
...... , $450 weekly! Free information. 
rnsby's, Box 1657, Brenham, TX 77833. 

SUCCESSFUL Little Known Busi-
jsses. Free details. Morco, Box 794, Shel-
~- WA 98584. 
. MONEY FISHING" Free Details, 
rsA, Box 33178, Tulsa, OK 74135. 

pao CASH Weekends! Free Details, 
!ilrtron, 109 Forest Park, Forest, VA 
551. 

810 ..... New report reveals 
~ino game strategy QUAAAHTUD to 
Pd~ce the advantage over house. $2 U.S. 
rth Enterprises, P.O. Box 2401, London, 
nada N6A-4G3. 

oo WEEKLY Recyclint Discarded 
Ires! Stamp Appreciated. a Vallees, 
untain, FL 32438. · 

• 8A8Y SHO.S $250 DAILY 
' • NBPS, 398 Airport, Sebring, 

33870. 

~ ELECTRONIC 
~ASSEMBLY BUSINESS 
Start home. spare time. Investment. knowledge or 
experience unnecessary. BIG DEMAND assembling 
eleC!ronic devices. Sales handled by 
professionals. Unusual business opportunity. 

........_ FREE: CoMpltle illuslraltd liltrature ~ 

...,.. BART A, Box 248-SA ,.
Walnut Creek, Calif. 94597 

PRODUCTS & INFORMATION 
AS LOW AS SH.OO AN ACRE 

Purchased through Estate Liquidations 
Own your own Canadian propert;)' in most 
popular hunting/fishing areas. Great in
vestment. EASY PAYMENTS. CRDJIT 
CARDS ACCEPIDJ, Title Guaranteed. 
Buy Back Guarantee. ACT NOWI Send for 
FREE catalogue: Canadian Estate Land, 
Dept., 21C, 2411 Yonge Street, Suite 303, 
Toronto, Canada. M4P 2Zl. Telephone any
time 416-488-0444. 

BOOKS & MAGAZINES 
OUT Of Print Books Found, Send Wants. 

Booklook, 51S Maple Ave., Warwick, NY 
10990. 

43 Furniture Projects! 
BRAND NEW •10 x 12 format 
• 212 pages • Detailed plans 
• WOodworking how-to 

Hardcover 
edition 

To order. ask for Book No. 5904, and send 
check or money order for $35 to: 

Popular Science Books 
Dept. P43P. P.O. Box 2018. Latham N. Y.12111 

JOKES & NOVELTIES 
FREE-World's Leading Novelty Cata

log, 1600 Jokes, Tricks, Science, Sports, 
Hobbies. Johnson-Smith, C-6113, Mt. 
Clemens, MI 48043. 

COIN & CURRENCY 
IIAILLIANI' Uncirculated United States 

Silver Dollars (1878-1904). Selling One for 
$37.00. Sellin~ Two $67.00. C.O.D. Orders 
Welcome. Sat1sfaction Guaranteed! Silver 
Dollars- Excellent Investment Potential! 
Free Silver Dollar Catalog. Addison Thomp
son, Box 1085-PS, Black Mountain , North 
Carolina 28711. 

STAMP COLLECTING 
UMIDJNATIONS 3CompleteMintSets 

25~. Approvals. Cornetta, POB 1509-P, 
Lake Placid, FL 33852. 

25 DIFFERENT older U.S. 10~ with 
approvals. Hill Co., Box 51, Defiance, Ohio 
43512. 

FREE Surprise collection with approvals. 
Jay, Box 2130, Petaluma, CA 94953. 

FREE. U.S. Mint Set. Approvals. Hilde
brand, Box 4867, Santa Clara, CA 95054. 

U.S. 6 commemorative plate blocks $1.00! 
Approvals. Gordon Davison, Nokomis, FL 
33555. 

PLATI! IILOCK British free with approv
als. Carlson, Rt2, Box 112, Annandale, MN 
55302. 

FREEl Big Bargain Catalog- New Edi
tion listing thousands of bargains includ
ing U.S. & B.N.A. stamps, packets, albums, 
accessories and supplies. Also fine stamps 
from our approval service. Buy only what 
you like. Return balance promptly! Thank 
you. Jamestown Stamp Co., Dept. E 44PS, 
Jamestown, NY 14701. 

I'RI!EII Beautiful Stamps Gold. Silver 
Others Approvals. Delor, 21127 Fleetwood, 
Harper Woods, MI 48225. 

38 DIFFERENT Old U.S . Revenue 
Stamps $1.00. Winchester Stamps, Box 
3592, Mansfield, Ohio 44907. 

OLD U.S. Stamps on approval. Chester, 
Box 15355R, Philadelphia, PA 19111. 

FREE Worldwide Packet. Penny approv
als. Froehlich, Drawer 968B, Morton Grove, 
IL 60053. 

30 WILD ANIMAl S 20¢! Foreign AJ>: 
provals. Weblor, Box 3180A, Leeds, ME 
04263. . 

ONEI Two! Three~ Cent Stamp Approvals. 
Regardless Catalo ue. C.K. Stamps,17902 
Marklee, Jamul , A 92035. · 

ICELAND collection. 20 different $1.00. 
Approvals, Sandell, Box 6664, St. Paul, 
55106. 

SPECTACULAR! 200 DIFFERENT 
WOALDWIDE-2AC. Including special se
lection from exotic and mysterious Malaya. 
Exciting, colourful and fascinating stamps 
featuring animals, sports, flowers, paint
ings, and much more. Other breath-taking 
stamps enclosed on approval- buy what 
you desire, return balance. Send 25~ today! 
Sharivin- PS, Box 982F, Toronto, Canada 
M4Y 2N9. 

SATELL"E TV 
SATEUITE TI!LEVISION ANTENNAS 

complete detailed plans for home construc
tion by anyone. $5.00. Jansen Electronics, 
P.O. Box 168A, Dundee, OR 97115. 

SATEUITE TV! Install Yourself and 
Save! Catalog, Instructions & Prices $5.00. 
Nova Satellite TV, Inc., P. 0. Box 1120, 
Cookeville, TN 38503. 

SATI!LUTE & CAN • SYSTI!MS 
Satellite systems, microwave receivers & 
transmitters, cable accessories. $1.00 cat
alog. sea, Box 30512, Seattle, WA 98103. 

FREEl Information on 100 Satellite 
Televis ion Channels plus free catalog of 
proven do-it-yourself plans/kits for easy, 
low-cost, attractive satellite antennas. Also, 
wholesale electronic components. GFI-16, 
Box 9108, Missoula, MT 59807. 

SATEUITE TV • • • LOW PRICES on 
dishes, receivers, LNA's, etc ... Factory 
1,-uaranteed. Send $5.00 for the most com
plete catalog and information available. 
Satellite P.O. Box 640, Cuyaho~a 

3700 C North Harold 
North UIUe Rock. AR 72218 

(501) 225-3100 

~ SATELLITE 
TELEVISION 

SYSTEMS 

• Super programming 
• Heaviest of its kind 
• Easy operation 
• Advanced component controls 

Dealerships available 
We manufacture sizes ranging 8', 9 '. 11'. 
14' , 16', 23'. 

Francis Enterprises, Inc. 
P.O. Box 906 314-989-3248 

Poplar Bluff, MO 63901. 

RADIO flY 
POUCE Scanners, Regency, Bearcat, 

Fanon. HPR, Box 19224, Denver, CO 80219. 

NEWI ••. REPAIR ANY TV.,, EASY. 
Write, Research, Rt. 3, Box 601BC, Col
ville, WA 99114. 

PAY TV Amateur TV RECEIVERS, 
Wholesale to public. LOWEST IJE&t EA 
PAICDI Jarik, 632 West Doran, Suite 
#206, Glendale, CA 91203. 213/956-5839. 

'IVCABL•, splitters, connectors, splices, 
jumpers, etc. Price list $1.00. Davco, Box 
2456, Batesville, AR 72503. 

CBRADIO 
CB Radio Books, Kits, Modifications, 

Catalog $1.00, Refundable. APS, POB 
263PS, Newport, RI 02840. 

UNUM, Details Send Stamps. Mateo 
Electronics, Box 316D, Cadillac, MI 49601. 

ORUT IIUYS in Ham gear. Save money 
and have fun with build-it-yourself trans
ceivers, linear amps, tuners, keyers and 
accessories, Send for F .... Catalog from 
Heath Co., Dept. 016-164, Benton Harbor, 
M149022. 

CB MODIFICATIONS, conversions, 
books, plans, kits. Catalog $2. CBCI, Box 
31500P , Phoenix, AZ 85046. 

RECORDS & TAPES 
VIDEO TAPE- Top Quality Custom

•enlll.n windings. VHSIBETA. A SUNil 
1812 Ti Allentown, 

VIDEO EQUIPMENT 
YIDIEO MOVIES. VHS-Beta-Disc. Cata

log $1.00. Tower, Dunkirk, MD 20754-0213. 

VCR PAOT•CTIW COYD clear vinyl 
187fs x 15~ x 5 beautifully made $11.95. 
Window Moods, 8228 Scotts Level Rd., 
Baltimore, Maryland 21208. 

ELECTRONICS, STEREO, HI Fl 
INDASH, New, arnlfm cassette $29.95!! 

Discount Speakers . . . CB's . . . Boosters. 
EVIJ, 431 Barrister Place, Dover, Dela
ware 19901. 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 
CATAI 00 for makers, repairers of stringed 
instruments. Imported tonewood, tools 
varnishes, parts, accessories, strings, cases. 
Fine European instruments, bows. As
semble-yourself carved violin kit. Catalog 
$1.00 includes 10% discount certificate. 
International Violin Company, Ltd., Dept. 
KD, 4026 W. Belvedere Ave., Baltimore, 
MD 21215. 

YIOUN, Guitar, Banjo, Mandolin Mak
ing Materials. Accessories, Books, Piano 
Tuning Kits. Catalog $1.00. International 
Luthiers supply, Box 15444, Tulsa, OK 
74158. 

MUSICAL INSTRUCTIONS 
PLAYER Piano Conversion Kits. Fantas

tic Profits. Catalog $5.00. !209> 538-2300. 

SONGWRITERS 
POEMS Wanted Immediately. Nashville 

Music Productions, Box 40001-PS, Nash
ville, TN 37204. 

POEMS-SONGS WIUfiED. Free Pub
lishing/Promotions. Broadway Music, Box 
7438-PS, Sarasota, FL 33578. 

LASER LIGHT SHOWS 
INEXPENSIVE, Easily Built LASER 

SCANNER projects spectacular patterns 
on walls to music. lllustrated I ASEAIECH 
plans. Send $9.00 to: CORNELL, Box 162, 
Clifton, VA 22024. 

MONEYMAKING 
OPPORTUNITIES 

NI!W Luxury Car Without Cost. Write: 
AMCO 15E, 1601 Main, Plainfield, IN 
46168. 

DET RICHII Secret law smashes debts 
- - - brings Cash credit! FREE report!! 
WealthKit-S, Billings, NY 12510. 

BORROW by mail! $500-$25,000 Fast! 
Easy! Confidential! For details write: Ac
curate, 2120 Crestmoor, Nashville, TN 
37215. 

' 'SUNJUIIZ" You can make $100,000/ 
yr. working from home. Free information: 
S.G.F. Ent., Inc., 250-10 Northern Blvd., 
P.O. Box 116, Little Neck, NY 11362. 

C..Lpyi i;lfl .U I '" lldl 
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w.ALTH in your mail box. Free details. 
Chris Thomas, P.O. Box 9933P, Kansas 
City, MO 64134. 

WIIALTH Secrets. "How To Have It Made 
In 90 Days." Send $1.00. Ruett, Box 901-
PSA, Spartanburg, SC 29304-0901. 

FIIOFn•aLM Home Business! Free de
tails! Donden-4, 414 North Sparks, Bur
bank, CA 91506. 

H0ME COMPUTER 
INCOME 

Programs needed Uses needed 
Convert your ideas to dollars 

Booklet covers 
Writing, Copyright, Marketing 

James Holland 
send $3.00 7828 Alpine 

Sparta, Ml 49345 

PROFITABLE BCCUPATIONS 

HnJtUUIUC .lACK RIIPAIR MANUAL 
and catalog $5.00. Hydraulic Parts Supply, 
Box 4157, Brownsville, TX 78523-4157. 

IIMNtR lawn mowers thousands of parts 
and tools wholesale list 40~. Ellwanger's 
P.S., P.O. Box V, Port J ervis, NY 12771. 

PMil Catalog. Repair Air Conditioning, 
refrigeration. Tools, supplies, full instruc
tions. Doolin, 2016 Canton, Dallas, TX 
75201. 

GOV7 SURPLUS 

•"liONS OF •AAQAINSI Jeeps in
cluded! Many 1% ori!fina l cost. "Nationwide 
Government Buyers Guide/Directory"
$2.00 (guarantel.>d). OISPOSAL, Box 19107-
FD, YMSHINGTON, DC 20038. 

IS It True you can buy jeeps for $44 
through the U.S. government? Get the facts 
todayf Call 312-742-1142. Ext. 4606. 

COMPUTERS 

n--14A owners, Get your free catalog 
of new, exciting, low cost software. Enter
prises, Box 690, Hicks,•ille, NY 11801. 

FIAPER- LABELS OISCOUNTED 
Wholesale prices. Free price list. C. Green 
Co., 325 Main St., Moorestown, NJ 08057. 
609-235-8740. 

411K computer US $:!80.00 or hundreds 
Apple compatable softwares details US 
$1.00. Reliant, P.O. Box 33610, Sheungwan 
Hong kong. 

TAS·BO COMPUTMA OISCOUNTS. 
Lowest prices anywhere. Free 2rice list. 
Radio Sha.ck. 175A N. Delsea Dr. Vine
land, NJ 08360. 800-257-0426. 

SAVE 1110 8UCKS on 8- and 16-bit pro
fessional computers in money saving do-it
yourself kits. Send for I'REE Catalog to: 
Heath Co., Dept. 016-163, Benton Harbor, 
~u 49022. 

A1JlAI400/800/XL's- Learn morse code 
PAST-menu driven 48K-Basic-Disk 
$12.99 ppd (CHI'AP). Fleming, 1545 W. 
Main, Wytheville, Virginia 24382. 

REMAILING SERVICES 

CONI'IOENTIAL Mail Receiving/For
warding. Mail Drop, Box 18039PS, Orlando, 
FL 32860. 

CONI'IDIINTIAL Canadian address
business/personal in Canada's oil capital . 
Free details. Northern Business Services, 
P.O. Box 6444 Stn. "D" Dept. SP, Calgary, 
Alberta, Canada, T2P, 2El. 

LOTTERIES 

WIN MII.I.IONS in Canadian lotteries. 
Free details plus I'W TICKET OI'I'IIR.. 
Lucky Buck (PS), Box 171, Station W, 
Toronto, Canada M6M 4Z2. 

WIN UJ> to $4,000,000 for 50¢. "How To" 
$2.00. C. Bell, P. 0. Box 340, Pymble, Aus
tralia 2073. 

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION 

LEARN OOMESTIC Refrigeration 
$50,000 per year no more layoffs. Fran
chised opportunity. Post, Box 19931, Hous
ton, TX 77024. 

OVDSUS .J0-1 $20,000-$60,000 
and up! CA1 I NOWI (317) 839-1712 Ext. 30 

188 I POPULAR SCIENCE 

OVRASUS .. . $20.000-$60,000 +. Free 
Report! Employment, Box 19760-FD, India
napolis, IN 46219. 

AUSTRALIA! Jobs! Transportation! New 
Handbook/Employers Directory-:-$2.00. ln
temational, Box 19107-FD, Washington, 
DC 20036. 

AIJSTAALIAjob opportunities with over 
400 US companies. All occupations. Report/ 
directory. $3.00 (Guaranteed). Write: New 
Careers, Box 4421, Stockton, California 
95204. 

QOVIlANMENT .10-- Thousands of 
vacancies must be filled immediately. 
$17,634 to $50,112. Call 1-716-842-6000, 
Ext. 33971. 

.JOBS OVEASUS-Big money fast. 
$20,000 to $50,000 plus per year. Call 1-
216-453-3000. Ext. 24660. 

SAUOI ARABIA WANTS VOUI Big 
pay! Transportation! Newest guide $2.00. 
AIUMA.CO, Box 820FB, Port Alice, B.C. 
VON 2NO 

NOW AVAILABLE! EMPLOYMENT! 
Eastern Canadian Oil Industry! NEW 
1984 Directory Includes Rigs, Supply Ves
sels, Caterers . . . All Occupations. Com
plete Guide- How To Apply For High-Pay 
Jobs NOWI SECUAI!YOUR PUTUIIIL Send 
$16 .95 check , money-order, Visa-Master
ca rd # , expiry date: Offshore Employment, 
Box 8986, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada 
B3K 5M6. Guaranteed! 1 (902l 469-3525 
Anytime. 

AGENTS WANTED 
URN IEXTAA MONEY! Begin part-time 

- Sell advertising pens, calendars, matches, 
etc. to local bu.siness. Write: Warren Cal
enda r Co., Route 10, Box 97, McMinnville, 
TN 37110. 

SALESPERSONS/DISTRIBUTORS 
WANTED 

TREMENDOUS POTENT~L Home 
Water Purification. WATMAPUR .. Box 
952833, Atlanta, GA 30347. 

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION 
HIGH School Diploma at home. No 

classes. Low cost. Information FREE Ca ll 
toll free 1-800-228-5600 or write: Ameri
can School Dept. 3034 7, 850 E. 58th St ., 
Chicago, IL 60637. 

UNw.RSITY DEGREES BY MAtLI 
Bachelors, Masters, PH.D.s . . . Free re
vealing details. Counse ling, Box 389 SP4, 
Tustin, CA 92680. 

FREE Lifetime. Ordination. Become 
Chaplain, Missiona ry Evangelist, Bishop. 
Box 744-PS, McKeesport, PA 15134. 

BAmSH DI!QRIEES. Obtain yours now 
from London. Bachelors, Masters, Doctor
a tes. Commerce, Industry, Sciences, Phi
losophy, Divinity, Medicine, Social Sci
ences. Free Prospectus. (Airmail $1 re
fundable). College Registrar, Dept . ll2, 
BCM - Collegiate, London, WC1N 3XX., 
England. 

COLLEGE DEGREE BY SPMCIAL 
INIU.UAT10N of EXISTING Credits & Job 
Experience. Fast. (614) 863-1791. Box 
13151-54, Columbus, OH 43213. 

".H!TIQAS TURBINE CARUASI" 
Homestudy courses-theory, maintenance, 
overhaul. AMERICAN .JI!T SCHOOL, 
Dept. PS-3, Darby, Montana 59829. 14061 
349-2100. 

LOCKSMITHING: Free book. Locksmith
ing Institute, Dept. 311-044. Little Falls, 
NJ 07424. · 

MAliN OOCTOAATE DEGRML Earn 
PhD in only 30 days. For complete home 
study program & exam, send only $5 to: 
Clayton Theological Institute, 129 Mt. 
Wh1tney Way, Clayton, CA 94517. 

' EARN WHILE ASLIU'PI Astonishing 
New Method! Strange Catalog Free! Auto
suggestion, Box 24-A, Olympia, WA 98507. 

I'REE 120 page Career Opportuni ties 
Guide-shows how to train at home for 
top paying jobs. Granton Institute, 263B 
Adelaide Street Wes t. Toronto, Canada, 
M5H 1Y3. 

LOCKSMrTHtNQ, Universal School of 
Master Correspondence And Shop Train
ing. Box 214652, Sacramento, California 
95821. ' 

MISCH WORLD WIDII CCM 1._ 01" 
AUCTIOf •• RIIIO, INC,. World's Largest. 
Free Catalog. Approved for VA. Modern 
Auction Library "I'IIEM" with enrollment 
515-423-5242, Col. Gordon E. Taylor, P.O. 
Box 949, Dept. 3, Mason City, IA 50401. 

HArP • ¥OUR OWN I I!CML APIIAIIIS. 
Be a Paralegal. Accredited Attorney In
struction. Home Study. rW CATALOG. 
Southern Career Institute, Drawer 44PS-
2158, Boca Raton, FL 33427. <305) 368-
2522. 

m MCIAONICS Degree <BSETI by cor
respondence. Grantham College, 2500 La 
Cienega, Los Angeles, CA 90034. 

MARN•eoo+ WDKJ Getyour "F.C.C. 
Commercial Radiotelephone License"
Fast, inexpensive! Electronics Home Study. 
Free details, Command, D-102, Box 2223, 
San Francisco 94126. 

PRAY: Receive Acts 2:37-43, continu
ously obey God.l127 NE Fifth Street, Ocala, 
FL 32670. 

LUAN Bartending For Fun - Profit. 
Complete Classroom Course $20.00. Box 
281H, Quinque, VA 22965. 

LEARN Bookkeeping/Accounting. Great 
opportunities for menJwomen. Write ACI, 
Dept. SL411, Box 11704, Santa Ana, CA 
92701. 

new way t'.:~~..., 
A short, sim111e method of acquiring a powerful 
memory. No memorization, no keywords. Release your 
photographic memory. Learn "how" you remember, 
"why" you forget. Discover your natural ability to 
recall evel'llhing. Send for free information to: 

IIISTITUTt 
1451'S Y'III.Jhz. 90272 

CARTOONING 
CARJOON for Fun and Money!!! Free 

booklet!' Cartoons, Box 40614B, Detroit, 
Michigan 48240. 

CARTOONING Taught By Mail. Write 
For Free Brochure. Cartoonerama, Box 
263-TL, Branford, CT 06405. 

SPECIAL SERVICES 
INI'OAMA.TION On Anything. Ferguson 

Research Specialists. 60-15 Woodside Ave
nue, Woodside, NY 11377. 

HAJIDWRITINOANALYSIS Confidential 
professiona] services. Send page of hand
writing sample and $20 for detailed person
ality profile. MCR Grapho-Analysis, 3500 
Clayton Rd ., Suite 100, Concord, CA 94519. 

DETECTIVES 
OETECTIVIl- Exciting profession. Use 

secret l.>quipment; Diploma. Free details 
-AOUK, Dept. PS404, Box 2469, Costa 
Me-~. CA 92626. 

PRilATE DEIECIIV. or FllfO.IPMir 
TECHNICIAN training at home. Detective 
Kits. Badge, Diploma. Ql OBAL SCttOOIS. 
Box 191F'S, Hanover, MA 02339. 

OIITIECT1VIlProfession, easy home study; 
free tie-tack or lapel pin, certificate, future. 
Professionallnvestigators Training School, 
Dept. CB, P.O. Box 41256, Los Angeles, 
CA 90041. 

~IIINTINQ - exciting scientific 
career. Home study course teaches every
thin~. Certificate on completion. Many 
opemngs;prepare now. Professional Inves
tigators Training School, Dept. FP, P.O. 
Box 41256, Los Angeles, CA 90041. 

PHOta:TlllPS, Bugs Surveillance Elec
tronics, Details Send Stamps. Mateo Elec
tronics, Box 316BG, Cadillac, Ml 49601. 

HYPNOTISM 
FW Hypnotism, Self-Hypnosis, Sleep 

Learning Catalog! Drawer PS400, Ruidoso, 
NM 88345. 

I'AiUI Hypnotism. Sleep Learning Publi
cation DLP, Box 487, Anaheim. CA 92705. 

HVPitOTID Women! Gentlemen! Neigh
bors! Even Perfect Strangers! Professional 
Secrets Revealed! Instantaneous methods! 
Clairvoyant Hypnotizing! Somnambulism! 
Dynamic salesmanshipf Discover strange 
magnetic influence! Amazing personality 
improvement! Hypnotize yourself. Power
ful methods! $3.00. Add1son Thompson, 
Box 1085-PS, Black Mountain, NC 28711. 

PERSONAL 
SM~ 8UDIHM• Where are th4 

now? Booklet: ...,.MDfll How To Fit 
Them. Includes directions, contact ~ 
dresses, sample letter&. $3.95. II...,. a•• 
P.O. Box 1831P, Titusville, FL 32781. 

t1 •" credit cards? Bankrupt? Slow credi 
No credit? Let us help. Call now! 1-317-Slt 
1712 Ex.c7 

LOANS BY MAIL 
CASH LOANS Borrow by mail. Ali 

amount. Free details, application rush& 
Moneymasters, D-116, Box3169, PinehllJ'II 
NC 28374. 

•oiiiiDW by Mail! $500-$25,000 Faa 
Easy! Confidential! For details write: Acct 
rate, 2120 Crestmoor, Nashville, TN 37211 

ARA• -ltiM8SMMN Have Money 1 
Buy & Invest. Top Finders Fees Paid. In 
Middle East Assoc., 484.PS1, 8291 Fla: 
man, Huntington Beach, CA 92646. 

110RA0W IIG0-11100.0001 lnstat 
Reply! No Co-Signers! Rush Stamped E1 
velope! Financial , Box 5487 (PS), ~.ichan 
son, TX 76080. 

IMMMDIATIE Loans to deserving indivio 
uals refused elsewhere. Man)' plans i1 
eluded. Try us! Associates, Box 98-P. 
Brooklyn, NY 11235. 

IIOAAOW $25,000 "overnight." Any pu 
pose. Keep indefinitely! Free Reportl Su. 
cess Research, Box 19739-FD. lnd.1anapoli 
Indiana 46219. 

SLOANtM On Signature To $100,000 
Any purpose! Write: Elite: Box 206 - P I 
East Rockaway, NY 11518. I 

ltOiGIIOW $500-$500,000 instant ret!) 
no co-signer. Send addressed envelope.l'l 
nancier, Box 532894, Grand Praine, ~ 
75050. ' 

aORROW $300- $30,000 Interest F~ 
Keep Indefinitely! Free report! Wri 
American, 1601 Main, Plainfield, IN 461 

aORRDW by mail. $500-$30,000. A 
purpose! Quick, Easy. Confidential. 
tails, application rushed! Creditmasteri 
Box 507-XX, Floral Park, NX 11002. j 

BORROW $30,000 without interestL F'l' 
details! lnfohouse-PS, 808 Post, San rill 
cisco 94109. 

HAIR CARE 
HAIR PARMINQI stops hair loss-Stim; 

lates new hair growth. FAST, PAST Ill! 
LIMFI No chemicals . Guaranteed results ll 
days. Exciting facts free. Rogly Researc1 
Box 570726, (PS), Miami, FL 33257-0721 
Write today! 

BUY ff WHOLESALE 
CLOSMOUTSI Wholesale! Overrun 

Freebies! Information (stamp): DDN, B< 
20152-G, Ferndale, Michigan 48220. 

400,000 UIIQARIS Below Wholesal 
Many Free! Liquidations . . . Closeout, 
. . . Job Lots . .. Single Samples. Fn 
detai Is. Worldwide Bargainhuntere, Be 
730-B, Holland, MI 49423. 

PARTS Catalog-Chainsaw, Thre< 
Wheeler, Motorcycle, Snowmobile, Sm.a 
Engines. ($1.00). Manufacturer's Suppl 
Box 157PS12, Dorchester, WI 54425. 

UQUIDA'nONCC.O•.,.,..,Buy nan 
brand products at below dealer cost fro; 
the nation's la.rgest liquidator! Wide vat 
ety. Many top brands. Big savings! · 
$1.00 for latest 16-page catalog: Adv. 
F-460, C.O.M.a. Co., Li~uidators, 14 
28th Ave., N ., Minneapohs, MN 55441. 

OF INTEREST TO ALL 

WORLD'S FIRST TALKING WR 
W.TCH, Details Free. King, P.O. 
28358 Dallas, Texas 75228. 

SMIIO a letter to the future! = 
....,._ = Time C~psule acce~_>ting en~ 
now! Send S.A.S.E. for full mformatio, 
Box 632-F, Estancia, New Mexico 8701~ 

Copyrighted material I 



II...CAftTAJ • ..-IOUNCDANY· 
)11*'8 8111THDAY, AIIIIIV*IIUIIY, 
IIIIIAIKUMI $25.00. Tower, Dunkirk, MD 
!0754-0213. 

PLA8TIC LAMIIIATK Any Clipping, 
?hoto, Certificate Up To 8Y2 x 11". Only 
~2.00. 41$7.00. Wemcob, 903 West 12th, 
\ ustin, Texas 78703. 

.WANTED: E~y wisdom. Found a way tt> k<"<'P 
traelc o( which auromori~~e fluids need changing and 
when? To parch a plaster wall? Roda.le Pre:!S i• 
gathering thousands o( hints foe a new hmk. Please 
share with us original short curs that have sailed ynu 
tim~ and money whitt working un your car, in -,uur 
Vo'OI"kshop, or around the home. Tell us why the til" 
work. We'll pay $5 (or any item that makes it into 
the book, so include your return aJdr<"-'· R<>~.>cr 
Yepsen. Rodale Press, Inc. , H El<st Minor Street. 
Emmaus, PA 18049. 

FOR INVENTORS 
INNOta"nnII Centre associatt:d with 

Jniversity of Waterloo provides assistance 
o •oiiiM'OII8 in: Development, Patent
ng, Licensing, Marketing and Financing. 
~anadian Industrial Innovation Centre, 
~~- PSS, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 

I PATKIIT IT ECOIIOMICALLYI Free 
Petails. M. Rainer, 2008 Fondulac, Rich
eond, VA 23229. 
L_IIIIONPIIOFn' foundation helps inventors. 
iVidest range of services. Free recording 
prms. Free evaluation. Affiliated lnven
ors Foundation, 501-A Iowa, Colorado 
?prings, CO 80909 or Call toll free 1-800-
,25-5885. 

••QINII"•? Some suggestions to help 
started on your Patent presentation, 

time, promote peace of mind. Send 
~~u.uu (full payment for this assistance l, 

Corp, P.O. Box 100-B, Ada Michi-
49301. 

PIIOIKCT YOUR IIIVEHIION ••• PA· 
'-IT m Report includes sample forms, 

instructions and more. I'RU DE· 
Brown, P.O. Box 727, Brookline, 

02146. 

• WARN how to offer your invention for 
or license. Free Booklet. Outlines pro

led,ures, royalty rates, requirements. Kess
Sales Corporation, C-7-F1, Fremont, 
43420. 

INVENTORS/ 
IDEAS HAVE VALUE/ 

think of an ldu. for&er It •nd see It later on the 
mar••« M•ny people don't forget. act quickly •nd 

rewarded by American Industry. Write down. 
idea! We offer free disclosure registration and 

jniri•l consululion regarding your idea's potential 
~>1u1e. C~ll or write without delay for your free 
Jnform•rion pack•&e. 

American Inventors Corporallon 
82 Brood Slreet, Dept. PS 

Wesffield, MA01086 ~ 
(413) 568-3753 .~ 

A Fee Based Morllefing Company 

I 
Ollices Coast to Coast 

Ill t 11 II IIIII llllllllllllllll!llll!ll lll l lllll 
INVENTIONS WANTED 

~·JIOOOB. 1377 K M\ WA8HINOTON, 

IIIVIINTOR81 If you have an invention 
~r sale or license, write for free booklet 
xplaining how we can help you. Kessler 
ales Corp., C-7-lW, Fremont, Ohio 43420. 

COMPAIIK "Exclusive Yankee lnge
uity" Invention Service with simular serv
!le& you'll be glad you did.163 Washington 
t., 309PS, Fairhaven, MA 02719. 

FOR SALES MISC. 
ULT BUC'O * 8ARCIAIN8. Huge new 

hipment just arrived. Westerns, Blue 
rass, Truckers, Bikers, Sportsmen. $3.95 

ach. Numerous others. l'liU color bro
~ure. Hilltop Showcase, 310 Nocturne 
:Ourt, Chula Vista, CA 92011. 

FIELD GLASSES, TELESCOPES 
,... Catalogue!·Thousands War sur

plus optical bargains. Lenses, Prisms, Tele
scopes, Binoculars, etc. Jaegers, 691G Mer
rick Road, Lynbrook, NY 11563. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
OIINAMIEIITAL Iron desi~. Book of 

1600 beautiful practical des1gns for rail
ings, columns, etc. Free literature. Cun- . 
ningham, 3881 South 3200 West, P.O. Box 
20005-S, Salt Lake City, UT 84120-0005. 

•ct...'UM Cl •AtliiU• "Discount Prices" 
"New" Rainbow $389.95, Kirby, Filter 
Queen, Compact, Details: ABC Vacuum 
Warehouse, 7021 Burnet-PS, Austin, Texas 
78757. 

MOIIMONI8M'8 TRAGIC TRUTH, 
stamp appreciated,~ Box 577, Green
wood, Texas 76246. 

OZONaiULTRAVIDLP lamp COZ4S11) 
$8.95, includes experiments. Lawson Elec
tronics, Poteet, TX 78065. 

FUGHT UOHT spectacular at night. 
Mounts to any frisbee type flying disc. For 
plans, PLASTIC DI8C INCWDB). Send 
$2.00. Ken Johnson, P.O. Box 207, May
wood, CA 90270-0207. 

H A GENUINE TDA8 RANCHBII 
For $14.99 square foot, receive legal land 
deed and title on elegant 12 x 12 document 
to display in office or home. Land in Hill 
Country, Boerne, Texas. Great novelty gift! 
Send for your Texas. Texas Hill Country 
Bonanza Co., P.O. Box 13175, San Antonio, 
Texas 78213. 

BEllER HEALTH 
STOP SNORING New exercises always 

successful! Guaranteed results! Free infor
mation. Snomomor, Box 5000-F, Del Mar, 
CA 92014. 

BUSINESS SERVICES 
MAILING LISTS 

FR•• Mailing List Analysis. Details. 
GOC-lU, Box 1107, Stuart, FL 33494. (305l 
334-5205. 

INCORPORATE Without Legal Fees. 
Free Kit Includes Forms. Call Now (800l 
345-Corp. 

OW GOLD, JEWELRY 
WANTED 

HIQHDT ca•H for Gold, J ewelry, Gold 
Teeth, Rings, Diamonds, Watches, Silver, 
Platinum. Mail Articles Today. Free gift 
with Informat ion. Chicago Gold & Pre
cious Metals, 6 E. Monroe, Dept. 857, 
Chicago, 60603. 

TAKE NO CHANCES. Deal with oldest, 
most reliable firm in old gold business. 
Established 1934. We buy Gold, Silver, 
Platinum, Diamonds. Highest Cash. Free 
information. Rose Industries, 29-Y East 
Madison, Chicago 60602. 

WATCHES, CLOCKS 
LCD Watch $2.50, Penwatch $2.00, cata

logue $1.00. Reliant, P.O. Box 33610, 
Sheungwan, Hong Kong. 

CLOCK and Watch Repairing books, 
tools, materials. Free book catalog. North 
American, Box 77-BQ, Fox River Grove, 
Illinois 60021. 

WINEMAKING 
WINEMAKI!R8-BRIIMAIKI!R8 Free 

Catalog. Fast Service. Large Selection. 
Kraus, Box 7850-N Independence, MO 
64053. 

FREE ENCYCLOPED4A WINDIAKINQ 
Beermaking, Supplies, Equipment Ingre
dients. Vynox, Box S15498, Rochester, NY 
14615. 

WINIIMAICER8- 81•RMAKDI8-
QA80HOL. Free catalog, Equipment Sup
plies, Continental, Box 188-PS, Cassel
berry, FL 32707. 

WINEMADU • BPIIMAUII8 -
Fresh Stocks. Fast Service. Free Catalog. 
O'Brien's, Box 284A, Wayne, IL 60184. 

FME BRRMAIONQ IIOOK plus cata
log. Finest equipment, Ingredients. One
Day Service. Fully guaranteed. SPI, Box 
784-S, Chapel Hill, NC 27514. 

B"Ril'AM•R• Free Specialist Catalog/ 
Newsletter. William's, Box 461-P4, Oalt
land, California 94604. 

GOOD EATING 
LOWCALOR•8COOKIIOOK250 Reci

pes $4.95. plh $1.50. Ritchie Branner, 646 
Howland, Pontiac, MI 48053. Mich 4% tax. 

TREASURE FINDERS/ 
METAL DETECTORS 

FINO old coins, jewelry, gold nuggets. 
New patented revolutionary device. Free 
catalog. Gardiner, 4729L N. 7th Ave., Phoe
nix, AZ 85013. 

PATCHE~DECAL~BADGES 

CU8TOM-Made Cloisonnes. Decals, 
Patches. Airmail Sketch. Quantity to: 
Shayes Emblems Services. P.O. Box 43-96, 
Taipei, Taiwan. 

TELEPHONES & ACCESSORIES 
COIIDL.EII8 phones. Low prices. Free 

brochure. Buyus, Dept. 84, 10 Whitebirch, 
Ossining, NY 10562. 

BIRDS & ANIMALS 

H:\ISE FL\BHITS 

EARTHWORMS, 
CRICKETS, FROGS 

FREE Literature. Raise Fishworms, 
Crickets. Red wigglers- 1000- $8.95, 
5000- $42.50. Carter Farm- 12, Plains, 
GA 317890 

AIRGUNS 

RWS 
PRECISION 
AIRGUNS 
Air Rifles, Air Pistols for 
Adults, made in Germany ···""~ 
Lifetime Warranty. Meisterkugeln 
Match. Superpoint, Hollowpoint. 
Hobby and Standard Pellets. 
Targets. Traps, Scopes and 
Accessories. For 
01r new "Olympic 
Year" Clllllll send 
$1.110 

II 

RWS 
MODEL 

5G 

DYNAMIT NOBEL OF AMERICA INC 
105 Stonehurst Court, Northvale. New Jersey 07647 

HEARING AIDS 

HUGE UVIIIG8. Eliminate dealer 
markup. Free Trial. Batteries wholesale. 
Terms Arranged. Lloyds-PSC, Rockford, 
IL 61104. Call 118001323-1212 Toll Free 

•R•ND Names at Tremendous Savings. 
LeBarron Company, RR7P, Saratoga 
Springs, NY 12866. 

tr-v~#I%1;11~CWI•~il 
SAVE 50% 

• All types of Aids 
• Try our all In the ear 
• 30 Day Trial • No Salesman 

• Free Catalog • Write: 
BETTER HEARING 

Box 537·69F 
Brookport, IL 62910 

<ij 1-1[;\RINC AIDS 
- •, PRICE CATA LOC FRH ! 

I SUPER $AVINGS! Newest. Finest. All 
types. Buy DIRECT & save up to HALF! 

I ~o salesmen. Sold bY- AIR MAIL on 

I HOME TRIAL. FREE Catalog. Write: 
MONEYSAVERS, 

1 Dept.PS:4D · ' 9530 Langdon Ave., 
Sepulveda, Cal. 91343 

I Not sold In California. 

RUBBER STAMP 

PRINTING SERVICES 
PRIJfniiO Presses, Type, Supplies. Lists, 

50¢. Turnbough Printers Supply, Mechan
icsburg, PA 17055. 

WATER PURIFICATION 
PUREST WATER from HOME DISTILL· 

I!R, WATER WISE, Box 45981, Centerhill, 
FL 33514, (800)874-9028. 

AUTHOR'S SERVICE 
PUBLISH Your Book! Join our success

ful authors. Publicity, advertising, beauti
ful books. AH subjects invited. Send for fact
filled booklet and free manuscript report. 
Carlton Press, Dept. PSD, 84 Fifth Avenue 
New York 10011. 

KNIFEMAKING SUPPLIES 
M&IERIAI8 FOR CUTLDY 

38 Page Catalog $2.00. Custom Knife
makers Supply, Box 308-PS, Emory, Texas 
75440. 

CAMPING EQUIPMENT 
FRH Discount Catalog, Backpacking, 

Camping, Campmor, Box 999-P, Paramus, 
NJ 07652. 

CAMPING Equipment - Swiss Army 
Knives. Free Catalog: Canyon, Box 304448, 
Tucson, Arizona 85751. 

SPORTING GOODS 



Booklets, catalogs, and folders listed below provide reliable information, illustrations, and specifications to help you in planning the pur
chase of a variety of products or services offered by these dependable companies. The convenient order form will save you time and postage. 

401 Electric Power Tools This two-color 
catalog from Makita USA, Inc., provides in
formation on its full line of high-qual ity, por
table electric power tools. It's complete and 
includes available accessories, practical appli
cations, and suggested retail prices. Free 

402 Panel Projects This catalog lists more 
than 50 projects that can be built using ply
wood and other structural wood panels. In
cluded are indoor and outdoor furniture, stor
age units, toys, boats, shelters, and many 
other ideas from American Plywood Assn. $1 

403 Wood Stoves The Apache Stove color 
brochure includes wood-stove inserts for your 
fireplace, as well as free-standing stoves. The 
stoves' features include glowers, ash drawers, 
cool door handles, and solid or glass-panel 
cast-iron doors. Free 

404 Energy-Efficient Heating A brochure 
from Arkla shows how the new, patented Arkla 
recuperative gas furnace saves energy costs 
by reducing fuel consumption. It's the heat
ing system that pays for itself. Free 

405 Got a Ceiling Problem? This booklet, 
entitled "Solve It with an Armstrong Tile or 
Suspended Ceiling," illustrates the newest 
suspended and tile ceilings and installation 
methods. It includes information on mainte
nance, I ighting fixtures, and accessories. Free 

406 Chimney Sweeps Earn $45 an hour 
with your own business. This information pack
age gives full details, illustrations, and p'rices, 
and includes a 33113-rpm record on what it's 
like to own an August West Chimney Sweep 
business. Free 

407 Practical, Functional Merchandise 
The fully illustrated catalog from L. L. Bean, 
Inc., lists practical and functional merchan
dise at reasonable prices. It features quality 
apparel and footwear, dependable sporting 
equipment, furnishings for camp or cottage, 
and unique and useful gift items. Free 

408 Binoculars All you need to know 
about binoculars, field glasses, and opera 
glasses is in Bushnell's 16-page booklet that 
describes more than 50 Bushnell and Bausch 
& Lomb models. A selection guide is included. 
Free 

409 Get the Most from Your Computer 
This detailed color brochure from Compu
Serve, America's largest information service 
for personal-computer users, tells you how to 
access its vast data banks for reference mate
rial, news wires, an encyclopedia, financial 
and travel information, electronic mail, fan
tastic games, and lots more. Free 

410 Computer Covers A catalog and speci
fication sheet from Coverguard details custom
made covers of featherweight, super-strength 
nylon that are waterproof and flame retardant. 
They're available for any brand of personal, 
micro-, or mini-computer. 25¢ 

411 Tractors A 24-page brochure from 
John Deere, illustrated with color photos and 
cutaway drawings, describes the firm's I ine 
of lawn and garden tractors and attachments. 
Free 

412 Humidity Controller Desert Ai re 
Corp.'s extreme-humidity controllers can re
move unwanted, damaging humidity and heat 
an entire pool room while reducing energy 
costs up to 75 percent. Free 

413 Synchronies This· full-color catalog 
from Hanover House Industries gives a won
derful selection of the newest and most
exciting · electronic products for the '80s, 
including telephones; video, audio, health, 
and exercise products; luggage; watches; and 
much more. Free 

414 Sickle-Bar Mower This color catalog 
sheet from Kinco Manufacturing describes a 
self-propelled sickle mower that easily cuts 
through heavy weeds, tall brush, two-inch sap
li ngs, and rough grass. Free 

415 Design-It-Yourself Baths The bath nat
urals form the basis of this full-color brochure 
on bath decorating from Mart Advertising. Ce
ramic, mosaic, and quarry tiles are featured 
in a wide range of beautiful, distinctive bath 
settings. 25¢ 

416 Insulated Sliding Glass Door The 
beauty of wood, the efficiency of insulated 
glass, and the simplicity of installing a door 
unit made in replacement size are shown in 
this eight-page full-color brochure from C-E 
Morgan. Double- and triple-door units are 
available prefinished in white or earth tone
or natural, so you can stain or paint to match 
decor. 25¢ 

417 · Microcomputer Software Peachtree 
Quarterly, a full -color magazine, provides prod
uct information and interesting articles for 
users. Peachtree Software is available for many 
different microcomputers for business, home, 
and school. $3 

418 How to Beautify Your Home This help
ful brochure from Red Devil offers a tool 
checklist and presents suggestions for setup 
and preparation of wall coverings. It also cov
ers types of wall coverings, estimating wall-· 
covering amounts, pasting, hanging, and 
trimming. Free 

419 South Carolina Vacation Guide Tour 
maps, events, and mountain-to-sea travel 
views of a diverse, delightful vacationland are 
illustrated in this booklet from the South Caro
lina Division of Tourism. Featured are the 
golden beaches of the Grand Strand, Old 
Charleston by the sea, and enchanting resort 
islands. Free 

420 Custom-Hitch Guide U-Haul's 15-page 
custom-hitch guide includes information on 
the right hitch for your car, complete trailer
towing accessories, and tips for safe trailer
ing. Free 

r-----------.-------- FILL IN COUPON AND MAIL TODAY ----•-------- - -----, 

: POPULAR SCIENCE P.O. Box 322, Dalton, Mass. 01226 THIS COUPON EXPIRES JUNE 30, 1984 : 
I Note: POPULAR ScoENCE Massachusetts address is for Product Information only. I 

1 Please send the items checked below. I am enclosing $1 handling charge 
1 

AM ENCLOSING I 
1 (any number of items) plus amount required for priced items. 1 
I 

405 413 
$ for priced items I 

1 o 401 o o 409 o o 417 $3 1 
1 0 402 $1 o 406 0 410 25¢ 0 414 o 418 $1 for handlinl 1 
1 0 403 0 407 0 411 0 415 25¢ 0 419 $ TOTAL REMITTANCE I 
1 o 404 o 408 o 412 o 416 25¢ o 420 1 
I I 

: Name (please print) : 

I Address City & State Zip I 
I Please send cash, check, or money order made out to POPULAR SCIENCE. I 
I No stamps or foreign currency. Allow approximately six weeks' delivery. POPULAR SCIENCE APRIL 1984 I 

~-------------------------------------------------~ 

) 

190 I POPULAR SCIENCE Copyroghted materoal 
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Warning : The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

1(0§ 


